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Summary 
The thesis considers the one-dimensional cutting stock problem, the bin-packing problem, and 
their relationship. The duality gap of the former is investigated and a characterisation of a class 
of cutting stock problems with the next round-up property is given. It is shown that worst-case 
bounds for bin-packing heuristics can be and are best expressed in terms of the linear programming 
relaxation of the corresponding cutting stock problem. The concept of recurrency is introduced 
for a bin-packing heuristic, which allows a more natural derivation of a measure for the worst-case 
behaviour. The ideas are tested on some well known bin-packing heuristics and (slightly) tighter 
bounds for these are derived. These new bounds (in terms of the linear programming relaxation) 
are then used to make inferences about the duality gap of the cutting stock problem. In particular; 
these bounds allow a priori, problem-specific bounds. The thesis ends with conclusions and a 
number of suggestions to extend the analysis to higher dimensional problems. 
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You may never reach your goal, but you will find something of interest on the way."t 
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Part I 
Cutting Stock Problems 
Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
Whenever a larger unit of material needs to be divided into smaller units, at a minimal cost, we 
are dealing with a Cutting Stock Problem (CSP). As an example consider the following problem. A 
steel manufacturer produces bars of a length of 10 meters. A client places an order for fifteen bars 
ofa length of 4m and five of a length of 3m. How should the manufacturer cut his stock lengths to 
satisfy his client's demands at minimal cost? This type of problem occurs frequently in industry. 
Instead of metal one can take wood, cloth, paper, leather, et cetera. The scope can be widened to 
2-dimensional problems, e.g. sheets of metal. 
Whenever we have items which need to be packed into a larger unit, we are dealing with a packing 
problem. As an example consider the following. An airline is offered a large variety of cargo that 
needs to be shipped. There are parcels which weigh just a few kilos, there is machinery which 
weighs several thousands of kilos and a whole range of items with intermediate weights. With the 
total weight carried on an aeroplane being the limiting factor; how many are necessary to transport 
the goods? This type of problem occurs frequently in industry, in particular the cargo industry. 
As a less obvious example consider a manufacturer who has hundreds of half finished goods that 
need a finishing operation on a machine. Some need just five minutes on the machine, others one 
hundred minutes and many need somewhere in this range. If the machines are operational for eight 
hours in a day; how many machines does he need to reserve to finish the job within one day? 
Both these examples are instances of the Bin-Packing Problem (BPP). In the former we have 
a bin with capacity equal to the maximum cargo weight an aeroplane can carry. In the latter we 
can interpret every machine as a bin with a capacity of 480 (min.) and the finishing times as items 
2 
with a size ranging from 5 to 100. 
The e$p and BPP are obviously related; if one has solved a cutting problem it immediately gives 
the solution to the problem of packing the items that have just been cut. It depends upon one's 
viewpoint and practical considerations whether or not a problem is best formulated and solved as 
a cutting or packing problem. Consider a jigsaw puzzle: to most people this is a packing problem, 
but to the manufacturer it constitutes a cutting problem. And, obviously, knowledge of how the 
board was cut into the puzzle pieces would solve the puzzler's packing problem. The same applies 
to the general problem: if one has a general method to solve the BPP one can use it to solve the 
esp and vice versa. 
1.1 Research Motivation 
The original motivation to examine more closely the link between the esp, the BPP and their 
respective solution methods, came from practical experiences in the carpet industry.l69] In this 
setting, although a company may receive many thousands of customer orders for room sized pieces 
a day, the orders are spread over the many different qualities and colours that are stocked. For 
most of the individual types of carpet this results in only a few orders a day, but for some, very 
popular lines this may result in a large number of orders. Although the objective in both cases is 
the same (trim-loss minimisation) the solution methods are quite different. 
Following the classification, normally used in literature, the former set of problems would be 
classified as a BPP and the latter as a esp. 
BPP CSP 
no. item types many few 
no. items/no. item types few many 
Table 1.1. Characteristics of the bin-packing problem vs. the cutting stock problem 
A BPP typically consists of a large number of many different items, whereas a esp consists of 
a large number of few different items. For a more detailed typology, see Dyckhoff and Finke. [20] 
Although, technically speaking, these are merely two different formulations of the same integer 
problem, the distinction is important for practical purposes. The BPP can be used to model a 
3 
process of on-line sequential allocation, whereas a esp represents an off-line allocation process. 
Furthermore, different solution procedures are used for each class. 
A further motivation is given by the standard method of solving a esp (see chapter 2.2). This 
method basically splits the problem into a 'large' component, which is solved optimally, and a 
'smaller' residual component, which is formulated as a BPP. 
A final motivation was given by the realisation that worst-case bounds for BPP-heuristics could 
be expressed in terms of the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation of the esp. 
Apart from these motivations the mere fact that the esp and BPP are just two different inter-
pretations/formulations of the same problem gives an intuitive notion that one should be able to 
use insights, results and techniques from one domain in the other'! 
1.2 Notation & Terminology 
In this section we introduce some notational conventions and terminology common to all chapters. 
It also serves as a quick overview of the main concepts. More specific notation, pertaining to the 
domains of cutting stock problems, and bin-packing heuristics can be found in chapters 2 and 5, 
respectively. For ease of reference most notation and acronyms are listed in a glossary (p. 261). 
Special elements/captions such as a theorem, lemma, corollary and the like, are numbered con-
secutively within a chapter or appendix (e.g. lemma 3.14 and property BID). Equations are 
numbered, starting with (1), consecutively within a chapter. For example, (5.2) is the second 
equation in chapter 5. Numbers in square brackets refer to the equivalent publication in the list of 
references. Footnotes are indicated by a superscript and printed on the same page. Tables as well 
as diagrams are numbered consecutively within a chapter or appendix. 
Occasionally a theorem, lemma or corollary is given a name and can be referred to by its name; 
viz. "by the integrality assumption (theorem AI), we have ... ". These names are listed in the index. 
1 As Dyckhoff and Finke[20] note in the introduction to their book: 
"Because of the strong link between cutting and packing problems based on the duality of material and 
space, it seems obvious to examine both within a general framework. Statements made concerning 
cutting problems can also be significant for problems in packing, and vice versa." 
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A decision problem where the value of certain variables has to be determined in order to maximise 
(or minimise) an objective function will be referred to as a program. For instance the problem of 
deciding which vector out of a given set A maximises a function, translates into the program 
v = Max f(a) 
st a E A 
(1.1) 
We shall refer to 1) as the decision problem itself and frequently, if there is no confusion, as to its 
solution value. To highlight that the value of a decision variable is an optimal one, i.e. maximises 
(or minimises) the objective function, the star symbol is used. As in; 'a * maximises 1)'. Sometimes, 
if we want to refer to the value of a (set of) particular feasible solution(s) with respect to a program, 
we will use 1)( a) or just 1), if there is no confusion. A variable is said to be active, with respect to 
a program, if it has a non-zero value. For instance; 'if al is active then 1) < 1)*, so that we may 
assume ai = 0'. Decision problems, such as linear- or integer programs are treated as a separate 
entity. This is emphasised by packing them in 'boxes' as in (1.1). 
A set of n items can be represented in different ways, depending on the domain that we are 
working in. The one that is mostly used for bin-packing is the list form and will be denoted as 
£, = {Xl, ... , x n }, where Xi is the size of the ith item. Usual convention dictates that the sizes are 
scaled, so that the bin has size one and all items have a size not exceeding one. We shall loosely 
use £, C (0, cp] to denote that all elements of the list £, have a size in that interval. 
In the setting of a cutting stock problem the order of the items does not matter and we can 
describe the item set in a more concise manner. The usual convention here is that the item sizes 
and the bin size are integers. The set is characterised by the integer parameters m, L and integer 
parameter vectors d and f. This denotes that the set of items contains m different item-types with 
sizes d l , ... ,dm to be cut in frequencies iI, ... ,1m from the length L. If we want to stress that a 
list can be represented in this manner, by these parameters, we will use £, rv (m, L, d, f). 
The default assumption for a list is that it has sizes in the interval (0,1]. If we want to stress 
that sizes are taken from a subset of (0,1]' in particular that the size of the largest item does not 
exceed a certain (parametrised) value we will use the terminology parametric- or restricted list. 
For example; 'the parametric list £, has sizes in (0, cp], where cp ~ 1/2'. 
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A singleton bin is a bin packed with exactly one item and the item it contains is referred to as a 
singleton item. If the last bin is a singleton bin, the item it contains is usually denoted as x or de 
and will be referred to as the critical item. 
We interpret the various algorithms and heuristics as operators on a list of items, and the corres-
ponding acronym will be used to denote this. For instance, packing a list £, using the heuristic H 
will use a number of H(£') bins. The minimal number of bins that is necessary to pack a list will be 
denoted as OPT(£,), where OPT can be interpreted as some algorithm that produces an optimal 
solution.2 
Similar, CSP is an algorithm that returns the minimum number of stock lengths necessary to 
fulfil the demand. To distinguish between the value of CSP as an integer programming problem 
and its LP-relaxation we will use CSP1 and CSPR respectively. 
A quantity which is useful in the analysis of cutting and packing problems is the (scaled) 
amount of material to be cut or packed. In the context of a cutting stock problem it is defined as 
Mat = L: fidi/ L, and in the context of a packing problem (where the sizes are already scaled) it is 
defined as Mat = L: Xi· 
In the notation we will use a minimality principle. If a quantity depends upon one or more 
parameters, and the value of some of these is not directly relevant for the ensuing section, or if it 
is obvious what the parameters are we shall omit them. For instance; the value of a cutting stock 
problem can be referred to as CSP1(£,), CSP1(m, L, d, f), CSP1(m), CSP1(d, f), et cetera, depending 
on the feature we want to highlight. 
The function aO is defined as a(d) = lL/dJ or a(x) = ll/xJ in the setting of a CSP or BPP 
respectively. Sometimes, if there is no confusion, we will use ai to denote a(di) or a(xi). The 
symbol f3 is used in a similar fashion. Throughout this thesis a and f3 are always assumed to be 
integers . 
. A unit fraction is a rational of the form 1/ i, where i is a positive integer. 
In the analysis we frequently use the notation x+ to denote a number x + c, with c > 0 and 
sufficiently small. 
2That OPT(.c) is calculable in a finite number of steps follows from the fact that, for a fixed list with a finitE' 
number of item types, the number of possibilities to pack a bin is finite, and one could (theoretically) determine the 
value of OPT(.c) by complete enumeration. 
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1.3 Readers' guide 
An elementary bound that holds for any list £ and any [bin-packing] heuristic H is given by 
Mat(£) ~ CSPR(£) ~ CSP,(£) = OPT(£) ~ H(£) (1.2) 
This bound links the main quantities studied and constitutes a good starting point to explain the 
overall structure of the thesis. 
The first part of the thesis is concerned with the cutting stock problem and its LP-relaxation; 
CSP,(£) and CSPR(£). The second part deals with various bin-packing heuristics and their relation 
to the LP-relaxation of the associated cutting stock problem; H(£) and CSPR(£). The third part 
combines results of the previous two and draws some conclusions on the use of bin-packing heuristics 
to derive (bounds for) the solution value of the cutting stock problem; H(£) and CSP,(£). 
To get a quick overview of the main ideas we recommend reading sections 2.3, 3.1, 5.3 and 5.4 
and the following chapter contents listing. 
1.4 Chapter contents listing 
In this section we will give a concise overview of the topics studied in each chapter. 
In chapter 2 we give a formal description of the one-dimensional cutting stock problem esp 
and describe the most commonly used heuristic (based upon linear programming) to solve it. 
Additionally some of the research questions regarding CSP are outlined. 
In chapter 3 we will study the duality gap of esp, give simplified proofs for known instances 
with an important property known as the Round Up (RU) property, and determine a new class 
which possesses a related property known as the Next Round-Up (NRU) property. 
In chapter 4 we will study the harmonic esp, the class to which most of the instances with the 
largest duality gaps found so far belong. It is shown, by an elementary analysis, that the harmonic 
CSP has the NRU-property. A tighter bound for, and an asymptotic characterisation of the duality 
gap of the harmonic CSP is derived. 
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In chapter 5 we introduce the basic concept that allows a more structured analysis of bin-packing 
heuristics; recurrency. It is based upon the intuitive notion that the asymptotic ratio for a packing 
heuristic is determined by bin configurations that can occur multiple times in a heuristic packing; 
i.e. are recurrent. Furthermore, we will show that worst-case bounds for bin-packing heuristics can 
be and are best expressed in terms of the LP-relaxation of the associated cutting stock problem. 
Finally, a tentative solution approach to derive worst-case bounds in practice is given. 
In chapters 6, 7 and 8 we will test the concept of recurrency on three well known heuristics. We 
stress that the main motivation to examine these heuristics is to provide a testbed for recurrency, 
and to show that the known bounds in terms of OPT are also valid in terms of CSPR • That we 
arrive at slightly improved bounds in a number of cases is a fortunate byproduct. 
In chapter 6 we will analyse the First-Fit (FF) heuristic and derive a more general bound. This 
bound is a direct consequence of the properties of a recurrent weighting function for FF. 
FF was studied principally to test and develop the ideas on recurrency. The asymptotic ratios 
are already knownJ37] However, the recurrency concept allows a more elegant derivation of the 
worst-case bound. For restricted lists, i.e. £, C (0,1/ a], a = {2, 3, ... } we improve upon the 
constant and derive tight worst-case bounds. 
In chapter 7 we will analyse the Next-Fit Decreasing (NFD) heuristic and show that the concept 
of recurrency leads very naturally to a weighting function. This in turn, almost immediately, 
leads to a knapsack problem on unit fractions, from which the asymptotic ratio follows directly. 
We strengthen the known bounds [4] by reducing the constant, both for the general case and for 
restricted lists. 
In chapter 8 we will analyse the First-Fit Decreasing (FFD) heuristic. Although recurrency 
leads to a weighting function in a fairly straightforward manner, the subsequent analysis is still a 
very lengthy one. We manage to strengthen the known bounds[3, 37,38,72] for the general case. It is 
in the study of the parametric case that recurrence leads to a much simplified analysis and tighter 
worst-case bounds. Interestingly enough, it turns out that the parametric asymptotic ratio of FFD 
is connected to a subset-sum problem on unit fractions. 
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In the previous three chapters we have derived (stronger) worst-case bounds in terms of CSPR • 
This gives bounds for the difference between the heuristic solution-value and CSPR , and thus for 
the duality gap; OPT - CSPR • 
In chapter 9 we apply the bounds derived for the various bin-packing heuristics to establish 
bounds for the duality gap of CSP. These bounds give some nice a priori characteristics of its 
magnitude. We then show how one can derive tighter worst-case bounds for specific instances for 
some of the heuristics studied. It is further shown that a reduction algorithm, developed in the 
analysis of FFD, is useful in its own right. It is actually capable of solving/reducing the size of 
some problems published in the literature. To illustrate the use of the concept of recurrency for 
higher dimensional problems, some results are derived for a square-packing heuristic. 
In chapter 10 we summarise with some conclusions and list some of the results achieved. The 
chapter is concluded with suggestions for further research. 
Chapter 2 
The one-dimensional 
cutting stock problem 
2.1 Introduction 
A supplier who stocks (metal) bars of a given, standard length receives an order from a customer 
for a set of lengths to be cut from his stock lengths. How should the supplier cut his stock in 
order to fulfil the customer's demand, whilst minimising the amount of stock used to do so? This 
problem is known as the one-dimensional Cutting Stock Problem (CSP). 
The cutting stock problem made its first appearance in management literature in the 1950s,[21,53] 
It has wide applicability. Instead of metal, one can take wood, cloth, paper or any other type of 
material. Basically any entity that needs to be divided into smaller units at minimal cost constitutes 
a cutting stock problem. The scope can be widened to 2-dimensional problems, e.g. sheets of metal 
and 3-dimensional problems, e.g. container loading. Over the years a vast number of articles have 
been published in various fields of application. For a literature overview see Sweeney,[66] and Cheng 
et al. [9] Additionally Dyckhoff and Finke[20] contains a large number of references. 
Every practical problem has its own specific requirements and limitations. As a result there is no 
one standard method to solve all instances of CSP. However, there is a generic model which serves 
as a general framework within which adaptations are made to suit the particular application. It is 
on this generic model that we will focus. 
The generic one-dimensional CSP can be formulated as follows' , 
"Given a stock length L and smaller lengths di , demanded in quantities Ii. What is the 
minimum number of stock lengths necessary to fulfil the demand?" 
The corresponding mathematical model is 
esp, = Min LXj 
st Lajxj ~ f 
aj E A and Xj E N 
where the pattern set A is defined as 
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(2.1) 
(2.2) 
This set represents all possible ways of cutting a length L into the smaller lengths d1 , ... ,dm . It 
can also be characterised by its extremal patterns; 
(2.3) 
where dmin denotes the smallest size in the set {di }. The set [; contains all patterns that have a 
wastage from which we cannot cut any more items. 
The elements aij of pattern aj give the number of items of length di that are generated by 
cutting one stock length according to pattern j. The requirement to fulfil all orders translates 
into L:j aijXj ~ Ii and gives the constraint in (2.1). The decision variables Xj denote the number 
of times a particular pattern is used. Since each pattern represents a stock length, the objective 
function L: x j represents the number of stock lengths used. 
Example The cutting stock problem is perhaps best illustrated by means of an example. Suppose 
that we stock lengths of size 10 and have 15 orders for the length 4, and 5 orders for the length 3. 
This would give L = 10, d T = [4,3] and fT = [15,5]. The pattern sets A and [; contain 9 and 3 
patterns respectively. 
A = { [~] [~] , [~] [~] [~] , [:] [~] [~] [~]} and E = { [~] , [~] , [:] } (2.4) 
It should be clear that in solving (2.1) we can restrict ourselves to only extremal patterns. To 
illustrate this by the example; suppose that we have a solution with pattern 8.4 = [1 1] active. We 
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can replace this pattern by pattern a3 = [1 2]. This is still a feasible solution and does not increase 
the value of the objective function. Repeating this argument we see that one can discard the non-
extremal patterns from the problem formulation. This gives the following integer program (IP) for 
the example. 
st (2.5) 
Xl,2,3 E N 
It has a solution value of 9, using patterns [2 0] and [1 2] a total of 6 and 3 times respectively. 
The approach of enumerating all [extremal] patterns, as we have tacitly suggested, and solving 
the corresponding IP was taken by several authorsJ21,53] 
The catch however, is that for larger and even moderate sized problems this leads to IPs of 
enormous dimensions. The pattern set can easily number millions of patterns. Pierce[54] reports 
instances with over 1.5 million patterns, originating from the paper industry. 
It was not until 1961, when Gilmore and Gomory[33] pioneered a delayed column-generation 
scheme in conjunction with linear programming, that it became feasible to solve esps on the scale 
encountered in practice. 
Although this widened the scope of the esp, there is still a (smaller) catch. Instead of solving 
esp we actually solve its LP-relaxation; viz. CSPR • 
Min LXj dual: 
st Lajxj ~ f st (a, u) ~ 1, Va E A (2.6) 
aj E A and Xj ~ 0 u~O 
Relaxing the integer constraint Xj E N in (2.1) to Xj ~ 0 in order to arrive at a linear program 
allows one to use standard LP-methods. However, it does not (directly) solve the original problem. 
Before returning to this we will discuss the solution procedure for CSPR in a bit more detail. 
CSPR can be solved as any LP-problem, with the only difference being how one determines the 
column that enters the basis. This is done by a process called delayed column-generation. 
If Uk is the dual multiplier associated with the basis in the kth iteration, then this basis is optimal 
if (a, Uk) ~ 1 holds for all a E A. Otherwise we select the pattern a that is 'most violating', that 
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is maximises (a, Uk). This means that the column to enter the basis can be generated from the 
following problem, which is known as the unbounded knapsack problem (UKP) , see for instance [49, 
pp.91-103]. 
Max Laiui 
st Laidi ~ L (2.7) 
More information on linear programming in general can be found in [67, pp. 2-37]. A detailed 
example, illustrating the use of delayed column-generation in the cutting stock problem, can be 
found in [10, pp. 195-212]. 
At this point it is convenient to introduce some notation, terminology and normalising assump-
tions for the cutting stock problem. 
We define ai as ai = lL/dd. The wastage of a pattern aj is defined as Wj = L - ~ aijdi. 
Similarly, the scaled wastage in the IP- and LP-solution are defined as 
ll{ = esp, - Mat 
m = eSPR-Mat 
A cut to destruct (CTO) pattern 1 is defined as a pattern with zero wastage. 
2.1 Assumption L ~ d1 > ... > dm > 0 
2.2 Assumption gcd{di} = 1 
(2.8) 
The first assumption is a matter of grouping. For the second we note that although (L, d) are 
defining elements, it is the resulting pattern set A, given by (2.2), that defines esp. It is easily 
seen that, if d = gcd{ di} > 1, we can scale the generating equation of A by taking out the 
common factor d. So the transformation di := ddd and L := (L div d), where div denotes the 
integer division, produces an equivalent problem. This illustrates that the pair (L, d) that defines 
a particular pattern-set is not unique (in this context see also appendix B.7). 
In the following lemmas and corollary we use x* to denote an optimal solution to es P R (f) and u * 
to denote an optimal solution to its dual. 
IThe term originates from the carpet industry.(69) 
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2.3 Lemma If x; ~ 1 then eSPR(f) = 1 + eSPR(f - aj) 
Proof. For brevity we use (f) to denote the cutting stock problem defined on f. Since x* is an 
optimal solution to (f) and x; ~ 1, it follows that x* - ej is a feasible solution to (f - aj)' and thus 
eSPR(f -aj) ~ eSPR(f) -1. Ify* is an optimal solution to (f -aj) then y* +ej is a feasible solution 
to (f) and thus eSPR(f) ~ eSPR(f - aj) + 1. Combining the two bounds proves the lemma. 0 
2.4 Lemma Vi ~ j ui ~ ldi/djJu; 
Proof. For every i there is an a ~ ei with (a, u*) = 1, otherwise we can increase ui- If a is such 
a pattern, then a - ei + ldi/djJej, (i ~ j) is a feasible pattern so that (a - ei + ldi/djJej, u*) ~ 1 
holds. And therefore ui ~ ldi/djJu;, from which the lemma follows. o 
2.5 Corollary ui ~ ... ~ u:n ~ 0 
2.6 Lemma ui ~ l/ai 
Proof. aiei is a feasible pattern, so that aiui ~ 1 must hold, and the lemma follows. o 
2.7 Lemma All (active) patterns in an optimal solution of eSPR satisfy E ai/ai ~ 1 
Proof. Suppose a pattern with E ai/ ai < 1 is used x > 0 times. Replace this pattern by patterns 
aiei used ai/ai times, 1 ~ i ~ m. This reduces the value of the objective function by an amount 
of (1 - E ai/ai) x x, so that this pattern could not have been active in an optimal solution. 0 
2.2 Standard solution method 
A solution method commonly used for the one-dimensional cutting stock problem can be described 
as follows. Solve the LP-relaxation esPR, by means of the simplex method, and round up the value 
of the variables in the optimal solution to arrive at a feasible solution to esP/. 
In practice, where one is usually dealing with high volumes, this works acceptably well. This 
is due to the fact that the optimal LP-solution, when using the simplex method, has at most m, 
the row-dimension of (2.1), variables active. This gives a heuristic solution for which the following 
holds. 
(2.9) 
So that for high volume problems, i.e. esP/ --+ 00 the relative error is negligible. 
There are many variations on this scheme, but all rely on some form of rounding of the optimal 
LP-solution. 
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2.3 Research Questions regarding CSP 
The idea of the dissertation is perhaps best illustrated by the following diagram, which is basically 
a visualisation of the elementary bound (1.2). 
IHI 
• 
----~--------.--------~--------.----
Mat esp, = OPT H 
IIR 
E 
IHR 
IHI = H - esp, 
IIR = OPT - eSPR 
IHR = H - eSPR 
Diagram 2.1. Visualisation of the elementary bound 
The objective of a Cutting Stock Problem is to solve esp,. All the other elements; the LP-
relaxation, its solution and the ensuing heuristic are only means to an end. Since BPP (and thus 
CSP) is NP-complete, see [31, p. 226], one has to resort to a heuristic to derive a good solution. In 
this context one is naturally interested in "(HI, that is how close is the heuristic solution-value to 
the optimum solution-value. Inherently, this is a difficult question, and rather than investigating 
"( H I directly, we will investigate "(I Rand "(HR. This is done in chapters 3 and 4, and chapters 5-8 
respectively. 
There are some important questions that are suggested by diagram 2.1. We do not manage to 
completely resolve these questions, but they have been a major motivation in our investigations. 
1. What is the maximum difference between esp, and eSPR ? 
a) Can this difference be upper bounded by a constant, independent of the problem parameters? 
b) Failing this, can one derive bounds based on some characterisation of the problem instance, 
in particular in terms of the parameters m, L, d, f? 
2. What is a good heuristic to convert an LP-solution into an IP-solution? 
Chapter 3 
Duality gap of CSP 
3.1 Introduction and practical observations 
The duality gap ,(£) for an instance of esp, defined by a list £, is defined as the difference between 
the value of the integer program and its LP-relaxation. 
3.1 Definition ,(£) = CSP,(£) - CSPR(£) 
The duality gap for [the problem class of] CSP is defined as the maximum of ,(£), taken over all 
problem instances. 
3.2 Definition , = max£ ,(£) 
The definition of the duality gap allows us to define the following properties. If for a particular list 
we have ,(£) < 1 we say that it [and the corresponding cutting stock problem] has the round-up 
(RU) property. The practical importance of instances having the RU-property is that the value 
of CSP is the rounded-up LP-value. That is CSP,(£) = r CSPR(£)l and thus that solving a linear 
program solves CSP. Similarly, a list is said to have the next round-up (NRU) property if ,(£) < 2. 
This implies that CSP,(£) = {O, I} + r CSPR(£)l· 
An observation that was made by various practitioners, viz. Diegel[19) and Stadtler,(65) was that 
(almost) all instances of CSP have the RU-property. Numerical tests on randomly generated data 
sets enforced this belief. As a result it was tacitly assumed that the RU-property is valid for esp, 
or at least that for practical purposes this assumption could safely be made. Diegel[19) based an 
algorithm, which was used for problems in the paper industry, on this assumption. Stadtler[65) 
List .c = { 30,22,20,19,12,12 } on bins of size 60. 
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J~~ 48 
:~3D~. 
~'----.,.----' 
OPT uses 3 bins 
ll~~l~ 
:jD~: 
1 
2 
1 
4 
-tg:-
j~t 
1 
2 
.,. 
1 
"3 
LP-relaxation uses 1 ~: 'bins' 
Diagram 3.1. Instance of CSP with ,(.c) = 16/15. 
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reports on problems in the aluminium industry, which all turned out to have the RU-property, and 
mentions that most of the heuristic solutions could be proved optimal by comparison with the value 
of the LP-relaxation.1 
It was not until 1986 that Marcotte[48] showed that to determine whether or not an instance 
o( CSP has the RU-property is NP-hard. Moreover, she constructed an instance with a gap of 
exactly 1. This example was based on extremely large numbers, which one would rarely encounter 
in practice. This still made it plausible that the RU-property would hold in practice. However, in 
1990 an example with a gap of 1310 was presented by Fieldhouse.l24] This example was based on 
numbers small enough to occur in practice. In a further paper[25] he identified several instances 
with a gap> 1 in a family of problems. In 1991, Scheithauer and Terno[60] found a member of this 
family with a gap of 11~2' Both these instances are replicated in table 3.1 (p. 24). Finally, in 1994 
the largest known gap (up to date) was found by Gau[32] who gave an instance with a gap of 1 A· 
This instance consists of sizes of length 5000,3750,3250,3001 and 2000 to be cut from a length of 
10000 in quantities 1,1,1,1 and 2 respectively.2 
An observation3 that is useful to eliminate some [trivial] cases is 
(3.1) 
so that in the search for instances with 'Y ~ 1 we may assume that Mat> 1 and thus OPT ~ 2. 
ITo be more specific, if H(C) is the value of the heuristic solution for the instance C, then H(L) = rCSPR(L)l 
held for these instances. 
2Using the procedure outlined in appendix B.7 we can find an equivalent instance, which is given in diagram 3.1. 
3We note that (3.1) does not hold in general for higher dimensional problems, see page 157. 
1 2 N-2 N-l N 
Diagram 3.2. Singleton-bin configuration. 
The smallest item, x is packed in the last bin as a singleton item. All other bins are filled 
to a level strictly greater than (1 - x). 
3.2 Canonical form of maximum gap instances 
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There are. some assumptions that can be made on the instances that maximise the duality gap. 
These assumptions correspond to the two defining elements of ,i the optimal bin-configuration it 
packs into and the LP-relaxation. 
3.3 Assumption (Singleton-bin configuration) We may assume that the list that maximises ,(.C) 
packs into a configuration with the smallest item (in the list) packed into a singleton bin. 
Proof. Suppose an optimal packing of £ uses N = OPT(£) bins. Now keep deleting the smallest 
item from the list until the resulting list £0 can be packed in N - 1 bins. If x is the last item 
deleted, then the list £0 + x can be packed into N (but no fewer) bins, with x as a singleton. Since 
CSPR is monotonic it follows that ,(£) ~ ,(£0 + x) which proves the assumption. o 
In the singleton-bin configuration all bins, except the singleton bin, are filled to a level strictly 
greater than 1 - x, and there are OPT - 1 such bins. For OPT ~ 2, the total amount of material 
to be packed satisfies Mat> (OPT - 1)(1 - x) + x. This gives rise to the following bound, which 
we will sometimes refer to as the nai've bound, for the list that maximises ,(£). 
Mat-l OPT~2 :::} OPT<2+---
I-x 
(3.2) 
3.4 Assumption (Residual CSP) We may assume that the list that maximises ,(£) is a residual 
CSP; that is all variables in the optimal LP-solution to CSPR have a value strictly less than one. 
Proof. Let x* be an optimal solution to CSPR(f) and suppose that there is an x; ~ 1. Now use 
CSP,(f) ~ 1 + CSP,(f - aj) and lemma 2.3 to give ,(f) ~ ,(f - aj). Repeating the argument we see 
that ,(f) ~ ,(r) holds, where the vector ofresidual frequencies is defined as r = l: aj(x; mod 1). 0 
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There are many other minimality assumptions one can make, but these are not so easily incorpo-
rated in the analysis of the duality gap. For instance, 
• Cutting any item in two (or more) items must 'collapse' the bin configuration; i.e. the resulting 
list can be packed into one less bin. This applies in particular to the singleton item x. 
• If we scale the list to integers, so that the bin size is L and the critical item has size d then c, 
there must be at least one bin filled to a level L - de + 1. 
However, for a given list these minimality assumptions sometimes allow us to construct a list with 
a (slightly) larger gap (see chapter 8). 
The above assumptions imply that in the search for a maximum-gap CSP we can restrict ourselves 
to instances of the residual esp, which pack into a singleton-bin configuration. 
3.3 Bounds on the duality gap 
In this section we will derive some bounds for the duality gap, which are valid for all lists. First, 
we list the following lemmas, these are known results but easily derived. 
3.5 Lemma For any positive integer a and list £ C C):~l' iJ the bound ,(C) < 1 holds. 
Proof. If there are n items in the list then CSPR = nla and CSP1 = fnlal This gives a bound 
for the duality gap as, ~ 1 -l/a, and proves the lemma. o 
By the theory of linear programming, we know that there is a solution with at most m (the row 
dimension of the LP) variables active. Constructing a heuristic solution by rounding up the optimal 
LP.-solution gives the bound in the following corollary. 
3.6 Corollary ,(C) < m 
The same bound is given by Coffman and Lueker [15, p. 32], with the slight difference that their 
bound contains a 'less than or equal to' sign. Note that both the lemma and corollary prove that 
any instance of CSP with only one item type has the RU-property. 
3.7 Lemma Any instance of esp with at most two different item sizes has the RU-property. 
Proof. It sufIices to show that the lemma holds for a residual esp, since this has a duality gap 
which is not larger than the esp from which it is derived. If the residual esp has Mat ~ 1 
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then (3.1) implies, < 1. If Mat> 1 then (3.1) implies CSPR > 1 and since there exists a solution 
[to the residual CSP] with OPT :s:; m = 2, this also gives, < 1, and proves the lemma. 0 
We now derive a new lemma, which sharpens corollary 3.6 and lemma 3.7. To this end we use a 
simple characterisation of " which can be derived from (2.8); , = U{ - ~. In this, n~ and ~ 
are the wastage in the optimal packing of £ and the fractional packing given by the LP-solution, 
respectively. Combining this with the singleton-bin configuration (diagram 3.2) we get an upper 
bound for, as follows, where x is the size of the critical item. 
,= m - ~ :s:; * < (OPT - l)x + 1- x = 1 + (OPT - 2)x, for OPT ~ 2 (3.3) 
But we can do better: by the same rationale, any residual CSP has an optimal integer solution 
which is less than or equal to m. Since the residual CSP has a row dimension which is no larger 
than the row dimension of the original esp, we can combine this with (3.3) to the following bound. 
m ~ 2 => ,(£) < 1 + (m - 2)x (3.4) 
We now use this bound in the following lemma. 
3.8 Lemma If the largest item in a list, <p E (a~l' iJ then ,(£) < 1 + :.+i 
Proof. For m ~ 2 and x :s:; a~l it follows from (3.4). Otherwise, it follows from lemma 3.5. 0 
3.9 Corollary Any instance of CSP with m item-types, largest item <p :s:; 1/ a, and m :s:; a + 3 has the 
NRU-property. 
3.4 CSPs with the Round-Up property 
Marcotte [47] proves that certain classes of CSP have the round-up property. Her proofs are based 
on the concept of the 'integral decomposition property' of the associated knapsack polyhedron, see 
Baum and TrotterJ5] We give new and simpler proofs for these classes, which do not make use 
of this concept. We reduce these instances to CSPs for which the RU-property has already been 
established, viz. those with only one or two item types. 
We assume that all sizes di are integers and that L is the stock length. An instance of CSP is 
said to be successive divisible if dm I dm-11 ... I d1. 
3.10 Lemma If the smallest item in the list £ is an item with size 1, then one of the following holds. 
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(1) £ has the RU-property; ')'(£) < 1. 
(2) Removing all items with size 1 creates a list £' with ')'(£') ~ ')'(£). 
Proof. Assume we have a list £ with f items of size 1 and let c" be the list with all items 1 
removed. Denote by U{" and l1f the wastage in the CSP,(C,) and CSP,(c")-solution respectively. 
We have the following two cases; 
(1) f > U{"' x L: Take the solution to CSP,(c") and pack the U{"' x L items of size 1 in its bins. The 
remainder of the items (of size 1) can be packed into rf /L - llj'l bins. This creates a solution 
to CSP,(£) with bins which are all CTDs, except possibly one. Therefore llj ~ (L - 1) / Land 
thus ')'(£) ~ llj < 1. 
(2) f ~ U{"' xL: All the f items of size 1 will fit in the (wastage of the) bins of the CSP,(c") solution, 
so that CSP,(£') = CSP,(£). Since CSPR is monotonic it follows that CSPR(C,) ~ CSPR(C,') 
and thus ')'(£') ~ ')'(£). 
This proves the two cases of the lemma. o 
3.11 Lemma The successive divisible CSP has the RU-property. 
Proof. By contradiction. Assume that we have a list c', where all the sizes of the item types are 
successive divisible and ')'(C,) ~ 1. By assumption 2.2, we may assume that the smallest item, 
dm = 1. But then the second case of lemma 3.10 must hold. Now remove all the items of size 1 to 
create a list £' with ')'(£') ~ ')'(£). The list c" inherits the successive divisibility from C, and we can 
apply the same rationale again. This creates a sequence of lists each with one less item type and a 
larger gap than its predecessor. Furthermore, the last list in the sequence has only one item type. 
But, by lemma 3.7, this last instance has the RU-property and therefore all its predecessors have, 
which includes the original list. The assumption was therefore false and thus proves the lemma. 0 
The proof of lemma 3.11 contains the seeds for an algorithm to construct a solution to the successive 
divisible (SP. First pack the items of largest size in a minimal number of bins. Then pack as many 
items of the next largest size in the waste of the current bins and pack the remainder in new bins. 
Continue doing this until all items are packed. This happens to be the well known FFD-heuristic 
(see chapter 8). That FFD is optimal for instances of (SP which have the property of successive 
divisibility is also noted by Marcotte,[47] and Coffman et al.[13] An elementary proof is given in the 
following lemma. 
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3.12 Lemma FFD is optimal for the successive divisible esp. 
Proof. Suppose FFD uses N bins and the largest (first) item in the last bin has size de. Now delete 
all items from the list that come after de to leave a singleton-bin configuration (see diagram 3.2). 
We can scale this new list so that the smallest item (in bin N) has size 1. But this means that the 
first N - 1 bins are all eTDs, so that L x Mat = (N - l)L + 1 from which N < 1 + Mat follows. 
Since Mat ~ OPT ~ FFD and the latter two are integer, it follows that FFD is optimal. D 
3.13 Lemma dml" ·Idp+l , dpl' . ·ld1 where dp+1 A dp and Vi dilL => esp has the RU-property. 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that eSPR = E Iidi/ L = Mat. Define ai = L/di and set do = L. 
If there is an i =l1,p + 1 such that Ii ~ di-l/di then we can replace (di-l/di) items of size di by 
one item of size di-l. This does not alter eSPR but may increase esp, and therefore may increase 
the gap. Similarly for i = 1, p + 1; if Ii ~ ai we can replace ai items of size di by one item of size 1. 
This gives rise to the following assumptions 
Ii ~ di-l - 1, for i =I 1, p + 1 
di 
The amount of material to pack is given by 
and fi ~ ai - 1, for i = 1, P + 1 
p p 
(3.5) 
Mah = L Iidi/ L ~ (al - l)dl/ L + L(di-1/di - l)di/ L = 1 - dp/ L < 1 (3.6) 
i=l i=2 
and Mah = E~p+l fidi/ L ~ 1- dm / L < 1. Now condition on the total amount of material to be 
packed: 
(i) Mah + Mat2 ~ 1, then all the items will fit in one bin and thus 'Y < 1 
(ii) Mah + Mat2 > 1, then we can fit all items db ... , dp in one bin and all items dp+l, ... ,dm in 
a second bin. This gives 'Y ~ 2 - (Mah + Mat2) < 1 
So, the maximum gap over esps of the above form is smaller than 1. D 
3.5 CSPs with the Next Round-Up property 
We can use bound (3.4) to identify a class of problems which have the NRU-property. Assume that 
we 'have item types dl > ... > dm , and keep deleting the smallest item until we end up with a 
singleton-bin configuration, as in assumption 3.3. Now suppose that the critical item is an item 
with size di. This means that we can formulate an instance of CSP on the item types d1, ... ,di 
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with a gap at least as large. So that, < 1 + (i - 2) x di / L for i ~ 3, and, < 1 for i = 1,2. This 
immediately gives the following bound and the subsequent corollary, where ai = (L div di). 
,(L, d) < 1 + ~ax {(i - 2)!f-} 
t~3 (3.7) 
3.14 Corollary Any instance of CSP that satisfies Vi i ~ 2 + ai has the NRU-property. 
Note that this corollary represents a generalisation of corollary 3.9. For m = 1 this is obvious, and 
for i ~ 2 or i ~ m - 1 we have that m ~ al + 3 implies i ~ ai + 2. 
3.6 Gap-increasing Transformations 
In this section we will give some transformations which will transform an instance of CSP into one 
with a gap at least as large. This gives rise to certain assumptions on the instances that achieve 
a maximum gap. Additionally, this will lead to a natural derivation of the class of problems that 
contains the maximum-gap examples of Fieldhouse, and Terno and Scheithauer. 
In the following, let £,* denote a list with maximal gap. Since we already know that ,(£,*) > 1 
we can make the following assumption by lemma 3.10. 
3.15 Assumption £,* does not contain any items of size 1. 
3.16 Assumption If £,* rv (m, L, d) then Vi (L div di) + (L mod di) ~ di - 1 
Proof. Suppose there is an i such that the assumption does not hold. For notational convenience 
denote d = di, a = (L div di) and {3 = (L mod di), so that the assumption becomes a + {3 ~ d . 
• First we show that L ~ a + 2 holds. For d ~ 3 we have L = ad + {3 ~ 3a ~ a + 2, since a ~ 1. 
For d = 2 and a + {3 ~ 2 we have L = 2a + {3 ~ a + 2. The case d = 2 and a + {3 = 1 cannot occur, 
since a + {3 ~ d by assumption. The case d = 1 cannot occur by assumption 3.15. 
• We now construct a new instance by replacing one item of size d by an item of size d' = at l' SO 
that d - 1 < d' < d holds. This implies esp,' = esp, and since we have reduced an item in size, 
that esP/ ~ eSPR' The new CSP has therefore a gap at least as large. Scaling this instance, with 
sizes d' and d on bins of size L to integers gives an instance with sizes L and (a + l)d on bins of 
size (a + l)L. The new size now satisfies the assumption since (a + 1) + 0 ~ L - 1 is implied by 
L ~ a+ 2. 
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• If a size already satisfies ai + !3i ~ di - 1, then after the transformation we have d = a. /3~ = t • , t 
(a+l)!3i andd~ = (a+l)di' andthusa~+!3: = ai+(a+l)!3i ~ di-1+a!3i ~ (a+l)(di-l) ~ d~-1. 
So that the assumption is still satisfied. 
Ergo, we can continue this process until there is no more i, such that ai +!3i ~ di, which proves 
the assumption. 0 
Multiplying the bound in assumption 3.16 by di gives the folloWing corollary. 
3.17 Corollary If £* '" (m, L, d) then Vi L ~ (di - !3i)(di - 1), and in particular L ~ dm(dm - 1) 
Note that the transformation in effect rounds down the sizes that are close to unit fractions. 
Corollary 3.17 gives an interesting characterisation of max-gap instances as \/i di > .JL, which 
is useful if one wanted to enumerate instances for small values of L in search of a maximum gap 
instance.4 Another observation one can make, is that in the max-gap examples there is no CTO-
pattern in the optimal packing. This gives rise to the following lemma and implied transformation. 
3.18 Lemma If£, '" (m, L, d, f) is a list which does not contain a CTD, then there exists a list £' with 
,(£') ~ 1 - ~(£) + Mai(':-l-l, and this bound holds with equality when ~(£) = O. 
Proof. First scale the list so that all item sizes are integers and the bin size is L. The no-CTD 
requirement translates into the requirement that there is no a ~ f such that (a, d) = L. We 
will form the list £" by adding to £ the minimal number r of items of size x = 1 + c, such that 
OPT(£') = OPT(£) + 1. 
Suppose that £, packs into an optimal configuration with wastage Wj = L - (aj, d) in bin j. 
Note that Wj ~ 1 holds by the no-CTD assumption. Now choose x such that \/j lWj/xJ = Wj - 1 
and insert lWj/xJ items x in bins j = 1, ... , OPT(£). The total number of items inserted is 
given by L:lwj/xJ = L:(Wj - 1) = OPT(£) x (L - 1) - (f, d), and is independent of the actual 
'wastage/bin'-configuration. Ergo, r exceeds this number by one. 
Choosing x such that x I L gives CSPR(£') ~ CSPR (£) + rx/ L and the following lower bound. 
,(£') = CSP,(£') - CSPR(£') ~ CSP,(£) + 1 - (CSPR (£) + rx/ L) = ,(£) + 1 - rx/ L (3.8) 
In order to maximise ,(£') we want to choose x minimal subject to x I L and x > 1. This is 
achieved for x = 1 + L~l' This choice of x also satisfies \/j lWj/xJ = Wj - 1. Substituting this 
4The largest gap, found so far, can be derived from an instance (diagram 3.1) with (relatively) small bin-size 
L = 60. 
(p, q) L dT fT 'Y 
(2,3) 30 [15,10, 6] [1,2,4] 1310 ~ 1.0333 
(3,4) 132 [44,33,12] [2,3,6] 11~2 ~ 1.0379 
(2,5) 90 [45,18,10] [1,4,6] 1310 ~ 1.0333 
(3,5) 210 [70,42,15] [2,4,7] 1310 ~ 1.0333 
Table 3.1. Listed are instances of harmonic CSPs, arising from (3.11), with 'Y ~ 1310' 
The first two examples correspond to the instances found by Fieldhouse and Terno and 
Scheithauer. ' 
in (3.8) together with the value for r gives 
,(£') ~ CSP,(£) - CSPR (£) + 1 - L~l [CSP,(£) x (L - 1) - (f, d) + 1] = 
1 - [CSPR (£) - (f, d) I L] + ~(~)~l~ (3.9) 
and proves the first part of the lemma. For the second part note that if CSPR (£) = Mat(£) then 
CSPR(£') = Mat(£) + rxl L and the bound for ,(£') holds with equality. 0 
Note that the transformation implied by the lemma creates a list £', such that 
£' rv (m + 1, L(L - 1), [(L - l)d, L], [f, OPT(£) x (L - 1) - (f, d) + 1]) (3.10) 
The special case when all sizes in £ are unit fractions gives rise to the following corollary. 
3.19 Corollary If £ is harmonic and does not contain a CTD, then there exists a harmonic list £' with 
a gap ,(£') = 1 + Mal(~{-l, where L is the (minimal) scalar for £ 
To illustrate this by an example we consider a list consisting of items of size lip and 1/ q, where 
gcd(p, q) = 1, in frequencies fp and fq (this is the class of problems considered by Fieldhouse[251). 
The list represents a harmonic esp, so that CSPR = Mat = fp/p + fq/q and we can use corol-
lary 3.19. The condition that there is no eTD implies that fp ~ p - 1 and fq ~ q - 1. In order to 
maximise ,(£') (in corollary 3.19) we need to maximise Mat, which is achieved by choosing fp = p-l 
and fq = q - 1. This gives Mat = 2 - lip - 11q. It is easily seen that OPT = 2. The list L' now 
becomes as follows, with a gap of ,(£') = 1 + l-~~~~l/q (see table 3.1 for specific examples). 
£' ~ (m', L', d', f') = (3, pq(pq - 1), [(Pq - l)q, (Pq - l)p,pq], [p - 1, q - 1,p + q - 1 J) (3.11) 
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All the examples with a gap larger than one, that have been published in literature (see sec-
tion 3.1), have a small value for CSPR (and CSP1). This suggests that this is a characteristic of 
lists that do not possess the RU-property. This is not true. There is no lower bound for CSPR such 
that all lists with a larger value for CSPR have the RU-property, as shown by the following lemma. 
3.20 Lemma Vc 3.L: CSPR(.L:) ~ c and ,(.L:) > 1 
Proof. By construction. Choose n E N such that n - In (n + 1) ~ c holds. Let Pi denote the 
ith prime and construct a list with (Pi - 1) items of size l/pi, for 1 ~ i ~ n. This list L does 
not contain a CTD, as is easily verified using congruences. Furthermore, it is harmonic so that 
CSPR(.L:) = Mat(.L:) = "Pi-:-1 = n - L~. Since L ~ ~ L~!21 ~ < In (n + 1) we get a lower L.J p, p, p, 0- t 
bound as CSPR(.L:) > n - In (n + 1) ~ c. We now use corollary 3.19 to construct a list .L:' with 
CSPR(.L:') ~ CSPR(.L:) ~ c and ,(.L:') > 1. This proves the lemma. 0 
Chapter 4 
Harmonic CSP 
4.1 Introduction 
The harmonic CSP is defined as a cutting stock problem where all sizes divide the stock length 
an integral number of times. It can be scaled so that all the sizes are unit fractions. This means 
that we may assume that a harmonic CSP is defined on a list with Ii ~ 1 items of size 1/ai, where 
1 ~ i ~ m and ai E N, on a bin size of 1. As usual for a cutting stock problem we make the 
normalising assumption 0 < al < ... < am. We will also refer to a list as harmonic if all its items 
have sizes which are unit fractions. 
It has appeared in the literature as the self-deckling CSp[I9] and as a special case of the self-dual 
CSP .l25] Although its direct, practical applicability is limited, the harmonic CSP is important for 
the following reasons. 
• Some of the largest known gaps, discovered up to date, lie within the class of harmonic cutting-
stock problems. Studying this class might lead to insights for the more general problem . 
• A good bound for [the gap of] the harmonic CSP provides us with an easily calculable bound 
for the normal CSP. 
The LP-relaxation is easily solved; if fi items of size 1/ ai are required then the optimal LP-solution 
consists of patterns aiei used Ii/ai times. So that CSPR = Mat = L h/ai holds for a harmonic 
cutting-stock problem. 
We will study the duality gap of the harmonic CSP and are particularly interested in the structure 
of the lists that maximise it. First, formally define the harmonic gap and its parametric version as 
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follows. 
4.1 Definition rh = max{ OPT(£) - ~ filai I £ is harmonic} 
4.2 Definition rh(,6) = max{ OPT(£) - ~ Idai I £, c [~, 1] is harmonic} 
The analysis in this chapter is based on the following two properties. The first one is a simple 
consequence of corollary 3.14; by the normalising assumption we have that ai ~ i and the property 
follows. The second one states that FFD is near optimal for a harmonic CSP. That is, it differs by 
at most one from the optimum solution value. This follows from lemma E5 (p. 242). 
4.3 Property The harmonic CSP has the NRU-property 
4.4 Property £, is harmonic => FFD(£') = {O, I} + OPT(£') 
The latter is a property that we will make extensive use of in the subsequent analysis. As a matter 
of fact it turns out that there are only a few instances, of the ones investigated in the subsequent 
analysis, for which the FFD-packing is not optimal. 
4.2 Canonical form of maximum gap instances 
Assume that £* maximises rh(£') and that it consists of Ii ~ 1 items in the intervals C:}:i~l' ;i] 
with 0 < al < ... < am. For notational convenience denote a = al and,6 = am. This gives 
O!i . ~ a + i-I and in particular ,6 ~ a + m - 1 ~ m. We may further assume that £,* packs 
into a singleton-bin configuration and that the smallest item in £'*, II f3 is the singleton item (see 
chapter 3). This allows us to use bounds (3.2) and (3.3). 
The structure of the harmonic CSP further allows us to make assumptions on the item frequen-
cies fi. In some cases it is possible to combine items and create a new, harmonic list with the same 
Mat-value. As an illustration consider the list {~, i, i, l,~,~}, which FFD packs into 3 bins, but 
is easily seen to fit into 2 bins. We can combine the items ~ + ~ --+ ~ to create a new, harmonic 
CSP with the same Mat-value. This new list will pack in at least the same number of bins, so that 
it has a gap at least as large as the original list. To formalise this we define the following function. 
4.5 Definition sp(i) = smallest prime factor of i. 
We can now make the following assumption on the item frequencies in £, *. 
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4.6 Assumption Vi Ii ~ SP(Ui) - 1 
Proof. Suppose that there is an i such that Ii ~ sp( Ui). We can create a new CSP by removing 
SP(Ui) items of size I/Ui and adding one item of size SP(Ui)/Ui. This new CSP is also harmonic 
and has the same or larger gap. o 
A further assumption that can be made using the same rationale is that no subset of items sums 
to a unit fraction. As an example consider i + i = ~, which implies that £* does not have both 
an item of size l and size i. 
4.7 Assumption ~a ~ f ~ ai/ui = l/j, in particular j = 1 
We shall use assumption 4.6 to derive upper bounds for /h. The last assumption is not easily 
incorporated in this derivation, but is useful to eliminate candidate lists, while searching for £*. 
4.3 Upper bounds on harmonic gap 
We start with another proof that the harmonic CSP has the NRU-property and refine this proof to 
eventually prove ')'h < Ii· 
By (3.2) we have the bound OPT < 2 + ~~iJJ, where 1/ {3 is the smallest item in the list. 
Combining this with Mat = ~ h/Ui < m < f3 gives the following bound. 
Mat - f3 
/h<2+ f3-1 =} ')'h<2 (4.1) 
We can sharpen the resulting bound for ')'h by using a better bound for Mat. To this end define 
£(3 as the list with items of size l/i in quantities sp(i) - 1, for 2 ~ i ~ {3, and define N{3 as the 
minimum number of bins the list £(3 packs into. Now define the function S(f3) as follows. 
4.8 Definition S(f3) = t SP(ii)-l 
i=2 
This function and its properties are studied in appendix E.l. If 1/ f3 is the smallest [critical] item 
size in £* then OPT(£*) ~ N{3 and Mat(£*) ~ S(f3) hold. This is obvious since £* is a subset of 
£(3. We can now sharpen (4.1) using property El, which bounds S({3) by f3/ 2 - 1/ {3, and derive 
the following bound. 
< 2 + S (f3) - f3 =} ')' < 11 
/h f3-1 h 2 (4.2) 
The following lemma gives the last sharpening of the bound. 
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4.9 Lemma 'Yh < 11 
Proof. We split the range for f3 into two subranges. 
• For 2 ~ f3 ~ 31 we use the bound 'Yh < 1 + N(3f3- 2, based on (3.3) and OPT(£*) ~ Nf3. The 
values for Nf3 follow from tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Note that, with the exception of f3 E {21, 23}, the 
packing by FFD is optimal for £13, see table 4.1. Optimal packings for these exceptions are given 
in tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Using the values for Nf3 we can verify the following, where the 
last inequality is tight for f3 = 24. 
2 ~ f3 ~ 31 : 
• For f3 ~ 32 we can use property E2 to give 
f3 ~ 32 : ""VL < 2 + S({3)-f3 ~ 2 + 1+(f3-1)/3-f3 ~ 11 
In 13-1 ---= 13-1 ---= 3 
Combining the bounds for the subranges proves the lemma. o 
Comment: . One cannot expect to significantly reduce the bound in lemma 4.9, by further refining 
the above approach. To establish the bound 'Yh (f3) < 1 + i one would need to prove the bound 
S (f3) ~ 1 + 13k 1 for f3 ~ f3o, and verify that 'Yh (f3) < 1 + t holds for f3 < f3o· The difficulty lies not 
so much in proving the first bound, but in the verification of cases for f3 < f3o· 
As an illustration, taking k = 4 and consulting table E.l, one sees that f30 is at least 100 
and for k = 5 that f30 is at least 400. Moreover, property E4 also shows that the upper bound 
for 'Yh(f3), based on (4.1) is 1 + O(ln1f3)' So that the number of cases one would have to check grows 
exponentially. 
30 
{3 Ii 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81 9 1 10 1 11 1 12 8({3) FFD opt 1 + N f3i' 
2 1 1 0.500 1 J 0.5 3 2 1 1 1.167 2 J 1 4 1 1 - 1.417 2 J 1 5 4 2 2 - 2.217 3 J 1.2 6 1 1 - - 2.383 3 J 1.167 
7 6 4 2 - - 3.240 4 J 1.286 
8 1 - - - 1 3.365 4 J 1.25 
9 2 - - - 2 3.588 4 J 1.222 
10 1 - - - 1 3.688 4 J 1.2 
11 10 - - - 2 8 4.597 5 J 1.273 
12 1 - - - 1 - 4.680 5 J 1.25 
13 12 - - - - 3 9 5.603 6 J 1.308 
14 1 - - - - - 1 5.675 6 J 1.286 
15 2 - - - - - 2 5.808 6 J 1.267 
16 1 - - - - - 1 5.870 6 J 1.25 
17 16 - - - - - - 16 6.812 7 J 1.294 
18 1 - - - - - - 1 6.867 7 J 1.278 
19 18 - - - - - - - 18 7.815 8 J 1.316 
20 1 - - - - - - - 1 7.865 8 J 1.3 
21 2 - - - - - - - - 2 7.960 9 1.286 
22 1 - - - - - - - - 1 8.005 9 ..; 1.318 
23 22 - - - - - - - - 19 3 8.962 10 1.304 
24 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - 9.003 10 J 1.333 
25 4 - - - - - 1 - - - 3 9.163 10 J 1.32 
26 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 9.202 10 J 1.308 
27 2 - - - - - - - - - 2 9.276 10 J 1.296 
28 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 9.312 10 J 1.286 
29 28 - - - - - - - - - 17 11 10.277 11 J 1.310 
30 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 10.311 11 J 1.333 
31 30 - - - - - - - - 1 - 18 11 11.278 12 J 1.323 
Table 4.1. The FFD-packing of £{3 uses FFD bins. The optimal packing uses N{3 bins. 
Example: for {3 = 4 we have £{3 = {!, t, t, i}. Discard rows 5-31, which eliminates all but columns 1 and 2 
from the center of the table. These columns correspond to the two bins that FFD uses. The first bin contains 
items ~ and t, while the second one contains items t and i. Mutatis mutandis for other values of {3. A tick 
indicates that the FFD-packing is optimal for that particular value of {3. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
1 1 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 - 1 1 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 -
3 - - - 3 - 2 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 
4 - - - - - 2 1 1 - - 1 - - 1 - 2 - 4 - -
5 - - - - - 1 - - - 3 - 4 - - - 3 - 1 - 1 
6 - - - - - - - - 1 5 - 2 - - 1 3 - 1 - -
7 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 7 - 7 - -
8 - - - - - - - - - 2 - 5 1 - - 1 - 5 - -
Table 4.2. Optimal packing of £21 uses 8 bins. Column i represents the packing of the 
Ii = sp(i) - 1 items of size l/i over bins 1-8. Rows correspond to bins, e.g. bin 1 contains 
items 1/2, 1/3 and 1/6. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
1 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- 1 1 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - -
- -
- 3 - 2 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 -
- - - - - 3 - - - 5 - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 
- - - - - - - 1 - - - 7 - - 1 4 - 1 - -
- - - - - 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 4 - - -
- - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - 8 - 1 
- - - - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - 3 - 9 - 1 -
- - - - - - - -
- 2 - 3 - - - - - 3 
Table 4.3. Optimal packing of £23 uses 9 bins. See legend of table 4.2 for details. 
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4.4 Bounds on parametric harmonic-gap 
Having established an upper bound for rh, although crude, we now focus on finding instances of 
the harmonic CSP that have a gap larger than one. This is done by an enumerative approach. The 
results are listed in table 4.4 (more detailed results can be found in table EA, p. 253). 
(3 1 2 3 4 5-10 11 
rh((3) 0 1/2 2/3 3/4 31/30 137/132 
Table 4.4. Parametric harmonic-gap for (3 ~ 11 
Note that for {3 ~ 4 the gap is less than 1, so that all harmonic lists with smallest item ~ 1/4 have 
the RU-property. For {3 ~ 10 the largest gap (1310) is achieved by the list found by FieldhouseJ24] 
For {3 = 11 there is only one list that achieves a larger gap and that is the list found by Scheithauer 
and TernoJ60] This list has a gap of 11~2' 
Local bound for f'h «(3) 
Since the number of cases one needs to verify grows exponentially with {3, (table E.3) it is useful to 
have some sort of an estimate for the gap. To this end, suppose that we have a list £ with smallest 
item 1/{3 and that it contains 1/3 of such items. Increase all these items from 1/(3 to 1/((3 - 1) to 
give the list £'. We then have 
OPT(£) ~ OPT(£') ~ rh({3 - 1) + Mat(£') ~ rh({3 - 1) + (/3~1)/3 + Mat(£) (4.3) 
and the recursive bounds 
/3 
rh({3) ~ rh({3 - 1) + (~(~i); and rh({3) ~ rh(a) + L s~~t)/ (4.4) 
i=a+1 
Combining this with the result for ')h(II) gives the following bounds for ')h({3). 
(3 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
rh((3) ~ 1.046 1.123 1.128 1.138 1.142 1.201 1.204 1.257 1.259 
Table 4.5. Bounds on parametric harmonic-gap 
Part II 
Bin-packing Heuristics 
Chapter 5 
Bin-packing Heuristics 
5.1 Introduction 
The Bin-Packing Problem (BPP) can be formulated as follows; 
"given a list £, of real numbers between 0 and 1, place the elements of £, into a minimum 
number OPT of 'bins' so that no bin contains numbers whose sum exceeds 1." 
It has applications in industry and business such as cutting stock and time tabling; in computer 
systems such as the allocation of files to segments on disks; in machine scheduling such as minimising 
the number of machines necessary for completing all tasks by a given deadline. These and other 
applications are discussed in B rown [7] and Johnson.l37] 
Since the bin-packing problem is NP-complete, Garey and Johnson [31, p226], one can expect 
that in order to find optimal solutions a large amount of computation is necessary. For this reason, 
instead of trying to find optimal solution methods, one has concentrated on designing fast heuristic 
algorithms which provide a good approximate solution. In the case of the bin-packing problem 
several heuristics have been proposed and analysed with respect to their average- and worst-case 
behaviour.l4,38,52,55,72] Some of the better known heuristics are first-fit and first-fit decreasing. The 
worst-case performance of these are studied and discussed in Johnson.l37] 
Generally, the methods used to establish a worst-case performance bound are based on a weight-
ing function, suitably chosen for the particular heuristic under investigation (more on this in the 
next section). A discussion of some of the techniques and methods can be found in the litera-
ture.lll , 12,27] Despite the emergence of these lines of attack; viz. problem reduction, area argu-
ments and weighting functions, there is little common structure in the worst-case theory. This is 
illustrated by a quote from Fisher;[27] 
"After reviewing the results [on worst-case bounds] most readers will have obtained the 
impression that the worst-case theory of heuristics is quite fragmented, consisting of a 
collection of many problem specific results. This impression is absolutely correct. There 
is a clear need for a concept to put order to this chaos of specific results." 
Coffman[ll] starts his introductory remarks with 
" ... the mathematics of bin-packing does not contain a central, well-structured theory 
that provides powerful, broadly applicable techniques for the analysis of approximation 
algorithms." 
In particular on the topic of weighting functions he comments 
and 
"It is common to hear the complaint that, although they are able to verify the correctness 
of the proof, the origins of the weighting functions, as well as the idea of the proof in 
the first place, remain shrouded in mystery." 
"Although a variety of guidelines can be formulated, at present a successful search for 
weighting functions normally must rely at some point on ingenuity (or luck)." 
These comments were made well over a decade ago, but remain valid. 
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In this chapter we will outline a more structured approach to obtain bounds of the form 
H ~ c + rCSPR , where c and r are some fixed constants. The key element in this approach is 
to identify the structure of the bins and patterns that can occur more than once in a realisation 
of the heuristic H. This concept of recurrency is used in subsequent chapters to derive worst-case 
bounds. 
5.2 Notation & Terminology 
In this section we have collected some more definitions and notations that are specific to bin-packing 
problems and heuristics. 
By .c = {Xl, X2, ..• , Xn} we denote a list of n items to be packed into bins of size 1. Each of the 
items in .c has a size Xi E (0,1] associated with it. By k.c we denote a list formed by concatenating 
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k copies of list .c. If two lists .c and .c' contain exactly the same items, so that after sorting [in say 
decreasing-size order] they are identical, we denote this by .c' I"V .c. 
lf the heuristic H packs the items into N = H(.c) bins, we can characterise the heuristic packing 
bya set of (binary) vectors bl, ... , hN, such that 2:f=1 h j = e, and where bij denotes the indicator 
function for item i being packed into bin j. The set of all feasible bin-configurations B is given by 
B = {b E Iffin I (b, x) ~ I}. Note that the elements of B are binary vectors. 
An on-line heuristic is a heuristic which packs the items in the same sequence as they appear in 
the list. This models the situation where items 'arrive' one at a time and there is no prior knowledge 
of what the next item(s) will be. In the case of an off-line heuristic the entire list of items is known 
in advance. This allows a preprocessing [read reordering] of the list, after which it is packed by an 
on-line heuristic. Examples of on-line heuristics are next-fit and first-fit. Their off-line versions are 
next-fit decreasing and first-fit decreasing, where the list is sorted into decreasing sequence before 
being processed. 
A conservative bin-packing heuristic opens a new bin if and only if the current item cannot be 
placed in the bins that are already active/open. 
A bin-packing heuristic is monotonic if increasing the size of an item, or adding an item can 
never decrease the number of bins used by the heuristic (see also section E.5). 
In a fixed space (or k-space) heuristic there can be at most k bins active at any given time. If 
an item cannot be placed and there are k bins active, one bin is closed and a new bin is opened in 
which the item is placed. 
A heuristic [the bin configuration it packs a list into] is said to be stable if we can take any bin 
from the heuristic packing, delete all the items packed in this bin from the list, repack the resulting 
list and end up with exactly the same configuration (minus the bin we have deleted). 
To avoid long-winded descriptions in the subsequent chapters we define the following concepts 
for notational brevity. 
5.1 Definition (i-interval) The interval C~I' +] 
5.2 Definition (i-item) An item with size in the interval C~I' +] 
5.3 Definition (i-bin) A bin where the largest item packed is an i-item. 
5.4 Definition (i-complete bin) A bin packed with i (the maximal number of) i-items. 
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5.3 Worst-case bounds 
In the following chapters (6,7 and 8) we will study some well-known bin-packing heuristics. For 
each one of them a performance guarantee has been proven of the form 
H(c') ~ c + rOPT(C,), (5.1) 
where H(c') is the number of bins the heuristic H uses, OPT(c') is the minimal number of bins 
necessary to pack the list c', and c and r are positive constants depending upon the particular 
heuristic used. We will say that a bound of the form (5.1) is tight if there are instances £ for which 
it holds with equality. It is asymptotically tight if the constant r is the smallest possible. 
The proof methods generally used to obtain bounds of this form are based upon a non-negative 
weighting function W(x). Each item is assigned a weight W(Xi) and the weight of a bin is thus 
calculated as W(b) = Li W(xi)8i , where 8i is the indicator function for item i to be packed in this 
particular bin. The function W (x) is chosen or rather, constructed [37] such that 
1. "The total 'weight' of all the elements in the list £ is no less than a fixed constant c 
short of the number of bins used in the particular packing under consideration." 
2. "The total weight of any legally packed bin is less than some fixed constant r." 
We can represent this formally as 
W(£) ~ H(£) - c 
W(b) ~ r, V b E B 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Using the fact that for any [heuristic or optimal] packing of the list £ the sum over the bin weights 
is equal to the sum over the item weights, i.e. 
j i 
allows us to combine (5.2) and (5.3) to establish (5.1); 
H(£) ~ c + W(£) = c + E W(bj) ~ c + rOPT(£), 
j 
where b~ represents the packing of bin j in the optimal packing and 1 ~ j ~ OPT(£). 
J 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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Another, more natural way of deriving (5.1) is through the following identity, where Wj is the 
weight of bin j in the heuristic packing. 
H(C) 
H(£) = E (1- Wj) + W(£) (5.6) 
j=l 
Splitting the summation over bins with weight < 1 and bins with weight ~ 1 gives 
H(£) ~ E (1 - Wj) + W(£) (5.7) 
j\Wj<l 
5.4 Tightening of bounds 
If a bound of the form (5.1) is derived by means of a weighting function as outlined in the previous 
section, we can immediately sharpen it. Instead of looking at the problem as a bin-packing problem, 
we can formulate it as a cutting stock problem, by grouping items of the same size. To bring it 
in the format of a CSPj suppose that L is a scalar for the list and that it contains m different 
item-types, with sizes L ~ dl > ... > dm > 0, each occurring with frequency h,···, 1m. We then 
have the following equivalence. 
BPP(£) '" CSP(m, L, d, f) (5.8) 
Note that this does not imply any ordering of the list £. A pattern in a solution to CSP can be 
characterised by a vector a, indicating how many items of each item type can be 'cut' from the 
stock length. These vectors are elements of the pattern set A, as defined in (2.2). The cutting 
stock problem corresponding to (5.8) and its LP-relaxation is given by (2.1) and (2.6) respectively. 
Solving the LP-relaxation gives a vector z which satisfies 
(5.9) 
If (5.3) holds for all lists and all bin-configurations then any pattern in the pattern set A will also 
have a weight of at most r. So that 
W(a)~r, 'v'aEA. (5.10) 
Multiplying the first equation in (5.9) by the item weights Wi, and a subsequent summation yield 
W(£) = E 1iW i ~ E W(aj)zj ~ r E Zj = rCSPR (£). (5.11) 
i j j 
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We can now combine this with (5.2) to give the bound 
(5.12) 
where CSPR(£) is the LP-relaxation of the bin-packing problem, formulated as a cutting stock 
problem. This is a sharper bound than (5.1) by virtue of the elementary bound. 
The previous implies that any worst-case bound in terms of OPT, derived by means of a weighting 
function as described in section 5.3, can be replaced by a bound in terms of CSPR. 
Although for practical purposes this new bound does not make that much difference, since the 
difference (duality gap) between OPT and CSPR is usually small (see chapter 3), it has theoretical 
advantages that will be used in the subsequent analysis. This stems from the fact that a linear 
program is scalable, viz. CSPR(k£) = kCSPR(£). We will exploit this feature in the next section. 
5.5 Worst-case performance ratios 
The standard measure for worst-case performance of a bin-packing heuristic is the asymptotic 
worst-case performance ratio. It is designed to give a characteristic of the 'steady state' behaviour 
of the heuristic when sufficient items have been packed, and the transient and start-up effects have 
become negligible. In this context one is interested in the worst-case behaviour of a heuristic in 
the 'long run'. 
The asymptotic [worst-case performance] ratio Rc; for a bin-packing heuristic H is usually de-
fined, [17, 37-39,41, 43-46, 71] with respect to the optimal integer solution as 
R~ = lim sup max 
z-+oo {CIOPT(C)=z} 
The absolute [worst-case performance] ratio RH is defined as 
H(£) 
RH = s~p OPT(£) 
H(£) (5.13) 
z 
(5.14) 
To illustrate their meaning we take the next-fit (NF) heuristic (see appendix E.4) as an example. 
One can prove that for all lists £ the bound NF(£) ~ -1 + 20PT(£) holds. This proves R~ ~ 2 
and RNF ~ 2. To prove that these bounds are tight, one can construct instances with arbitrary 
large values of OPT(£) such that NF(£) = -1 + 20PT(£). This proves R~ = RNF = 2. 
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If one considers only lists for which all the items have sizes not larger than cp; viz. £ C (0, cp], 
one can define the parametric [worst-case performance] ratios, R~ (cp) and RH (cp) in an analogous 
manner. 
5.5.1 A discussion of the asymptotic ratio 
The asymptotic ratio gives a measure to rank the various heuristics; a heuristic with a smaller ratio 
[usually] gives a better performance. Although it is a good indicator to choose a certain heuristic for 
a particular application, on its own it does not give sufficient information. For practical purposes, 
what one is really after,[4,42,65] is a linear bound of the form 
\1£ H(£) ~ c + rOPT(£), (5.15) 
where c and r are constants. The asymptotic ratio is simply the minimal value of r such that this 
bound holds. If we take (5.15) as a starting point then this value of r is given by lemma E14, as 
1· ~ r min = 1m sup 75PT[l:) 
z-+oo {.cl OPT(.c)~z} 
(5.16) 
That rmin and R~ define the same number follows directly from the definition of lim sup. 
Unit size 
The asymptotic ratio is not independent of the assumption whether or not we are able to discrim-
inate with infinite precision between the [sizes of the] items. Alternatively, it depends on whether 
or not we assume that all the item-sizes can be expressed in terms of [an integral multiple of] a 
unit size. 
Consider the heuristic H, as a modification of the first-fit heuristic. It packs the items according 
to FF, with the added constraint that it places an i-item only in a bin which has other i-items, and 
if this is not possible, opens a new bin. 1 For a list £ with ni ~ 1 items, i = 1, ... ,m in the intervals 
( _1_ .1..] where ai E Nand a1 < ... < am, the following is easily proved (the last bound follows (}i+1 ' (}i ' 
from ~i < 2Xi for any item Xi E ((}i~l' ~J). 
m m m 
H(£) = L r~l , H(£) ~ L (1 - ~J + L ~ and H(£) < m + 2Mat(£). 
i=l i=l i=l 
1 This example is not too far fetched, as heuristics that are based upon the principle of 'reserving' or dedicating 
[a fixed number of] bins for certain categories of items have appeared in the literature.[43] 
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Now consider the list £m = {1,!, ... , ~} which has the following characteristics; H(£m) = m, and 
OPT(£m) ~ Mat(£m) = L:~11/i > In m. Applying the definition in (5.13) gives 
R H(£) '" I· H(£m) I. m '; = lim sup max :;::; lmsup > lmsup -- = 00 
z-+oo {CIOPT(C)=z} z m-+oo OPT(£m) m-+oo lnm 
However, if we are working in finite precision, that is the number of different item-types is finite 
(and thus m ~ M for all lists, for some constant M) then 
So, depending on whether or not we assume to be able to discriminate with infinite precision 
between the [sizes of the] items, we can get two different answers to what the asymptotic ratio is. 
Artificial instances 
The instances that prove a lower bound for the asymptotic ratio can be very artificial. As an 
example consider the first-fit heuristic. The instances given by Johnson [37, pp. 302, 307] to show 
that the [parametric] asymptotic ratios can be approximated as closely as desired rely on items 
with sizes that are [in effect] a function of OPT and are smaller and smaller perturbations of unit 
fractions (see also comment 3 on page 61). 
Practical relevance 
There is a lack of relevance of the worst-case bounds to the problems that occur in practice. These 
bounds are exactly what they say they are: 'worst-case'. And if one happens to have a list which 
is not a worst-case instance this bound may be far too generous to be relevant. In practice one 
usually has a lot more information available than is put to use in the derivation of a performance 
bound. 2 
2Consider the example given in the introduction (p. 1) where one has to produce a number of items of length 3 
and 4 from a stock length of 10. Suppose for purposes of illustration that the orders come in one at a time (without 
prior knowledge of the length of the order) and we have to make a decision there and then on how to allocate the 
order. A worst-case performance bound using FF on this example is FF ~ ~ + i OPT. This bound follows from 
(6.10) and the recurrent weighting function W(4/10) = 1/2 and W(3/10) = 1/3, which can be found solving the ratio 
program (5.24). That this bound is asymptotically tight follows from a list consisting of 6k items of size 4, followed 
by .12k items of size 3, which FF packs into 7k bins whereas the optimal packing uses 6k bins. 
The general bound (6.2); FF < 1 + 1.70PT is far too generous to be of relevance in this case. Even the parametric 
bound in lemma 6.11; FF ~ !OPT, where we take into account that the largest item does not exceed t, does not 
remedy this. 
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Reference point 
The performance bounds are expressed in OPT, but in some cases these bounds are merely a 
weaker version of the bounds that follow from their proofs. Consider for example the NF-heuristic 
where the bound NF ~ 20 PT, usually given in the literature, [11,12, 28J originates from an argument 
based on the amount of material to be packed. This argument leads to the bound NF ~ 2Mat 
from which the bound in OPT follows. 
Although a bound in OPT tells us something about the range that the optimum solution can 
be in, for example OPT E [~NF, NF] for the NF-heuristic, it does not give any a priori information 
on the number of bins that we are actually using. This can be of use in certain applications.3 
Generally though, it does not make sense to settle for a performance bound in terms of OPT, 
when there exists a tighter bound in terms of Mat (or CSPR) from which the bound in OPT follows 
directly. 
5.6 Recurrent ratio 
The asymptotic ratio and bound are defined with respect to OPT, but as (5.12) suggests, it could 
be defined with respect to the optimal solution of the LP-relaxation of the associated CSP. However, 
rather than simply adapting the existing notation in section 5.5, we will derive an expression for 
the asymptotic ratio from first principle. As stated before, the ultimate objective of defining this 
ratio is to derive a linear bound. First we confine ourselves to one particular list. 
Consider the following bound, where c and r are constants (depending upon £), and where k£ 
denotes a list constructed as k [concatenated] copies of list £, 
Vk E W H{k£) ~ c + rCSPR{k£). (5.17) 
That there exist constants c and r such that (5.17) holds can be seen as follows. The worst that a 
heuristic can do is to place every item in its own bin.4 If there are n items in the list then clearly 
the bound H{k£) ~ kn holds, and one can choose c = 0 and r = n/ CSPR{£)' 
The minimal value of r such that (5.17) holds is given by lemma E16, which leads us to define 
the recurrent asymptotic worst-case performance ratios (recurrent ratios for short) as follows.5 
3Suppose that in cargo loading one quickly needs an estimate for the number of containers necessary. One cannot 
base the estimate upon a bound in OPT, since if one knew an optimal packing there would be no point in using a 
heuristic. A bound in Mat however can be used, since this quantity is readily calculated. 
4We don't consider heuristics which are unnecessarily wasteful in that they open bins in which no items are placed. 
5Note that R'HK(C), defined with respect to OPT, gives the same value, since by corollary 3.6 we know that OPT 
5.5 Definition 
5.6 Definition R~c = sup R~ec(.C) 
C 
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This leads us to consider bounds of the following form, where c(£) is a function with c(k£) = o(k) 
for all £, that is V£ lim c(k£)/k = O. 
k-too 
(5.18) 
That bound (5.18) is the best possible, asymptotic bound in terms of CSPR can be seen as follows. 
Suppose that there is a bound tI£ H(£) ~ c(£) + fCSPR(£) with c(k£) = o(k). Now take a list 
k£ and let k --+ 00, which gives R~C(£) ~ f for all £ and thus R~ec ~ f. 
If one considers only lists for which all the items have sizes not larger than <Pi viz. £ C (0, <p], 
one can define the parametric recurrent ratio R~c (<p) in an analogous manner. 
Recurrency 
Having established an expression for the recurrent ratio, we now show that it is closely linked to 
the concept of recurrency. In the following, assume that we have one particular heuristic H to 
investigate. For any list £ we can split the pattern-set A it generates, as defined by (2.2), into two 
disjunct sets; A(X) and AI' 
{a E A I pattern a can occur more than once in a heuristic solution} 
{a E A I pattern a can occur at most once in a heuristic solution} 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
We shall refer to these sets as the recurrent and singular (or non-recurrent) pattern set, respectively, 
and use A(X) and Al to denote the matrix representation of these sets. 
Assume that we have a list £ '"'-' (m, L, d, f), and denote by z* the solution-value of CSPR(£)' 
We are interested in lists £' '"'-' k£. Since any (finite) list can only generate a finite set of patterns 
it follows that, for k large enough, the packing of any such list £' must have patterns from A which 
occur a multiple number of times. Increasing k further will produce a heuristic solution where the 
fraction of patterns that occur only once will go to zero. This means that the recurrent ratio is 
determined by the recurrent pattern set. We now formalise this notion. 
and CSPR differ by at most m, the number of different item types in L. Note further that it does not make sense to 
define (without further restrictions) an absolute ratio with respect to CSPR. Take a list of one item of size 1/0., so 
that H(C) = 1 and CSPR = 1/0: and thus sup H(C)/ CSPR(C) = 00. 
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The heuristic packing of any list .c' r"V k.c can be represented by two vectors YI and Yoo, which 
represent the multiplicity of the corresponding patterns in the matrices Al and Aoo , respectively. 
The LP-relaxation of the cutting stock problem corresponding to .c' can be represented by a vector 
z, which represents the multiplicity of the corresponding patterns in the matrix A. 
Az ~ kf and (e, z) = kz* 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
We now determine an upper bound for the ratio H(.c')/ CSPR(.c') , by taking Yl, Yoo and z as decision 
variables. This gives the following MIP-formulation. 
st A1Yl + AooYoo = kf 
Az ~ kf 
(e, z) = kz* 
Yl binary, Yoo integral 
~ IA11/kz* + Max (e, y) 
(e,z) = 1 
(5.23) 
Y,z ~ 0 
We now relax the first program as follows. The value of (e, Yl) cannot exceed the cardinality of 
the non-recurrent pattern set, since by definition the components of YI are either 0 or 1, and we 
can take the resulting upper bound out of the maximisation problem. Now combine the first two 
constraints to Az ~ AooYoo, and the subsequent relaxing of the integrality of Yoo allows us to scale 
the program. The dual of the resulting program is given by the following, ratio program [for a 
certain list]. 
R(£) Min p 
st (a, u) ~ p, 'V a E A 
(a, u) ~ 1, 'V a E Aoo 
u~O 
A bound for the recurrent ratio can now be obtained as follows. 
lim sup H(k.c) ~ limsup IAII /kz* +'R(.c) 
k-too CSPR(k.c) " k-too 
and thus the bound 
(5.24) 
R(.c) (5.25) 
(5.26) 
4.,1 
Recap: We now have an explicit formulation in terms of a linear program, to determine [an upper 
bound for] the recurrent ratio of a heuristic. This LP is determined by the recurrent pattern set.6 
We note that the primal (5.23) [sometimes] allows us to construct a bin configuration that achieves 
this ratio, and thus prove that the upper bound for the recurrent ratio is tight. 
Relationship to asymptotic ratio 
We have tacitly worked on the assumption that the asymptotic ratio and recurrent ratio both define 
the same number. This is not the case as illustrated by the example of the heuristic on page 39, 
for which we have R':c < 2 ~ Rc;. However, it turns out that for many heuristics used in practice 
the two ratios are equivalent. 
We now give some lemmas that can be used to prove the equivalence for a particular heuristic. 
5.7 Lemma R~c ~ Rc; 
Proof. First note that R~ec(.e), defined with respect to CSPR or OPT, give the same value since 
by corollary 3.6 we have that OPT and CSPR differ by at most m, the number of different item 
types in .e. Now take one particular list .e. 
I· H kC 1m sup CSP kC) 
k-+oo R 
I· H kC I' H(tC) 1m sup OPT kC) = 1m sup OPT(tC) 
k-+oo k-+oo t~k 
We now extend the range over which the supremum is taken. For any list t.e with t ~ k we have 
OPT(t.e) ~ CSPR(t.e) ~ kCSPR(.e), so that {t.e I t ~ k} c {.e' I OPT(.e') ~ kCSPR(.e)}, and thus 
I· ~ l' ~ Roo ~ 1m sup 75J5'1Tl1) = 1m sup 75PT[.Cf) = H 
k-+oo {C/IOPT(CI)~kCSPR(C)} k-+oo {C'IOPT(CI)~k} 
Since CSPR(.e) is a constant it does not influence the 'lim sup' and we end up with (5.16), which is 
the equivalent definition of the asymptotic ratio, and proves the lemma. 
5.8 Lemma If there is a constant c such that V.e H(.e) ~ c + R':c x CSPR(.e) then R~c = Rc; 
Proof. Follows directly by substitution in (5.13). 
R'; ~ lim sup max 
z-+oo {CIOPT(C)=z} 
c + R~ec x OPT(.e) 
z 
Combining this with lemma 5.7 proves the lemma. 
R~c + lim sup c/ z 
z-+oo 
Rrec 
H 
o 
o 
61f necessary one could extend the definition of recurrent patterns to patterns for which there is no upper bound 
on the number of times they can occur (hence the oo-subscript in Aoo). This change does not affect the rationale 
and one would still end up with (5.24). However, the current definition of a recurrent pattern (5.19) suffices for the 
heuristics studied in this thesis. 
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5.9 Lemma If there is a list £, such that H(k£') = R~ x kCSPR (£,) then R~ec = R~ 
Proof. From definition 5.5 it follows directly that R;r(£,) = R,: and thus by definition 5.6 that 
R~C ~ R~. Combining this with lemma 5.7 proves the lemma. o 
5.10 Lemma If there is a list £, such that H(k£') = R~ x kOPT(£,) then Rr,:c = R,: 
Proof. Same as of lemma 5.9, since the recurrent ratio can be defined with respect to OPT. 0 
5.7 Weighting function 
Ideally we would like to solve (5.24) for each list and then determine the maximum value over all 
lists. However this is not always practical or even feasible. Instead we determine a solution to (5.24) 
which is feasible for all lists. To this end we define a recurrent weighting function as follows. 
5.11 Definition A weighting function W is said to be recurrent [for a particular heuristic}, if it is 
non-negative, non-decreasing and every recurrent pattern has weight of at least 1. 
Note that the first two requirements correspond to a property, listed in corollary 2.5, of the optimal 
dual multipliers of a CSP. In a sense a recurrent weighting function acts as a surrogate for the 
optimal dual multipliers. However, it provides us with a feasible solution to (5.24) for every list. 
W is recurrent ~ 'R(£') ~ max{W(a) I a E A} (5.27) 
This relaxation is, in effect, the determination of the maximum pattern-weight over the pattern-
set A for a particular list. The maximum of this over all lists gives an upper bound for the recurrent 
ratio as the following, ratio program [for a certain weighting function]. 
W is a recurrent weighting function for H =} R~ec ~ sup Max L W(Xi) 
st LXi ~ 1 (5.28) 
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5.8 Minimal list 
We say that a list £, strongly dominates a list £", if £" can be constructed from £, by a sequence of 
one of the following operations; 
1) delete an item, 
2) reduce the size of an item, 
3) cut an item into two or more items, 
and denote this by £" ~D £'. Note that this leaves the order of the items intact (see also page 251). 
We call a list £, minimal, with respect to a heuristic H, if 
V£,' ~D £, H(£,') < H (£,) (5.29) 
We call an algorithm or function j, defined on a list, strongly monotonic if 
V£,' ~D £, j (£") ~ j (£,) (5.30) 
This implies that, when we consider the expression H(£') - r j(£'), for a strongly monotonic func-
tion j, we only need to consider lists which are minimal with respect to H. Note that the functions 
Mat, CSPR and OPT are all strongly monotonic. 
5.9 Solution approach 
In this section we will list and briefly discuss the main elements in the solution approach to derive 
a worst-case bound. It should be viewed as a collection of possible ingredients, rather than as a 
complete recipe. 
Canonical form 
Generally, these are assumptions that can be made on the sequence of items in the list. For instance; 
an algorithm may sort the items into decreasing order before processing, so that, without loss of 
generality (wlog), one may assume Xl ~ ... ~ X n . Another example are heuristics, such as first-fit, 
where one can reorder the items packed in a bin without affecting the packing [of the other bins], 
and thus make assumptions on the sequence of items in a bin. 
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Reference point 
Instead of OPT we choose CSPR (and sometimes Mat) as a reference point and consider the 
derivation of a worst-case bound as a maximisation problem, where r > 1 is a fixed constant. 
Bin configuration 
c = max H(C) - rCSPR(C), 
I:- (5.31) 
Determine what sort of bin configuration a heuristic produces and determine its characteristics. 
• Invariant: A characteristic of the heuristic packing relating directly to the packing rule. 
• Recurrency: A characteristic of a bin that occurs twice (or more) in a realisation of the heuristic. 
Minimality 
The fact that CSPR is strongly monotonic implies that in determining the lists that maximise (5.31) 
we can restrict ourselves to minimal lists. Note that minimality implies the singleton-bin configu-
ration (see diagram 3.2) 
Weighting function 
In the process of determining a weighting function there are two stages. 
Ratio The structure of a recurrent bin leads to a recurrent weighting function W. We then 
determine the maximum pattern-value for this function. This gives a bound for the recurrent ratio. 
Obviously, we want this bound to be as tight as possible. We therefore want to choose a minimal 
[recurrent] weighting function, that is if we were to reduce the weight of any item size, the resulting 
weighting function would no longer be recurrent. 
Constant Once we have determined the recurrent ratio r, we want to minimise the value of 
c = maxI:- H(C) - W(C) over all recurrent weighting functions that have r as the maximum 
pattern-weight. This implies that we are now looking for a maximal [recurrent] weighting func-
tion (subject to the condition that r is the maximum pattern-weight). This is usually done by 
perturbating/ strengthening the weighting functions used in determining the ratio. 
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Instance 
To prove that r is the recurrent ratio one constructs a family oflists, such that H(k£) = rCSPR(k£) 
for all values of k. Having solved (5.28), the optimal patterns give an indication on how to construct 
examples that achieve the ratio r. 
--19 
5.10 Worst-case bounds II 
Although the values of c and r in a worst-case bound depend upon the particular heuristic used, 
there are some general statements that can be made. In the following, assume that we have a 
bound such that \:1£ H(£) < c + rCSPR(£), and that c and r are constants. 
5.12 Lemma For a given r ~ 1, a bound of the form H(£) < 1 + rCSPR(£) is the tightest bound [in 
terms of CSPR] one can hope to derive for a bin-packing heuristic. 
Proof. Take a list of one item of size 1/ j3, so that H = 1 and CSPR = 1/ j3, regardless of the 
heuristic chosen. This gives the requirement \j j3 c > 1- r / j3, which implies that c ~ 1 must hold. 0 
Note that in the lemma the requirement r ~ 1 is implicit in the assumption that a linear bound 
exists. Since CSPR ~ H < c+rCSPR it follows that \j£ CSPR < c+rCSPR implies r ~ 1. We now 
tighten the l~mma by excluding the trivial case H(£) = 1 (or the equivalent CSPR(C,) ~ 1 by the 
elementary bound). 
5.13 Lemma For a given r ~ 1 and lists with H(c') ~ 2, the bound H(c') < 2 + r (CSPR(c') - 1) is the 
tightest bound [in terms of CSPR] one can hope to derive for a bin-packing heuristic. 
Proof. Take a list of (j3 + 1) items of size 1/ j3, so that H ~ 2 and CSPR = 1 + 1/ j3, regardless of 
the heuristic chosen. This gives the requirement \j j3 c + r > 2 - r / j3, which implies that c + r ~ 2 
must hold. o 
It is interesting to note that c + r = 2 can be proven to hold for some of the heuristics studied. 
5.14 Lemma If H is an on-line, conservative bin-packing heuristic then the instances that maximise 
c(c') = H(c') - rOPT(£) satisfy OPT(£) ~ 1 - s + Mat(c'), with s the smallest item in the list. 
Proof. By corollary A2 we may assume that the list that maximises c(C,) consists of rationals, so 
that we can define x = gcd (1, Xl, ... , Xn) . 
First assume that m(£) = OPT(£) - Mat(c') > 1 and add l/x items of size x to the front of the 
list to form the list £'. Since H is on-line and conservative it follows that H(c") = 1 + H(c'). We 
can use the optimal packing for £ to produce a packing for £'. If a bin has wastage Wi we can pack 
exactly wi! x items of size x in this bin. Since the total wastage in the packing satisfies m > 1 it 
follows that we can pack all the additional items x and thus that OPT(C,') = OPT(c'). But this 
implies that c(c") = c(C,) + 1 and therefore that C, is not a maximising list. Ergo, the assumption 
m(c') > 1 must be false. 
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Now assume that 1 - s < l¥t(£) ~ 1 and note that this implies l¥t(£) ~ 1 - s + x. In this case we 
add 1 + (1 - s) / x items of size x to the front of the list, and as in the first case we can prove that 
c(£') = c(£) + 1 and therefore that £ is not a maximising list. 
So the assumption l¥t(£) > 1 - s must be false, which proves the lemma. o 
Note that lemma 5.14 implies that all lists that maximise H(£) - rOPT(£) have the RU-property. 
5.15 Lemma If H is an on-line, conservative bin-packing heuristic, and for all lists the bound H(c') ~ 
c + rOPT(£) holds, then the bound H(£) ~ c -l OP'if2)+l J + rOPT(£) also holds, where L is a 
scalar for the list £. 
Proof. The lemma is obvious for OPT(£) ~ L. So, let C, be a list such that OPT (C,) ~ L + l. 
Now determine n = l OPTi,:?~L-l J and create a list £' by increasing the bin size from 1 to 1 + L~l' 
and adding f = n x (L2 + 2L) + (L2 + L) items of size e = L(L~l) to the front of the list c'. 
• Every bin in the optimal packing of £ can accommodate L items e, after we have increased the 
bin size to 1 + Le. It is easily verified that f ~ OPT x L, so that all items e can be placed, and 
thus OPT(£') = OPT(£). 
• The f items e will pack in n + 1 bins. The first n bins take (L2 + 2L) items each and are thus 
filled completely. Bin (n + 1) is filled to a level of exactly 1 and thus has wastage L~ l' Since all 
items in £ are ~ ±, it follows that none of these items is placed in any of the bins 1, ... ,n + 1 and 
thus that bins n + 2, ... are packed exactly as £ is packed. Ergo H(c") = n + 1 + H(£). 
Since the bound H(£') ~ c+rOPT(£') holds by assumption, it follows that the bound H(c') ~ 
c - (n + 1) + rOPT(£) also holds. Substituting the value for n now proves the lemma. 0 
5.16 Corollary If H is an on-line, conservative bin-packing heuristic, then any instance that maximises 
H(.c) - rOPT(£) satisfies OPT(.c) ~ L, where L is a scalar for the list .c. 
Chapter 6 
First-Fit Heuristic 
6.1 Introduction 
The First-Fit (FF) heuristic takes a list £, and places each item, in succession, into the first bin in 
which it fits. When an item cannot be placed, a new bin is opened in which this item is placed. As 
an illustration we give the following example 1 
List £, = { 1, ... ,1, 45, ... ,45, 42, ... ,42, 104, ... ,104, 156, ... ,156} on bins of size 31l. 
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Diagram 6.1. An example of a packing by first-fit. 
The FF-heuristic was studied extensively by JohnsonJ38] Its worst-case performance was determined 
using a weighting function as outlined in section 5.3. The main result given in a summary article 
1 An example with FF = 17 and OPT = 10 can be found in Johnson.[37j 
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by Johnson et al.[37] regarding first-fit is 
FF ~ 2 + 1.70PT (6.1) 
It was further shown, by means of a construction, that there are lists which will give FF = 17k 
and OPT = 10k + 1, for every k E N+. This implies that R':l= = 1.7. 
In a subsequent article Garey et al.[30] noted that one could improve slightly upon the constant 
to give 
FF < 1 + 1.70PT (6.2) 
It is worth mentioning that this appeared almost as a sideline comment in the article and possibly 
the cause that (6.2) is not common knowledge. In some later publications[49,52] bound (6.1) is 
quoted instead of (6.2). 
In this chapter we will present a proof, based on the concepts developed in chapter 5, to sharpen 
the FF-bound to 
FF < 1 + 1.7CSPR (6.3) 
where CSPR is the value of the LP-relaxation of the bin-packing problem, formulated as a cutting 
stock problem. For more restricted lists we will improve the upper bound FF ~ 2 + at l OPT, 
given by Johnson,[37] to 
{tl E (_1_ 1] ::::}- FF < a-I + !til. Mat 
..,., a+l' a a a (6.4) 
where <p is the largest item in the list, a = ll/cp J and Mat = E Xi. Furthermore, we will show that 
this bound is the best possible. 
6.2 Canonical form 
Suppose that we have packed a list C = {Xl, ... ,xn } using the FF-heuristic. Wlog we may assume 
that the list consists of consecutive blocks of items corresponding to the bins into which they are 
packed, and that each block consists of a sequence of items of non-increasing size. Additionally, for 
a minimal list we may assume that the last bin is a singleton bin; deleting all but one of the items 
in this bin will give a list which packs into the same number of bins. The FF-rule leads directly to 
an 'invariant', which any packing produced by first-fit will satisfy: 
FF-invariant: Vi < j Wi < Sj, (6.5) 
where Wi is the wastage in bin i and S j is the smallest item in bin j. 
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1! •••••••••• ! w = wastage in bin s = smallest item in bin 
! ••••••••• 
1 2 i J N-l N 
Diagram 6.2. Minimal FF-configuration. 
6.3 Recurrent patterns 
To use the analysis in chapter 5 we need to determine the structure of patterns that can occur more 
than once in a realisation of FF. The next lemma gives a necessary condition for such a pattern. 
6.1 Lemma Any bin that occurs more than once in a packing by first-fit has S > w. 
Proof. By contradiction. Assume there is a bin which has S ~ wand occurs twice. Label these 
bins as 1 and 2 (so that 1 precedes 2). Under the assumption s ~ w, the smallest item in bin 2 
will fit in bin 1. But this means that FF could have packed this item in bin 1, and therefore that 
FF would have never placed it in bin 2. This leads to a contradiction and proves the lemma. 0 
6.2 Lemma Any set of N bins, each bin with Sj > Wj, can be combined to a list which first-fit packs 
into a configuration using N bins. 
Proof. Sort the bins in order of increasing wastage, so that i ~ j implies Wi ~ Wj. The resulting 
bin-configuration constitutes a valid packing by first-fit, since Sj > Wj ~ Wi, for all i ~ j. The 
corresponding list consists of consecutive blocks of items, corresponding to the sorted sequence of 
bins. Obviously, this list packs into N bins. o 
The previous two lemmas lead to the following definition. 
6.3 Definition (FF -recurrent bin) A bin containing m items, with sizes 1 ~ Xl ~ ... ~ Xm > 0 
such that 2::1 Xi > 1 - X m , is said to be FF-recurrent. 
6.4 Lemma A FF-recurrent bin with largest item in the interval C)!~l'~] contains at least a items. 
Proof. Assume that the bin contains m items. Let Xl be the largest and Xm be the smallest item. 
By definition of recurrency we have 2: Xi > 1 - X m . From mXl ~ 2: Xi > 1 - Xm ~ 1 - Xl it follows 
that m > l/Xl - 1 ~ a-I and thus that m ~ a. This proves the lemma. 0 
6.4 General bound 
Suppose that we have a recurrent weighting function W. We now derive a lower bound for the bin 
weight of non-recurrent bins. Let c be such that 1/ c is a scalar for all the item sizes Xi. Such an c 
W1 
}~:~i}~:. 
••••••••••••••••••• 
bin 1 
replace 81 by W1 + c 
82 = W1 + c 
W2 = 81 - c 
......... 
........ . 
...... ... 
.......... 
. . . . . . . . . 
...... - ... 
bin 2 
Diagram 6.3. Lower bound for the bin weight of non-recurrent bins under FF. 
exists, see appendix A. This implies that the inequality S > W can be replaced by S ~ W + c. Now 
take bin 1, which has S1 ~ WI, as in diagram 6.3 and create a new bin configuration by replacing 
an item with size S1 by an item with size W1 + c. The new bin has a wastage W2 = SI - c. The 
smallest item in this bin, S2 satisfies S2 ~ min(SI' WI + c) = SI. SO, for the new bin S2 > W2 holds, 
which means that for the weight of bin 2 we have W2 ~ 1, since the function W is recurrent. Using 
the identity W2 = W1 - W(S1) + W(W1 + c) yields the bound 
S ~ W => Wbin ~ 1 - [W (w + c) - W (s )]. (6.6) 
Now consider c(.c) = FF(.c) - W(.c), and denote by Wj the weight of bin j, then 
(6.7) 
Wlog we may assume that the list that maximises c(.c) is packed by FF into N bins, all with bin 
weight strictly less than one. Since FF is stable, we can delete [the items in] the bins with bin 
weight ~ 1 to create a new list with a larger or equal c-value. If a bin has weight Wj < 1 then 
Sj.~ Wj must hold and we can apply (6.6) to lower bound its weight. 
N-1 N-1 
c(.c) ~ E (1- Wj) + 1 - WN ~ E [W(Wj + c) - W(Sj)] + 1- W(SN) (6.8) 
j=1 j=1 
Using the FF-invariant which implies Wj + c ~ Sj+I, and the fact that W is non-decreasing gives 
N-1 
c(.c) ~ E [W(Sj+1) - W(Sj)] + 1 - W(SN) = 1 - W(st). (6.9) 
j=1 
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This implies that FF ~ 1 - W(SI) + W(£), where SI is the smallest item in the first bin with bin 
weight strictly less than 1. If there is no bin with bin weight < 1 then FF ~ W(£) holds by (6.7). 
Since W(SI) > 0 we arrive at the following bound. 
W is recurrent =}- FF < 1 + W(£) (6.10) 
6.5 Weighting function 
In order to choose a suitable (recurrent) weighting function W we will derive further requirements 
by considering the following bin configurations. 
1) Bin filled with a = L1/xJ items of size x. 
The corresponding pattern has s > wand is therefore recurrent. This leads to the following 
requirement. 
aW(x) ~ 1, for x E C:¥~I' iJ (6.11) 
2) Bin filled with one item of size x and one item of size (I;X) +, where x E (~, ~J. 
The corresponding pattern is also recurrent and this translates into the following requirement. 
(6.12) 
These two requirements are sufficient to construct a recurrent weighting function. Starting with 
(6.11) we rewrite it as W (~;'1) ~ i, for ~ E (0, iJ· Now substitute x = ~;'1 to yield W(x) ~ 
1+~-x. This naturally leads to l:x as a weighting function. This function is recurrent since for 
Xi ~ Xm and LXi > 1 - Xm we have 
(6.13) 
Take l:x as a weighting function for x ~ l, and (6.12) directly gives the requirement W(x) ~ I~X 
for x E (~, ~]. Combining the requirements gives the following weighting function. 
x O~x~l I-x' 
W(x) = ~ 1 ~ 1 (6.14 ) l+x' 3<x"2 
1, ~<x~1 
This function and the gridpoints (O:~I' i) are depicted in diagram 6.4. We now prove that this 
weighting function is recurrent. 
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1.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~e~--------------
I I I I I I I I I I 
0.9 __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
0.8 __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
0.7 __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I 
0.6 __ J ___ L __ J ___ L _J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I 
W{X) 0.5 __ J ___ L __ J __ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
0.4 
__ J ___ L _____ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
0.3 
__ J ___ L _J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I 
0.2 
L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
0.1 
___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ L __ J ___ I 
I I I I I I I I 
0.0 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
x 
Diagram 6.4. The recurrent weighting function (6.14) for first-fit. 
6.5 Claim W{x) as defined in (6.14) is recurrent 
Proof. Assume that we have a recurrent bin with items Xl ~ ••• ~ X m , that this bin has the 
smallest possible weight, and that this weight is strictly less than one. We can make the following 
assumptions on the items in the bin. 
(i) There is no I-item. 
(ii) There is exactly one 2-item. 
If there are two then Wbin ~ 1. If there is none, then Wbin ~ 1 by the recurrency of l:x' 
(iii) All the items ~ 1/3 have the same size. 
Otherwise, by the strict convexity of W on (0,1/3]' we can create a bin with smaller weight. 
Now denote by z the size of the 2-item, by y the size of the items ~ 1/3 and by n the number of 
items y. We can now formulate the weight of the bin as the following program. 
Wbin = Min W{z) + nW{y) 
(6.15) st z + ny > 1- y 
yE(O,tJ andzE(t,!J 
n E N+ 
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Note that n E N+ , since n = 0 leads to an infeasibility. The constraint directly gives a lower bound 
for y, so that we can lower bound the term nW(y) in the objective function. 
nW(y) > nW (~+~) = n~+~ ~ i+~ * W(z) + nW(y) > l~z + t;~ = 1 (6.16) 
and thus Wbin > 1. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore Wbin ~ 1, which proves the claim. 0 
6.6 Recurrent ratio 
6.6 Claim The maximum pattern-value under W(x), as defined in (6.14), is strictly less than 1.7 
Proof. This value can be expressed as r = max {L:W(Xi) I L: Xi ~ 1, Xi ~ o}. 
The configuration {~ + c, ~, i - c} gives a lower bound as r ~ 1. 7 - 25~~Oe' for c > 0 sufficiently 
small. This implies that for an optimal solution we may assume 
i) There is a 1-item active in the optimal solution and this item has size ~ + c. If there is no 
1-item active, then r ~ max (W(X)) x 1 = 3/2. Since W(x) = 1 for X > 1/2 we may assume x~1/2 x 
that the 1-item active is the smallest item larger than 1/2. 
ii) If there are two items ~ 1/3 active then the largest one has size 1/3. This follows from the 
convexity ofW(x) on (0,1/3] 
We now prove the claim by a case analysis on the 2-items in the solution. 
1). If there is a 2-item active of size y, then there is also one item active of size ~ - c - y. This 
follows from the convexity of W on (0,1/3]. The maximum bin weight in this case is given by 
1 + W(y) + W(~ - c - y) with 1/3 < y ~ 1/2. This is strictly upper bounded by the function 
1 
1 2y 2 - y f (y) = 1 + W (y) + W (2 - y) = 1 + 1 + l' (6.17) 
+y 2+Y 
The function f(y) is maximised on the interval [1/3, 1/2] fory = 1/3 with a value of 1(1/3) = 1.7. 
So, for this case we have r < 1.7. 
2) If there is no 2-item active, then the convexity of W on (o,~] implies that the maximum is 
attained for an item of size 1/3 and one of size i - c together with the item of size ~ + c. This 
is the previously mentioned configuration with value strictly less than 1.7. 
Ergo, the maximum pattern-value under weighting function (6.14) is strictly less than 1.7. 0 
We can now combine the claim with (6.10) to establish (6.3). It further proves that V l R~e;(l) < 1.7 
and thus that R~e; ~ 1.7. 
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6.7 Lists with no I-items 
Let <p be the largest item in the list. For <p ::s:; 1/2 the following bounds are given by Johnson.[37] 
=* FF::S:; 2 + !tl10PT 
a (6.18) 
The constant can be improved upon using (6.10) and the weighting function W(x) = at1x to give 
the following bound, where Mat = E Xi. 
=* FF < 1 + !tl1Mat a (6.19) 
To prove (6.19) it suffices to show that the weighting function is recurrent. 
6.7 Lemma W{x) = at1x is recurrent for £ C (0, i]. 
Proof. Let Xm be the smallest item in a recurrent bin, so that E Xi > 1 - Xm holds. Now 
distinguish between the following two cases with regard to Xm. 
Xm > ail: m ~ a by lemma 6.4, so that Wbin = E W{Xi) ~ m x W(xm) > a x W (a.!-l) = 1 
So for both cases the bin weight of a recurrent bin is at least 1, which proves the lemma. 0 
We can sharpen (6.19) further by a more detailed analysis on the bin configuration, as is done by 
the following lemmas. 
6.8 Lemma If) E (_1_ .1] =* FF < a-I + Q±1Mat y a+1' a a a 
Proof. Let £ be a list with largest item <po We use W (X) = at1 x as a recurrent weighting function 
and consider c{£) = FF{£) - W{£). First we will prove the lemma for FF{£) ::s:; 2. 
1) FF{ ") 1 1IA' t 1 1 Q±l 1 - a-I J..., = =* lVl a > a+ 1 =* C < - a X a+ 1 - ----a-. 
2) FF{£) = 2 =* Mat> 1 =* c < 2 - at1 = a~l. 
Now assume that FF{£) ~ 3 and make the following observations. Let WI be the wastage in the 
first bin, and W 1,2 the weight of bins 1 and 2. 
b) If WI ~ ail' then the bin weight of the first two bins satisfies WI + W2 > 2. 
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The second observation follows from: The smallest item in the 2nd bin, 82 is strictly larger than 
the wastage in the first bin (use the invariant). So that 82 > WI ~ _1_ and since the items are no 0+1 
larger than 1/ a it follows that all items are a-items. If there are less than a items in the bin it is , 
filled to a level h ~ (a - 1) x <p ~ 1 - 1/ a and FF would have placed another item in the bin. So 
that there are exactly a items in the second bin and all of them are a-items. The total amount of 
material packed in the first two bins is thus h + l2 ~ 1 - WI + a82 > 1 - WI + aWl ~ 1 + 0:-1 So 0:+1 . 
that the weight of these bins is WI + W2 = o:t1 (h + l2) > o:t1 (1 + ~+i) = 2. 
This means that if we have a list with FF(£) ~ 4 we can create a smaller list with larger c-value, 
by deleting either the first bin or the first two bins. Repeating this we end up with a list with 
eit.her FF(£) = 3 or FF(£) = 2. For the latter the lemma has already been proven, so that only 
one case remaIns. 
3) FF(£) = 3 => Mat> 1 + a x _1_ => c < 3 - Q±1 - 1 = a-I a+1 a a . 
We can make the assumption WI ~ at l' otherwise case (2) follows, and thus that the second bin 
contains exactly a a-items. For the first item placed in the third bin, x and the level of the first 
bin we have h + x > 1 by the FF-rule. The total amount of material packed in the three bins is 
therefore at least 1 + a x at l' and the lemma follows for this case. 
Ergo, for all cases we have c ~ a~ 1 , and this proves the lemma. 2 
6.9 Claim The bound in lemma 6.8 is the best possible 
o 
Proof. Take a list with (k - l)a + 1 items of size at1 + k(ac+1)' For c sufficiently small, first-
fit will pack this list into k bins. This gives FF = a~l - :k [(k - l)a + 1] + at1 Mat and since 
(k - l)a + 1 ~ ak we have that for every c > 0 there is a list such that FF ~ a~l - c + o:t1 Mat. 
This proves the claim. o 
We can use lemma 6.8 to derive the following lemmas. 
6.10 Lemma <p ~ l/a and Mat> a~l => FF < a~l + o:t1 Mat 
Proof. For Mat ~ 1 we have FF = 1 and the lemma is obvious. Now assume Mat> 1 and let 
{3 ~ a be such that <p E (8~1'~]' Applying lemma 6.8 gives FF < 2 + f3t1 (Mat - 1) from which 
FF < 2 + at1 (Mat - 1) follows. o 
2It appears that we can prove the lemma by reducing a list C to either case 1) ~r c~e 2) but this is not so. 
Although the list C contains an a-item, we cannot assume that this holds for the resultmg l~st, after we have deleted 
the first [two] bin[s]. All a-items might have been in these bins, and we could not have applied the bound of case 1). 
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6.11 Lemma ep ~ Iia * FF ~ 0:-2 + Q±l OPT 0: 0: 
Proof. For OPT = 1 we have FF = 1 and the lemma is obvious. If OPT ~ 2, then (3.1) implies 
Mat> 1 and lemma 6.10 applies. Now replace Mat by OPT and we can tighten the '< 2' to 
'~ 2 - ~', and the lemma follows. o 
The bound in lemma 6.11 is sharp for a ~ 2. An instance with FF = 3 and OPT = 2 is easily 
constructed as 
.c = { a, a + 1, ... , a + 1, a, ... , a } on bins of size a2 + a, a ~ 2 
, Vi '~ (6.20) 
Johnson, [37] gives constructions for a list with largest item ep ~ Iia to achieve FF = i k(0::1)-11 
and OPT = k. Selecting k = 2 + am yields FF = 3 + (a + I)m and OPT = 2 + am, and achieves 
the bound given in lemma 6.11. These constructions involve lists which contain items with sizes 
which are small perturbations of the unit fraction 0:~1' 
6.8 Comments 
1) Lemmas 6.8, 6.10 and 6.11 also apply for a = 1, in particular FF ~ -1 + 20PT. Note that 
this bound is the next-fit bound (corollary EI3, p. 248), and that this bound is as good as (6.2) 
. for OPT ~ 6. Lemma 6.11 gives FF ~ 3/20PT for lists with no I-items. Combined with 
the instance in (6.20) this shows that the absolute worst-case performance ratio for FF, when 
restricted to lists on (O,~] is 1.5, that is Vep ~ 1/2 RFF(ep) = 1.5 3 
2) The proof of (6.1) in Johnson et al.,[37] and its subsequent refinement in Garey et alJ30) are 
based on the weighting functions W2 and W3 respectively. 
6 
sX, O<x~t 6 sX, O<x~i 
9 1 1 ~ 1 9 1 1 ~ 1 
W2(X) = SX - 10' '6 <x'-'3 and W3(X) = SX - 10' 
'6<x'-'3 (6.21) 
6 1 1 ~ 1 6 1 1 ~ 1 
sx+ 10' 3<x'-'2 SX + 10' 3<x'-'2 
1, ~<x~I 6 4 SX + 10' ~<x~l 
Both these weighting functions are recurrent, with respect to the FF-heuristic. To prove this 
it is sufficient to show that W2,3 ~ W(x) and use the fact that W(x) as defined in (6.14) is 
recurrent. 
. FF(C) d \.IC FF(C) ./ 1 75 Th 1 b d f 1 3This extends the results for the general case; VIZ. 3C 1.7 ~ OPT(C) an v OPT(C) ~ .. e ower oun 0-
lows from the instance in Johnson(38) or the instance in diagram 6.1. The upper bound was proved by Simchi-Levi.!64] 
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3) The instances, [37] that were used to construct a lower bound for first-fit have FF = 17k and 
OPT = 10k + 1. They further have Mat = 10k + (2(18k - 1) + 10k) 6 and a smallest item 
S = i -13 x 18k- l 6, where 6 « 18-k , which gives m = OPT - Mat = 1- (2(18k - 1) + 10k) 6. 
For 6 sufficiently small we have m> 1- s, and by the proof of lemma 5.14 we can create a list 
with FF = 17k + 1 and OPT = 10k + 1. 
This implies that V N 3{.c I OPT ~ N} FF ~ -0.7+ 1. 7 OPT, which improves slightly on the 
lower bound by Johnson et al.,[37] which is also quoted in Garey and Johnson [31, p. 125] 
4) Johnson[37] also raises the question of what can be said about FF(.c)/ OPT(.c) for OPT(.c) -+ 00. 
We can use lemma 5.15 to partially answer the question; 
w.c l' FF(k£) 1 7 
v 1m OPT(k£) < . k-+oo (6.22) 
Note that this leaves open the question of the absolute worst-case ratio. It may well be that 
there is an instance for which FF / OPT> 1.7 holds . 
. Moreover, for any fixed list .c, or (integer) lists with a maximum bin-size (viz. 16 or 32-bit 
integers in an encoding of the list) we have that the difference FF(.c) - 1.70PT(.c) cannot be 
lower bounded by a constant. 
5) The Next-k-Fit (NkF) heuristic is a fixed space variant of first-fit. In this heuristic we have at 
most k active bins. If there are less than k bins active it works exactly as first-fit. If there are k 
. bins active and an item cannot be placed, the first bin is closed and a new bin is opened in 
which the item is placed. Note that NIF '" NF and NooF '" FF. 
Johnson[38] notes that for k ~ 2 and lists with largest item cp ~ 1/2 the heuristics NkF and FF 
have the same asymptotic ratio. We note that lemma 6.8, and with it lemmas 6.10 and 6.11, 
also hold for NkF; one need only replace 'FF' by 'NkF' in its proof. This implies 
k ~ 2 and cp E C~~l' -!;J =}- NkF < a-I + !!±.lMat a a 
k ~ 2 and cp ~ 1/ CI. =}- NkF ~ a~2 + at l OPT 
This bound is sharp for CI. ~ 2 (use the worst-case instances for FF). 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
Note that for k ~ 2, NkF has the invariant VO < j - i < k Wi < Sj, which is similar to the 
invariant for FF. The NIF-invariant (appendix E.4) however, is different from the FF-invariant. 
Chapter 7 
Next-Fit Decreasing 
Heuristic 
7.1 Introduction 
The Next-Fit Decreasing (NFD) heuristic takes a list £', sorts it into non-increasing order of item 
size and packs this list according to the next-fit rule. The Next-Fit (NF) rule places each item, in 
succession, in the current bin. When an item cannot be placed the current bin is closed, and a new 
bin is opened in which this item is placed. As an illustration we give the following example. 
List C = { 21, ... ,21, 14, ... ,14, 6, ... ,6 } on bins of size 41. 
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optimal packing uses 6 bins 
Diagram 7.1. An example of packing by next-fit decreasing. 
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The next-fit decreasing heuristic was studied by Baker and CoffmanJ4] They showed that its 
asymptotic ratio, R':,:o = 1.69103 ... and derived the following bound 
NFD ~ 3 + R~o x OPT (7.1) 
Their derivation is based upon a weighting function which satisfies properties (5.2) and (5.3). The 
rationale for the weighting function they use, replicated for reference in (7.25), is not given except 
that it is a function which satisfies the aforementioned properties. 
For lists with items restricted to the interval (0, l/a] they give the bound NFD ~ 3+R':,:o(1/a) x 
OPT, where the parametric asymptotic ratio, R':,:o(1/a) is given by (7.14). They further establish 
that these ratios are tight by constructing instances for which NFD(£)/ OPT(£) approximates the 
ratio as closely as desired. 
In this chapter we will present a proof, based on the concepts developed in chapter 5, to sharpen 
the NFD-bourtd to 
NFD < 1.14793 + R~o x CSPR (7.2) 
where CSPR is the value of the LP-relaxation of the bin-packing problem, formulated as a cutting 
stock problem. For restricted lists we will show that 
(7.3) 
where cp is the largest item in the list and a = ll/ cp J. We give simpler and aesthetically more 
pleasing examples to show that the [parametric] ratios are the best possible. These instances are 
based directly upon the properties of the doubly exponential sequence that defines these ratios. 
We start the analysis of NFD by determining the structure of recurrent bins and show how this 
naturally leads to a weighting function. This translates into a 'ratio'-problem which is solved in 
appendix B.lo The solution of this directly yields the sequence of numbers 1,2,6,42,1806, ... (and 
similar sequencies for the parametric case) on which the weighting function to derive (7.1) is based. 
Notation By sand l we denote the smallest and largest item, respectively and by w the wastage 
in a bin. We will use the shorthand N to denote the number of bins a list packs into; N = NFD(£). 
As usual, Wj and Wbin denote the weight of a bin. 
Wi 
rfn~ 
1 2 1 j N-l N 
W - wastage in bin 
s = smallest item in bin 
1 = largest item in bin 
Diagram 7.2. Minimal NFD-configuration. 
7.2 Canonical form 
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Suppose that we have packed a list £. = {Xl, ... , xn} using the NFD-heuristic. We may assume 
wlog that the list is in non-increasing order of size; Xl ~ ... ~ X n . Additionally, for a minimal list, 
we may assume that the last bin is a singleton bin. The NFD-rule leads directly to the following 
invariant 
NFD-invariant: '11 < j ~ N Wj-l < lj (7.4) 
As the items are packed in non-increasing order we have Sj-l ~ lj, and the following invariant 
NFD-invariant: '11 ~ j < N Wj < Sj (7.5) 
7.3 Recurrent patterns 
Any pattern or bin that occurs more than once in a realisation of NFD must consist of items that 
are all of the same size. This follows directly from the invariant and the fact that the list £. is 
sorted into non-increasing order. For instance, take bin i and bin j (diagram 7.2); by the NFD-rule 
we have li ~ Si ~ lj ~ Sj. If these bins are identical then li = lj and Si = Sj, so that all the sizes in 
these bins are the same. Moreover, if X is the size of the items in such a bin, it must contain the 
maximum number of items of size X that will fit. This leads to the following characterisation of a 
recurrent bin. 
7.1 Definition (NFD-recurrent) A bin, in which all the items are of the same size x, and which 
contains exactly l1/ X J of such items, is said to be recurrent. 
7.2 Definition (NFD-recurrent weighting function) Any non-decreasing function that satisfies 
W(X) ~ 1/l1/xJ 
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7.4 Weighting function 
The structure of a recurrent bin leads directly to the following (minimal) weighting function1 
W(x) = I ll/xJ' (7.6) 
or alternatively 
W(x) I i' for x E (i~ 1 , t] . (7.7) 
7.5 General bound 
The relatively simple structure of the weighting function, combined with the monotonicity of the 
NFD-heuristic allows the derivation of a priori bounds in terms of the number of i-items. To this 
end we derive the following lemmas. The weighting function is assumed to be NFO-recurrent. 
7.3 Lemma If all the items in a bin, excluding the last [singleton] bin, are i-items then Wbin ~ 1 
Proof. Say there are n i-items in a bin. Then n x I/i ~ E Xi = I-w > 1-S ~ I-I/i =} n > i-1. 
Since there can be at most i i-items in a bin it follows that n = i. The weight of an i-item is at 
least I/i, so that the bin weight is at least one. o 
7.4 Lemma If there are i < j < N such that Wi < I and Wj < I then ll/siJ < ll/sjJ 
Proof. Take diagram 7.2 and assume that the weight of both bin i and bin j is strictly less than 
one. By the NFD-rule we have Si ~ Sj, so that ll/SiJ ~ ll/sjJ holds. Now assume that equality 
holds and denote a = ll/SiJ = ll/sjJ. We have Si ~ lj ~ Sj, so that ll/SiJ ~ ll/ljJ ~ ll/sjJ 
implies ll/ljJ = a. This means that all the items in bin j are a-items and therefore by lemma 7.3 
that Wj ~ 1. This leads to a contradiction and therefore II / SiJ < II / S j J must hold and proves the 
lemma. o 
As a consequence of lemma 7.4 we have the following corollary. 
7.5 Corollary Under a recurrent weighting function we have that for every i-interval there can be at 
most one bin, among the first N - I, with bin weight strictly less than one. 
lIn fact the structure of the recurrent patterns directly gives a formulation for the ratio problem (5.24). The 
recurrency gives the requirement U; ~ 1/0:;) so that the ratio problem becomes: max{E ado:; I a E A}. 
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7.6 Lemma Every bin with smallest item s, excluding the last (singleton) bin, has weight Wbin > 
1 - s ~ 1 - 1/L1/sJ 
Proof. Consider the following program for a NFD-recurrent weighting function. 
Wbin ~ Min LW(Xi) ~ Min L~i 
1, 
st LXi = 1-w L a· st ~ > 1-8 (7.8) 
1, 
Xi> 0 ai EN 
This immediately proves the lemma, since Wbin = ~ W(Xi) ~ ~ ai/i > 1 - s. To arrive at the 
second program we have used the invariant w < s and assumed that there are ai i-items. 0 
7.7 Lemma If £, is a list with Ii ~ 1 items in the interval (a.~l' ~.J, where 1 ~ i ~ m and 1 ~ a1 < 
m-1 ' , 
... < am, then NFD(£') < 1 + ~ 1/ai + ~~lli/ai 
i=2 
Proof. We take weighting function (7.7) and consider c(.c) = NFD(.c) - W(.c) = ~(1 - Wj), 
where the summation runs from 1 to NFD(.c). We derive a bound for c(.c) by a case analysis. 
1) Ifm = 1 then NFD = rh/a1l and thus c ~ 1-1/a1. Note that NFD is optimal for this case. 
Now assume m ~ 2, and define 8i as the number of bins, not counting the last [singleton] bin, with 
an ai-item as smallest item and bin weight strictly less than one. From corollary 7.5 it follows 
that for every ai-interval there can be at most one bin with bin weight strictly less than one, so 
that 8i E {O,1}. Furthermore, there cannot be a bin with an a1-item as smallest item and bin 
weight < 1, so that 81 = O. 
2) If Vi 8i = 0 then c(.c) = ~(1 - Wj) ~ 1 - Wsingleton ~ 1 - 1/am , and the lemma holds. 
3) If 3i 8i = 1 then, by corollary 7.5 and lemma 7.6 
m m m-1 
c(£') ~ L (1- Wj) < L8i/ai + 1- Wsingleton ~ L8ilai + 1-1/am ~ 1 + L l/a i 
jlWj<l i=l i=2 i=2 
and completes the proof of the lemma. o 
To show that the bound in lemma 7.7 is a reasonably tight bound we have given an example in 
diagram 7.3 for the special case when Vi ai = i + 1 (see also comment 5, page 75). Note that the 
monotonicity of NFD and the fact that the weighting function is constant on an i-interval implies 
that we may assume that lists that maximise NFD - ~ lili are harmonic; that is all items in the 
list are unit fractions. 
I 
6 
;:"'C:; 
~}<~ 
I 
6 
:;-:{';: 
\~/ 
;::-f'::; 
~3} 
;:"'i"":; 
:: ,3,:: 
List £ = { +, ... ,+ }, i = 2, ... ,m on bins of size 1. 
~
i-2 
i-I 
:;'Y';: 
::",~",:: 
:;'Y';: 
::-"~,,,:: 
:':'f':-: 
:h:t: 
"T' 
,i+l 
"T' 
,i+l, 
;:"'(':; 
::,',t,',:, 
i-I 
NFD(£) = m - 1 
m 
W(£) = E iiI 
i=2 
m 
c(£) = E t 
i=2 
Diagram 7.3. An example of a packing by next-fit decreasing. 
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A bound slightly less tight, but more general can be obtained as follows. For brevity denote 
a = al and f3 = am, so that ai ~ a + i-I and in particular f3 ~ a + m - 1. We can relax the 
bound in lemma 7.7 using ai ~ a + i-I and a simple area argument. 
m-l m-l a+m-2 l a+m - 2 
" .l.. ~" ~ = " J,. ~ Idx = In(a±m-2) L...,; ai -..;;: L...,; a+~-l L...,; ~ -..;;: x a' 
i=2 i=2 i=a+ 1 a 
for m ~ 2 (7.9) 
Denote by ni the number of items in the interval C~l' +J and recall that m = L:i l{ni>O}' This 
gives the following corollaries.2 
7.8 Corollary NFD < 1 + In(l + m;l) + L: ndi 
and since m ~ f3 + 1 - a 
2Note that, since m ~ n, the bound in lemma 7.7 and corollary 7.8 improve upon the upper bound implied b~,. 
INFD - En;/il ~ 1 + In(n), given by Rhee.(56) 
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7.6 Asymptotic ratio 
To determine the asymptotic ratio of N FD we solve the ratio program with W defined as in (7.1): 
st LXi:::; 1 (7.10) 
By corollary A2 we may assume that the Xi are rationals. Say Xi = di / L with di , L E N+ and 
define ai = ll/XiJ = (L div di). We then have 
(7.11) 
since di/ L > ai~l implies di ~ ~=t~. If we now substitute Xi = dd L, use the fact that di ~ ~=t\ 
and group sizes with equal weight we get an upper bound for (7.10) from the following program. 
m 
r:::; Max L ai 
. 1 ai ~= 
st 
m L+ 1 L a. 1 ai:::; L 
i=l t + 
(7.12) 
Let Xl be the largest item in the list and a = al = II / Xl J. We now scale the constraint by dividing 
by (L + 1), extend the summation, let L --+ 00 and arrive at the following knapsack problem; 
r{a) = 
00 
Max L ~i 
. Z 
t=OI 
00 
st L. ail < 1 
. z+ 
t=OI 
This is a problem which is studied in appendix B.1 and yields the solution-value 3 
00 1 
1 + L b-' where bl = a + 1 and bi+l = bi(bi + 1) 
i=l ~ 
in particular 
1 1 1 1 1 1 + - + - + - + - + + ... ~ 1.691030206 ... 
2 6 42 1806 3263442 
3More detail on the sequence {bi{a)}, r{a) and its rate of convergence can be found in appendix B.2. 
(7.13) 
(7.15) 
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}::::::::}::: 1.4231 
1.4 ~t~~{t< »>~~~~~~~ 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Diagram 7.4. NFD-asymptotic ratios for I:- C (O,~]. 
Bounds for the parametric asymptotic ratio can be obtained from corollaries B3-B7 and lemma B13. 
(7.16) 
We can characterise the asymptotic behaviour by the following corollary,4 where the last expression 
follows from 1 + ~ - R:',:o(1/a) < a(a+1)(a+2)' 
7.10 Corollary R:',:o(1/a) = 1 + ail + O(a-2) and R:',:o(1/a) = 1 + t; + O(a-3) 
7.7 Instances 
To prove that (7.14) is the asymptotic ratio we construct lists that approximate this ratio as closely 
as desired. These constructions improve upon the ones given by Baker and Coffman. [4] 
For a given a choose a positive integer N, and calculate b1, •.. , bN as in (7.14). Now construct 
the following list (note that by property BID all the sizes in £, are integer). 
£, = { bN , ... , bN , 
a+l a+l 
, # 
V' 
bN bN bN} on bins of size bN - 1 b1 + 1 ' ... , bn + 1 ' ... , b N -1 + 1 
, # 
V' 
1 item for each n 
(7.17) 
We can pack this list into exactly one bin with zero wastage, since by property B12 we have; 
_ bN (a ~ 1 ) = bN (1 _ J...) = 1 OPT(£') 1 Mat(£') - bN - 1 a + 1 + ~ bn + 1 bN - 1 bN =* = (7.18) 
4This refines the statement[4) that RNFo(l/a) approaches 1 with increasing a as (a + 2)/(a + 1). 
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Now choose k as a multiple of bN-l and construct the list k£. This list has a number of ko: of 
o:-items and k of bn-items (1 ~ n ~ N - 1). Then, by corollary E8 and property B9 we have; 
(7.19) 
N-l 
Since OPT(k£) = kOPT(£) we now have a list k£ such that NFD/OPT = 1 + L b: for any 
n=l 
value of Nand k.5 This means that we can approximate the [parametric] asymptotic ratio as 
closely as desired by choosing N accordingly. 
From the tables B.1 and B.2 we see that for all values of 0:, a choice of N = 3 gives instances 
that give a close approximation6 of R~D(1/0:), with sizes/numbers that are 'reasonably' small. An 
example using the above construction for 0: = 1 and N = 3 is given in diagram 7.1. 
7.8 Constant 
Let £ be a list with n items, largest item <p E \c)!tl' iJ and smallest item xn . Now determine the 
positive integer N, such that bN(a) < Xn ~ bN-\(a) , with bn(o:) the sequence as defined by (7.14). 
For the remainder of this section we use bn to denote bn (0:). Consider c( 0:), which is defined as 
c(o:) = max c(£) = NFD(£) - W(£) 
{£la~l <rp(£)~~} 
(7.20) 
with the weighting function W(x) defined as 
POX, x E (p~a' iJ 
.1 
x E (atl' p~aJ a' 
W(x) = Pnx , 1 ~n<N and x E (Pnlbn ' b: ] (7.21 ) 
1 1 ~n<N and x E (bn~l' pnlbJ bn ' 
Pnx , 1 ~n<N and x E (bn~l ' bn~lJ 
and Pn = ~:ti for n E N. We will show that 
{ 
1.14793, 
c(o:) < 3 
1 + (a+l)(a+2)' 
0:=1 
(7.22) 
This weighting function is chosen as an extension and strengthening of (7.7). Before we derive 
bounds for c(£) we make the following observation and eliminate some trivial cases. 
50bviously, the same applies for CSPR and Mat, since OPT(C) = CSPR(C) = Mat(C). 
6 Actually, the error is strictly less than (a + 1)-4; use bound (87). 
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7.11 Observation Po > PI > ... > Pn 
7.12 Assumption N ~ 2 and NFD ~ 2 
Proof. For N = 1 and f items in the interval C:t~l' iJ, we have NFD = r ~1, L W(Xi) ~ ~ and 
thus c(£) ~ 1 - i· For NFD = 1, we have c(£) ~ 1 - W(xn) < 1. 
For both these trivial cases (7.22) holds and the assumption follows. o 
7.13 Assumption £ contains at least one and at most a a-items. 
Proof. There is at least one by definition of a. If there are more, then the first bin must contain 
exactly a a-items and has a bin weight of at least 1. Therefore the list £', created by deleting the 
first a items from £ has c(£') ~ c(£). o 
7.14 Assumption The last bin is a singleton bin. 
Proof. If there is more than one item in the last bin, we can delete all but the first item placed 
there. This will give a list which will pack in the same number of bins but has less total weight. 0 
7.15 Assumption £ does not contain items in the intervals (bn~l' Pnlbn)' 
Proof. Since the weighting function, W is constant on the interval (bn~l' pnlb
n 
J we can mcrease 
any size in this interval to a size ~b . This does not increase L,; W(Xi) nor decrease NFD, by Pn n • 
virtue of its monotonicity, and therefore does not decrease c(£). 0 
A direct consequence of assumption 7.15 is the following corollary. 
7.16 Corollary x E (bn~l' b~J =} W(x) = PnX 
1 ( 1 )2 1 7.17 Corollary Wsingleton = W(xn) > PN -1 bN > bN + bN' 
A bound for c(£) follows from the bins with weight < 1 as c(£) ~ LjlWj<l [1 - Wj]. We now 
determine the structure of bins with weight strictly less than one. First define a transition bin 
(T-bin), similar to Baker[4] as 
7.18 Definition (Transition bin) Any bin, except the last bin, which has a smallest item x and a 
largest item y such that y E C:til' iJ and x E (a.!-l' ~J, where f3 ~ a + 1 is called a transition bin. 
Note that the last bin, assumed to be a singleton bin, is not a transition bin. 
By lemma 7.3 we have that any bin with weight < 1 must be a transition bin. We now condition 
on the size of the smallest item in a T-bin to derive a lower bound for its bin weight. 
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7.19 Lemma If the smallest item in a bin, x E (--L1 1.] C (_1_ ..1..] then W,b' > a-1 p a+ 'a bn+1 ' bn III a n 
Proof. Wbin = L: W(Xi) ~ L: mini (WJ~i)) xi· Now use corollary 7.16 and the NFD-invariant to 
give Wbin > Pn L:xi > Pn(1- x) ~ Pn (1-1/ex). 0 
As a direct consequence of this lemma we have the following corollaries. 
7.20 Corollary (Bin weights of T-bins with smallest item x) 
a) x E (bn ~ 1 , b:] and n E N * Wbin > 1 - bn(b:+1) 
b) x E (bn~2' bn~l] and n E N+ 
* Wbin > 1 - (bn!1)2 
c) XE( 1 1] bn+l ' bn+2 andn E N+ * Wbin> 1 
We can sharpen the first case of corollary 7.20 by the following lemma. 
7.21 Lemma If x E (bn~l' b:] is the smallest item in a transition bin and n ~ 2, then a lower bound 
.£' 't b' . ht' . b TXT 1 1 [b2 1 -2bn- 1 -2] lor 1 s In welg IS gIven y I't'bin > + bn+l n- b
n
-l+1 
Proof. Since it is a transition bin, the largest item it contains, Xl = Y must satisfy y > b:' and its 
weight W(y) ~ Pn-1Y by corollary 7.16 and observation 7.11. All other items have weight W(Xi) ~ 
PnXi' From the invariant it follows that L: Xi > 1 - x. Combining these gives 
Wbin = L W(Xi) = W(y) + L W(Xi) ~ Pn-1Y + Pn (LXi - Y) > Pn-1Y + Pn (1 - X - y) 
i#l 
This expression is minimised for Y minimal, since Pn-1 > Pn, and for x maximal. This lower bounds 
the weight as Wbin > (Pn-1 - Pn) ~n + Pn (1 - b:)' Substituting the values for Pn and Pn-1 gives: 
( bn-1 + 2 b
n + 2) 1 bn + 2 (bn - 1) 1 [bn - 3bn-1 - 2] Wb' > - - + = ... = 1 + --
III bn- 1 + 1 bn + 1 bn bn + 1 bn bn+ 1 bn-1 + 1 
Since n ~ 2 we can use the recurrency bn = bn-1(bn-l + 1) and substitution yields the lemma. 0 
Note that the expression in square brackets in lemma 7.21 is positive for bn -1 ~ 3 which implies 
the following corollary. 
7.22 Corollary (Bin weight of T-bins with smallest item x E (bn~l' b~]) 
1) ex = 1 and n = 1 * Wbin ~ 1.5 
) 
TXT 62 2 ex = 1 and n = 2 * I't'bin > 63 (substitute b1 = 2, b2 = 6, b3 = 42). 
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3) a = 1 and n ~ 3 => Wbin > 1 (since b2 = 6 ~ 3 and bn is increasing with n). 
4) a ~ 2 and n = 1 => Wbin > 1- ~ (use corollary 7.20) 
5) a ~ 2 and n ~ 2 => Wbin > 1 (since b1(a) = a + 1 ~ 3 and bn is increasing with n). 
We now prove (7.22). For every i-interval we can have at most one bin with weight < 1, which 
combined with corollaries 7.20 and 7.22 gives the following bound for c(l). 
62 N-l ( 1 )2 
c(l) < 1 - 63 + L b 1 + (1 - Wsingleton) 
n=l n + 
The first term corresponds to the T-bins with smallest item in (bn~l' b~] and the summation to 
T-bins with smallest item in (bn~2' bn~l]' Now use lemma B14 and corollary 7.17. 
1 lIN 1 ( 1 1) 
< -+---+22:-+ 1----
63 b'7v b~ n=2 bn b'Jv b N 
1 1 [Roo 1 1] 2 Roo 563 1 147928 < 1 + 63 - '4 + 2 NFD - - 2 = NFD - 252 ~. ... (7.23) 
For a ~ 2, a bound for c(a) follows along similar lines (use lemma B13 to derive the last inequality). 
2 N-l ( 1 ) 2 
c(a ~ 2) < b + L b + 1 + (1 - Wsingleton) 
2 n=l n 
(7.24) 
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1.25 1.2351 
1.20 
1.15 
c(a) 
1.10 
1.05 
1.00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 
a 
Diagram 7.5. Upper bound for NFD-constant for .c c (0, ~J. 
7.9 Comments 
1) There are lists such that FF('c) < NFD('c) . 
. An example for such a list can be found in diagram 7.1. Packing this list by the first-fit heuristic 
will produce an optimal packing. By taking multiple copies of this list, the difference can be 
made as large as desired. 
2) There are lists such that NFD('c) < FF('c). 
We know that there are lists such that FF('c) = 17k and OPT('c) = 10k + 1. (see comment 3 
in section 6.8) Using bound (7.2) gives NFD('c) < c(l) + r(l) OPT('c) < t + ~~ OPT(,C), 
substituting the value for OPT('c) yields NFD('c) < 130: + (17 - ls)k. So that for k ~ 52 we 
have NFD('c) < 17k = FF('c). Again the difference can be made as large as desired. 
3) One could derive bounds of the form NFD < c + r(a)OPT, where r(a) is an upper bound for 
R:r:D(1/a), as given in (7.16). For instance r(a) = 1 + (::1)2' This would make sense since for 
practical purposes we have to use an upper bound for the ratio. 
4) The weighting function used by Baker and Coffman[4] is 
{ 
b~ , x E (bn ~ l' b~] 
W2(X) = 
/J~1 x, x E (J3~1'!] and (3 f= bn 
(7.25) 
It is easily checked that this function is recurrent. If we denote by WI (x) the weighting function 
as defined in (7.7) then WI (x) ~ W2(X). This is obvious for x E (bn~l' b~] since Pn ~ 1. Further 
if x E (0'~1'~] C (bn~l' bn~l] then bn + 1 ~ a and W1(x) = PnX = ~:tix ~ 0';;1 X = W2(X). 
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5) As a refinement to lemma 7.7 we note that one can prove that a list that maximises c(.c) = 
NFD - E fi/i is the list shown in diagram 7.3. Moreover, if .c E (B~l' iJ one can prove that 
f3 
c(.c) = NFD - L fiJi ~ 1 - i + L 1/i (7.26) 
i=a+l 
and diagram 7.3 shows that this bound is tight. 
6) The lists in (7.17) also provide instances that establish lower bounds for [the ratio of] FF. Take 
a list (k£), where bN-llk and sort it into increasing item size. FF will pack this list into the 
same number of bins as NFD. 
7) The last invariant implies that all bins (except the last, singleton bin) are FF-recurrent. This 
means that the general bound for FF also applies to NFD: 
W is FF-recurrent => NFD < 1 + L W(Xi) 
i 
(7.27) 
and with it the bounds (6.3) and (6.5). It further implies that the asymptotic ratio of NFD is 
not larger than that of FF. 
8) With regard to the asymptotic ratio we note that the exact sorting sequence a next-fit algorithm 
uses is unimportant, as long as the items are grouped such that all items in the same i-interval 
are consecutive in the [sorted] list. For instance, NFl has the same asymptotic ratio as NFD. 
9) Note that the instances that show that the asymptotic ratios are achievable have CSPR(.c) = 
Mat(£) and are based upon just one optimal pattern. 
Chapter 8 
First-Fit Decreasing 
Heuristic 
8.1 Introduction 
The First-Fit Decreasing (FFD) heuristic takes a list £, sorts it into non-decreasing order of item 
size and places each item, in succession, into the first bin it fits. When an item cannot be placed, a 
new bin is opened in which this item is placed. As an illustration we give the following example. 
List .c = { 15, ... ,15, 9, ... ,9, 8, ... ,8, 6, ... ,6 } on bins of size 29. 
"-"'V-" ~~~
3 369 
23 
1 
~--------v--------~' FFD-packing uses 8 bins 
3 
::::6:::: 
::::it:: 
:::l{ 
3 
'-v-" 
optimal packing uses 6 bins 
Diagram 8.1. An example of a packing by first-fit decreasing. 
The motivation for this algorithm was given by the fact that the FF-algorithm performs worst 
when the items in the list are arranged in increasing order of item size. To counter this worst-case 
behaviour, the list is sorted into decreasing sequence, before processing. 
'7'7 
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The FFD-heuristic was studied by JohnsonJ38] He proved that the asymptotic ratio of FFD is 
11/9 as opposed to 1.7 for FF. Unfortunately, the theoretical analysis of FFD proved to be both 
complicated and long-winded. The original proof, in Johnson's thesis, took over 100 pages. In 
essence, the proof is based on a weighting-function approach as outlined in chapter 5, and an 
extensive case-analysis. However, this approach fails in a couple of cases and a complicated set-
theoretical approach was used to fill in these gaps. As a consequence of the length of the proof, 
only an outline was published in the normalliteratureJ37] 
It was not until 1985 that a shorter proof was published by BakerJ3] This proof, although 
shorter (22 pages), relies on much the same techniques and is still rather complicated. 
Finally, in 1991 a proof, condensed into 11 pages, was published by YueJ72] In this paper more 
refined weighting functions were used covering most cases and some set-theoretical methods to 
cover the few remaining ones. A comment is made in this paper expressing the belief that this 
probably is the final sharpening of the worst-case bound for FFD. 
Every proof improved upon the constant, as illustrated by table 8.1. 
Year Author Bound 
1973 D. S. Johnson FFD ~ 4+ 191 OPT 
1985 B. S. Baker FFD ~ 3 + 191 OPT 
1991 M. Yue FFD ~ 1 + 191 OPT 
Table 8.1. FFD-bounds in literature . 
. In this chapter we will study the worst-case performance of the FFD-heuristic in relation to the 
solution value of the LP-relaxation of the associated cutting stock problem. We will show that one 
can improve the worst-case bound to 1 
FFD < 1 + 191 CSPR , (8.1) 
which implies 
FFD ~ ~ + 191 OPT. (8.2) 
Examples to show that the FFD-bound is asymptotically tight can be found in the literature. 
Johnson[37] gives an example that achieves FFD = 191 OPT, which is replicated in diagram 8.2. 
IThis bound is the best possible (in terms of CSPR ) by lemma 5.12. 
i - 3e 
~~~~~t~*~ 
6k 
\~~\+%t 
:~~Jf:il· 
\W+W\ 
2k 
~lW:~~: 
a:~F1J~ 
]~:+f( 
mtW~K 
3k 
=:¥+*< 
:\¥¥tH 
........... 
... ........ . 
........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
6k 
J>*@~:: 
~:r+~~~~ 
~~~HE~W::~ 
]%H~¥~ 
3k 
Diagram 8.2. Johnson's example for FFD= 191 OPT (0 < e < 410)' 2 
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Yue[72] cites (he does not give) an example to show that the constant in bound (8.2) must be at 
least ~. An example for this would be the list {3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2} on bins of size 7, which FFD packs 
into 3 bins and can be packed optimally in 2 bins. 
In the process of proving (8.1) new worst-case examples were found. The list in diagram 8.1 
shows that the constant in (8.2) must be at least ~. An example to show that FFD = ~ + 191 OPT 
is achievable for [arbitrary] large values of OPT is given in diagram 8.26 (page 113). An example 
to show that FFD = ~~ + 191 CSPR is achievable for [arbitrary] large values of CSPR is given in 
diagram D.10 (page 202). 
A drawback of the proofs that are published in the literature, is that they offer little or no 
insight into the structure of lists which exhibit such worst-case behaviour. This would seem to be 
a prerequisite if one intended to refine and improve upon the heuristic. 
The major difficulty encountered in the analysis of the FFD-heuristic is the presence of items 
with a size in (1/2,1]. As soon as we restrict ourselves to lists with item sizes in (0,1/2] the analysis 
simplifies considerably. 
In our analysis of the FFD-heuristic we will use the ideas and approach as outlined in chapter 5. 
These focus on identifying the structure of recurrent patterns and choosing a weighting function 
accordingly. Furthermore, we take the value of the LP-relaxation as a reference point, rather than 
the optimal (integer) solution-value. That is, we aim to derive bounds of the form 
FFD ~ c+rCSPR (8.3) 
Before we start the actual analysis of FFD we investigate certain reductions that can be made 
a priori. This leads to a simple algorithm to preprocess the list. It further shows, that when the 
2 Johnson[37j states that £ must satisfy 0 < £ < 112 , This is incorrect. For FFD to pack exactly 4 items of size 
1 ~ 2£ in one bin, as is shown in diagram 8.2, we require that i < ~ - 2£, so that £ must satisfy £ < 10' 
Note that the example implies that for every list with smallest item x, with 1/5 < x < 1/4 there is a configuration 
that achieves the ratio of 11/9. 
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smallest item in the list x ~ ~, that FFD is optimal, i.e. FFD = esp,. As is illustrated in chapter 9, 
this preprocessing algorithm is a useful addition to the solution process of a cutting stock problem. 
After this preprocessing we examine the structure of the bin configuration into which a list 
of items will pack. Given the number of bins a list packs into we can modify the list to give 
a new list which packs into the same number of bins but whose LP-solution value is less than 
(or equal to) that of the original list. We can think of this as identifying lists that maximise 
c(.c) = FFD(.c) - eSPR(.c). It is interesting to note that the lists that have a 'minimar LP-
solution value represent instances which normally would be classified as cutting stock problems, 
rather than bin-packing problems. 
A simple upper bound will show that we may restrict ourselves to lists with smallest item x > 121' 
The interval (121' ~) is broken down to give three principal cases. 
x E (~, l) This case is the easiest to deal with. The results follow almost directly once the 
structure of the minimal list has been identified. 
x E (1, ~] For this case we first investigate the structure of bins with items in (~, 1] in a minimal 
configuration. It turns out that these bins contain only two items and we investigate this case by 
conditioning on the size of the smallest item in these bins. This gives a total of 6 subcases. 
x E (121' k] For this case we do a similar analysis of the minimal structure. We first condition 
on the size of the largest item, which gives two subcases. Each of these cases is further analysed by 
conditioning on the size of the 2nd item placed in the first bin. This gives a total of 11 subcases. 
The above division of ( 121 ' ~) is a division which can also be found in Baker[3) and in YueJ72] 
Each subcase gives rise to a 'minimal' configuration, for which a bound of the form (8.3) is derived. 
Structure of the chapter 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 8.2 we investigate a preprocessing algorithm, 
which shows that we can restrict ourselves to lists with sizes in [x,1 - 2x], where x < ~ is the 
size of the smallest item. In section 8.3 we examine the bin configuration into which a 'minimal' 
list will pack. This leads to some assumptions which will be used in the subsequent sections. A 
naIve upper bound, based on the amount of material to be packed, is derived in section 8.4. This 
proves (8.1) for x ~ ~. It also gives lower bounds on the value of eSPR for the subsequent cases. 
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Insections 8.5 and 8.6 we analyse the structure of recurrent patterns and the weighting function 
that follows from it. In the subsequent sections, 8.7-8.9, we analyse the configuration for the three 
principal cases as listed previously. 
Finally, in section 8.10 we derive parametric worst-case bounds for lists with sizes in the inter-
val (0, l/a]. 
8.2 FFD-preprocessing 
Under certain conditions FFD produces a packing in which the first bin(s) packed are optimal. 
In the analysis we will use the equivalence between a bin-packing problem and a cutting stock 
problem: 
BPP(c') f'V CSP(m,L,d,f) (8.4) 
By appendix A we know that there exists a list of integers that will define exactly the same packing 
problem. If the original list contains m different item sizes, then the list, scaled to L, will contain Ii 
items of size di on which we can define a cutting stock problem (which is equivalent to the original 
bin-packing problem). 
{Xl ~ ... ~ xn} on bins of size 1 r-..J {dl , ... ,dl > ... > dm, ... ,dm } on bins of size L (8.5) 
"'-v--" ~
/I copies f m copies 
The preprocessing algorithm can be thought of as an operator that tries to increase the quantity 
c(c,) = FFD(c') - eSPR(c'). It does so by identifying bins and patterns common to FFD, esp, and 
esPR. 
We first give two lemmas relating the I P-solution to the FFD-solution. We then generalise these 
for the LP-solution. Denote by aiFD the pattern corresponding to the first bin packed by FFD. 
8.1 Lemma d l + dm > L =}- eSp,(f) = 1 + eSp,(f - aiFD ) 
Proof. The condition implies that any bin containing an item dl cannot have another item in it. 
This is the case for any packing, in particular an optimal packing. Since dl is the largest item it 
will end up in the first bin packed by FFD. Therefore this bin is common to both FFD and the 
optimal integer solution, and the lemma follows. o 
8.2 Lemma d l + 2dm > L =}- eSp,(f) = 1 + eSp,(f - aiFD ) 
Proof. By lemma 8.1, we can assume L - dm < d1 + dm ~ L. So exactly one other item will fit in 
the bin with item dl' After packing d1 , FFD will pack an item of size z = max {di I d1 + di ~ L} 
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in the first bin. [:J f-t [~] gives [:,J and [~] (8.6) 
Suppose that in esp, we have an item with size 0 ~ y < z placed in the bin with item d1 , as shown 
in (8.6). We can swap the items y and z from the bins they have been packed in and still maintain 
optimality. We may therefore assume that the first FFD-pattern is an optimal pattern for esp, 
and the lemma follows. o 
Note that the condition dl + 2dm > L implies dl > L13. We now turn to equivalent lemmas for 
the LP-solution. For this we will need lemma 2.3 (page 13). 
8.3 Lemma a = lLld1J = lLldmJ => FFD ~ l-1/a + eSPR => FFD is optimal. 
Proof. Let I = L: Ii be the total number of items. It is not difficult to see that FFD = r f I a 1. 
A feasible dual multiplier for eSPR is given by u = ela, so that eSPR ~ f la. A feasible solution 
to the primal is given by the patterns aei, used fila times. This gives an upper bound for the 
optimal solution value of Ila. Ergo eSPR = Ila. The expression FFD - eSPR is maximised for 
f = 1 (mod a) with value 1 - 1/a. This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part 
follows from the elementary bound. o 
For the following lemmas, as a consequence of lemma 8.3, we may assume that m ~ 2. 
8.4 L~mma d1 + dm > L => eSPR(f) = 1 + eSPR(f - a~FD) 
Proof. The only pattern that can satisfy the demand for items dl is pattern el and must therefore 
be used at least once. Since el = aiFD the lemma follows by lemma 2.3. o 
8.S Lemma d1 + 2dm > Land dl > LI2 => eSPR(f) = 1 + eSPR(f - aiFD) 
Proof. By lemma 8.4 we can assume L - dm < d1 + dm ~ L, so that any pattern that can satisfy 
the demand for items dl can contain at most two items. As before denote by z the item that FFD 
packs in the 1st bin, where the largest item dl is placed. We will show that there is an optimal 
LP-solution in which the pattern corresponding to [dl' z] is used at least once. To do this we will 
make use of the following three clauses to distinguish between cases. 
d. There is a pattern active with a z-item and no d1-item. 
c2. There is a pattern active with a dl -item as the only item. 
c3. There is a pattern active with a d1 -item and an item y < z. 
We now investigate the various combinations of these clauses. 
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A) If cl and c2 are both true then we can construct a solution with the same solution-value but , 
with pattern [dll z] active by the following conversion, where ,X = min(xI 1 X2) > O. 
d l : 
z : (8.7) 
For convenience we have condensed all the other sizes as 0 and a, since this does not affect the 
rationale. We repeat this conversion until either cl or c2 is false. 
B) If cl and c3 are both true then we use the following conversion, where'x = min(xIl X2) > O. 
dl : I 0 I I 0 0 
z 0 a I 0 a-I a 
I Xl + b X2 = 0 ,x+ I (Xl - 'x) + b+1 ,x+ b (X2 - ,x) (8.8) Y : 
0 b 0 0 b b 
We repeat this conversion until either cl or c3 is false. 
After converting the optimal LP-solution, using (8.7) and (8.8), we have one of the following. 
C) If c2 and c3 are both false then the demand for dl-items is satisfied by the pattern [d11 z] only. 
D) If either c2 or c3 is true then cl must be false. This means that every pattern with a z-item 
contains a dl-item, and thus that the demand for z-items is satisfied by the pattern [d1 1 z] only. 
In both cases we have that the pattern [dl l z] is used at least once in the optimal LP-solution and 
we can apply lemma 2.3 to prove the lemma. o 
In lemma 8.5 we conditioned on dl being a I-item, in order not to have to consider the pattern 
[dl l dl]. The case when dl ~ L/2 will now be dealt with by the following lemma. 
8.6 Lemma dl + 2dm > Land dl ~ L/2 ==* FFD ~ 5/6 + CSPR ==* FFD is optimal. 
Proof. First note that the conditions imply dl > L /3 and dm > L /4, so that all items are either 
2-items or 3-items. In particular the largest item is a 2-item and the smallest item is a 3-item (since 
m ~ 2 by lemma 8.3. From dl + 2dm > L we have that any pattern with an item dl can contain at 
most one other item. Assume that there are m2 ~ 1 different 2-items and m3 ~ 1 different 3-items 
(m2 + m3 = my. First we will show that we may assume that the only pattern that is active in the 
LP-solution and contains an item dl is the pattern [db dl] . 
• pattern [dl] cannot be active; since we can replace it, and reduce the solution value, as follows. 
[~] -t [~] 1 x-2 (8.9) 
k 1 m 1 
, 
'Y' 
FFD = OPT = k + m + 2 
III §]@J 
k+l m+1 2 3 
----..-..-
CSPR =k+m+i 
Diagram 8.3. Worst-case instance for .c c [t, 1]; FFD = i + CSPR • 
• pattern [d1, z] with z < d1 can also be replaced, without increasing the solution value. 
1 
x-
2 
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(8.10) 
So we may assume that the demand for 2-items is satisEed by the patterns 2ei only with usage 
1i/2, (i = 1, ... , m2). In a similar fashion one can show that we may assume that the demand 
for 3-items is satisEed by the patterns 3ei with usage 1i/3, (i = m2 + 1, ... ,m). This means that 
the LP-solution has value CSPR = m2/2 + m3/3. It is not difficult to show that FFD will use the 
following number of bins; 
{ 
T + r!Ifl , 
FFD= 
m~±l + rm33-1l , 
m2 = even 
(8.11) 
The expression FFD - CSPR is maximised for m2 - 1 (mod 2) and m3 _ 2 (mod 3) with value 5/6. 
This proves the Erst part of the lemma. The second part follows from the elementary bound. 0 
An example to show that the bounds in lemma 8.6 are tight is easily constructed and shown in 
diagram 8.3. 
The lemmas can be converted directly into a reduction procedure. This is best described in 
the form of a flowchart as shown in diagram 8.4. Denote c(£) = FFD(£) - CSPR(£)' For a given 
list £, any of the reductions implied by lemma 8.4 or 8.5 gives a list £' with c(£') = c(£). So that 
after repeatedly applying the reduction procedure we either prove that FFD(£) = OPT(£) or end 
up with a list £' c £ such that c(£') = c(£) and xi + 2x~ ~ 1. 
8.7 Lemma Xn ~ ~ => FFD ~ ~ + CSPR => FFD = OPT. 3 
Proof. For a given list £ with smallest item Xn ~ 1/3 let £' be the list after applying the pre-
processing algorithm. If Xn > ~ then £' is empty, FFD is optimal and the maximum value of c(£) 
3 We note that lemma 8.7 is, in a sense, the best possible; comment 1 (p. 95) implies that for every x n < 1/3 there 
are instances for which FFD is not optimal. 
List C 
no 
FFD is optimal 
yes by lemma 8.3 
yes 
yes 
Reduce List 
by lemma 8.4 
no 
FFD is optimal 
by lemma 8.6 
yes 
Reduce List 
by lemma 8.5 
Diagram 8.4. Flowchart for the FFD-preprocessing algorithm. 
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£' 
is given by lemma 8.6 as 5/6. If £' contains n' ~ 1 items then x~ = x~ = i must hold. So that 
FFD (£') = r n' /31, CSPR(£') = n' /3 and c(£) = c(£') ~ 2/3. o 
Lemma 8.7 and the preprocessing algorithm [depicted in diagram 8.4] give the following two as-
sumptions that can be made on the lists that need to be investigated in order to prove (8.1). 
8.8 Assumption Xn < i 
8.9 Assumption Xl + 2xn ~ 1 
In the subsequent sections we determine lists that maximise FFD(£) -rCSPR (£), for a given value 
of r > 1 (in particular 11/9). It is easily seen that assumptions 8.8 and 8.9 also hold for such a 
maximising list. 
1 = ;1 -I~! ---
~~~~~~~t ~~r~~~~ 
1 2 N-2 N-l N 
Diagram 8.5. Singleton-bin configuration. 
8.3 Minimal Bin-Configuration 
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For a list that maximises the gap c(£) = FFD(£) - rCSPR (£), (r ~ 1) we can make the following 
assumptions about the bin configuration it packs into. 
8.10 Assumption The smallest item in the list is packed into the last bin as a singleton item. 
Proof. Suppose a FFD-packing of £ uses N bins, and denote by x the first item placed in the last 
bin. Create a list £' (with smallest item x) by deleting all items from £ which are packed after 
item x. Since FFD(£') = FFD(£) and CSPR(£') ~ CSPR(£) we have a list with a gap at least as 
large. By assumption item x in the list £' is packed in the last bin as a singleton item. 0 
Since we are looking for a list that maximises the gap, we may assume that the list, when packed 
by FFD, has a structure as depicted in diagram 8.5. We will refer to the item x as the critical item. 
The last bin will be referred to as a singleton bin. Note that all bins, except the singleton bin, are 
filled to a level strictly larger than 1 - x, by virtue of the FFD-algorithm . 
. Now assume that x E (,8~1'~], where f3 E N+. We can then make the following assumptions on 
the minimal configuration. 
8.11 Assumption Any bin with f3 items is a bin with f3 items of size x. 
Proof. Assume that a bin contains f3 items. Now replace each item by an item of size x. This new 
list will pack in the same number of bins as is illustrated in diagram 8.6. Since each of the items 
that we replaced had size ~ x, we have created a new list with a smaller (or equal) LP-solution 
value. We shall refer to this as the cutting principle, since we 'cut' sizes down to size x. 0 
8.12 Assumption There is no bin with largest item y such that x < y ~ 1=~· 
Proof. If there is a bin with largest item y ~ 1=~ then this bin must contain exactlyd itt'lIJ"', 
which contradicts assumption 8.11 0 
8.13 
I II =::}-Reduce to I 
Diagram 8.6. Cutting principle 
1 
II 
m 
Assumption If a bin contains items yl, ... , Ym with m ~ {3 - 1, then L lyi/ x J ~ {3 - l. 
i=l 
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Proof. 'Cut' each item Yi into lyi/xJ items of size x giving {3 items x, and use assumption B.11 0 
8.14 Assumption If a bin contains i items with size in (l-t, t] then these items have the same size. 
Proof. If y is the smallest item in the bin, replace all i items by an item of size y. All lower 
indexed bins are filled to a level> 1- y, so that FFD will not place any of these items in a previous 
bin. Furthermore, the bin is still filled to a level> 1 - x, so that FFD will not place any additional 
items in this bin. Therefore FFD will pack the new list in the same number of bins. o 
8.15 Assumption If two consecutive bins have a largest [and first] item with size in (liX, tJ then all 
the items in the first bin and the first item in the second bin have the same size. 
Proof. If y is the first item placed in the second bin, then we can replace all items in the first bin 
by items of size y. By the rationale of assumption B.14, FFD will pack the new list in the same 
number of bins. o 
8.16 Assumption If there is a bin with largest item y E (liX, t] then there are no bins with largest 
·t . (I l=.1L] 1 em m 7' i-I· 
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there is a bin with largest item in (t, !=f]. After FFD has 
placed the first i-I items, the bin is filled to a level ~ (i - 1) x !=¥ = 1 - y, so that FFD will place 
another item with size at least y in this bin. We can now replace this bin by a bin with i items of 
size y. This does not affect the number of bins that FFD uses. The assumption is therefore false 
and the lemma follows. o 
Note that all of the reductions, associated with the assumptions, create a new list which FFD 
packs into the same number of bins and has a CSPR-value which is not larger. Therefore all these 
reductions do not decrease and may increase the gap c(£) = FFD - rCSPR. 
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8.4 Na'ive upper bound 
We can use the singleton-bin configuration (diagram 8.5) to derive an upper bound for FFD b , Y 
means of a simple area-argument. Denote by lj the level to which bin j is filled, by N the number 
of bins FFD uses, and by Mat the total amount of material to be packed, i.e. Mat = E Xi' Then 
l j > 1 - X for j = 1, ... , N - 1 and l N = x. This gives 
N n 
FFD~2 * (N-1)x(1-x)+x<Llj=Lxi=Mat 
j=1 i=1 
and thus the nai've bound 
1 
Mat> x * FFD < 2 + (Mat - 1) . I-x 
This provides us with (cruder) upper bounds in terms of CSPR and OPT. In particular 
Mat > ~ ~ x * FFD < 2 + {3 (Mat - 1) , {3-1 
CSPR > X * FFD ~ 1 + fCSPR-l1 -...;;: I-x' 
and the unconditional bound 
Bound (8.13) allows the following corollaries. 
8,17 Corollary x ~ 121 < Mat * FFD < ~ + Ii Mat * FFD < ~ + 191 CSPR • 
8.18 Corollary x ~ 121 * FFD ~ ~ + 191 OPT. 4 
(8.12) 
(8.13) 
(8.14) 
(8.15) 
(8.16) 
In order to prove (8.1) we will need lower bounds on the value of CSPR • These can be established 
using bound (8.15) as follows. For x E (,8~1' ~J determine the maximum value of CSPR such that 
r ~S!fl~11 < 191 CSPR holds. This gives the bounds in the following corollaries. 
8.19 Corollary x E (~, iJ and CSPR ~ 3i * FFD < i~ + \i- CSPR 
8.20 Corollary x E (121' ~J and CSPR ~ 8~ * FFD < !~ + V CSPR 
Once we have proven (8.1) it follows that c = FFD - 191 OPT has a value of 8/9 or less. Since 
we are dealing with integers we can make a more definite statement about the nature of FFD and 
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c FFD OPT comments 
0/9 0+ 11k 0+9k 
1/9 5+ 11k 4+9k 
2/9 10 + 11k 8 +9k 
3/9 4+ 11k 3+9k 
4/9 9+ 11k 7+9k 
5/9 3 + 11k 2 +9k 
6/9 8 + 11k 6 +9k 
7/9 13 + 11k 10+9k x> 2/11 
8/9 7+ 11k 5+9k .l±ll.. x > 5+-Uk 
Table 8.2. Structure for FFD = c + 191 OPT, kEN. 
OPT, depending on the value of c. Using congruences we can derive table 8.2. Using bound (8.16) 
we can eliminate the case (FFD, OPT) = (2,1) and add the restriction x > 2/11, for c = 7/9. 
Similarly we can show that for c = 8/9 we have x > l112lkk' which means that k ~ 1 must hold for 
x ~ 1/5. 
A direct consequence of corollary 8.17 is that, in order to prove (8.1), we may restrict ourselves to 
lists with a critical item size x > 121' which gives the following assumption. 
8.21 Assumption x > 121 
It turns out that it is slightly more convenient in the subsequent analysis to work with open intervals 
for x of the form (.at 1 ' ~). The reason for this assumption is that when we partition the interval 
[x, 1- 2x] we avoid certain intervals to be empty (see the comments at the beginning of sections 8.7, 
8.8 and 8.9). This does not constitute a restriction as is shown by the following assumption. 
8.22 Assumption x t= ~ 
Proof. Assume the bound FFD ~ c+rCSPR holds for all lists with critical item size x E (.a~l' ~). 
Now suppose that there is a list with critical item size x = ~, such that this bound does not hold. 
Reduce the size of (only) the critical item to ~ - c. For c sufficiently small. this will give till ' same 
values for FFD and CSPR , and thus produce an instance with critical item x E (.atl' ~) for which 
4 As an addendum to corollary 8.18, note that for x E (259' 121] there are lists which achieve F F D = ~ + ~ OPT 
(reduce the size of the critical item in diagram 8.1 accordingly). 
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the bound does not hold. Contradiction. Ergo, if we have proven a linear bound for all lists with 
critical item x E (.B~1' ~), it is also a bound for x = ~. 0 
8.5 Recurrent Patterns 
To apply the analysis of chapter 5, in order to determine a weighting function, we need to determine 
what the recurrent bins and patterns are in a packing by FFD. To this end we define the following. 
8.23 Definition (Self-complete bin/pattern.) A bin or pattern is said to be self-complete if it 
contains items from a set of m different sizes 81 > ... > 8m in quantities a1, ... , am satisfying 
i-1 
a1 = ll/81J and ai = l (1- Lak 8k )/8iJ ' i = 2, ... ,m 
k=1 
Basically each size is duplicated as many times as possible, starting with the largest size. 
8.24 Lemma FFD-recurrent bins are self-complete bins. 
(8.17) 
Proof. Suppose we have two identical bins in a packing by FFD, and let 8 be the size of the first 
item placed in these bins. This means that FFD will have placed the maximum number of items of 
size 8 in the first bin, before placing the first one of size 8 in the second, so that the first bin (and 
thus the second) must contain ll/8J items of size 8. Repeating this argument for the next size in 
the bin, we see that this defines a self-complete pattern. o 
8.6 Generic Weighting Function 
From chapter 5 we know that we need to choose a weighting function W, such that the weight of 
any recurrent bin is at least one. Suppose that we have a recurrent pattern/bin which contains i 
items of the same size 8 E (iJ1' +]. The residual length in the bin is 1- (i x 8) < 1- (i X i~1) = i~l· 
If the critical item size x E (,B~1'~] then the maximum number of additional items k, that FFD 
can place in this bin, will satisfy k < iJ1/x < q:i, so that k ~ rf;{l holds (see table 8.3). Now 
suppose that we have a recurrent bin with largest item y E CJ1' +]. If y is such that we can place 
no additional items in the bin, then the requirement on the weighting function is i x W (y) ~ 1, 
and if we can place exactly one item the requirement is i x W (y) + W (x) ~ 1. 
To prove (8.1) we only need to consider the values f3 E {3, 4, 5}, by assumptions 8.8 and 8.2l. 
From table 8.3 we can see that, except for the 1-items, every i-complete bin can contain at most 
{3\i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0 
2 1 0 
3 1 1 0 
4 2 1 1 0 
5 2 1 1 1 0 
6 3 2 1 1 1 0 
7 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 
8 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 
9 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
10 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Table 8.3. Maximum number of additional items that FFD can place 
in an i-complete bin for critical item size x E (_1_ 1.] 
.8+1'.8 . 
one additional item. This leads, almost naturally, to the following weighting functionS 
f3 E {3, 4, 5} and s E [x,~] => W(s) = 
t, s E (1 --;x , t] and 2 ~ i ~ {3 - 1 
l-W" 
i s E C~l' l--;X] and 2 ~ i ~ (3 - 2 
Wx , s E [x, 1=~] 
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(8.18) 
where Wx is to be chosen such that ~ ~ Wx ~ .B~ l' in order for W (s) to be non-decreasing. We 
shall refer to this weighting function as the generic weighting function in subsequent sections. Note 
that the division of the interval [x,~] into [x, 1=~], ... , (l;X, ~J is a proper division. We note that 
the choice of Wx = ~ gives a weighting function as introduced and used by Baker.l3] 
From the previous we can see why the difficulty in the analysis of FFD lies in the I-items. It is not 
obvious how one should choose a weight for these. This depends on how many items are actually 
placed in a I-bin. The answer, as we shall see, lies in an even more detailed analysis of the bin 
configuration, eliminating certain I-bin configurations. 
Comment If the largest item in the list, <p E C):.!.l' ~J then the condition f3 ~ 2a + 1 ensures 
that every i-complete bin contains at most one additional item. If this is the case then we can 
use (8.18) as a recurrent weighting function for all the items in the list. 
5This weighting function can be interpreted as a refinement of the weighting function (7.6), which was used for 
NFD. Using this weighting function; viz. W(s) = l/Ll/sJ = l/Ck; one can prove the bound FFD < 2 + L fi/o " as 
is done in appendix E.2. 
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8.7 Case x E (!, !) 
We divide the interval [x, 1 - 2x] into two sub-intervals as follows 
[x,l _ 2x]: {h = (l;x, 1 - 2x], 2-items 
h = [x, l;X] , 2 and 3-items (8.19) 
Note that the list contains no I-items, since 1 - 2x < !. Note further that the condition x < ~ is 
necessary to ensure that the interval h is non-void. Any list with critical item x E (:t, ~) packs 
into the following configuration. 
. ...................... . 
.. .................. .. . 
I-x 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.:-:-:.:.:-:-:.:-:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:-:-:.:.:.:.: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ I-x 
~~~~{~?}}?\{)))~~~ ?7:8 
.............................. 
: ~:~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:~:::~: ~: ~:~::::: ~::: ~: ~::: ~: ~: ~: : ~: ~~~:~: 
:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:.:-:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:~ :.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:~ 
'----v,,-----" '----.",,----'" 
largest item in 11 largest item in h 
Diagram 8.7. General bin-configuration for critical item x E (i, i)· 
8.7.1 Minimal configuration 
We apply the assumptions of section 8.3 to reduce the general configuration to a minimal one. 
1. Block 1 consists of bins with 2 items. 
There cannot be three items in these bins by assumption 8.11, and there must be at least two 
since the size of the largest item is strictly less than !. 
2. Block 2 consists of bins with j3 = 3 items of size x, by assumption 8.12. 
3. All items in the interval h have the same size, by assumptions 8.14 and 8.15. 
In addition to this the following assumptions can be made. The list must have at least one it.em 
in It, otherwise FFD is optimal. The last bin in block 1 contains an item in It and an item in [2' 
If this were not the case and both are in It we could reduce the smallest one to a size l;X, without 
affecting the number of bins that FFD uses. Combining the assumptions gives the structure. a:; 
shown in diagram 8.8, for a minimal configuration. 
,--------, - r----------. r-
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
........... 
......... '" 
. .. .......... . 
. . . . . . . . .. . 
- - k4HiU~~#<~:1r 
.............. 
................... 
........... . ' ... . 
....... .... .... . 
: ~~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~ ~~:~: ~~ i ~ ~~:: ~: ~: ~: ~::: ~: ~: ~: 
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I-x ZEIt and x, y E ['2 
.. · .............. · ... t.· ........... ·.·· .... Jfl y + Z > 1 - x and nl 2 E 1\ , 
1 1 
Diagram S.S. Minimal bin-configuration for x E (i, t). 
8.7.2 Weighting function 
To derive a bound we use the following weights for the items.6 
W{z) =~, W{y) = 178 and W{x) = ~ (8.20) 
It is easily verified that all recurrent bins, viz. bins [z, z] and [x, x, x] have a bin weight of one. 
With these weights we get 
W (£) = L W{Xi) = [2n1 + 1] W{z) + W{y) + [3n2 + 1] W(x) = FFD - ~ 
i 
8.7.3 Ratio problem 
The asymptotic ratio r can now be determined from the ratio problem; 
r = Max LW(xi) Max 1 7 1 '2a1 + T8 a2 + '3 a3 
st LXi ~ 1 st Zal + ya2 + xa3 ~ 1 
0< Xi ~ 1 ai E N, y > 1 - x - Z 
Z E C;x, 1 - 2x] and x E (i, t) 
(8.21 ) 
(8.22) 
Denote by A the set of all patterns a that are feasible patterns for some realisation of z, y and x. 
The knapsack problem (8.22) can be solved by taking the maximum pattern value over all feasible 
patterns. All the profits in the objective function are positive, which implies that the maximum is 
achieved for an extremal pattern. So we may solve (8.22) by considering only the extremal patterns 
of A. These are enumerated in table 8.4 and show that r is equal to 7/6, and achieved by patterns 3 
and 4. 
6The weighting function (8.20) was derived by first determining the asymptotic ratio 7/6, using only the weights 
for the recurrent items W(z) and W(x). Afterwards W(y) is determined as the largest value such that (8.22) still 
yields the same asymptotic ratio. 
* * 
pattern nr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
al 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
a2 0 1 0 3 2 1 0 
a3 0 0 2 0 1 2 3 
18 x value 18 16 21 21 20 19 18 
Table 8.4. Extremal pattern set £ of program (8.22) 
This gives the following bound 
W (£) = E W(aj)xj ~ rCSPR = iCSPR 
j 
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(8.23) 
where aj represents the jth pattern in the eSP-formulation of the BPP, x; the optimum solution 
value of the jth pattern, CSP R = L: xj and r is the maximum weight that any pattern or bin can 
have under this weighting function. 
8.7.4 Bounds 
Combining the expressions in W (£) gives the following bound for the number of bins that FFD 
uses on a [minimal] configuration. 
(8.24) 
which implies 
(8.25) 
It is easily verified that these bounds prove (8.1) and (8.2) for the case x E (:1, j). 
8.7.5 Problem instance 
We now want to find lists that show that these bounds are tight. From the minimal configuration 
(diagram 8.8) we see that such an instance is determined by the frequency of the items (nl,2) and 
their sizes (x, y, z). This translates into two separate problems. 
1. To find values for the item frequencies we set up a balance equation between the patterns in the 
FFD-configuration and the LP-patterns that achieve the asymptotic ratio. 
2. To find values for the item sizes we solve the generator problem for the extremal pattern set E. 
These two problems are solved in the next sections. 
8.7.6 Balance 
The balance for the minimal configuration is given by 
z: 
y: 
x: 
[
2 1 0 0] 
o 1 0 0 
003 1 
= f = U ~] [:~] , with nl,2 EN and Xl,2 ~ 0 
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(8.26) 
The LHS of (8.26) corresponds to the FFD-packing of the !I items z, 12 items y and 13 items I. 
The RHS corresponds to the LP-solution (restricted to the patterns that achieve the asymptotic 
ratio). Solving (8.26) gives 
1
2nl + 1 = Xl 
1 = 3X2 =} 
3n2 + 1 = 2XI 
{
Xl = 1 + 2nl 
X _I ----'--2-3 --r 
3n2 = 1 + 4nl 
Xl = 5 + 6k 
nl = 2 + 3k 
n2 = 3 + 4k 
(8.27) 
Note that the frequencies of usage of the FFD-patterns must be integer, whereas those of the LP-
patterns are only required to be non-negative. Taking this into account gives the values as shown. 
Note that the solution leaves us with one degree of freedom. The above derivation is condensed in 
table 8.5, which is the format that will be used subsequently. 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
z 2 1 0 0 6k+5 1 0 
Y 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 
x 0 0 3 1 12k+1O 2 0 
3k+2 1 4k+3 1 6k+5 1 3 
7k+7 6k + 5~ 
Table 8.5. Balance for FFD = ~ + ~ CSPR • 
That the LP-patterns constitute an optimum solution can be seen as follows. The vector u = e/3 
is a valid dual multiplier, that is all patterns in the extremal pattern set [; have (a, u) ~ 1, so that 
CSPR ~ (f, e/3) = 6k + 16/3, from which optimality follows. 
8.7.7 Generator 
We can use the procedure as described in appendix B.7 and solve the IP associated with the 
extremal-pattern set [; listed in table 8.4. This gives a minimal generator (with respect to th(' 
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scalar) for the pattern set A. 
(8.28) 
It is easily verified that these sets are equivalent, since they have the same extremal patterns. This 
immediately gives values for (z, y, x) as ls (7, 5, 4). 
8.7.8 Examples 
Having solved the balance and generator problem, an example to show that bound (8.24) is tight 
can easily be constructed and is shown in diagram 8.9. An example showing that bound (8.25) is 
tight is given in diagram 8.10. This is derived by the same process as the previous example. The 
only difference is that we now set up a balance between the FFD-patterns and the IP-solution. This 
means that the frequency of usage of the LP-patterns are required to be integer. 
8.7.9 Comments 
The configurations in diagrams 8.9 and 8.10 can be used to infer the following. 
1) The bounds (8.24) and (8.25) are tight for every x E (1/4,1/3). Simply take the item sizes as 
(1 - 2x, 1/3, x) and alter the diagrams accordingly. 
2) The ratio of 7/6 is achievable for all critical item sizes 1/7 < x < 1/3; reduce the size of the 
singleton item in diagram 8.10. Note that, by (8.12) this is the widest range of x for which this 
ratio is achievable. 
3) Taking k = 0 in diagram 8.10 gives the list {~,~,~,~,~,~} and an example for FFD = ~ + 
\1 OPT. This might be the 'easy to construct' example Yue[72] refers to. 
4) The ratio 7/6 is a lower bound for the asymptotic ratio of lists with no 1-items. 
3k+2 
List .c = { 7, ... ,7, 5, 4, ... ,4 } on bins of size 15. 
'---"-' '---"-' 
6k+5 12k+1O 
3 3 
11 
~\~~ill~~~~ 
1 4k+3 1 6k+5 
'" 
, 
FFD=7k+7 
Diagram 8.9. Example for FFD=*+~ CSPR 
List .c = { 3, ... , 3, 2, ... , 2 } on bins of size 7. 
"-v--'" ------6k+2 12k+4 
1 
5 
~l~l8l~l: 
3k+1 4k+1 1 
,"-___ v---J~ 
FFD=7k+3 
6k+2 
~ 
OPT=6k+2 
Diagram 8.10. Example for FFD = ~ + ~ OPT. 
1 
3 
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8.8 x E (~, !] 
We divide the interval [x, 1 - 2x] into five sub-intervals as follows 
It= (~, 1 - 2xJ ' I-items 
12 = (I-x 1J 2 '2 , 2-items 
[x, 1 - 2x] : 13 = (1 l-xJ 3' 2 , 2-items (8.29) 
14 = e-x 1J 3 '3 ' 3-items 
h= [ l-xJ x'-3- , 3 and 4-items 
Note that the condition x < :t is necessary when there I-items in the list. Any list with critical 
item x E (k, ~J packs into a configuration as shown in diagram 8.11. 
............................... 
:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:-:.: 
.:-:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:-:.:-:-:.:-:. 
~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:~ 
~ 
(~, 1 - 2x] 
....................... ~. 
· .............. . 
.............. 
............ ... . 
. ............ . 
............ ... . 
........... .. . 
................ 
.............. 
::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: 
............ - .. . 
........... .. . 
............ ... . 
........... . -. 
· . . . . . . . - . .. .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
. " ............ . 
........... .. . 
· . . . . . . . . . " ... . 
........... .. . 
. . . . . . . . . .. ... . 
... .... .... .. . 
............ - .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.............. 
............ . .. . 
........... .. . 
· .............. . 
........... .. . 
............ ... . 
.............. 
............ ... . 
........... .. . 
............ ... . 
............. 
................ 
....................... ~
~ 
( l-x 1] 2 '2 
. ...................... r::7 . 
· . . . . . . . . . .' ... . 
. ............ . 
· . . . . . . . . . .' ... . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .......... ' .. . 
. ............ . 
· . . . . . . . . . .' ... . 
. ............ . 
................ 
.. ......... .. . 
............ ... . 
........ ... .. . 
. .............. . 
. ....... '" . 
. .......... ' ... . 
. .......... '" 
· . . . . . . . . . .' .... 
.............. 
. ............. . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.............. 
. ............ . 
::::::<::t:>:> :::t 
- - - . . . - . . . . - .. - -
· . . - . . . . . . . . . . 
. ....... _--- "--
· . . . . . . . - . .' .... 
. .......... '" 
. .............. . 
....................... ~
~
( 1 I-X] 3' 2 
. ........ . 
.......... 
.. __ .... - .. . 
. ... _ ...... . 
_ ..... _ ..... . 
. ...... -....... -.- .... . 
.. 
....... __ ... -
.......... 
~ ( I-X 1] 3 '3 
~ [x, I;X] 
Diagram 8.11. General bin-configuration for x E (-~, i] 
1-x 
The diagram is to be read as follows. All bins in block 1, if there are any, have a largest item in the 
interval It = (~, 1 - 2x J and so on for blocks 2-5. When the last bin in block i E {2, 3, 4} does not 
contain the maximum number of items in the interval Ii we refer to it as a transition bin.7 Note 
that a transition bin (T-bin) and the last bin are the only bins that can have a bin weight less than 
one under a recurrent weighting function. 
We first derive some features of the minimal configuration, based upon the assumptions made in 
section 8.3. We then concentrate on the structure of blocks 1 and 2. It turns out that the structure 
of block 1 provides the key to the analysis of the case (3(x) = 4. This leads to splitting this case 
into a further 6 subcases. Each of these sub cases is then analysed in a fashion similar to the one 
used for the case (3(x) = 3. However, for some cases we shall use a different method to derive an 
upper bound for the constant in the worst-case bound. This relies on formulating and solving a 
simple set-packing problem and is illustrated in section 8.8.2. 
7This formulation differs slightly from the one by Baker,[3] but is in essence the same. 
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The derivation of the various weighting functions and most of the set-packing problems can 
be found in appendix D.l. This appendix also contains the balances necessary to construct the 
instances in the various diagrams. 
8.8.1 Minimal configuration 
We first apply the assumptions in section 8.3 to reduce the general configuration to a minimal one. 
1. Block 5 consists of bins with f3 = 4 items of size x. 
2. Blocks 1-4 consist of bins with at most 3 items by assumption 8.13. Further, since all items 
in block 3 and 4 are smaller than or equal to (1- x) /2 it follows that every bin in these blocks 
contains exactly 3 items. 
We now analyse the structure of blocks 1-4 in more detail. 
Structure of 1-bins 
Any I-bin can contain at most 2 items. This follows from ~ ~ 2x and assumption 8.13. By the 
same token a I-bin cannot contain an additional item in the range [2x, 1/2]. Since all I-items are 
~ 1- 2x it follows that alII-bins contain exactly 2 items, with the smallest item in the bin strictly 
les's than 2x. 
:-:-:':-:':-:':-:-. 
:::)y:{? 
.......... 
.......... 
. . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
:':-:-:':':':':':-. 
<)~{<: 
. ................. . 
Bin 1 Bin 2 
Zl + VI > 1- x 
Z2 + V2 > 1- x 
Diagram 8.12. Structure of first two I-bins for x E (i, i)· 
We now examine diagram 8.12 which shows the first two I-bins. In the first bin, together with the 
largest I-item (ZI), FFD will place the largest item that will fit (vd· By assumption this item must 
be strictly less than 2x, but since ZI ~ 1 - 2x it must be that VI is the first item in the list strictly 
less than 2x. By the same logic, V2 must be the second item in the list strictly less than 2x and 
thus VI and V2 are consecutive items in the list. Since ZI + VI ~ Z2 + V2 > 1 - x we can reduce 
the size of item ZI --t Z2 and the size of item VI --t V2 without altering the sequence of the items 
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· . . . . . . . . . 
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· . . . . . . . . 
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· . . . . . . . . . 
. ....... . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
'" ...... . 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
'" ..... . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
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.......... 
· ....... . 
.......... 
......... 
...... ... . 
... ..... . 
· ........ . 
::::::::::::::::::: 
. ........ . 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
'" ..... . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
......... 
1 - 2x ~ z > 1 2 
z+v>l-x 
I v is largest item < 2;[ I 
Diagram 8.13. Minimal I-bin configuration for x E (~, i) 
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in the list or the number of bins that FFD uses. Ergo, we may assume that ZI = Z2 and VI = V2. 
Repeating this argument we conclude that all I-bins are identical and have a structure as shown 
in diagram 8.13. 
Structure of block 2 
By assumptions 8.14 and 8.15 all the items in block 2 in the interval 12 = (I;X,~] have the same 
size, say w. This gives two possible configurations for block 2 as shown in diagram 8.14, depending 
on whether or not w < 2x holds . 
I-x < w < 2x 2 
..... ....... ...... .... . 
........... ..... ...... . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
....... .... .......... . 
.......... ........... .. . 
.................. .... . 
........... ......... .. . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
........... ..... ...... . 
........................ 
....... ............. . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
......... .... ..... .... . 
....... ......... ...... . 
....................... 
· ...................... . 
.. .................. .. . 
:::::::::::::::::::::w::::::::::::::::::::: 
............................................... 
....................... 
..... ....... ...... ..... . 
. ........ . 
· . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
:::::::W:::::::: 
. ........ . 
...... .. . 
......... 
or 
. .. 
. .. 
2x ~ w ~ t 
Diagram 8.14. Minimal bin-configuration of block 2 for x E (~, i). 
• If w ~ 2x then n2 = 0 and the transition bin, if there is one, can contain at most 2 items. This 
follows from assumption 8.13 (otherwise we can create a bin with 4 items of size x). 
• If there are I-items in the list, then w > 2x must hold. 
Assume that w < 2x holds. This implies that w ~ v, since v is the largest item < 2x. But, if this 
is the case we can reduce both z, v --+ wand produce the same packing without I-items. This gives 
a contradiction and thus w ~ 2x must hold. If w = 2x then FFD would have placed this item in a 
I-bin, since Z ~ 1 - 2x, but this contradicts the assumption that a I-bin does not contain an item 
in [2x, ~]. Ergo w > 2x. 
• If there is a I-item then block 2 can consist of only a T-bin with the largest item w > 2x. This 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
· ........ . 
..... ... . 
·····w··········· 
::;::::·.·;C::; 
· . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
...... .... 
....... .. 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
........ - . 
... ..... . 
.......... 
......... 
......... 
.......... 
..... .... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.................. 
»f~I 
:.:-:.:-:.:-:.:.:. :;::::::Y:::::: 
. . . . . . . . . . 
1 - 2x >- z > 1 /' 2 
z+v>l-x 
v is largest item < 2x 
2x < w ~ ~ 
z + w > 1 and w + v > 1 - x 
Diagram 8.15. Structure of T2 when list contains I-items. 
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means that there can only be one other item (wt) in this bin, which must be strictly smaller than 2x 
and thus WI ~ V must hold. We can now reduce v ---t WI, since W + WI > 1 - x. This implies the 
structure as shown in diagram 8.15. 
Structure of block 3 & 4 
It turns out that the exact structure of block 3 is not important for a minimal confi'guration 
that achieves a worst-case bound. Block 4 has a structure similar to that of block 2. Apply 
assumptions 8.14 and 8.15 to arrive at diagram 8.16. 
T4 
. . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . 
........................ 
............. ......... . 
........................ 
.. .... ................ . 
....................... 
.. ... ............. ..... . 
..... .... .............. . 
............. ...... ... . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
........................ . ........ . 
................... .... . ....... . 
~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~~ ~: ~:~:::: t ~ ~ ~::: ~: ~: ~: ~:~::::: ~ ~::: ~:: t:: ~: ~:~ 
y ~ Yl ~ Y2 
I-x < Y ~ 1 
3 " 3 
Y + Yl + Y2 > 1 - x 
Diagram 8.16. Structure of block 4 for x E (t, -1). 
.................... 
..... ..... ........ . 
.... ............. .. ' 
................... ' 
................... 
................... . 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.................... 
.......... ........ . 
.................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:-:.:-:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
~---y""---~ 
(~, 1- 2x] 
~'----y,.----' 
(1 l-Z] 3' 2 
.................................. ~ 
••• •••  •••••••• ·1 •••••••  •••••••1 
.......................... 0"0'0 .·.·.·.·.·0 
¥ " 
( I-Z 1] 3 '3 
Diagram 8.17. Minimal configuration for list with I-items and x E (1,1). 
The subscripted intervals indicate that the largest item in those bin(~) has a size in that 
interval. 
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This finally gives the structure as shown in diagram 8.17 for a minimal configuration, when there 
are I-items in the list. In addition we can make the following assumptions for the size of the item v, 
for a list with I-items. 
8.25 Assumption x < v ~ l;X 
Proof. Ifv> l;X we can reduce both Z,w ---t v and FFD will produce a packing without I-items 
that uses the same number of bins. So we may assume v ~ l;X. If v = x then FFD will pack two 
items x in a I-bin (since Z ~ 1 - 2x) and we can replace a I-bin by a bin with 4 items of size x 
(since 2x < z). Ergo v > x. o 
8.26 Assumption If v > ~ - x then there is a bin with largest item in (2x, ~]. 
Proof. If there is no transition bin on (2x,~] then we can reduce the last I-item packed; z -+ ~. 
This will pack in the same number of bins since ~ + v > 1 - x. So we may assume that there is a 
transition bin on (2x,~]. o 
8.27 Assumption If v ~ ~ - x then there is no bin with largest item in (2x,~], furthermore we may 
assume that z is the smallest size greater than 1 - x-v. 
Proof. Since w + v ~ ~ + ~ - x = 1 - x, FFD will place another item in this bin. But then we can 
replace this bin by a bin with 4 items of size x, so that we may assume that there is no such bin. 
This proves the first part of the assumption. The second part follows since z > 1 - x - v ~ ~ and 
z + v > 1 _ x mean that FFD will produce the same packing when we reduce z to any size strictly 
o 
greater than 1 - x-v. 
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case v-range W(z) 
1 v E (1 1-Z] 7 3' 2 12 
2 VE(1-x 1] Q 2 , 3 8 
3 E (l-Z 1 ] 23 V -3-' 2 - X 36 
4 VE(ll-Z] 11 4' 3 16 
5 v E (x,i] 7 TO 
6 no I-items 
Table 8.6. Cases for f3(x) = 4 
W(z) is the weight used for the I-item. 
Ranges for v The configuration in diagram 8.17 is analysed by conditioning on the size of v. By 
assumption 8.25 we know that we only need to consider the range (x, l;X]. This range is broken 
down into 5 subcases as shown in table 8.6. This split was determined by taking the different ranges 
in the generic weighting function as a starting point. For every interval a bound was determined. 
When the ratio [in this bound] could not be proven to be tight, the interval was divided further. 
This process ended with the division given in table 8.6. 
This leaves the special case when there are no I-items in the list. To derive an asymptotically tight 
bound for this case one needs to further subdivide this case and condition on the existence of a bin 
with largest item in (13X , -lJ. 
Weighting function We use the weights W(z) = V and W(v) = 1-V for the items in the I-bins. 
For the other items we use [weights based upon] the generic weighting function. The parameter V 
is determined as to minimise the maximum pattern-weight (ratio). 
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8.8.2 v E (~, 1;~] 8 
We start with the configuration as depicted in diagram 8.17. S' 1 1 lnce v > '3 > 2 - x, we can apply 
assumption 8.26 and get the following minimal configuration for this case. 
.................... 
................... 
•••• '" •• 0 ••• 
........ ........... . {{tUUU<»? 
::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::: 
................... 
...... .... ... ...... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.......... .. , ..... , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
... ..... .......... . 
.......... ....... .. . 
... ............... . 
. . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(~, 1- 2x] 
"--"v_-';' 
nl ~ I bins 
T3 
r-------.-
. ................. . 
:-:-:-:.:-:-:-.-:.:-:-:-:-: ........... ~ 
••••••••••• ! •••••• :ii 
.... ... ... . .. ~ 
/1 ~] 
\ 3' 2 /l-x 1] \ 3 '3 
'" 
n3 + c)3 bins 
'---v'---" 
n5 + I bins 
Diagram S.lS. Minimal configuration for list with I-items v E (1 l-X] and x E (1 1) 
, 3' 2 5' 4 
We use the following weights and weighting function, 
1
5
2' S E (~,vJ 
W(z) = 172' W(w) = ~ and W(s) = s E (I-X 1.J 3 '3 
S E [x, l;xJ 
With these weights and (5.7), we get the bound 
FFD ~ (1 - g) + (1 - W3 ) <53 + (1 - W4) <54 + (1 - i) + W(£), 
, v # 
constant c 
where <53,4 E {O, I} and W3,4 is the weight of transition bins T3,4 (if present). 
(8.30) 
(8.31 ) 
Set-packing formulation We want to find a configuration of transition bins that maximises 
the constant c in (8.31). We can restrict ourselves to those configurations, where all T-bins have 
a weight strictly less than 1, otherwise we can set the corresponding <5T to zero. Enumerating 
all possible transition patterns with weight strictly less than one, gives table 8.7 with 5 patterns. 
In this table each column represents different configurations of one transition bin. For instance~ 
patterns 3 and 4 are possible configurations for bin T4. Pattern 3 represents the situation where 
transition bin T4 contains two items with size in (l;x,~] and one item with size in [x, I;X] to give 
a bin weight of g. Since each section in the table represents different configurations of the same 
transition bin we can select at most one pattern per section. In addition to this there are other 
8Details of derivations can be found in appendix 0.1.1 (p. 185) 
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* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 
WT X 12 11 11 11 10 3 
(1- WT ) x 12 1 1 1 2 9 
w 6/12 1 0 0 0 0 
<~,v] 5/12 1 1 0 0 0 
<~ 1] 
·3 '3 4/12 0 0 2 1 0 
[X, 1;:1:] 3/12 0 2 1 2 1 
Table 8.7. Transition bins for configuration 8.18 
constraints, induced by the sequence in which FFD packs the items into the bins. For example we 
cannot select both patterns 2 and 3. This is because FFD cannot have placed an item in [x, l'3 X ] in 
a bin with an item in [~, v] if there is a subsequent bin with an item in (l'3 x , ~]. The same holds 
for patterns 2 and 4. So selecting pattern 2 'knocks out' patterns 3 and 4. Given these restrictions, 
the choice of patterns from table 8.7 that maximises the constant c is patterns 1,4 and 5 with a 
total value of 1\ + 122 + t2 = 1. An upper bound for c is therefore 1, which gives FFD ~ 1 + W(£). 
1 2 3 4 5 
I (1 - WT) x 12 1 1 1 2 9 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
Table 8.8. Set-packing constraints for configuration 8.18 
A condensed representation of what combinations of patterns are feasible is given in table 8.8. The 
'profit' of choosing a pattern is given in the top row. The last three rows are the constraints. For 
instance, the second row indicates that we can choose at most one of the patterns 2,3 or 4. It is 
not difficult to see that this constitutes a set-packing problem (SPP), which (on this scale) is easily 
solved. The format shown in both diagrams is chosen in subsequent sections.9 
9Rather than giving two separate (directly related) tables we merge them together and blank the zero-entries in the 
set-packing part of the table. Furthermore, the column representing the singleton bin will be omitt('d from subsequent 
tables, since this pattern has to be chosen (by assumption 8.10) and therefore does not affect the SPP-formulat]()l1 
For an example of the 'condensed' format, see table 8.9 on page 109. 
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Ratio problem The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is given by the 
following program. Note that any item in (2x,~] can be excluded from the formulation, since such 
an item is dominated. 
M 7 + 5 1 1 r ax nal T2a2 + 3"a3 + i a4 
st (~)+ al + (~)+ a2 + (13":1:)+ a3 + xa4 ~ 1 (8.32) 
x E (i-, i) and ai E N 
This program has a value of 7/6, so that W(£) ~ ~ CSPR • Combining this with the previous 
bound in W(£) gives the following bound, which is asymptotically tight as shown by the instance 
in diagram 8.23. 
(8.33) 
8.8.3 v E (~ - x, iJ 
Since v ~ ~ holds, the list does not contain any items in the interval (~, l;x] and as a consequence 
the third block in diagram 8.17 is empty. This gives the following configuration . 
.- ................ . 
· . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. - ............... . 
· . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
:::::::::::\:::y\:::::::::::::: 
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· . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . 
........ ...... .... . 
. -, ...... - .... . 
.. ............. .... . 
.......... ...... .. . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
..... ..... ...... .. -
.................... 
. ........... ...... . 
........ ......... .. . 
.......... ...... . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
................... 
.. ,- ............... . 
............... - .. . 
~: ~:~:~:~:~ :~:~: i:~:~: ~:~ :~:~:~:~ :~:~:~ 
~ 
" 
nl ~ 1 bins 
>y{ 
. ......... . 
.................................................. 
, 
.-------, r--
. . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . -
................ -
................ __ .. 
::::::::::::::::)(::::::::::::.:: 
-..................................... . 
. ............................ . 
:::::.:::.:::::.:.:::::::::.:::.:: .. ~. 
:::::>::::::::::~:::::::::::::>: ::;.::::: 
'-__ v_---"J 
n3 + 1 bins 
z E (~, 1- 2x] 
W E (2x,~] 
YE(13":I:,v] 
Diagram 8.19. Minimal configuration for list with I-items, v E (~ - x,~] and x E (i-, i)· 
We use the following weights for the items 
() 5 W() 29 W() 3 W() 1 and W(Y1) = W(Y2) = W(x) = -41 W Z = 8' w = 48' V = 8' Y = '3 (8.3·1 ) 
Applying (5.7) gives the bound FFD ~ 15/16 + W(.c). The maximum pattern-weight is deter-
mined in appendix D.1.2 (p. 187) as 29/24. Combining this gives the following bound, which is 
asymptotically tight as shown by the instance in diagram 8.24. 
(8.35 ) 
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8.8.4 v E (1;:c, ~ - x] 
Since v ~ ~ - x < ~, block 3 in diagram 8.17 must be empty. Furthermore, block 2 is empty since 
w + v ~ 1 - x and FFD would have placed 3 items in this bin, which contradicts the assumption 
that this bin contains exactly two items. We therefore have the following configuration. 
............. ...... . 
................... 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:-:-:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:-:.: 
::::::::::::::::::Y::::::::::::::::: 
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... ............... . 
................... 
.................... 
................... 
.................... 
................ ... 
.................... 
................... 
.................... 
... ......... ...... . 
...... .... ....... .. . 
~"--..... 'Y,--~' 
n1 ~ 1 bins 
T 
.................................................. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~: ~ ~ ~~Yk 
:.:-:-:.:-:-:.:.:.:-:-:.:-:-:-:.:.:-:-: :.:.:.:-:.: 
:.:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:.:.:-:-:-: :.:.:.:.:.: 
<:~:>~:>~«<:::> jf:{ 
:-:-:.:-:-:.:-:.:-:.:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-: :.:-:.:.:.: 
"'---'Y""--~ 
n2 + 81 bins 
r--------, r---
.................... 
................... 
..... .............. . 
................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.............. ..... . 
::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::: 
. ................. . 
. ............... . 
. .................. . 
. ................. . 
. .................. . 
::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::: 
......... '" ..... . 
." 
n3 + 1 bins 
, 
Z E 0,1- 2x] 
yE(1;x,v] 
Diagram 8.20. Minimal configuration for list with 1-items, v E (l;X, ~ - x] and x E (-h i). 
We use the following weights for the items 
W(z) = ~~, W(v) = 1~, W(y) =~, and W(Yl) = W(Y2) = W(x) = :t (8.36) 
This gives the bound FFD ~ 11/12 + W(£). The maximum pattern-weight is determined in 
appendix D.1.3 (p. 189) as 11/9. Combining this gives the following bound, which is asymptotically 
tight as shown by the instances in diagrams 8.25 and 8.26. 
(8.37) 
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· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.................. 
· ................. . 
· . . . .. ............ . 
::::::::::::::::::Y::::::::::::::::: 
................... 
.... ......... ...... . 
...... ............ . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
...... ... ..... ... . 
.......... ........ . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.......... ... ..... . 
...... ..... .... .... . 
................... 
........... ........ . 
.... ........... ... . 
.................... 
· ................. . 
.................... 
.......... ........ . 
:-:.:-:.:.:-:-:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:-:.:-:.: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
, 
... 
nl ~ 1 bins 
r----~-
. . . . . . . . . .. .... . 
. ............ ... . 
............ .. . 
: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ :?: ~ ~ ~:::: ~::: ~::: ~: 
, 
... 
n2 + 1 bins 
Z E (!, 1 - 2x] 
z+v>l-x 
Diagram 8.21. Minimal configuration for x E (1 1) and x < v ~ I-x 5' 4 -...;: 3 . 
8.8.5 V E (~, l;m] 
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We have a configuration as shown in diagram 8.21, and use the following weights for the items. 
W(z) = i!, W(v) = 156 and W(x) = :l (8.38) 
This immediately gives FFD = 3/4 + W(£). The maximum pattern-weight under these weights is 
determined in appendix D.1.4 (p. 189) as 19/16. Combining this gives the following bound, which 
is asymptotically tight as shown by the instance in diagram 8.27. 
(8.39) 
8.8.6 v E (x,~] 
We have a configuration as shown in diagram 8.21, and use the following weights for the items. 
W(z) = 170' W(v) = 130 and W(x) = :l (8.40) 
This immediately gives FFD = 3/4 + W(£). The maximum pattern-weight under these weights 
is determined in appendix D.1.5 (p. 192) as 6/5. Combining this gives the bound FFD ~ 3/4 + 
(6/5) CSPR , and implies the bound FFD ~ 3/5 + (6/5) OPT. 
The bound in CSPR is sufficient to prove (8.1) and we could stop here. However, we will take the 
opportunity to demonstrate that tight bounds cannot always be obtained by a weighting function 
alone. Although the bound in OPT is tight, as is illustrated by diagram 8.29, the bound in CSPR is 
not. To reduce the constant we need to do some further analysis. We note that u T = [~, :l, :l] and 
uT = [i, i, kJ are both valid dual multipliers. So that CSPR ~ max{!n1 +n2+:l,n1 +~n2+i} and 
thus FFD - 6/5CSPR ~ min{ 1~ + 110 (n1 - 2n2), ib - i(n1 - 2n2)} = 7/10. This gives the following 
bound, which is tight as shown by the instance in diagram 8.28. 
(H.·n) 
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8.8.7 No 1-items 
We have the following configuration. 
Tl T2 
.....----------. .------ ,.--
~:}~«<:?}»~:~ I::::::::::: 
•••••••••••••••• j ••••••••••• , •••••••••• 
TIml 
~'----v.,...---' ~'----y~--- , 'V '---"v"----
( I-x 1] 2 '2 ( 1 I-X] 3' 2 ( I-x 1] 3 '3 (t, i] 
Diagram 8.22. General configuration for list without I-items and x E (t, i] . 
We can use the generic weighting function with Wx = ~ to prove the bound FFD ~ ~6 + ~ CSPR • 
This bound is sufficient to prove (8.1). However, it is known[37] that the asymptotic ratio for lists 
with no I-items is ~6' so that this bound cannot be tight. Furthermore, this bound also admits 
the cases (7,5) and (13,10) for (FFD, OPT) (see table 8.2). By conditioning on the existence of y, 
which gives two cases to investigate, we derive the following bound. 
(8.42) 
S.S.7a There is a bin with largest item y E (1;:I:, l] 
For this case we use the following variant of the generic weighting function. 
1 S E C;x,~] 2' 
5 S E c;y, l;X] 
W(s) = 12 ' (8.43) 1 [ l=1L] 3' s E y, 2 
1 S E [x, y) 4' 
By assumption 8.16 we know that there are no bins with largest item in (~, l;Y] and with this 
it is easy to verify that all recurrent bins have a bin weight of 1. The maximum pattern-weight 
under (8.43) is determined in appendix D.1.6a (p. 194) as 7/6. 
To determine an upper bound for the constant we have listed all possible configurations for the 
transition bins with weight strictly less than one in table 8.9. Note that since we have conditioned 
on a bin with item y, the bin configurations 3 and 4 cannot represent a valid bin. For example, 
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* * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
* * 
WT X 12 11 10 9 11 11 10 1 2 3 
(1 - WT) x 12 1 2 - - 1 2 WT X 8 , 6 7 
(I-x 1] 
2 '2 6/12 1 1 1 0 0 0 (1- WT) x 8 1 2 1 
< l=1L I-X] 
2 ' 2 5/12 1 0 0 1 0 0 (I-x 1] 2 '2 4/8 1 1 0 
[y,9'-] 4/12 0 1 0 0 2 1 < 1 I-X] 3' 2 3/8 1 0 1 
[x,y) 3/12 0 0 1 2 1 2 [X, t] 2/8 0 1 2 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Table 8.9. SPP-formulation for case a Table 8.10. case b 
consider pattern 3; after placing the first item the bin is filled to a level ~ ~ < 1 - y, and FFD 
would have placed an item y in this bin. The same holds for pattern 4. 
The set-packing problem gives a value of 4/12 for pattern combination (2,6). This implies an upper 
bound for the constant of It + 1 - i = g. This gives the following bound, which is asymptotically 
tight as shown by the instance in diagram 8.30. 
(8.44) 
8.8.7b There is no bin with largest item y E (1;:I:,~] 
For this case we use the following variant of the generic weighting function. 
I SE(12x,~] 2' 
W(s) = 3 SE(~,12X] (8.45) 8' 
I s E [x,~] 4' 
The maximum pattern-weight under (8.45) is determined in appendix D.1.6b (p. 194) as 9/8. A 
bound for the constant is easily derived from table 8.10. 
The set-packing problem in table 8.10 gives a value of 2/8 for pattern combination (1,3), so that 
an upper bound for the constant is ~ + 1 - ~ = 1. This gives the following bound, which is 
asymptotically tight as shown by the instance in diagram 8.31. 
FFD ~ 1 + ~CSPR (8.46) 
8.8.8 Overview of bounds for x E (! !] 5' 4 
Case Bound 
1 I-item, v E (i, 12 X] FFD~ 1 + i CSPR 
2 I-item, v E (~ - x, i] FFD ~ i~ + ;! CSPR 
3 I-item, v E (13 X ,~ - x] FFD ~ g + 191 CSPR 
4 1 't (I I-x] 
-1 em, v E '4' -3- FFD ~ ~ +i~ CSPR 
5 I-item, v E (x,:i-] FFD ~ 170 + ! CSPR 
6 no I-item FFD ~ g+ i CSPR 
Table 8.11. FFD-bounds for f3(x) = 4 
c r 8 7 9 9 
* - -
* - (13,10) 
* n.a. 
* * - -
* * -
-
* -
-
A tick indicates that for this case bound (8.1) holds 
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The bounds for the various subcases, derived in the previous sections, are summarised in table 8.1l. 
An asterisk in the 'ratio' column indicates that this bound is asymptotically tight. An asterisk in 
the 'constant' column indicates that there is an instance for which this bound holds with equality. 
Diagrams with the various instances can be found on pages 112-114. 
Our primary aim is to prove that bound (8.1) holds for x E (1/5,1/4]. From table 8.11 it is obvious 
that it holds for cases 1-5. For case 6 we can use corollary 8.19, which implies that we only need 
to check for CSPR > 3i. A straightforward comparison will show that (8.1) is also satisfied for this 
case. This proves, taking into account assumption 8.22, the following bound. 
(8.47) 
A secondary objective is to draw some conclusions on the bound in OPT. The maximum value c* 
of c(£) = FFD(£) - 191 OPT(£) is one of {6/9, 7/9, 8/9}. This follows from (8.47) and the instance 
in diagram 8.26. To test which of these values is feasible we can use table 8.2 (p. 88). This shows 
that, excluding case 3 for the time being, none of the cases allows a value of 8/9 for c*. Similarly we 
can show, again excluding case 3, that (FFD, OPT) = (13,10) is the only possibility for a value of 
7/9 for c*. Subsequent analysis in section D.l.7 shows that the bound FFD ~ 7/8 + (29/24) OPT 
holds for case 2, which eliminates (13,10) as a possibility. It is also shown in section D.l.7 that the 
bound for case 3 can be tightened to FFD ~ 62/81 + (11/9) CSPR , which rules out the values 7/9 
and 8/9 for c* for this case. 
Combining all this proves the following bound, which is tight. 
(8.4H) 
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8.8.9 Comments 
The diagrams on the following pages can be used to infer the following. 
1) The 6/9-example in diagram 8.26 corresponds to the example (see diagram 8.2) that Johnson gives 
to achieve the 11/9-ratio. The sizes ~ + e, i + 2e, i + e, i - 2e on bin size 1, (e sufficiently 
small) generate the same extremal-pattern set as in table D.5. Moreover, if we choose e such 
that all FFD-bins (in diagram 8.2) have the same wastage; viz. 1/4 - 3e = 8e => e = 1/44, we get 
the sizes as used in diagrams 8.25 and 8.26. 
2) Note that we can reduce the singleton-bin item in diagrams 8.25 and 8.26 to any size in (8,9], 
so that we can easily construct an example such that x E (121' 14] and FFD = ~ + 191 OPT. This 
provides us with a lower bound for the case f3(x) = 5. 
3). Taking k = 0 in diagram 8.24 gives diagram 8.1 and an example for FFD = ~ + 191 OPT. 
4) Using the bound FFD ~ li~ + ~ CSPRJ for case 3, alongside the other bounds in table 8.11, 
one can prove the following bound by direct comparison. 
This bound is tight as shown by the examples in diagrams D.8 and D.9 on page 201. 
List £ = { ~, ~, ~, 8.} on bins of size 29. 
4 
.......... 
~~~~g~ 
........... 
~~i 
4k 
, 
4k 4k 6k+9 4k+9 
5 
{s) 
{S) 
:jf:: 
5 
2k+3 k+2 
" FFD=7k+6 
23 
}~{ 
1 
, 
}~< 
:jf:: 
4k 2k 9 2 
DiagraIll 8.23. x E (t, i) and v E (t, l;X]; instance with FFD=~+i CSPR. 
List £ = { 15, ... ,15, 9, ... ,9, 8, ... ,8, 6, ... ,6 } on bins of size 29. 
~ '-...-' '-...-' '-...-' 
12k+3 12k+3 24k+6 36k+9 
5 5 
{s? 
::::8k 
12k+3 8k+2 9k+2 
" FFD=29k+8 
23 
::::~:::: 
1 
··6·· 
12k+3 12k+3 
DiagraIll 8.24. x E (-~, i) and v E (~ - x, t]; instance with FFD=~+~~ CSPR . 
List £ = { 23, ... ,23, 13, ... ,13, 12, ... , 12, 9, ... ,9 } on bins of size 44. 
~~~'-...-' 
8 
6k+2 
, 
6k+2 6k+2 6k+3 12k+5 
8 
::l~f 
2k+1 
... 
8 
3k+1 
FFD=11k+5 
35 
::::9\ 
1 
, 
::::9:::: 
::l~t 
6k+2 
::::9:::-
.... g ... 
:~ts~ 
:-13· 
3k+1 1 2 
'----.. ... ----" 
1 CSPR=9k+3 2 
DiagraIll 8.25. x E (t, i) and v E (13 X , ~ - x]; instance with FFD=~~+ 191 CSPR • 
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List [, = { 23, ... ,23, 13, ... , 13, 12, ... , 12, 9, ... ,9 } on bins of size 44. 
-------- ---------- ----------~ 
8 
:.ij. 
6k+4 
, 
6k+4 6k+4 6k+3 12k+9 
8 
::12:: 
:::t~f 
2k+1 
T 
8 
:jf: 
.... g ... 
.... g ... 
3k+2 
FFD=11k+8 
35 
. ... g .... 
1 
, 
::::9:::: 
::i:;t 
6k+3 
, 
1 
T 
OPT=9k+6 
::::9\ 
/9} 
::t3:: 
43:-
3k+2 
, 
Diagram 8.26. x E (k,:1) and v E (l;x, ~ - x]; instance with FFD=!+ 191 OPT. 
List [, = { 11, ... , 11, 5, ... ,5, 4, ... ,4 } on bins of size 19. 
-------- '-...-' '-...-' 12k+9 12k+9 28k+21 
3 
15 
12k+9 7k+5 1 
~ ..... ---y,----' 
FFD=19k+15 
::::4:: 
::::4> 
12k+9 4k+3 
~
CSPR=16k+12 
Diagram 8.27. x E (k,:1) and v E (:1, l;x]; instance with FFD=~+i~CSPR. 
List [, = { 14, ... , 14, 6, ... ,6, 5, ... ,5 } on bins of size 24. 
________ '--v-" '--v-" 
2k 
4 
::::5:::· 
k 
2k 2k 4k+1 
19 
1 
'---.... 'Y,----' 
FFD=3k+1 
2k ~k 
4 
::::5:::: 
1 
4 
Diagram 8.28. x E (k,:1) and v E (x,:1]; instance with FFD= 170 +~ CSPR. 
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List .c = { 14, ... ,14, 6, ... ,6, 5, ... ,5 } on bins of size 24. 
"---" '-v-" '-v-" 
4 
}6/ 
4k+9 
4 
····5··· 
}9:::. 
2k+5 
4k+9 4k+9 8k+21 
19 
\M\ 
1 4k+9 k 3 
, 
...,. 
'-___ v,,----"J 
FFD=6k+15 OPT=5k+12 
Diagram 8.29. x E (t, i) and v E (x, i]; instance with FFD=~+~ OPT 
List .c = { 4, ... ,4, 3, ... ,3 } on bins of size 14. 
, v ~
2 
/it:: 
2 
:::::f:: 
12k+3 12k+5 
11 
::::~r:: }3/ }3{ 
4k+1 3k+1 1 
'----v-"...---'" 
FFD=7k+3 
:::4\ :)t;:: 
6k+1 1 
"-v-" 
CSPR=6k+2 
Diagram 8.30. x E (t, i] and no 1-item, case a; instance with FFD=~+* CSPR · 
List .c = { 5, ... ,5, 3, ... ,3 } on bins of size 14. 
'-v--' '-v--' 
4k+1 
8k+2 24k+6 
2 
?a/ 
5k+1 
11 
}:f: 
1 
'-' ---v----' 
FFD=9k+3 
Diagram 8.31. x EO" iJ and no I-item, case b; instance with FFD=~+t CSPR • 
11-1 
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8.9 Case x E \ 121' ~] 
We divide the interval [x, 1 - 2x] into eight sub-intervals as follows 
h= (3x, 1 - 2x], I-items 
12 = (~,3x] , I-items 
13 = (I-X 1] 2 '2 , 2-items 
14 = (1 I-X] 2-items [x, 1 - 2x] : 3' 2 , 
ls= (I-X 1] (8.49) 3 '3 ' 3-items 
16 = (1 I-X] 4' 3 , 3-items 
h= (I-X 1] 4 '4 ' 4-items 
Is = [ I-X] x'-4- , 4 and 5-items 
Note that the condition x < i is necessary when there are I-items in the interval h. Any list with 
critical item x E (lI' i] packs into a configuration as shown in diagram 8.32. 
................ 
I-x 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
........ .. 
......... 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
........ .. 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
:-:-:-:.:-:.:.:-:.: 
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~ 
'-..,...-' '-..,...-' 
(3x, 1 - 2x] (~ , 3x] 
~ 
( I-X 1] 2 '2 
Ts 
~ ~ '-...-' '-...-' 
( 1 I-X] 3' 2 ( I-X 1] 3 '3 ( 1 I-X] 4' 3 ( I-X 1] 4 '4 
DiagraIIl 8.32. General bin-configuration for critical item x E (121' t]. 
::::::::jc:::::::: 
'-".-.' [x, l~X] 
The diagram is to be read as follows. All bins in block 1, if there are any, have a largest item in the 
interval h = (3x, 1 - 2x] and so on for blocks 2-8. When the last bin in block i E {3, ... ,7} does 
not contain the maximum number of items in the interval Ii it is referred to as a transition bin. 
8.9.1 Minimal configuration 
The structure of blocks 3,5,7 and 8 follows from the assumptions made in section 8.3. 
1. Block 8 consists of bins with {3 = 5 items of size x. 
2. Blocks 6 and 7 consist of bins with exactly 4 items. Moreover, we can apply assumptions 8.14 
and 8.15 to block 7. 
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3. Blocks 4 and 5 consist of bins with exactly 3 items. Moreover, we can apply assumptions 8.1-1 
and 8.15 to block 5. 
4. Block 3 consists of bins with exactly 2 items. Again we can apply assumptions 8.14 and 8.15 to 
this block. 
It turns out that the exact structure of blocks 4 and 6 is not important in the subsequent analysis. 
The structure of blocks 1 and 2 is analysed in more detail in the following sections. 
8.9.1.1 Structure of 1-bins when there is a 1-item in (3x, 1 - 2x] 
• Any I-bin with a I-item in (3x, 1 - 2x] can contain at most 2 items. This follows from assump-
tion 8.13, otherwise we can create a bin with 5 items of size x. For the same reason such a 1-bin 
cannot contain an item in the range [2x,~] . 
• The largest item smaller than 2x will be placed in the first bin, with a 1-item in (3x, 1 - 2x]. We 
can follow exactly the same analysis as for the I-bins in the case of x E (-~,~] and arrive at the 
following minimal configuration for block 1. 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
.......... 
:::::::y:::::::: 
· ........ . 
......... 
· ....... -. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::y::::::: 
.......... 
. . . . . . . . . 
. ........ . 
.......... 
. . . . . . . . . 
........ .. 
... ..... . 
.......... 
......... 
:-:-:.:.:-:-:-:-:-: 
......... 
......... 
... ...... . 
......... 
~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:~ 
......... -
......... 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
. ........ . 
:::::::y:::::::: 
.......... 
. ..... ,., 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. ........ . 
. ,- ..... . 
........ . 
.. .... .... 
........ . 
.... ..... . 
z E (3x, 1 - 2x] 
z+v>I-x 
I v is largest item < 2x 
Diagram 8.33. Minimal I-bin configuration for z > 3x and x E (121' i)· 
The structure of block 2 now follows from the following lemma. 
8.28 Lemma For a minimal configuration with I-items in (3x, 1 - 2x] there are two possibilities for a 
bin with a I-item in (~, 3x]. Either a bin contains two additional items, or a bin contains just one 
additional item and this item is strictly larger than 2x. 
Proof. Denote by z, v the items in bin 1 and let zl be the I-item in a bin in block 2. That this 
bin cannot contain three additional items is obvious, since ~ + 3x > 1. Further since zl ~ 3x there 
must be at least one additional item in the bin. This leaves the second case to be investigated. 
Suppose that the bin contains one additional item vI ~ 2x. lfvl = 2x then FFD would have placed 
this item in the first bin, so that vI < 2x. Since v is the largest item strictly less than 2x it follows 
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that v ~ VI. But then we can reduce z --t zl and v --t vI to give a list which packs into the same 
number of bins, without any I-items in (3x, 1 - 2x]. Ergo vI > 2x which proves the second case. 0 
8.9.1.2 Structure of I-bins when there are no I-items in (3x,I - 2x] 
The structure of I-bins with a I-item in (~, 3xJ is slightly more complicated (block 1 of course is 
empty). It must contain at least two items since 3x ~ 1- 2x. It cannot contain four or more items 
since ~ + 3x > 1, so that such a bin must contain either 2 or 3 items. 
Bini! Binh 
VI,2 ~ 1 - 3x ~ VI = V2 and ZI = Z2 
VI > 1 - 3x * V2 > 1 - 3x 
Diagram 8.34. Structure of I-bins in h with one additional item 
• Suppose we have a configuration as shown in diagram 8.34, where bins jl,2 represent I-bins with 
one additional item. If VI,2 ~ 1 - 3x then VI ~ V2 must hold, since ZI,2 ~ 3x. But this means that 
we can reduce VI --t V2 and ZI --t Z2, without affecting the packing. If VI > 1 - 3x and V2 ~ 1 - 3x 
then we can apply the same reduction. So that VI > 1 - 3x implies V2 > 1 - 3x. 
::::::Y::f::::: 
.......... 
::::::Y:if::::' 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
f}}{( 
. . . . . . . . . 
.......... {::*V} 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
................... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
Bin jl 
. ..... ~;. ........ . 
:::::::~:v:::: 
· ........ . 
.. ...... . 
.......... 
......... 
::::::::::::::::::: 
:-:-:-:-:-:.:.:-:.: 
· ........ . 
»>« · . . . . . . . . . 
Binh 
3x ~ ZI ~ Z2 > ! 
ZI + V2 + V3 > 1 - x ~ VI > 1- 3x 
Z2 + VI > 1 - x 
Diagram 8.35. Structure of I-bins in /2, containing two items, for x E (121' iJ 
• Now suppose that we have a I-bin with two additional items. This has consequences for the size 
of the items in subsequent I-bins with one additional item. Consider the configuration shown in 
diagram 8.35. If VI ~ V2 then Z2 + VI ~ ZI + V2 ~ 1 - V3 ~ 1 - x. So FFD would have placed 
another item in bin h. This gives a contradiction and thus VI > V2 must hold. From VI > V2 and 
the FFD-rule it follows that ZI +VI > 1 must hold. This gives the lower bound VI > 1- ZI ~ 1 - 3x. 
.. ' ................ . 
................... 
.. ' ................ . 
......... ......... . 
.................... 
................... 
..... ... ........ ... . 
........ ........ ... . 
., ................ . 
..... ... ........... . 
: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: 
. " ............... . 
........ ........ ... . 
. , ................ . 
. ............. ..... . 
......... ......... . 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
· .................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· .................. . 
... ............. .. . 
· .................. . 
..... ....... ...... . 
· .................. . 
..... ..... ...... .. . 
· .................. . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ................. . 
. ................. . 
. .................. . 
..... ........... - .. 
?:?Ut<?<??W 
.................... 
................... 
.......... ..... .... . 
..... ....... .... .. . 
· .................. . 
. ................. . 
· .................. . 
. ................ . 
· .................. . 
. ................. . 
.................... 
................ .. . 
.... ............... . 
..... ............. . 
.... ........ ... .... . 
Block 2a: ~ < z ~ 3x, I v is largest item ~ 1 - 3x I 
Block 2b: I-bins with two items, smallest item> 1 - 3x 
I-bins with three items 
DiagraIll 8.36. Structure of I-bins with I-item ~ 3x and x E /..1.. 1] 
" \11'5' 
We can combine all this in the following lemma. 
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8.29 Lemma A minimal configuration with only I-items in (~,3x] has a structure as in diagram 8.36 
Proof. Condition on the structure of the first bin with a I-item in (~, 3x] . 
1) The first bin contains 3 items. Then all subsequent I-bins with two items have smallest item 
> 1 - 3x by diagram 8.35. So take n2 = 0 for this case. 
2) The first bin contains 2 items, with smallest item> 1 - 3x. Then all subsequent I-bins with 
two items have smallest item> 1 - 3x by diagram 8.34. So take n2 = 0 for this case. 
3) The first n2 ~ 1 bins each contain 2 items with smallest item ~ 1- 3x. Then, by diagram 8.34, 
these bins are identical. Bin n2 + 1 contains (by assumption) either three items, or two items 
with smallest item> 1 - 3x, and thus all subsequent bins have smallest item> 1 - 3x. 
Since z ~ 3x and v ~ 1 - 3x, it must be that v is the largest item ~ 1 - 3x by the FFD-rule. 0 
8.9.1.3 Principal cases 
The configuration in diagram 8.32 is analysed by conditioning on the size of the largest item z. 
This gives three principal cases. 
1) z ~ ~, this implies that block 1 and 2 are both empty. 
2) z > 3x; block 1 is not empty. 
3) ~ < z ~ 3x; block 1 is empty and block 2 is not. 
The second and third case are broken down further. An overview of the bounds for these cases and 
subcases is given in table 8.14 (p. 132). 
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8.9.2 No l-item10 
We can derive a bound for this case under a slightly more general condition; we take x E (i, i] 
instead of x E (121' i]. We have the following configuration. 
Tl 
..------, .---
:::::::::::::::::::7 
:~:?~\{: {:~: 
~:>???~ 4 
.......................... 
?t~(} ~w.~ 
:::::::::::::::::::2 
'-...--' 
( I-X 1] 2 '2 
T2 
..-----,r---
::::::::::::::::::: t::::8 
~l~l~l~l~l~l~~~l~ ~l~l~ 
){))} )~~~ 
:::::::::::::::::::2 
'-...--' '-...--' 
( 1 I-X] 3' 2 ( I-X 1] 3 '3 
T4 
r------, r---
»~tt~~ G 
:.:-:.:-:.:.:-:-:.: :.:.:-: 
rri?) :~t 
~rr~tr~ f~~~ 
:::::::::::::::::::2 
... 
( 1 I-X] 4' 3 
T5 
,.---, r---
................... f::::-::: 
i.· .. ·.· 
.............. 
:::::::Y::::::::: ::::::: 
......... ~
»y// ::Y.:: 
................... ~
~ 
( I-X 1] 4 '4 
:::j« 
·:·:·::X::::::: 
>::::(:>:: 
.......... 
::::)(:::::: 
::::::~ 
::::x::::: ± 
~ 
[X,l~X] 
Diagram 8.37. General bin-configuration for list without I-items and x E (i, t]· 
We use the generic weighting function with W{x) = i. The maximum pattern-weight (ratio) under 
this weighting function is ~~. The set-packing problem on the transition bins gives an upper bound 
for the constant of ~~. Combining this gives the following bound. 
The example in diagram 8.38 shows that this bound is asymptotically tight. 
List £ = { 20, ... ,20, 15, ... , 15, 12, ... , 12 } on bins of size 7l. 
---.....-... ---.....-... -.....-.' 
60k+12 60k+12 180k+36 
11 
)~~ 
:t5:. 
:::nr 
:::nr 
11 
::t2:: 
::t2:: 
::t2:: 
::t2:: 
::t2:: 
20k+4 15k+3 36k+ 7 
" FFD=71k+15 
59 
1 60k+12 
-......---
OPT=60k+12 
Diagram 8.38. Example for FFD=t+ ~~ OPT. 
lODetails of derivations can be found in appendix D.2.1 (p. 203) 
(8.50) 
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8.9.3 :3 I-item> 3x 
We have the following configuration. By the FFD-rule there are no items with size in (v,l - z] 
. ... .............. . 
.................... 
.................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
¥ 
(3x, 1- 2x] 
.................... 
.................. 
.................... 
.... ......... ..... . 
....... .... ........ . 
............. ..... . 
........... ........ . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.................... 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .................. . 
.... ......... ..... . 
....................................... 
~: ~: ~::: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~ :2: ~: ~:~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~ 
................... 
......... .... ...... . 
................... 
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.................... 
.... .... .......... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
)j)/:?U::-:'://~ 
. ................ . 
. ............... . 
. .................. . 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
"--v"--" v 
(2x, i] [x, v] 
Diagram 8.39. Minimal bin-configuration for list with I-item> 3x and x E (.1.. 1) 11' 5 . 
in the list. As shown in section 8.9.1, item v is the largest item strictly less than 2x. Together 
with z ~ 1 - 2x, this implies that there are certainly no items in the interval (v,2x] in the list. 
Furthermore v > x must hold, otherwise FFD would have placed another item in the first bin. Note 
that ~ < 2x ~ l;X. 
Ranges for v We analyse this configuration by conditioning on the size of v, which will give a 
further 5 cases. The range of (x, 2x) is split into 5 intervals as shown in table 8.12. This split was 
case v-range W(z) 
1 > I-x 2 V -
"3 3 
2 v E ct, I;X] 11 16 
3 v E (1--;3X, i] 7 10 
4 v E (14 X ' 1--;3x] 59 80 
5 v E (x, 14X] 31 40 
Table 8.12. Cases for I-item> 3x 
W(z) is the weight of the (largest) I-item 
determined by a 'trial and error' process. One starts with a range for v and determines the bound 
that results from it. If the ratio (in this bound) is tight or the bound is sufficiently tight to prove 
bound (8.1) we stop. If this is not the case then we check what patterns achieve the ratio in the 
bound. This gives a requirement on v in terms of x, for each of these patterns to be valid. This 
in turn indicates a further subdivision of the interval (for an example see the 'valid for' column in 
table D.22 on page 213). This process ended with the division shown in table 8.12. 
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Weighting function For each case we use the weights W(z) = V and W(v) = 1 - 1./ for the 
items in the first bin(s). This ensures that the bin weight of all bins in block 1 is exactly 1. The 
parameter V is determined separately for each case. For all other items we use the generic weighting 
function and the extension W(s) = ! (see page 206) to cover the I-items in (~, 3x]. This ensures 
that all bins in block 2 have a bin weight of at least one (use lemma 8.28). By virtue of the generic 
weighting function all recurrent bins in block 3 have a bin weight of at least one. 
For cases 2-5 we strengthen the weighting function to derive a tighter bound. In order to do so 
we develop a more suitable formulation of [the constraints in] the ratio problem. This is done in 
appendix D.2.2. This formulation, program (D51), is used as the basis for cases 2-5 to arrive at 
the stronger weighting functions, which are used in this section. 
8.9.3.1 z > 3x and v > 1-;:Z: 
We use weights W(z) = ~ and W(v) = ~, and the generic weighting function with Wx = i for the 
other items. An upper bound for the ratio is given by the following program. 
M 2 1 3 1 2 1 4 +1 +1 r ~ ax 3'al + 3'a2 + sa3 + '2a4 + sa5 + 3' a6 + 15a7 :tas sag 
st Zal +va2 + (!)+ a3 + (1;:1:)+ a4 + (!)+ a5 + (1;:1:)+ a6 
+ (i)+ a7 + (14:1:)+ as +xag ~ 1 (8.51) 
Z > 3x and v > 1;:1: 
X E C21' k) and ai E N 
SUbstituting the lower bounds for z and v, and realising that at least one of al, . .. ,a8 must be 
non-zero to achieve a value greater than 1, means that we can simplify the first constraint to 
(8.52) 
Since for x > 1; we have 3x > ~(1 - x), we may assume al = 0 (dominance by a6). And obviously 
we may assume a2 = 0 (dominance by a6). When a3 = 0, the resulting program over 6 variables is 
exactly the same as for the case when there are no I-items (see section 8.9.2). When a3 = 1, the 
resulting program has a value of ~6 by section D.2.1 (,Extension of weighting function'). Ergo, ~6 is an 
upper bound for the ratio. Since we have used the same weights for the items in [x,~] as for the 
case with no 1-items we have the same upper bound for the constant; viz. ~h· Combining this gives 
the following bound. 
(8.53) 
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8.9.3.2 z > 3x and v E (~, l;Z] 
There are no items in (v, 2x] in the list, so that there certainly no items in (13 X , 2x] in the list. \Ye 
use the following weighting function (see pages 210-211 for details). 
20 S E (~, 3x] 32 ' 
16 S E (I-X .1] 
32 ' 2 '2 
14 S E (2x, I;X] 
W{z) = i~, W{v) = t6 and W(s) = 32' (8.5-1 ) 
9 s E (.1 I-X] 
32' 4' 3 
8 S E (I-X 1] 32 , 4 '4 
7 S E [x, 14X] 32 ' 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 19/16. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 1. This gives the following bound, which is asymptotically tight as 
shown by the instance in diagram 8.40. 
FFD ~ 1 + i~ CSPR (8.55) 
8.9.3.3 z > 3x and v E (1-,}'J:,~] 
There are no items in (v,2x] in the list, so that there certainly no items in (~, 2x] in the list. We 
use the following weighting function (see pages 212-213 for details). 
36 S E (~, 3x] 60 ' 
31 S E (I;X,~] 
60 ' 
W{z) = 170' W{v) = 130 and W{s) = 26 S E (2x, I;X] (8.56) 60 ' 
15 SE(14X,~] 60 ' 
13 S E [x, I"4X] 
60 ' 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 6/5. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 1. This gives the following bound, which is asymptotically tight as 
shown by the instance in diagram 8.41. 
(8.57) 
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8.9.3.4 z > 3::v and v E (l~Z, 1-;3Z] 
There are no items in (v,2x] in the list, so that there certainly no items in (1-,}x, 2x] in the list. 
We use the following weighting function (see pages 214-215 for details). 
53 S E (!, 3x] 80 ' 
42 S E (I-X 1] 
80 ' 2 ' 2 
W(z) = ~~, W(v) = ~6 and W(s) = 32 S E (2x, I;X] (8.58) 80 ' 
20 S E (I-X 1-3x] 
80' 4 ' 2 
16 S E [x, 14X] 80 ' 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 19/16. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 9/8. This gives the following bound, which is asymptotically tight as 
shown by the instance in diagram 8.42. 
(8.59) 
8.9.3.5 z > 3::v and v E (::v, l~Z] 
There are noitems in (v, 2x] in the list, so that there certainly no items in (14X, 2x] in the list. We 
use the following weighting function (see pages 216-217 for details). 
W(z) = !6, W(v) = 10 and W(s) = 
~b ' s E (!, 3x] 
~~ , s E (1; x , ~] 
!~, s E (2x, I;X] 
480' S E [x, 14X] 
(8.60) 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 47/40. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 9/10. This gives the following bound, which is asymptotically tight as 
shown by the instance in diagram 8.43. 
(8.61 ) 
List [, = { 22, ... ,22, 10, ... ,10, 8, ... ,8, 7} on bins of size 38. 
----- -------~ 12k+9 12k+9 28k+20 
6 6 
,'2,2" j~f 
:~:~If, 
12k+9 7k+5 
, 
¥ 
FFD=19k+15 
31 
>n~ 
1 
, 
/s} 
........... 
........... 
I 
12k+9 4k+2 1 
.'----'V,...--~ 
CSPR=16k+12 
Diagram 8.40. x E ([1' i), z > 3x and v E G" 13z ]; instance with FFD=~+ ~~ CSPR • 
List [, = { 28, ... ,28, 12, ... , 12, 10, ... , 10, 9 } on bins of size 48. 
----- "-,,-.' "-,,-.' 4k+1 4k+1 8k+4 
8 8 
,tt ::tt):: 
39 
4k+1 2k+1 1 
'----'V,---~' 
FFD=6k+3 
4k 
, 
J¥:~: 
:t~t 
k 1 
6 
:~:m~ 
:-12' 
1 
Diagram 8.41. x E (121' i), z > 3x and v E (l-.}Z,~]; instance with FFD=~+~ CSPR • 
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List .c = { :04, ... ,10~, ~,~, ~,~, 31, ... ,31 } on bins of size 170. 
yo ------ ------ ------12k+9 12k+9 12k+8 20k+16 
30 30 
:~3.t 
:'sf 
::~f 
:'3:1' 
12k+9 3k+2 4k+3 
139 
~~~t~ 
1 
::~:" 
:~~~~ 
12k+8 4k+3 
)JV 
::3:L 
1 
, 
". '----".,----' 
FFD=19k+15 CSPR=16k+12 
Diagram 8.42. x E (121' k), z > 3x and v E (1"4:1:, 1-;3:1:]; instance with FFD=~+ ~~ CSPR . 
List .c = { 52, ... ,52, 34, ... ,34, 16, ... , 16, 15, ... , 15 } on bins of size 82. 
'-v-' '-......--' '-......--' '-......--' 
30k+18 lOk+6 30k+18 60k+36 
14 14 
:IS:" 
:15: 
:'1=S"" 
"15:-
J§:: 
30k+ 18 5k+3 12k+ 7 
67 
1 
,'----~".,--------
FFD=47k+29 
30k+18 10k+6 
Diagram 8.43. x E C21' k), z > 3x and v E (x, 1"4:1:]; instance with FFD=~+:b CSPR • 
8.9.4 All I-items ~ 3x 
We have the following configuration. 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:.:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:--, 
~:~: ~:~:~ :~:~ :~:~ :~:~: ~:~:~:~:~ :~:~ :~:~ 
.:-:.:-:.:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:.: ... :-..... . 
~::: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~::: ~ :~: ~: ~::::: ~::: ~: ~: ~ 
¥ 
, ~'---.... --~, 
(~, 3x] (1 - 3x,~] 
,---------, -
. . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . - . . 
................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
....•.•.•......•.•.•.•.•.....•......... 
:::~::: ~::: ~::::::: ~:::::::~;:;:::: ~.:; 
:: ~: ~: ~::::::::: ~ :~: ~:::~::: ~:::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::':::::'::::::::::' (}}}::}}}[((: X 
.................... "-'-'-' 
.".. 
, 
[x, v] 
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~ < z ~ 3x 
z+v>1-x 
v is largest i tern ~ 1 - 3x 
By the FFD-rule there are no items with size in (v, 1- z] in the list. As shown in section 8.9.1, item 
v is the largest item less than or equal to 1 - 3x. Together with z ~ 3x, this implies that there are 
certainly no items in the interval (v, 1 - 3x] in the list. Furthermore v > 1 - 4x must hold for the 
first bin to have two items. Note that l;x < 1 - 3x < ~. 
Ranges for v We analyse this case by conditioning on the size of v, which will give a further 5 
cases. The range of (1-4x, 1- 3x] is split into 5 intervals as shown in table 8.13. As in the previous 
case v-range 
1 v > t, 01' no item v 
2 v E (ltx, t] 
3 v E (1=1J1L ltl] 12 ' 4 
4 v E (l-X 7-19X] 3 ' 12 
5 v E (1 - 4x, 13 x] 
Table 8.13. Cases for I-item ~ 3x 
section this division was determined by a 'trial and error' process. 
Weighting Function We use the same weights and weighting function as in section 8.9.3. By 
diagram 8.36 we have that bins in block 2 contain either two or three items. In the former case 
the smallest item is > 1 - 3x, so all bins in this block have a bin weight of at least one. As in tlH' 
previous section all other bins have bin weight of at least one. 
l 'r ~I 
8.9.4.1 z ~ 3x and {v > i or no item v} 
We use weights W(z) = ! and W(v) = i, and the generic weighting function with W(x) = ~ for 
the other items. An upper bound for the ratio is given by the following program. 
Max 3 +2 +3 +1 2 1 4 1 I 
-gal -ga2 -ga3 "2a4 + -ga5 + '3 a6 + 15a7 + ia8 + -gag 
st zal + va2 + (t)+ a3 + C;:I:)+ a4 + (~)+ a5 + C3":I:) + a6 
+ (i)+ a7 + C4:1:)+ a8 + xag ::::; 1 (8.62) 
z> 1 and v > 1 2 3 
X E C21 ' i] and ai E N 
We may assume a1 = a2 = 0, because of dominance by a3 and a5 respectively. When there is no 
item v (and no item z) one already has a1 = a2 = O. In both cases the resulting program is the 
same as the one resulting from (8.51). Since we have used the same weights for the items in [x,~] 
as for the case when there are no I-items we have the same upper bound for the constant. This 
gives the following bound for both cases. 
(8.63) 
8.9.4.2 z ~ 3x and v E (l!re, i] 
There are no items in (v,1 - 3x] in the list, so that there certainly no items in (i, 1 - 3x] in the 
list. We use the following weighting function (see pages 220-221 for details). 
~, s E (~, 3x] 
12 S E (1- 3x,~] 24' 
9 S E (l!X,l] 24' 
W(s) = 8 S E (l"3X, l!X] (8.64) 24' 
7 s E (~, 13X] 24' 
6 s E (14X, ~] 24' 
5 S E [x, 14x] 24' 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 29/24. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 7/6. This gives the bound FFD ~ i + ~~ CSPR • Although this bound 
is asymptotically tight as shown by the instance in diagram 8.45, it is not sufficient to prove 
bound (8.1). A slight refinement of the weighting function, based upon the first transition-bin 
allows a sharpening of the constant to give the following bound. 
(8.G5 ) 
8.9.4.3 z ~ 3x and v E (7-19:c ~] 
-.;;: 12 ' 4 
Observe that x > 121 is a necessary condition for the interval to be non-void. Item v is the largest 
item less than or equal to 1 - 3x. There are no items in the interval (v,l - 3x], so that there 
certainly are no items in (11x , 1 - 3x]. This gives the following configuration. 
" (~, 3x] 
Tl 
r---""" r---
:-:-:.:-:.:-:.:.:-: S: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 
(\(~~~} ¥ 
~}~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~}~ 
:::::::::::::::::::2 
'-v-'" "-v--' 
(1 - 3x,~] ( I-X ~] 3 ' 4 
T4 
r---~-
...... :.:.:-:-:-:.: 7: 
................... ~ 
"-v--' 
( 1 I-x] 4' 3 
T5 
..----1-
/{r» K 
......... ... 
»r« I::: 
............ 
·······v······· ...... . 
>:::~:« 4 
........ - ... 
::):y>:> :y: 
................... 
'-v-" 
/l-x 1] 
\ 4 '4 
Diagram 8.44. Minimal bin configuration for 19I-ratio 
..--.....,...--
:X·:-:-:-: 
.. 
::::::>x:« 
:-:-:-:x· 
~~.;-'i::,..,...,.., 
:-:-:-:x· ::-:- ::x:: 
~-,-,-,-,-.. ,-" .. ..:.:...:.. 
'-v-" [x, I4x] 
Unfortunately, any further partitioning of the range of v in terms of x does not directly enable us 
to reduce the ratio to 191 or less. We analyse this case by conditioning on the existence of bins with 
largest item y E (14X,~] to give two cases. We show that the following bound holds. 
(8.66) 
8.9.4.3a There is no bin with largest item in (1~:C,~] We use the following weights and 
weighting function (see pages 223-224 for details). 
3 S E (~, 3x] 5' 
1 S E (1 - 3x,~] 2' 
W(z) = ~~, W(v) = ~6 and W(s) = 1 S E (l;X, l1X] (8.67) 3' 
4 s E (~, 13X] 15 ' 
1 S E [x,~] 5' 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 107/90. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as i~. This gives the following bound. 
(8.68) 
That bound (8.66) holds for this case follows from a direct comparison for CSPR ~ 2~ and corol-
lary 8.20 otherwise. Note that this bound rules out the cases (FFD, OPT) = (18 + 11k, 14 + 9k) 
and (13 + 11k, 10 + 9k) (see table 8.2), and thus that FFD ~ 2/3 + (11/9) OPT holds for thi~ ~ubca:-;('. 
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8.9.4.3b There is a bin with largest item in (1~:z:,~] By assumption 8.16 we have that 
there are no bins with largest item in the interval (~, l~Y]. This implies that we can replace the 
range (~, 13X] by (l"3Y, 13X] in diagram 8.44. We use the following weights and weighting function 
(see pages 225-228 for details). 
W{z) = ~~, W{v) = ~~ and W{s) = 
i~ , s E (~, 3x] 
~, s E (1- 3x, ~] 
i, SE(13x ,ltX] 
i~, SE(1~Y,13X] 
s E [y,9] 
g, s E [x,y) 
(8.69) 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 11/9. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 35/36. This gives the following bound, which is asymptotically tight 
as shown by the instances in diagram 8.46. We note that, under weighting function (8.69), these 
instances also satisfy FFD(.c) = 35/36 + W(.c). 
(8.70) 
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8.9.4.4 z ::::::: 3x and v E (1-:C 7-19:c] ~ 3' 12 
There are no items in (v, 1 - 3x] in the list, so that there certainly are no items in (7119X, 1 - 3x] 
in the list. We use the following weighting function (see pages 229-230 for details). 
3 s E (~, 3x] 5' 
1 S E (1 - 3x,~] 2' 
1 S E (I-X 7-19x] 
W(z) = U~, W(v) = 16lo and W(s) = .3' 3' 12 (8.71) 4 s E (1 I-X] 
15 ' 4' 3 
1 S E (l4x,~] 4' 
1 s E [x, 14X] 5' 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 43/36. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 67/60. This gives the following bound. 
(8.72) 
8.9.4.5 z ~ 3x and v E (1 - 4x, 13:C] 
Note that x > 121 must hold for this interval to be non-void. There are no items in (v, 1 - 3x] in the 
list, so that there certainly are no items in (13 X , 1 - 3x] in the list. We use the following weighting 
function (see pages 231-232 for details). 
W(z) - 209 W(v) = Jli.. and W(s) = 
- 300' 300 
364 
600 ' 
364 
600 ' 
160 
600 ' 
150 
600 ' 
139 
600 ' 
s E'(~, 3x] 
s E (1 - 3x,~] 
s E (~, 13X ] 
SE(14X,~] 
s E [x, 14X] 
(8.73) 
The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function is 91/75. An upper bound for the 
constant is determined as 33/40. This gives the following bound. 
all I-items ~ 3x, v E (1- 4x, 13X ] =} FFD ~ ~~ + ~; CSPR (8.74) 
List .c = {~, ~, ~, ~, 14} on bins of size 73. 
12 
-: .. :.:.:-:. 
I 
12k+3 12k+3 24k+6 36k+8 
13 13 
::llt 
:::nr: 
·t~i 
·:15:-
59 
12k+3 8k+2 9k+2 1 
, 
... 
FFD=29k+8 
12k+2 12k+3 1 
"----... .----' 
CSPR=24k+6 
Diagram 8.45. x E C21't], z ~ 3x and v E (ltz ,!]; instance with FFD=~+;:CSPR. 
List .c = { 72, ... ,72, 41, ... ,41, 39, ... ,39, 37,37, 29, ... ,29, 28, ... ,28 } on bins of size 140. 
~ '-....--' '-....--' '-....--' '-..",-' 
6k+1O 6k+1O 6k+7 12k+17 4 
::12:: 
::::::::::: 
6k+l0 2k+2 
27 
1 
24 
3k+4 
27 
112 
1 1 
~~----------------v~--------------~' FFD=l1k+19 
6k+5 2 
, 
.. 49. .. 
2 1 3k+5 
Diagram 8.46. x E (121' t], z ~ 3x and v E (7~~9Z , 1tZ]; instance with FFD=t + 191 CSPR. 
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8.9.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Overview of bounds for x E (...!. !] 
11' 5 
Case Bound 
no I-item FFD ~ ~~+~~CSPR 
v>~ 3 FFD ~ ~~ + ~~ CSPR 
v E (1 I-X] 
4' 3 FFD~ 1 +i~ CSPR 
3 I-item> 3x v E (1-3x 1] 2 '4 FFD ~ 1 + ~ CSPR 
v E (l-x 1-3x] 
4 ' 2 FFD ~ t +i~ CSPR 
v E (x, I"4X] FFD ~ 190 + !b CSPR 
v > t, no item v FFD ~ ~~+~~CSPR 
v E (~ 1] 4 '3 FFD ~ i~ + ;~ CSPR 
V I-item ~ 3x v E (7-19:1: ~] 12 ' 4 FFD ~ ~~ + 191 CSPR 
v E (I-X 7-19x] 
3 ' 12 FFD ~ ~b + ~~ CSPR 
v E (1 - 4x, I;X] FFD ~ !~ + ~~ CSPR 
Table 8.14. FFD-bounds for j3(x) = 5 
r 8 7 9 9 
- (13,10) 
- (13,10) 
* 
- -
* 
- (13,10) 
* 
- (13,10) 
* 
- -
- (13,10) 
* 
(18,14) (24,19)(13,10) 
* 
not applicable 
- (13,10) 
- -
A tick indicates that for this case bound (8.1) holds. 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
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The bounds for the various subcases are summarised in the above table. An asterisk in the 
'ratio' column indicates that this bound is proven to be asymptotically sharp. The corresponding 
examples can be found in the appendix. 
Our primary aim is to prove that bound (8.1) holds. This bound follows from the slightly tighter 
bound (8.75). To prove the latter we use corollary 8.20, which implies that we only need to check 
for CSP
R 
> 8!. A straightforward comparison for all cases will now show that the bound also 
holds. This proves, taking into account assumption 8.22, the following bound. 
(8.75) 
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1.25 r--------------------~ 
1.2222 
::::::::::::::::::: 
1.20 rmttt 1.1833 1.1833 
1.15 
1.10 
1.05 
8 9 10 
Diagram 8.47. FFD-ratio for C C (0, it]. 
8.10 Lists with no I-items 
In this section we will derive bounds for FFD when the largest item in the list is at most half the bin 
size. Throughout we assume that we have a list with largest item If) E (_1_ 1] and that FFD packs r a+1' a 
this list into a configuration with critical item x E (,8~1'~] (note that 2 ~ a ~ f3 and a, f3 EN). 
8.10.1 Known results 
Johnson [39, p302] gives the following bounds for the parametric asymptotic ratio of FFD. 
(8.76) 
He also[38) derived the following result 
71 8 ~ 1 
60 ' 29 < <.p " '2 
Rc;D( <.p) = 7 1 ~ 8 6' 4" < <.p " 29 (8.77) 
23 
20 ' 
1 ~ 1 5<<.p"4" 
and conjectured that for <.p = l/a and integers a ~ 4 the lower bound in (8.76) is tight. 
Csirik[17) showed this to be true when a is even, but false when a is odd. For the latter case he 
showed that the ratio is given by Ga = 1 + a~2 - a(a+1)(a+2)' His proof is a continuation of the 
methods used in Johnson,[38) and Johnson et alJ37) He uses a weighting function in terms of indi-
vidual items, defines different 'discounts' for the weight of a bin, depending upon the combination 
of items it contains, and finally uses a weighting function for an entire list, defined in terms of how 
this list can be partioned into one- and two-element sets. The majority of his paper is devoted to 
13--1 
proving (through an extensive case-analysis) a lemma, which in effect gives an upper bound for the 
maximum bin-weight. Combined with a generalisation of his Lemma 4.2.137] he proves his main 
theorem: 
1 1 { 4 + Fa OPT (.c), 
<p E (a+l' a] and Q; ~ 5 * FFD(.c) ~ 
4 + Ga OPT(.c), 
if Q; is even 
if Q; is odd 
(8.78) 
and gives instancesll to show that these bounds are asymptotically tight. This and (8.77) prove 
his final theorem 
if Q; is even 
if Q; is odd (8.79) 
11 These instances correspond to the 'homogeneous' solution in tables B.6 and B.7 . .. 
12 It b tly discovered (I 4, 40] that the general structure of the parametrIc asymptotIC ratIO of FFD has was su sequen . (0+1)2 
been determined by Xu[70] as follows, where do IS defined as 0 3+302+0+1 . 
In E (_1_ 1.] and a ~ 3 ::::} 
T 0+1' 0 
We do not know, what the constant is in her worst-case bounds. 
if _1_ < In ~ 1. and a is even 
0+1 T 0 
if _1_ < 'P ~ do and a is odd 0+1 
if do < 'P ~ ± and a is odd 
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8.10.2 New results 
Although we sharpen the existing bounds, (8.78) the results in this section are not fundamentally 
new (the manner by which they are derived, however is). The purpose is to show that the asymptotic 
ratios of FFD are closely linked to a subset-sum problem on unit fractions, studied in section B.o, 
and to show that these ratios can be derived in a more elegant manner than hitherto known. To 
be more precise we show that R~D(1/a) = max SaCS), for a ~ 2 and Sa(3) as defined in (B24). 
f3~a 
This leads to a more natural formulation [than (8.79)] of the asymptotic ratio. 
830 Corollary (FFD-ratio) a >- 3 ::::}- Roo (l/a) = !til _ gcd{a,2} 
• ~ FFD a+2 a(a+l)(a+2) 
The instances in tables B.6 and B.7 show that these asymptotic ratios are achievable. To visualise 
the behaviour of the parametric ratio, it is graphed in diagram 8.47. 
Bounds In the remainder of this section we shall prove the following bounds: 
(8.80) 
and 
(8.81) 
Preliminaries The bounds are derived using the generic weighting function with Wx = ~. Note 
that this is a recurrent weighting function for (3 ~ 2a + 1 (see the comment on page 90). 
s E (1 i X , +] and a ~ i ~ {3 - 1 
W(s) = 13:6 1 +, s E C~I' liX] and a ~ i ~ {3 - 2 (8.82) 
~, s E [x, 1=~] 
A bound for the maximum pattern-weight [ratio] under this weighting function is given by the value 
of program (B12) (p. 167), which is analysed in section B.4 
Constant A bound for the weight of a transition bin, under weighting function (8.82), is easily 
calculated. First determine a bound for the relative profit of an item as follows. 
. li::l 1 } _ 8-1 _1_ p(s)=W(s)/s~mln{l, f3 I-x - i3 l-x (8.83) 
Since all [transition] bins are filled to a level> 1 - x, we get a lower bound for the bin weight as 
Wbin > min p(s) x (1 - x) = 1 - ~. There are at most [({3 - 1) - (a - 1)] + [({3 - 2) - (a - 1)] = 
s 
2{3 - 2a - 1 transition bins, and this gives the following bound for the constant. 
c < (2(3 - 2a - 1) x (1 - (1 - ~)) + (1 - Hr(x)) = 3 - 2~. (S,Sl) 
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Case Bound 
/3=2 FFD ~ ~ + CSPR lemma 8.3 (page 81) 
/3=3 FFD ~ ~ + i CSPR bound (8.24) (page 93) 
/3=4 FFD ~ g + i CSPR bound (8.42) (page 108) 
/3=5 FFD ~ ~~ + ~~ CSPR bound (8.50) (page 119) 
/3=6 FFD~ 9 + ~~CSPR bound (8.85) (page 136) '5 
/3~7 FFD< 5 + ~ Mat bound (8.14) (page 87) "6 
Table 8.15. FFD-bounds for lists with largest item cp ~ 1/2 and critical item x E (_1_ .1] ~ J~l'~ 
8.10.3 a = 2 
To prove (8.80) we only need to investigate the case for f3 = 6, all the other cases are already 
covered in previous sections (see the summary in table 8.15). 
8.10.3.1 {3 = 6 
Since f3 ~ 2a+ 1 does not hold for this case, we cannot [directly] use the generic weighting function. 
This is because there can be 2-complete bins that have two additional items (see table 8.3, p. 90). 
However, these bins cannot occur in a minimal configuration. Such a bin contains two items in (~, ~ J 
and two additional items ~ x. But then we can apply the cutting principle (assumption 8.13) to 
reduce this bin to a bin with 6 items of size x. This means that (8.82) is a recurrent weighting 
function for a [minimal] configuration. The maximum pattern-weight under this weighting function 
is given by the value of (BI2), which is 6/5 (use lemma B22). A strict bound for the constant follows 
from (8.84) as 2. This proves the bound FFD < 2 + ~ CSPR • However, it is known[37] that the 
asymptotic ratio for lists with no I-items is ~6' so that this bound cannot be tight. 
By conditioning on the existence of a bin with largest item y E (l"5 x , kJ we will derive the 
following bound. 
FFD ~ 1.8 + ~6 CSPR (8.85) 
8.10.3.1a There is a bin with largest item y E (l~:1l,~] It turns out that, rather than 
splitting the range [x, !] in terms of x, it is necessary to split it according to y. This leads us to 
using a weighting function in terms of y; (D95). This is a slight variation of the generic weighting 
function, and can be found in appendix D.3.1 (p. 235). The maximum pattern-wpight. under this 
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weighting function, is determined as 71/60. 
To determine a bound for the constant, note that the relative profit of an item in [y,1/2] 
is at least ! l~Y' All the bins before [the bin with item] yare filled to a level strictly greater 
than 1 - y, and contain only items in [y, 1/2]. The weight of these transition bins is therefore 
Wr > !, which implies Wr ~ ~~ since 60 is a scalar for the weighting function. But there is no 
combination of items in [y,1/2] that has a weight of 49/60, so that WT ~ ~ must hold. There 
are at most 5 transition bins before [the bin with item] y. The weight of the transition bin with 
the item y is at least ~ + 4 x i = i~. Combining this gives the following bound for the constant; 
c ~ 5 x (1 - ~) + (1 - U) + (1 - i) = 1.8, and thus the bound FFD ~ 1.8 + ~6 CSPR. 
8.l0.3.1b There is no bin with largest item in (1~:C, II We now split the range [x, 1/2] 
according to x and use (D97) (p. 235) as a weighting function. The maximum pattern-weight, under 
this weighting function, is determined as 7/6. 
The relative profit of items is at least 5/6, which gives a lower bound for the weight of the 
transition bins as W T > ~ (1 - x) ~ ~~, which implies W T ~ ~~ since 36 is a scalar for the weighting 
function. There are at most 6 transition bins, which gives the following bound for the constant; 
c ~ 6 x (1- ~~) + (1- i) = 2.5, and thus the bound FFD < 2.5 + iCSPR' 
Direct comparison will show that for CSPR ~ 42 this bound implies bound (8.85). The na'ive 
bound for this case gives FFD < !+~ CSPR, which implies bound (8.85) for CSPR ~ 60. Ergo (8.85) 
holds for this case. 
8.10.4 a ~ 3 
To prove (8.81) we only need to consider the cases for f3 E {a + 1, a + 2, a + 3}, all the other cases 
are already covered in previous sections (see the summary in table 8.16). 
8.10.4.1 (3 = a + 1 
We can use lemma B23, which shows that ~::t:~ - a(a+1)(a+2) is an upper bound for the asymptotic 
ratio. A bound for the constant is given by (8.84) as c < 1. But, since a(a + 1) is a scalar for the 
weighting function, this can be sharpened to c ~ 1 - a(a1+1)' This gives the bound in table 8,16. 
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Case Bound 
/3=a FFD~ 1-.1 + CSPR lemma 8.3 (page 81) 0 
/3=a+l FFD~ 1- 1 o(o+i}" + (QH 2) 0+2 - 0(0+1)(0+2) CSPR §8.10A.l (page 137) 
/3=a+2 FFD ~ 1 + 0 2 _2 + (QH gcd{0,2}) C ~ 0(0+fTIo+2) 0+2 - 0(0+1)(0+2) 'SPR (8.86) (page 13S) 
/3=a+3 FFD < 1 + 0!3 + (QH gCd{0,2}) CS 0+2 - 0(0+1)(0+2) PR §8.lOA.3 (page 139) 
/3~a+4 FFD< ftl1 + 0+4 Mat (8.14) 0+3 0+3 (page 87) 
Table 8.16. FFD-bounds for lists with largest item cp ~ l/a, a ~ 3 and critical item x E (11~1'~] 
8.10.4.2 {3 = a + 2 13 
This gives a configuration, which is essentially the same as diagram 8.22 (page lOS); it consists of 
four recurrent blocks and three transition bins. As in section 8.8.7, we need to condition on the 
existence of a bin with largest item y E (~+~, o~ 1]' This gives the following bound. 
(8.86) 
There are two cases to investigate.14 
8.10.4.2a There is a bin with largest item y E (~+~, a~l] For this case we use the 
following strengthening of the generic weighting function. 
1 SE(l-X .1] 
a' o '0 
Off S E (l-Y 1-X] 
W(s) = (0+1 0+2)' o ' 0 (8.87) 1 [ l=1L] 
0+1 ' 
s E y, 0 
1 SE[X,y) 
0+2' 
By assumption 8.16 there are no bins with largest item in (0~1' l~Y] and with this it is easy to 
verify that all recurrent bins have a bin-weight of 1. The maximum pattern-weight under this 
weighting function is determined as ~t~ - 0 0~1 (~+2 (see pages 237-239 for details). 
To determine a bound for the constant, first note that there are at most three transition-bins. 
When an item y is placed in its bin, all previous bins must be filled to a level strictly larger than 
1 _ y. This implies that all these bins contain at least a items with size at least y. The second 
13Using lemma 823 and bound (S.S4) one can derive the bound FFD ~ ~t~ + (~t~ - 0\n+I\(0+2») CSPR. Thi:-; 
is asymptotically tight when (l' is odd, but not when (l' is even. 
14We note that for (l' = 2 the bounds derived for these cases are the same as those in §S.S.7: ylz. (S.44) and (S.46). 
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and third transition bin contain at least a + 1 items. This gives the following lower bounds for the 
weight of the transition bins, and a bound for the constant. 
1 + 0-1 - 1 0-1 Q 0+1 - - 0(0+1) 
Oft + 0-1 + 1 1 (0+1 0+2) 0+1 0+2 = =} c ~ a-I + 0 + a + 1 1 1 0 2 -2 
"" a(a+l) (a+l)(a+2) - a+2 = + a(0+1)(a+2) 
1 + 0 -1 0 0+1 0+2 - - (0+1)(0+2) 
Combining the above gives the bound FFD ~ 1 + (a2-2 + (!!±2 _ gcd{0,2} ) CSP 
a a+l)(a+2) a+2 a(0+1)(0+2) R' 
8.10.4.2h There is no bin with largest item in \ ~+~ , O:~l] For this case we use the 
following variant of the generic weighting function. 
1 S E (I-X 1] a' a 'a 
W(s) = ~ a a+2 ' E (1 I-x] S a+l' --a- (8.88) 
1 
S E [x, a~I] a+2' 
The maximum pattern-weight is determined as 1 + a(a~2) (see page 239 for details). To determine a 
bound for the constant, note that there are at most two transition-bins. The first one contains at 
least a items and the second at least a + 1. This gives the following bounds for their bin-weight. 
W '- .1 + 0-1 - 1 _ 20-2 1:;::; 0 0+2 - 0(0+2) 
W. >- ~+...JL.-l- 01 2.,.. 0(0+2) 0+2 - 0(0+2) } 
~ 20-2 + 0-1 + 1 1 1 + 2a-3 
=} c"" 0(a+2) 0(0+2) - a+2 = 0(0+2) 
However, we can sharpen this bound by a more careful analysis. If there is only one transition-bin 
we have min{Wl' W2} = 1- a(~+~) as a lower bound for its weight. This case gives c ~ 1 + 0(0;2)' 
If there are two transition-bins then there must be at least a items in (a~I'~] in the first one; when 
the first item in the second T -bin is placed all previous bins contain only items > o~ 1 and must be 
filled to a level 1 - i, this is only possible when they contain at least a items. This gives a tighter 
lower bound for the weight of the first transition-bin as WI ~ i + (a - 1) x arat2) = 1 - 0(0:-=r12)' 
Combining this with the bound for W2, gives the same bound for c; viz. c ~ 1 + 0:(0:;2)' 
This gives the bound FFD ~ 1 + a(0:;2) + (~$~ - 0:(a~2)) CSPR , which implies bound (8.86). 
8.10.4.3 {3 = a + 3 
L B23 ' b d f QH cd 0:,2 for the asymptotic ratio. A bound for the emma gIves an upper oun 0 a+2 - a a+l a+2 
constant is given by (8.84) as c < ~$~. This gives the bound in table 8.16. 
Part III 
Applications 
Chapter 9 
Applications 
In this chapter we will show the application of results, derived in the main part of the thesis. 
In section 9.1 we will give some bounds for the duality gap of the cutting stock problem, based 
upon worst-case bounds for bin-packing heuristics. In section 9.2 we will illustrate how one can 
derive tighter worst-case bin-packing bounds for specific instances. In section 9.3 we will show that 
a reduction algorithm used in the analysis of FFD is a useful addition to the solution process of the 
cutting stock problem. In section 9.4 an illustration is given of how one can apply the recurrency 
concept to a two-dimensional packing problem. 
For notational brevity we assume that, for a given list, c.p E (a~l' ~J is the largest item in the 
list, m is the number of different item-types and ,(C) is the duality gap for this list. 
9.1 Duality gap 
Preliminaries Suppose that we have a heuristic H with bound \1£ H(£) < c + rCSPR(£). This 
allows us to derive bounds for the duality gap of the associated cutting stock problem. In the 
following we may assume wlog that we are dealing with a residual esp. A direct bound for the 
gap is given by using the heuristic to pack the [residual] list as; , < c + (r - 1) CSPR(£)' Another 
bound is given by rounding up the residual eSP-solution as; , ~ m - CSPR· Combining this gives 
the following bound. 
c r-1 
,< -+--m 
r r 
(9.1 ) 
In particular, for a heuristic with c + r = 2 (see also lemma 5.13), this gives, < 1 + r~ 1 (m - 2). 
Heuristic RH(CP) RH(a- 1 ) 
NF 1 + --.!L 1+_1_ 1-cp 0: 1 
FF 1+1. 1 + 1. 0: 0: 
NFD 1 + 0:~1 + (0:+1)\0:+2) + ... 1 + _1_ + O(a- 2 ) 0:+1 
FFD 1 + _1_ _ {1,2} 1+_1_ + O(a-3 ) 0:+2 0:(0:+1)(0:+2) 0:+2 
Table 9.1. Asymptotic ratios for different heuristics for lists without I-items, and largest 
item cP E (0:~1'~]' Similar tables can be found in the literature.f12, 14] 
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From a theoretical point of view, the worst-case bounds for the heuristics investigated (NF, 
FF, NFD and FFD) do not give any significant improvement over the results in chapter 3; viz. 
I < 1 + ,:.+r (lemma 3.8). This originates from the fact that all these heuristics have [parametric] 
asymptotic worst-case ratios of the order 1 + a-I + o(a-1) (see table 9.1), which, combined with 
(9.1) gives a bound for I of the order 1 + O(m/a). 
However, the bound for the duality gap in lemma 3.8 does not tell us how to construct a heuristic 
solution that achieves this bound. Surprisingly enough this can be done using the first-fit heuristic. 
Consider the following hybrid heuristic: solve the LP-relaxation of the cutting stock problem (by 
means of the Simplex Method) and determine two feasible solutions as follows. 
1. Round up the LP-solution. 
2. Round down the LP-solution, determine the residual esp, and pack this using the first-fit heuristic. 
Now take as the solution value the minimum of the solution values of 1 and 2. We can use lemma 6.8 
and bound (9.1) to show that this gives a heuristic for which IH = H - CSPR < 1 + ,:.+r, where <p 
is the largest item in the residual CSP and a = l<p-l J. 
The bound in lemma 3.8 leads to the bound I < m/2 for m ~ 2, which is an improvement on 
corollary 3.6. This can be further improved by using some of the results for the FFD-heuristic as 
by the following lemma. 
9.1 Lemma I(.C) < 1 + 121 (OPT - 1) 
Proof. Follows from (8.1) which implies OPT < 1 + 191 CSPRl and thus CSPR > 191 (OPT - 1). 
Substitution in I = OPT - CSPR now proves the lemma. o 
1-12 
Since we can assume that the duality gap is maximised for a residual esp, and the residual has a 
row dimension not exceeding that of the original CSP we get the following corollaries. 
9.2 Corollary ,(£) < 1 + 121 (m - 1) 
9.3 Corollary Any instance of CSP with at most six different item sizes has the NRU-property. 
We note that there is a limit to how far one can improve bounds of the form, < 1 + r(m - 1), due 
to the instances with a duality gap larger than 1 (table 3.1). 
The following corollaries follow directly from lemma 6.8. They are useful since they are in terms 
of Mat, a quantity which is easily calculated. 
9.4 Corollary If <p E (a~1'~] then ,(£) < 1 + Ma~-1 
9.5 Corollary Any list £ C (O,~] with Mat(£) ~ a + 1 has the NRU-property. 
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9.2 List-specific bounds 
Suppose that we know what item types we are dealing with, but not their frequency. In the setting 
of the examples in the introduction of chapter 1: customers only order from a prespecified set of 
bar lengths or the finishing times are for a few specific treatments only. 
To illustrate how one can derive tighter bounds in those circumstances, we will consider the 
following example, which is taken from Pierce [54, p. 115]. 
sizes d T = [64,60,48,45,33,32,16] on bins of size L = 215. 
For any list £, with items solely from this item set we can derive the following. 
9.2.1 Duality gap 
To apply corollary 3.14 we first calculate ai = lL/diJ to give aT = [3,3,4,4,6,6,13]. This directly 
shows that any list £, has the NRU-property. This can be tightened to ,(.C) < 1 + 4~~2 :::::: 1.5953 
by using (3.7). 
9.2.2 First-fit bound 
Solving the ratio-program (5.24) for the first-fit heuristic gives the following optimal dual variables 
u T = 6i4 [234, 221,182,156,104,104,48], a value of p* = ~, and thus by (6.10) the following bound. 
FF < 1 + ~CSPR and thus FF ~ ~ + ~OPT 
That this bound is asymptotically tight follows from the instance in diagram 9.1. 
9.2.3 Next-fit-decreasing bound 
Solving the ratio-program (5.24) for the next-fit decreasing heuristic gives ui = l/ai, 1 ~ i ~ 7, 
a* = 2e2 + 2e4 and a value of p* = ~. Combining this with lemma 7.7 gives the following bounds. 
NFD < 11
5
2 + ~ CSPR and thus NFD ~ t + i OPT 
That this bound is asymptotically tight follows from the instance in diagram 9.2. Note that FFD 
produces the same packing for this worst-case instance. 
List £. = {~, ~ } on bins of size 215. 
4k 4k 
35 47 
::4:5:: 
k 4k 4k 
Diagralll 9.1. Worst-case instance of first-fit on Pierce-7. 
List £. = { 60, ... ,60, 45, ... ,45 } on bins of size 215. 
~~
12k 12k 
35 35 
4k 3k 6k 
Diagralll 9.2. Worst-case instance of next-fit decreasing on Pierce-7. 
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1-45 
9.3 Preprocessing by FFD 
As shown in section 8.2, the FFD-heuristic can be used to reduce the problem size of a CSP. 
Moreover, as will be demonstrated, it is actually capable of solving some problems in the literature. 
This FFD-reduction is particularly useful for problems with relatively large item-sizes. Potential 
application areas can be found in the paper industry[2,54] and in the metal industry .l59,65] 
To test the effect of the FFD-preprocessing algorithm, we have used instances as published in 
Pierce[54] and StaedtlerJ65] In table 9.2 we have taken one instance (Pierce-20) and shown in detail 
the workings of the reduction algorithm. It solves the instance optimally in 21 steps and produces 
an optimal solution with value esp, = 1527 using 21 different patterns. For the instances in 
table 9.3 we have listed the problem dimension m, the dimension of the reduced problem mred, and 
the number of bins by which the problem is reduced. Note that mred = 0 means that the reduction 
procedure completely solves the instance. 
Although this reduction procedure may not produce a reduction for all (or even most) practical 
problems, it is a useful addition to the process of solving a CSP for the following reason. It can 
reduce the dimension of the problem, that is the number of different item types, and thus reduces the 
size of the (basis-) matrix that is used in the ensuing simplex-method. The potential computational 
gain derived from this reduction procedure will certainly outweigh the computational effort needed 
to implement it. 
I-1G 
~ di Ii 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 "13 14 15 16 17 1 18 19 I 20 1211 
l' 96 150 1 
2 91 20 1 
3 90 30 1 
4 89 170 1 1 1 
5 84 80 1 
6 80 420 1 1 1 1 1 
7 75 50 2 
8 73 210 2 
9 72 40 2 
10 69 30 1 
11 67 100 1 
12 66 100 1 1 
13 65 110 1 
14 63 270 1 2 
15 61 30 1 
16 60 70 1 1 
17 59 310 1 1 2 
18 55 280 2 
. 19 50 480 1 3 
20 49 320 3 2 
pattern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
wastage 4 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 4 5 7 0 4 6 24 32 40 0 3 52 
usage 150 20 30 30 40 100 80 30 100 20 110 160 25 105 20 55 95 140 110 106 1 
use lemma 8.5 use lemma 8.6 use lemma 8.3 
Table 9.2. FFD-preprocessing on Pierce-20: L = 150, CSPR = 1526~ and CSP1 = 1527 
The table is a detailed breakdown of the reductions by the algorithm shown in table 8.4 (p. 84). 
Problem-ID m mred FFD Problem-ID m mred FFD 
Pierce-20 20 0 1527 113816610 6 0 356 
Pierce-30 30 0 2845 130813610 6 5 156 
Pierce-30RQ 30 0 2575 132068610 6 0 356 
Pierce-40 40 13 1922 717839610 8 7 164 
Pierce-75 75 0 3818 717846610 16 10 300 
Examples taken from Pierce[54] Examples taken from Stadtler[65} 
Table 9.3. FFD-reduction on problems in literature. 
:::::::::::::::=::: 
~lllll~l~l~ l~l~ II 
lOOk - 1 1 
List C = {~, 8, -8 } on a bin of size 5. 
lOOk 300k 400k 
75k-1 
:I: :}: :1 :[ :}: 
:1:1:l :t~ 
:1::1:}: :1=:1 
~~@~~~ 1"~~~ i 
1 
:I::}: 1:::I :}: 
1::1 1::1 :1 
"t" "1" :oj': * ':V : :::: : :1:: ::J: ::1: 
:I: :1: 1:::I :}: 
"t"" ":," t" "1 ""1"" : :: ::.1: : .::: : :: : 
16k - 1 1 
Diagram 9.3. Example of BLNFD square-packing. 
9.4 Recurrency for higher dimensional packing problems 
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lOOk 
To show how one could use the concept of recurrency to derive bounds for higher dimensional 
packing problems we will analyse a next-fit algorithm to pack squares. 
9.4.1 BLNFD-heuristic for square packing 
The Bottom-Left Next-Fit Decreasing (BLNFD) heuristic takes a list of squares, sorts it into non-
increasing order of item size and places each item, in succession, in the current bin, with its sides 
aligned to the sides of the bin, at the lowest, left-most position. When an item cannot be placed 
the current bin is closed and a new bin is opened in which this item is placed. As an illustration 
we give an example in diagram 9.3 
. Define an i-square to be a square with side s E (i~l' +]. A recurrent bin is a bin which contains 
i 2 i-squares. This gives W(s) = 1/i2 as a recurrent weighting function, for s an i-square. If the 
largest square is an a-square, then the ratio problem R(a) is given by the following program, where 
A represents the set of all feasible packings and ai represents the number of i-squares in a feasible 
packing. The relaxation R(a) can be obtained by replacing the constraint by one based upon an 
area argument. 
00 
R(o:) Max L ai 
'2 
. t 
R(o:) Max 
t=o 
st aE A st (9.2) 
Solving R(a) is considerably more difficult than the one-dimensional version (see section B.l). This 
is because one has to take geometrical considerations into account. It is not even known, except 
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for very small values of i, how many i-squares one can pack in a unit-square.[29,3{ 
Isothetic packing 
If only isothetic packings are allowed (i.e. sides of the squares must be parallel to the side of the 
bin) then there can be at most a2 a-squares in an [optimal] packing. Adding the constraint aa ~ a2 
to the relaxation R(a) in (9.2) gives a bound as follows 
R(a) < a2 + (a±2)2 [1 _ a 2 ] = 1 + (2a±1)(a±2)2 2 3 1 
(;2 a±l (a±1)2 (a±1)4 = 1 + a±l + (a±1)2 - (a±1)4' (9.3) 
with values of 2 i~, 1 ~~, 1 ~~~ and 1 ~~~ for a = 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 1 
Instances 
On the next page some examples are given for the BLNFD algorithm on squares. The number of 
bins used follows from the generalisation of corollary E8, as stated in the note on page 246. The 
weight of bin jj ~ adi2 , with ai the number of i-squares it contains, is the recurrent ratio that is 
achieved by the instance listed below. 
. h [16] C h' r lThe value for 0' = 1, viz. ~~ coincides with the value given by CoppersmIth and Rag avan lor t elr on- me 
packing algorithm. . 
We note that for the more general problem of isothetic packing of rectangles by BLNFD on~ can denve bounds 
for the recurrent ratio in a similar fashion. If all the rectangles have sides ~ 1/0' then the followmg bound holds. 
- 0 2 (ot1)(ot2) [1 0 2 ] - 1 ± 1. ± ~ R(O') < ~ + 0(ot1} - (ot1}2 - 0 (0+1)- , 
Wl'th al f3 1 21 1 35 and 1...ll.. for 0' = 1 2 3 and 4 respectively. Again, the value for 0' = 1, viz. 3.25 coincides v ues 0 4 , 9 '48 100 , , 
with the value given by Coppersmith and Raghavan. 
1 1 1 1 2 2 4 
3 4 
1 
1 
1 1 
2 1 11111T1 1 1 
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r ~ 2.307587611 ... r ~ 2.308009897 ... 
Diagram 9.4. Worst-case examples for the BLNFD-heuristic. 
Example 1 BLNFD = 14k and OPT = 9k 
List .c = { 2, ... ,2, 1, ... ,1 } on bins of size 3. 
"-v--' "-v--' 
9k 45k 
Example 2 BLNFD = 191k and OPT = lOOk 
List .c = { 3, ... ,3, 2, ... ,2, 1, ... ,1 } on bins of size 5. 
"-v--' "-v--' "-v--' 
lOOk 300k 400k 
Example 3 BLNFD = 21217k and OPT = 9900k 
List .c = { 6, ... ,6, 4, ... ,4, 3, ... ,3, 2, ... ,2, 1, ... , 1 } on bins of size 11. 
"-v--' "-v--' "-v--' "-v--' ~
9900k 29700k 19800k 19800k l08900k 
1.J9 
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9.5 Miscellaneous 
In this section we have collected some known results, for which the results derived in this thesis 
allow an easier derivation. 
9.5.1 Divisible CSP 
A list is called weakly divisible if the item sizes satisfy dml' . ·ld1 . If in addition, the bin size is a 
multiple of the largest item size then the list is called strongly divisible. Coffman et al. [13] prove 
that FF is optimal for a strongly divisible list. This can easily be proven using recurrency and 
bound (6.10) as follows. The strong divisibility means that E Xi > 1 - Xm and implies E Xi ~ 1. 
So that we can take W(x) = X as a recurrent weighting function. Bound (6.10) gives FF < 1 + E Xi 
and since OPT ~ E Xi, it follows that FF = OPT. 
9.5.2 Absolute worst-case bounds 
Simchi-Levi[64] gives a result2 for the absolute worst-case ratio of FFD; \/ [, ~~~t~~ ~ 1.5. 
Although the proof is not difficult, it can be proven in a more simple manner using some of the 
results derived in chapter 8. Let X be the size of the first item in the last bin . 
• If X > 1/3 then corollary 8.7 shows that FFD = OPT . 
• If X ~ 1/3 we can use (8.14) to give FFD < 2 + !(Mat - 1) from which FFD ~ !OPT follows. 
This result is tight, see for example [31, p. 128]. 
2He shows that it holds for XFD, where XFD denotes either the Best-Fit Decr~~ing or the Fir~t-Fit Decreasing 
heuristic. It actually holds for XFD, where X is any conservative hin-packing heurIstIc. 
Chapter 10 
Conclusion 
10.1 Conclusion 
We have investigated the one-dimensional cutting stock problem, the bin-packing problem, and 
their relationship. 
In the first part of the thesis some characterisations of the instances that maximise the duality 
gap of the one-dimensional cutting stock problem are given. A [parametric] bound for the duality 
gap is derived which improves upon the known bounds. For the special case that the sizes of all 
the items are unit fractions we give an explicit bound for the duality gap. We further give an easily 
verified condition for a cutting stock problem to have the NRU-property. 
In the second part of the thesis we have shown that worst-case bounds for bin-packing problems 
can be and are better expressed in terms of the LP-relaxation of the associated cutting stock 
problem. A new formulation of the worst-case ratio for bin-packing heuristics is introduced. This, 
recurrent ratio, leads to an LP-formulation from which [an upper bound for] the ratio can be 
determined. The concept of recurrency is put to use in the analysis of the first-fit, next-fit decreasing 
and first-fit decreasing bin-packing heuristics. For each of these we derive slightly tighter worst-
case bounds. For FF we derive tight parametric bounds for the case when there are no I-items 
present. For NFD we tighten the known bounds, give a more elegant derivation of the worst-case 
ratio and construct new worst-case instances. For FFD we tighten the known bounds and show 
that its worst-case ratio is closely connected to a subset-sum problem on unit fractions. 
In the third and final part we put the results of the bounds for bin-packing heuristics t.o liSP in 
the derivation of bounds for the duality gap of the cutting stock problem. V/e further show how one 
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can derive tight problem-specific worst-case bounds for the first-fit and next-fit decreasing heuristic. 
Also an illustration of the application of the recurrency concept for the packing of squares by a 
next-fit algorithm is given. 
There are two main conclusions that can be drawn. The first one is that it is unlikely that the 
question, what the duality gap of the cutting stock problem is, can be settled using the known bin-
packing heuristics. As noted in section 9.1, all these heuristics lead to bounds which are functions 
of the largest item-size, and on the basis of these one cannot even decide whether or not the duality 
gap is finite. The second conclusion is that the concept of recurrency and the recurrent ratio is well 
worth a further investigation. Not only does it simplify the analysis leading to a worst-case ratio, 
but it is of particular use in deriving worst-case bounds for specific instances. 
With regard to worst-case performance bounds for bin-packing heuristics there are some re-
commendations that can be made. These should be expressed in terms of CSPR (or Mat) instead 
of OPT. This is even more true for two- and higher dimensional packing heuristics, since these 
have a larger duality gap. For on-line bin-packing heuristics, as lemma 5.14 indicates, one should 
[in the first instance] be looking for bounds in terms of Mat. 
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10.2 Directions for future research 
In this section we have listed some topics for future research. These are grouped in line with the 
chapters in the main body of the text. 
10.2.1 The One-dimensional Cutting Stock Problem 
(1) Determine an explicit solution for the case m = 2. 
Although we know that these instances can be solved optimally by linear programming, since 
they have the RU-property, it would be nice to have an explicit solution in terms of L, d1,2 and 
11,2, This might possibly be used in a constructive heuristic. 
(2) Can an optimal solution to esp, always be expressed in terms of LP-optimal patterns? 
Let u* be the optimal dual-multipliers to the linear-programming relaxation esPR • Is it true 
that there is always at least one optimal solution to esp" which consists solely of patterns aj, 
such that Vj (aj, u*) = 1 holds? 
(3) Does lemma 2.7 hold for esp, (with the possible exception of one bin)? 
(4) For a given instance of CSP let p* be the maximum value of 'E ai/ai for any feasible pattern. 
Is it true that in the optimal solution to eSPR and esp, there is always a pattern active which 
achieves this value p*? This would give rise to an interesting heuristic for both eSPR and esp,. 
(5) Is the least scalar for u* always less than or equal to the stock length L? 
10.2.2 The Duality gap 
It is highly frustrating that even for apparently simple cases we do not know what the maximum 
duality-gap for CSP is. For instance, 
(6) What is the maximum gap for the harmonic CSP? 
(7) What is the maximum gap for OPT = 3, or even for m = 3? 
(8) What is the maximum gap for lists £, C C~~2' ~J. In particular, 
(a) Is there a heuristic that is optimal for this case? 
Recall that for lists £, C (O:~l' ~J there is a heuristic that is optimal, viz. FFD. Note that 
FFD is not optimal for all lists on (O:~2' ~J, see the instance in diagram 8.10 (p. 96). 
(b) Do these lists have the RU-property? 
(c) What is the largest gap when a = 2. 
15--1 
The known instances with a duality gap greater than one all pack into a configuration with a 
singleton bin. That these instances do not have the RU-property relies on the fact that the LP-
solution uses only extremal patterns, whereas an optimal solution may require a (wasteful) non-
extremal pattern. For the generic (SP (in which trim loss has no value) we may replace the 
constraint a E A by a E £ in formulation (2.1) of CSP/. This eliminates the singleton bin and gives 
rise to the following question. 
(9) What is the maximum duality-gap if we restrict the patterns in CSP/ to extremal patterns 
only? 
10.2.3 The Harmonic Cutting Stock Problem 
(10) A class of harmonic (SPs, worth investigating is when all sizes are of the form pik , where Pi 
is the ith prime number. For instance take a number m, with pi ~ n and construct a list of 
(pi - 1) items of size pi!, ... ,pim . This list contains no (TOs and has 
~(n) ~(n) 
CSPR(n) = ~ ~ P~~l = L (1- pimi ) ~ (1 - n-l)7r(n) 
i=l k ' i=l 
where mi = lIn n lIn PiJ 
(11) An interesting variation on the harmonic heuristic (where one rounds up the sizes of the items 
to the nearest unit-fraction), is suggested by the results in chapter 4. 
1) Round up all item sizes; x -+ 1/ ll/xJ 
2) Reduce the problem, if there are i such that Ii ~ sp(i), 
by aggregating sp(i) i-items into one (i/sp(i))-item. 
3) Pack the resulting list by FFD. 
This heuristic outperforms FFO on lists of unit fractions (see for instance diagram E.1). What 
is the least value of c for this heuristic, such that H ~ c + CSPR holds for harmonic lists? This 
value is at least 10 - (8(23) - 2/10) ~ 1.238 (see table 4.1, p. 30). 
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10.2.4 Bin-packing Heuristics 
(12) Given the [known] results for the standard bin-packing heuristics (table 9.1), would it be true 
that all heuristics of complexity O(n) have worst-case performance ratio of order 1 + 0(0: -1) 
for lists on (0, a-I]. 
(13) What is a good (low complexity) heuristic that has worst-case performance 1 + 0(a-2 ) for lists 
on (0, a-I]. Such heuristics would be extremely useful in limiting the candidates for, if not 
solving the maximum duality-gap problem of CSP. 
(14) What are necessary and sufficient conditions on a bin-packing heuristic for the definitions of 
the recurrent- and asymptotic worst-case ratio to coincide? 
10.2.5 The First-Fit Heuristic 
(15) What is the worst-case ratio in terms of the scalar of a list? 
Lemma 5.15 suggests that the asymptotic ratio for FF should be expressed in terms of the 
scalar for £', in order to derive a worst-case bound which is achievable. 
10.2.6 The Next-Fit Decreasing Heuristic 
(16) Extend the parametrisation of the NFD-bounds to the case where one also has a lower bound 
for the smallest item-size [as well as an upper bound for the largest]. 
This will give a definite value for the ratio, rather than an infinite series. 
(17) Sharpen the bound in lemma 7.7 to derive tight parametric bounds for INFD(£') - ~~lli/ail· 
10.2.7 The First-Fit Decreasing Heuristic 
The most obvious questions are, do the following two bounds hold? 
(18) FFD ~ ~~ + 191 CSPR , for FFD ~ 2 
(19) FFD ~ ~ + 1i OPT 
The analysis in chapter 8 and the failure to find any counter-examples leads to the following 
conjecture. We note that, under this conjecture, for cp = ~, the instances in tables B.6 and B.7 
show that this [the implied] bound is the best possible. We note further that to prove or disprove 
this conjecture the bin-configuration in diagram 8.44, needs further investigation. 
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(20) FFD(£) < 2 + RC;;D(<P)( OPT(£) - 1), for all lists £ C (0, <p] (Conjecture) 
There are some other worst-case bounds, which are worth investigating. 
(21) It should be possible to prove the bound FFD < 2 + ~t~ (CSPR -1) for lists L C (0, l/a]. This 
would allow a slight sharpening of the bound for the duality gap, to I < 1 + 7:+i. 
The answer to the following questions would possibly allow the use of less sophisticated weighting 
functions and simplify the analysis, necessary to prove the worst-case bounds. 
(22) Are there other (simple) methods to rule out certain configurations for FFD? In particular 
(FFD, OPT) = (13,10), (24, 19) and (18,14) (see tables 8.11 and 8.14). 
(23) It seems that a better way of tackling the problem of deriving worst-case bounds for FFD is to 
condition on the existence and the size of the recurrent items. 
Note that, for x E (i,~] bins with largest item in (l"3x,~] are essential to achieve the V-ratio. 
Similar, for x E (121'~] bins with largest item in (1"3 x , ~J, and bins with largest item in (1-:t, iJ 
are essential to achieve the 191-ratio. 
For x E (i,~] we have the recurrent items z, v, y and x (see diagram 8.17). The conditions 
that are necessary to achieve a ratio of 191 are z + y + x ~ 1 and 2v + 2x ~ 1. For x E (121' i J we 
have the recurrent items z, v, u and y (see diagram 8.44). The conditions that are necessary 
to achieve a ratio of 191 are z + u + Y ~ 1 and 2u + 2y ~ 1. 
(24) An interesting observation is that the 191-configuration for x E (121' iJ is basically the same as 
the one for x E (~,~] with an item in (121' iJ added. This leads one to think that it should be 
possible to derive a bound for the case x E (121' iJ based upon the results for x E (i, iJ 
(25) For x ~ 121 we might be able to use the fact that 3x ~ 2 x 1"3X and the dominance that follows 
from it to eliminate the case that there are I-items ~ 3x. 
(26) For lists with no I-items, strengthen the bounds (8.80) and (8.81) 
This can be achieved by choosing a stronger weighting function and subsequently using the 
set-packing approach. A possible candidate for the weighting function is obtained by replacing 
W(s) = (3~1 t in (8.82) by W(s) = {3t 1 i~1' A necessary condition for this to be a strollgt'r 
weighting function is {3+1.,..L >- it=l4 that is Vi 2i ~ f3 -1, which is true when f3 ~ 20 + 1 hold~-f3 t+1 ~ f3 t 
Note that this is exactly the condition for the generic weighting function to be recurrent!! 
List I:- = { 3 x 3, 2 x 2, ... ,2 x 2 } on a square of size 6 x 6 
, ". , 
n··~:·:·':i::·::~-: :::~::::~: ::~:: Ii/ ~;;~; ............. . ...... . 
1 1 
6 
::2:: :~:: ::~t 
. ..................... . 
1/4 2/3 
Diagram 10.1. Instance with two item types and a gap larger than 1 
10.2.8 Two-dimensional problems 
(27) How many i-squares can one pack in a unit-square? (see §9.4.1) 
The only known value is for i = 1; one can pack at most one I-square in a unit-square. 
(28) What is the recurrent ratio for isothethic square-packing by a NFD-heuristic? 
In particular, is R(a) as defined in (9.2) greedy solvable, as in the one-dimensional case? 
(29) Is there an equivalent of (3.1) for the two-dimensional cutting stock problem? 
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In section 3.3 we have seen that any instance of the one-dimensional cutting stock problem 
with at most two different item-types has the RU-property. This does not hold in general for 
the two-dimensional problem, as is illustrated by the instance in diagram 10.1. The proof of 
corollary 3.7 relies on the elementary relationship (3.1), which does not necessarily hold for 
higher dimensional cutting problems. 
10.2.9 Complexity issues 
(30) Complexity of harmonic (SP. 
In particular instances with Mat < 2. 
(31) Is PARTITION restricted to unit fractions NP-complete? 
If so, then (SP is NP-complete, even when we know the optimal solution to the LP-relaxation. 
Part IV 
Appendices 
Appendix A 
Integrality assumption for CSP 
Al Theorem (Integrality assumption for espy For any instance of the cutting stock problem, defined 
by CSP(m, L, d, f) we may assume that Land d are integral. 
Proof. Given L and d, define c* by the following subset-sum problem; 
Further define 
L' L + Q~l c , by choosing c E (0, c*] such that L' is rational. 
d~ di + Q~ 1 c i ,by choosing c i E [0, c] such that d~ is rational. 
Finally define A = {a E W I l: aidi ~ L} and A' = {a E W I l: aid~ ~ L'}. We can now prove that 
A = A' as follows. 
(1) a E A ~ a E A' 
(2) a E A' ~ a E A 
2: aidi = l: aidi -l: Q~l ai ~ L + Q~l c < L + c ~ l: aidi ~ L, since there is no pattern with a length 
in the interval (L, L + c). 
Since A = A' one can use the rationals d
' 
and L' to define the CSP. We can now scale the generating 
equation l: aidi ~ L' to integers. o 
The equivalence of CSP and BPP implies the following corollary. 
A2 Corollary (Integrality assumption for BPP) For any instance of the bin-packing problem, defined by 
a particular list C, we may assume that the sizes of the items to be packed are rationals. 
Appendix B 
Integer Programming Models 
All the programs studied are variations of the (unbounded) knapsack problem. 
A useful heuristic in this context is the greedy heuristic. Suppose that we have items with sizes c.q. weights 
Wi and profits Pi· The relative profit or bang-for-buck value is defined as p(i) = Pi/wi. The greedy heuristic 
works as follows. (A more detailed description can be found in the literature on knapsack problems[49,67)). 
1. sort the items such that p(l) ~ p(2) ~ ... ~ p(n) and set W = o. 
2. For i := 1 to n do 
If W + Wi ~ 1 Then c5i := 1, W := W + Wi Else c5i := o. 
Obviously, the greedy heuristic provides a feasible solution (and thus a lower bound) to the knapsack problem. 
But it also provides an upper bound. If j is the index of the first item that cannot be placed, P = ~{~; Pi 
and W = ~{:; Wi then KP ~ P + p(j) x (1 - W). The upper bounds based upon the greedy heuristic 
and the relative profit are used to rule out certain solutions as not optimal. A program is said to be greedy 
solvable if a greedy heuristic returns an optimal solution. 
In section B.l a knapsack-type program is defined which is closely related to the asymptotic ratio of the 
next-fit decreasing algorithm. The solution of this gives rise to a sequence of numbers, the properties of 
which are studied in section B.2. On the basis of these results we define a weighting function for NFD. It~ 
corresponding ratio problem is studied in section B.3. 
In section B.4 we introduce a program which is closely linked to the asymptotic ratio of the first-fit 
decreasing algorithm. On the basis of its solution we derive instances which provide lower bounds for the 
FFD-ratio. Finally, in section B.7 we investigate how to find sizes that generate a knapsack poJ~·tope. This 
is used in chapter 8 to find a set of sizes that will pack into a certain bin-configuration. 
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B.l NFD ratio-problem 
For a E N+ define the following integer programs. 
00 
Max ~ a.i R(o:) = L-
. '/, 
.=a 
and R(o:) 
00 
Max L a.i 
. '/, l=a 
00 
st '"' ~ <.!. ~i+l 0: st (Bl) 
'=a 
Note that in both programs the items are arranged in decreasing 'bang-for-buck' value; 
. profit (i) i + 1 1 p(~) = . htC) = -. = 1 + '7 => p(l) > p(2) > ... 
WeIg ~ ~ ~ (B2) 
Bl Lemma R(a) is greedy solvable. 
Proof. By showing that the highest relative-profit item, ao is active. 
i) R(a) ~ ~ + 0(01+1) = ~ X ~++21' since a feasible solution is given by -1-1 + ( 1) < 1. 
.... 0+ 0 0+ 1 + 1 0 . 
ii) a~ = 1, since a~ = 0 implies R(a) < ~a~p(i) x ~ = ~ti x ~, which contradicts i). 
The fact that a~ = 1 implies a~+I" .. ,a~(O+I) = 0, since ~ - 0~1 - 0(01+1)' From this it follows that 
~ 1-
R(o:) = Q + R(a(a + 1)) and the lemma thus follows by induction. 0 
B2 Lemma R( a) is greedy solvable. 
Proof. By expressing R in terms of R. 
i) R(a) ~ 1 + 0~1 + (0+1{(0+2)' since a feasible solution is given by 0~1 + 0~2 + (0+1)(~+2)+1 < 1. 
ii) a~ = a, since a~ ~ a-I implies R(a) < 0-1 + ~axp(i) x (1 - 0+-11) = 0-1 + Q.±1 X _2_ o t>o 0 0 0+1 0+1 
1 + 0~1 + (0+d(0+2) - 0(0+1)2(0+2)' which contradicts i). 
Since a~ = a we have R(a) = 1 + R(a + 1) and the lemma follows directly from lemma Bl o 
The greedy solvability allows us to express the value of the programs (and with it the asymptotic ratios of 
NFD) as recurrence relationships or alternatively, as an infinite series, as shown by the following corollaries. 
B3 Corollary R(a) = 1 + R(a + 1) 
B4 Corollary R(a) = ~ + R(a(a + 1)) 
When truncating the series for R or R, we need a bound for the remaining terms. A lower bound is provided 
by a feasible solution, as in the first clause of the lemmas. An upper bound is provided by p(a) x 1 and 
p(a) x *' respectively. This gives the following corollaries. 
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a\n 0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 2 6 42 1806 3263442 
2 2 3 12 156 24492 599882556 
3 3 4 20 420 176820 31265489220 
4 4 5 30 930 865830 749662454730 
5 5 6 42 1806 3263442 10650056950806 
6 6 7 56 3192 10192056 103878015699192 
7 7 8 72 5256 27630792 763460694178056 
8 8 9 90 8190 67084290 4500302031888390 
9 9 10 110 12210 149096310 22229709804712410 
10 10 11 132 17556 308230692 95006159799029556 
Table B.1. Sequence {bn } for different values of a 
B6 Corollary !rl.1 < R(a) < Q±l 0+1 a 
We will finish this section with some observations. 
• The 'finite' version of R is not necessarily greedy solvable. This is illustrated by the following example; 
max {2::=1 T I 2::=1 i~\ < 1 and ai EN}. The greedy solution is aT = [1, 1,0,0] with value 3/2, whereas 
the optimal solution is aT = [1,0,1,1] with value 19/12 . 
• Relationship to FF-ratio. Without affecting the solution space of R(1) we can add the implicit constraint 
al ~ 1. If we now relax the strict inequality in R( 1) to a 'less or equal', the resulting program is easily 
solved. It has a solution value of 1. 7 = 1 + ! + i for the items!, t, i, and is the asymptotic ratio for first-fit. 
For a ~ 2 we can relax the '<' in R(a) to '~' and the resulting program has at l as a solution value, which 
is the parametric asymptotic ratio for first-fit, for lists where all items have a size ~ ~. 
B.2 Doubly exponential sequence {bn } 
For a fixed, positive integer a the sequence {bn } of integers is defined as follows. 
(B3) 
This sequence is one of several studied by Aho and SloaneJil An equivalent definition, by Golomb[35) is 
n 
bo = a, bn+ 1 = II (b i + 1) (B4) 
i=O 
The sequence is readily generated; see table B.1. From this table and property B8 (easily proved by induc-
tion), we see that it very quickly yields extremely large numbers. Properties B9-B12 are used in chapt(·y- i 
to construct worst-case instances for the N FD-heuristic. 
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B9 Property (successive divisibility) bl I b2 I ... I bn 
BI0 Property (minimal scalar) bN is the minimal scalar for {.1.., ... , _I_} and {_I_ I} 
b1 b N -1 b1 + 1 ' ... , b N -1 -1 
N-I 
B11 Property VI ~ n ~ N E I - I I 
. bi+1 - btl - bN 
t=n 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the way the sequence {bn } is derived. 
N-l 1 N-l ( 1 1) N-l N-l ~ b, + 1 = ~ b, - b,(b, + 1) = ~ :, - ~ b'~l = b~ - b~ 
For N = n the lemma is obvious and for N ~ n + 1 the lemma follows from the above. o 
This lemma allows the following property as a corollary. 
N-l 
B12 Property VN E N+ a~1 + E b,.~1 = 1 - b~ 
n=1 
N-l 
For a = 1, this property simplifies to E b ~l = 1 -,;-. Golomb [35) mentions the conjecture that the 
n=O ,. N 
closest approximation to 1 from below, which is a sum of N unit fractions is given, for every value of N, by 
~ + t + t + 13 + 18~7 + ... + bN_\+l; viz. the sequence {bn + I} for a = 1. 
Relationship to the NFD-ratio problem 
We can now express the solution value of program R(a) in terms of the elements of the sequence {bn } (the 
corresponding values of the active variables are; aa = a and ab1 = ab2 = ... = ab n = ... = 1). 
00 1 
R(a) = 1+ Lb 
n=l n 
(B5) 
In order to bound the error when we truncate this sum, we rewrite it as 
N 1 
R(a) = 1 + L b + R(bN+d 
n=l n 
(B6) 
Now use lemma B13 and property B8 to derive an upper bound for the 'error'-term R(bN+1) 
(B7) 
This shows that the sum E b: converges very rapidly; the number of significant bits roughly doubles ~rith 
every term. The speed of convergence can be verified in table B.2. 
In the derivation of [a bound for] the constant in the worst-case bound for NFD we will need the following 
lemmas. 
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o:\N 0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 1.5 1.666 ... 1.690476190 1.691029900 1.691030207 
2 1 1.333 ... 1.416666 ... 1.423076923 1.423117753 1.423117754 
3 1 1.25 1.3 1.302380952 1.302386608 1.302386608 
4 1 1.2 1.233333333 1.234408602 1.234409757 1.234409757 
5 1 1.1666666 ... 1.190476190 1.191029900 1.191030207 1.191030207 
6 1 1.142857143 1.160714286 1.161027569 1.161027667 1.161027667 
7 1 1.125 1.138888888 1.139079148 1.139079184 1.139079184 
8 1 1.111111 1.122222222 1.122344322 1.122344337 1.122344337 
9 1 1.1 1.109090909 1.109172809 1.109172816 1.109172816 
10 1 1.090909091 1.098484848 1.098541809 1.098541812 1.098541812 
N 
Table B.2. Convergence of RN(ex) = 1 + l: b: for different values of ex 
n=l 
~ 1 ~ 1 -( ) 1 (1)2 1 ( 1 )2 B13 Lemma '11 :::; n :::; N L...J -b' < L...J -b' = R bn+1 < -b - + -b - < b -l:::;-b 
. l' . l' n+l n+l n+l n ~=n+ ~=n+ 
Proof. The first part follows directly from corollary B7. Using the recurrence definition (B3) for bn +1 and 
substituting b for bn it is easily verified that b(b~1) + (b(b~1))2 < b(b+\)-l :::; Ct)2 holds for b ~ 1, which 
proves the last part of the lemma. o 
B14 Lemma VI ~ n ~N ~t: (b;~l)' = (b~)' - (b~)' + 2 i~t t; < (b~)' + (b~)' 
Proof. Straj.ghtforward algebra. 
N-l ( 1 )2 L b.+l 
i=n ~ 
N-l 1 N-l 1 N-l 1 N-l 1 N 1 
L b~ - 2 ~ b~ + 2 ~ bi - 2 ~ bi + 1 +.~ b; i=n ~ ~=n ~ ~=n ~=n ~-n+l 
use lemma B 11 
1 1 2 
use lemma B13 < b2 - b2 + b2 
N n n 
1 1 
b2 + b2' N n 
For N = n the lemma is obvious and for N ~ n + 1 the lemma follows from the above. o 
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B.3 Finite NFD IP-models 
Given a list £, C (0, i], we can calculate bo = a and b1 , b2 , ... as defined by (B3) or (B4), and determine the 
least N such that £, C (b~' i] holds. In the follOwing we will assume N ~ 2 (otherwise we have the trivial 
case £, C Ct~1 ,iD· We define the following weighting function as a strengthening of (7.6); 
W(X) = 
where Pn are constants satisfying 
1 
1+--
a+I 
1 
1 + b
n 
+ 1 
POX, 
.1 
a' 
PnX, 
1 
b" ' 
PnX, 
XE( 1 1] 
poa' Q 
XE(1 1] 
a+1' poa 
1:::; n < Nand XE( 1 1] 
p"b" ' b" (B8) 
1 :::; n < Nand XE( 1 1] 
b,,+1' p"b" 
1:::; n < Nand XE( 1 I] 
b,,+l ' b,,+1 
N 
1 1 a+I2: I +-+-- -
2a 2 bi i=2 
(B9) 
N 1 
1 + bn 2: b.' 1:::; n :::; N - 1. 
i=n+l t 
(BI0) 
Note that in order to ensure the existence of Po for all values of a, we need the requirement N ~ 2. Now 
define the following ratio programs for 1 :::; n :::; N - 1, and the weighting function W as defined in (B8). 
P(O) = Max LW(Xi) and Pen) = Max LW(xi) 
LXi:::; 1 1 st st LXi ~ b
n (Bl1) 1 1 1 1 
- <X· ~-b 1~ bN < Xi ~ b
n 
N a 
Before we tackle these programs we will give some properties of the constants Pn. Property B15 follows 
directly from substitution of the bound, given in lemma B13, in (B9) and (BI0). Property B16, by comparing 
the upper bounds in property B15 with the lower bounds in (B9) and (BI0), using the fact that b
n 
~1 ~ bn~l 
holds for all n. Note that property BI5 implies that the intervals (b,,~l' pI" b1J are non-vacuous. We will 
now derive bounds for P(n) in the following lemmas. These prove that P(n) :::; R(bn ), and in particular 
P(O) :::; R(a). 
B15 Property VO:::; n ~ N - 1 Pn < 1 + b~ 
B16 Property Po > PI > ... > PN-l > 1 
The weighting function W as defined in (B8) has the following properties. Property B 17 is easily verified, 
using the properties of Pn, since we only need to check for the end-points of the intervals. Property B18 
makes a similar statement about the relative profit of an item; viz. IF(x)/x. Property B19 shows that till' 
weighting function is recurrent. 
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B17 Property W(x) is non-decreasing 
B18 Property Pn ~ W(x)/x < Pn-1, for 1 ~ n ~ N - 1 and x E (_1_ .1...] 
b,,+l' b" 
Proof. Follows directly from W (x) / x < 1 + .1... ~ 1 + 1 ~ b" b,,_1+1 ~ Pn-1 o 
B19 Property W(x) ~ l/Ll/xJ 
Proof. The property is obvious for all n and x E (-b 1 .1...]. Now suppose that x E (_.1_ ~] C (_1 ___ 1_] 
,,+1' b" 1+1' 1 b,,+l' b,,+1 . 
Then, LI/xJ x W(x) = ipnx > i~l Pn ~ i~l ~:ti ~ 1 and proves the lemma. 0 
N-1 N 
B20 Lemma VI ~ n ~ N - 1 .E b1• ~ P(n) ~ E t. 
. I=n i=n 
Proof. To prove the lower bound we construct a list consisting of one item each of size X· = ~ X _I_ 
t bN-b" b.+l' 
for n ~ i ~ N - 1. This list represents a feasible solution since ".:v-1 Xi = bN ".:v-1 _1_ = ~(.1... _ L...tt=n bN-b" L...tt=n b.+1 bN-b" b" 
-b1 ) = -b1 , by lemma Bll. It is easily verified that -b1 < XN-1 < ... < Xn ~ ...l.. holds for all items and thus 
N " N b" , 
W(Xi) ~ I/Ll/xiJ ~ t. by property B19. This proves the lower bound. 
To prove the upper bound we perform a case analysis on the number of items that are acti\'e in the 
interval (b,,~l ' pI" b:]' Since E Xi ~ b: there can be at most one such item. If there is none then P(n) = 
Ei W(Xi) ~ E maxi ( w~:;) )Xi = Pn E Xi ~ Pn b: ~ Ef:n t. by property B18. 
Now assume that there is one such item active, say of size Xl. Ifn = N - 1 then P(n) = bIn' Therefore 
assume n ~ N - 2. A bound for P(n) is then given by; 
This proves the upper bound and thus completes the proof of the lemma. o 
N-1 N 
B21 Lemma 1 + E t. ~ P(O) ~ 1 + E t· 
i=l • i=l • 
Proof. To prove the lower bound we construct a list consisting of a items of size Xo = b!'=-1 X 0:~1' and 
one item each of size Xi = b!r:.1 x b.~l' for 1 ~ i ~ N - 1. This list represents a feasible solution since 
'\'~-Ol Xi = -1!..!:i..--
b
b X (-!L + "~11 -b 11) = -1!..!:i..--b b 1(1- -b1 ) = 1, by property B12, and -b1 < XN-1 < ... < L..,_ N-l 0:+1 L...tt-.+ N- N N 
Xo ~ ~, so that both constraints in P(O) are satisfied. It is easily verified that b.~1 < Xi ~ t. holds for all 
items, and thus W(Xi) ~ l/Ll/XiJ ~ t., using property B19. This proves the lower bound. 
To prove the upper bound we perform a case analysis on the number of items a*, that are active in the 
interval (0:~1 ' p~o:] in an optimal solution. A bound is given by P(O) ~ ~ + po (1- ~~1 ) = Po + (~ - Ct(~ I )a* . 
Note that the multiplicand of a* is strictly positive by property B15. If a* ~ a-I then P(O) ~ 1- ~ + Po n=-l 
holds. A comparison, using (B9), will show that the bound P(O) ~ 1 + Ef:l b1• also holds. 
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. This leaves the case a* = a. There are no items active with a size in (p~Q' ~], and the residua11ength is 
strictly less than Q~l. This means that all other active items have a size in (b~' b\]' so that P(O) = 1 + pel). 
The upper bound for this case now follows directly from lemma B20. 
This proves the upper bound and thus completes the proof of the lemma. o 
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B.4 FFD ratio-probl.em 
For a,f3 E N and 13 ~ a ~ 2, define the following programs. 1 
Max 
f3-1 f3-2 
" ai + 11..=1. " b; af3 ~. f3 ~-;-+-
. t t f3 
1=0< ;=0< 
f3-1 f3-2 
L CiX)+ ai + L L~l)+ b; + xaf3 ~ 1 (BI2) st 
i=o< i=a 
If a{3 is the only active variable, it is easily verified that the constraint implies a{3 ~ 13 and thus that 
'00:(13) = 1. In particular Vo:(a) = 1. 
Now assume that j3 ~ a + 1 and that at least one other variable is active. This implies that we can replace 
the '~'-sign by a '<'-sign. Corollary C4 tells us that we can solve the resulting program as the maximum of 
two related programs: one for each of the extremal values of x. Now scale the constraint by dividing it by 
(1 - x) and then substitute the extremal values x = ~ and x = {3~1' to give 
constraint for x = {3~1 : st 
{3-1 {3-2 
" ~i + Q±!. ,,~ + 1.a < ili:l ~~ {3 ~~+1 {3{3 {3 
~=o: ~=o: 
constraint for x = ~ : st 
Substituting the constraints in (B12) gives the following two programs; 
ai, bi EN 
f3-1 f3-2 
Max L a.i + f3~1 L b.i 
. t . ' 
st 
1=0< 1=0< 
f3-1 f3-2 
" ai .JL" bi .JL ~ i + f3-1 ~ i + 1 < f3-1 
1=0< 1=0< 
(BI3) 
(Bl-!) 
(BI5) 
Note that in the second program we have set a{3 = 0, since a{3-1 dominates a{3; both have weight {3':1' but 
the former has a larger profit; {3~1 > ~. Note further that in the first program we can extend the summation 
from ""£7:; to 2:7:;. This does not alter the value of the program, since b{3-1 is dominated by ad· :\ow 
increase the term {3~l in the objective function to k, which gives the second program for 13 + 1, and thus 
shows that Ro: (13) ~ nOt (13 + 1). 
We can express the solution value of (B12) as VOt (13) = max{ROt (13) , fio: (f3)}. For the range of parameters 
that we are interested in we can relate this to program (B24) (page 171), which is a subset-sum problem 011 
unit fractions. 
INote that this is the ratio problem under the generic weighting function for a list with largest item .,: ~ 1/0. and 
critical item x E (f3~1' *]. 
B22 Lemma For a = 2 and (3 ~ 6 the solution value of (B12) is given by the following table. 
(3 2 
1 
3 
7 
6 
4 
29 
24 
5 
71 
60 
6 
6 
"5 
Proof. Solving each case explicitly gives the following tables. 
a" boO value a" 
'R2(2) [2] - 1 'R2(2) -
'R2(3) [1,2] - 7 6 and n2(3) [1] 
'R2(4) [0,2,2] [0] 7 6 'R2(4) [1,1] 
'R2(5) [0,1,1,3] [0,0] 71 60 n2(5) [0,2,1] 
'R2(6) [0,0,0,1,1] [2,0,0] 6 5 n2(6) [0,1,1,1] 
The lemma now follows easily, since V 2((3) = max{R2((3), R2((3)}. 
B23 Lemma For 3 ~ a ~ (3 ~ 20' + 1 the solution value of (B12) is given by 
1, /3=0' 
!rl1_ 2 /3=0'+1 a+2 a(a+1)(a+2) , 
V a(/3) = !rl1 _ 1 /3=0:+2 a+2 a(a+1)(a+2) , 
!rl1_ ~cd{a!21 /3=0:+3 
a+2 a(a+1)(a+2) , 
Sa(/3 - 1), /3~0:+4 
Proof. The various cases follow from the lemmas B26, B27 and B28. 
• Va(o') = 1 
b· 
-
-
[1 ] 
[0, 1] 
[1,0,0] 
• Va(o' + 1) = max{Ra(O' + 1), Ra(O: + I)} = max{Sa(O' + 1),Sa(O:)} = Sa (0: + 1) 
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value 
-
1 
29 
24 
l.!. 
60 
6 
5 
o 
(B16) 
• V a(O'+2) = max{Ra(O'+2),Ra(O'+2)} = max {Sa (a +2), ~t~ - a(a+11)(a+2)} = ~t~ - a(a+/)(a+2) 
For 0: + 4 ~ (3 ~ 20' + 1: 
Substituting the values for Sa ((3) (table B.4) proves the lemma. 
This allows the following corollaries. 
B24 C II V ((3) - !rl1 _ 1 oro ary max a - a+2 a(a+1)(a+2) 
a~.B~2a+1 
B25 Corollary max Va ((3) = ~t~ - a(~C:t~~12) 
3~a~~~:aa+l 
.Bi-a+2 
We will now derive the necessary lemmas. 
o 
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B26 Lemma R Q(j3) = SQ(j3), for 3 ~ a ~ j3 ~ 2a + 1 
Proof. First note tbat SQ(j3) is a lower bound for R Q(j3) by choosing b = O. An upper bound follows from 
the observation that the relative profits, see (B15) are 1 for tbe items a· and f!.:::l. i-I fior tb·t b· Th 
, ~ ,6+1 i elems ,. e 
latter do not exceed 1 for j3 ~ 2a + 1. This implies tbat the bound in tbe constraint is an upper bound for 
the value of the objective function, and tbus that·RQ (j3) < f3j;I. 
• For j3 ~ a + 1 tbe lemma is obvious . 
• For j3 = a+2 we note that A = a(a+l)(a+2)/ gcd{a, 2} is a scalar for the constraint so that Ra(0:+2) ~ 
~t~ - I/A = SQ(O: + 2), which proves tbe lemma for j3 = a + 2. 
Let b* be an optimal solution. We will show that b* = 0 must bold, from which the lemma follows trivially, 
since Rand S then define the same program. 
• For j3 ~ 0: + 3 we can derive an upper bound by substituting tbe constraint in the objective function. The 
lower bound follows from observation 4 (page 171). 
,6-2 
f3j;1 - (,6-2)(,6-1),6 ~ SQ(j3) ~ RQ (j3) < ,6j;1 + L [f3~1 -t - f3j;1 i~1] b; (B17) 
i=Q 
So that the following must hold. 
,6-2 ,6-2 
(,6-2~~-1),6 < L [f3~1 -t - f3j;1 i~l] b; => L [2:~!tl] b; < (,6-2)(,6-1) 
i=Q i=a 
(BI8) 
For 2i ~ j3 + 1 we have 2:~!tl ~ (,6~;)1t21) ~ (,6_2)2(,6_1)' which means that bi = 0 for 2i ~ f3 + 1. We now 
only need to consider bi for 2i ~ j3 ~ 2a + 1, which are the cases i = a and f3 = 20:,20: + 1. 
For i = a and j3 = 2a + 1 item bQ has a profit of 2~~1 ~ = 2Q2+1 and a weight of ~~ti Q~1 = 2a2+1· This 
item is dominated by item a(2Q+l), so that we may assume that b~ = o. 
For i = a and j3 = 2a (B1B) gives the condition Q(!~I) < (2Q-l(2Q-l) => b~ < (Q~fnt~~l)· For b~ ~ 1 to 
hold we must have a ~ 3; for all other values of a we have b~ = O. This leaves only the case (0:, (3) = (3,6) 
to investigate. Solving R3(6) explicitly for this case gives a* = [0,1,2,3] and b* = o. 
Ergo for j3 ~ a + 3 we have b* = 0, which proves the lemma. o 
B27 Lemma RQ(j3) = SQ(j3 - 1), for a ~ 3, a + 1 ~ f3 ~ 2a + 1 and f3 # a + 2 
Proof. First note that SQ(j3 - 1) is a lower bound for RQ(f3) by choosing b = o. An upper bound follows 
from the observation that the relative profits, see (B15), are 1 for the items ai and (f3~l) 2 i11 for the 
items bi . The latter are strictly less than 1 for f3 ~ 20: + 1. This implies that the bound in the constraint is 
an upper bound for the value of the objective function, and thus that RQ (f3) < -/:::r. 
• For j3 ~ a + 1 the lemma is obvious. 
Let b* be an optimal solution. We will show that b* = 0 must hold, from which the lemma follows trivially, 
since R and S then define the same program. 
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• For {J ~ 0'+3 we can derive an upper bound by substituting tbe constraint in tbe objective function. Tbe 
lower bound follows from observation 4 (page 171). 
(3-2 
-/::r - «(3-3)«(3~2)«(3-1) ~ So({J - 1) ~ Ro({J) < -/:::r + L [{!~1 i - -/:::r i~1] b; (BI9) 
i=o 
So tbat tbe following must bold. 
(3-2 (3-2 
-2 < "[£l=.l1 ~ 1 ] b* " [(2,B-1)i-(~_1)2] b* 2 
«(3-3)«(3-2)((3-1) ~ (3 T - (3-1 HI i * L- - - (3i(i+T - i < «(3-3)«(3-2) 
'=0 i=o 
(B20) 
Fl . - ~ - 2 b B2 -3{!±1 b* 2 b* 2{!({!-1) D b* h ld ~ 
or ~ - fJ we ave (3({3-2)«(3-1) «(3-2) < «(3-3)«(3-2) * «(3-2) < «(3-3)((32_3(3+1)· ror «(3-2) ~ 1 to a fJ 
must satisfy (J({J - 2) ({J - 6) < 3 wbicb is tbe case for {J E {2, ... , 6}. Combining this witb 0'+3 ~ {J ~ 20' + 1 
and a ~ 3 gives tbe special case (a, (J) = (3,6). For all the other values of a and (J we have bCB- 2) = o. 
Solving R3(6) explicitly for case (a,{J) = (3,6) gives a* = [1,1,3] and b* = o. 
For i ~ {J - 3 and 2i ~ {J + 1 (wbich implies (J ~ 7) we have (2{!-JNi~(n-1)2 ~ (2g(fi~;)(~~N2 ~ 2(3«(3s.!3)lB-2). 
Tbis is strictly larger tban «(3_3)2«(3_2) for {J ~ 3. So tbat bi = 0 must bold for i ~ {J - 3 and 2i ~ {J + 1. 
For 2i ~ {J ~ 20' + 1 we only bave tbe cases i = a and {J = 2a, 2a + 1. 
For i = a and (J = 2a + 1 item bo bas a profit of 2~~1 ~ = 20~1 and weight 2~;1 0~1 ' so that this item is 
dominated by item a(20±1), and we may assume b~ = O. 
For i = a and (J = 2a tbe inequality (B20) gives 20~(~~1) b~ < (20-3)(0-1). The only values of a for which 
b~ ~ 1 can bold are a = 2,3. For all otber values of a we may assume b~ = O. But a + 3 ~ {J ~ 2a + 1 rules 
out a = 2, so tbat we are left witb tbe special case (a, (J) = (3,6) for which b* = 0 holds. 
Ergo for all cases we have b* = 0, which proves the lemma. o 
B28 Lemma Ro(O' + 2) = ~t~ - 0(0±I)(0±2) 
Proof. A lower bound follows from [ao, a(0+1), bo] = [a -1,1,1] with value ~ti - 0(01+2); the upper bound 
by substituting the constraint in the objective function: 
So that the following must hold, which shows that the only possible values for b~ are {O, I}. 
If b~ = 1 then we can tighten the (resulting) constraint to 
a o a(o±l) a + 2 bo a + 2 ~+ 0'+1 + a+la+l < a+l 
ao a( 0+ 1) a 2 + a-I 
and bo = 1 * - + ~ ( ) a a+l aa+l 
h · h· val fR- ( 2) - 0 2 +0-1 + llll - .9±2 _ 1 W lC glves a ue a 0 a + - 0(0+1) 0±20 - 0+1 0(0+2} . 
(B21) 
(B22) 
(B23) 
So, for both possible values of b~ we have a value of ~ti - 0(01+2) = ~t~ - 0(0+11)(0-;-2)' which proves the 
lemma. o 
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B.5 FFD Subset-Sum Problem 
For a,f3 E Nand 13 ~ a ~ 2, define the following subset-sum problems on unit fractions. Their importance 
is given by their relationship to the asymptotic ratio of FFD. 
f3 
80< ((3) = Max L ~i 
• 1-
1=0< 
(B24) 
The solution for a small range of parameters is given in table B.3. We make the following observations with 
regard to (B24). 
1) An upper bound is given by 
(B25) 
where Ao(f3) is defined as the least common multiple of {a, a + 1, ... , f3}.2 
2) For 13 ~ a + 2 this bound is tight (see table BA). 
3) For 13 ~ a + 3 a feasible solution to So (13 - 1) is given by a{J-3 = f3 - 4 and a{J-2 = 2 with value 
g::::~ + {J:2 = 1 + ({J-~~~-3) < -/::r. This value is ~ f3t1 for f3 ~ 6, so that for f3 ~ max{ a +.3, 6} we 
have that So(f3 - 1) ~ f3t1 > So (13) holds. This gives the following characterisation. 
0: = 2 82(2) < 82(3) 8 2(4) < 8 2(5) > 8 2(6) > .. . 
0: ~ 3, 0: is even: 80«0:) < 80«0: + 1) = 80«0: + 2) > 80«0: + 3) > 80«0: + 4) > .. . 
0: ~ 3,0: is odd: 80«0:) < 80«0: + 1) < 80«0: + 2) > 80«0: + 3) > 80«0: + 4) > .. . 
4) For 13 ~ a + 2 we have So(f3) ~ S({J-2)(f3) ~ f3t1 - ({J-2)({J-l){J' so that an asymptotic characterisation 
is given by So (13) = 1 + 1/13 - 0(1/133 ). 
5) For a is even we have So (a + 2) = So(a + 1). 
6) . With the exception of a = 2, the maximum of So (13) for a given a is achieved by f3 = a + 2. 
7) From the definition we directly have So (13) ~ S( 0+ 1) (f3). 
8) For 13 ~ 2a we have So (13) = S( 0+ 1) (13), since ~ is dominated by 2~' 
2For (3 = 0:, 0: + 1 the value of Ao< ((3) is apparent, for the values (3 = 0: + 2,0: + 3 it follows from the following 
)( )} 
_ 0«0<+1)(0<+2) _ 0«0<+1)(0<+2) 
lcm{ 0:,0: + 1,0: + 2} = lcm{ 0:, (0: + 1 0: + 2 - gcd{0<,0<2+3a+2} - gcd{0I,2} 
lcm{ 0:,0: + 1,0: + 2,0: + 3} = lcm{ 0:,0: + 1, (0: + 2)(0: + 3)} = 
0I(0I+1}{0I+2}{0I+3) _ 0I(0I+1}{0I+2) (01+3) = 01(01+1)(01+2)(01+3) 
gcd{ 0I,0I 2+50<+6} x gcd{ 01+1 ,0I2+501+6} - gcd{ 0I,6} x gcd{ 01+1 ,2} 2 gcd{ 0I,3} 
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0:\{3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 1.00000 1.16667 1.16667 1.18333 1.15000 1.13810 1.12024 1.11071 1.09960 
3 - 1.00000 1.16667 1.18333 1.15000 1.13810 1.12024 1.11071 1.09960 
4 - - 1.00000 1.15000 1.15000 1.13810 1.12024 1.11071 1.09960 
5 - - - 1.00000 1.13333 1.13810 1.12024 1.11071 1.09960 
6 - - - - 1.00000 1.11905 1.11905 1.10913 1.09960 
7 - - - - - 1.00000 1.10714 1.10913 1.09841 
8 - - - - -
- 1.00000 1.09722 1.09722 
9 - - - - -
- - 1.00000 1.08889 
10 - - - - - - -
- 1.00000 
Table B.3. Solution values of So(3) 
(3 Aa({3) Sa({3) a* 
0: 0: 1 [0:] 
0: + 1 0:(0: + 1) a+2 _ 1 [0:-1,2] a+l a(a+l) 
0:+2 a!a±IHa±2l ~- I!icd:(a z21 [a-l!icd:(a z21 d{ 2} ai4-l!icd:(a z21] gcd{a,2} a+2 a(a+l)(a+2) 2 , gc 0:" 2 
Table B.4. Solution of So (13) for 13 ~ 0: + 2 
0: Sa({3) value a* Bound (B25) 
2 71/60 1.18333 [0, 1, 1, 3] 71/60 
3 69/60 1.15000 0,1,2,3 69/60 
4 478/420 1.13810 0,2, 1,4] 479/420 
5 941/840 1.12024 [2, 1,3,1] 944/840 
6 559/504 1.10913 [0,3,1,5 559/504 
7 2768/2520 1.09841 1,0,5,4 2771/2520 
8 4319/3960 1.09066 [1,1,4,5] 4319/3960 
9 2143/1980 1.08232 1,1,5,5 2144/1980 
10 9238/8580 1.07669 1,2,4,6 9239/8580 
Table B.5. Solutions of So (a + 3) 
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B.6 Instances for FFD 
The optimum solution of (B24) enables us to derive instances that provide lower bounds for the asymptotic 
ratio of FFD. For given values of a and /3, let a* be an optimal solution to (B24) with value So (13). Xow 
define the list C* as follows 
List C* = { ~, ... , ~, 
a:;, 
~, ... ,~ } on bins of size So (/3) . 
a~ 
(B26) 
Note that by virtue of its definition, this list can be packed into exactly one bin with zero waste. This list 
further provides us with a feasible solution to the FFD ratio-problem (BI2), and thus with a lower bound for 
the asymptotic ratio of FFD. To see this, scale the size of the items to the bin size; the size of the smallest 
item is then given by x = ~ I So (/3) E (,8~1' ~] and for all others by + ISo (/3) E (liZ, +]. 
We define A as the smallest scalar of {aili}, a ~ i ~ /3, the list.co as A copies of .c*; .co = A.c*, and J-t 
as the smallest scalar of {ai Ii}, a ~ i ~ /3 - 1. To avoid confusion, we state again that the bin size for the 
remainder of this section is assumed to be So (/3). 
B29 Lemma Vk E N+ FFD(kCo)/OPT(kCo) = Sa(/3). 
Proof. The first bin in the FFD-packing contains exactly a items of size l/a. No more items will fit since 
the smallest item is 1//3 and 1 + 1//3 exceeds the bin size, use (B25). Since alAa~ there are exactly kAa~/a 
of these bins. Repeating this argument we see that FFD = ~f=a kAai Ii = kASa(/3). The list k.co can be 
packed into exactly kA bins with no waste, since it is a 'multiple' of.c*, and thus OPT(k.co) = CSPR(k.co) = 
Mat(k.co) = kA. This proves the lemma o 
Note that this lemma implies that the value of (B24) is a lower bound for the asymptotic ratio of FFD for 
lists on (,8~1 , ~]. We now extend this lemma to give lower bounds for worst-case instances. 
B30 Lemma Ifgcd{J-ta~,/3} = 1 then Vk 3{.c I OPT(.c) ~ k} FFD(.c) = 1- ~ +Sa(/3)OPT(.c) 
Proof. There exists a k such that (kJ-ta~ = 1 mod /3) if and only if gcd{J-ta~, /3} = 1 (a well-known result 
in elementary number theory). We now create a list .c1 by taking kJ-t copies of the list .c*. This list has the 
following characteristics: 
,8-1 _ _ 
FFD(.ct) = L kilt' + k/l-aj-1 + 1 = 1 - ~ + So (/3)kJ-t 
i=l } =? FFD(CIl = 1 - ~ + Sa(f3)OPT(CIl 
That the number of bins used by FFD for each of the different item-types is integer follows from the assump-
tions made on J-t and k. The number of bins used by the optimal packing follows since .c1 is a 'multiple' of 
£*. To prove the lemma, take the list .c = k.co + .c1 , which has F F D (.c) = 1 - ~ + (kA + kJ-t )Sa (/3) and 
OPT(.c) = kA + kJ-t, and the lemma follows. 0 
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B31 Lemma 'tk 3{.c I GSPR(.c) ~ k} FFD(.c) = 1 - S;~) + Sa (13) GSPR([,) 
Proof. Take.c1 as a list withJust one item of size Sa (13) / (13 + 1). Tills list has the following characteristics: 
FFD(.cd =1 } 
GSPR(.c1 ) =Mat([,l) = ,B~l 
=> FFD([,d = 1 - S;~) + Sa (13) GSPR([,t) 
Note that by (B25), Sa (13) / (13 + 1) < 1/13 and 1 + Sa (13) / (13 + 1) > Sa (13). This implies, adding the list [,1 to 
copies of .co, that the [item in] list .c1 ends up in the last bin as a singleton. Now take the list [, = k[,o + [,1, 
which has FFD([') = 1 + k>"Sa(f3) and GSPR(.c) = ,B~1 + k>", and the lemma follows. 0 
Examples 
To illustrate the lemmas we will use lemma B30 and construct the instances that show that bounds (8.80) 
and (8.81) are asymptotically tight. 
{3 = 0 + 1 and 0 even For this case (see table B.4) we have Sa (13) = a:t;~i)1 and a* = [a - 1,2]. This 
gives>.. = a(a + 1) and J-t = a. There exists a k, since gcd{J-ta~,f3} = gcd{2a, a + I} = 1, and is given by 
k = tao A balance for the lists [,0 and [,1 is given in table B.6. 
(.I d dd F h' ( bl B 4) h S (f-l) - a(a+1)(a+3)-1 d * - [0-1 1 !cl1] 1-1 = 0+2 an 00 or t IS case see ta e . we ave 0 jJ - 0(0+1)(0+2) an a - 2" 2 . 
This gives>.. = 0 0~1 ~+2 and J-t = a(a + 1). There exists a k, since gcd{J-ta~, f3} = 1, and is given by k = 1. gc a, 
A balance for the lists [,0 and [,1 is given in table B.7 
Comments 
• The lists .co and .c1 have the following properties (the same holds in OPT). 
FFD(k['o) 
FFD(k['o + [,d 
kFFD([,o) 
FFD(k['o) + FFD([,t) 
In analogy with matrix-algebra, one could view the lists [,0 and [,1 as the 'homogeneous' and 'particular' 
solution . 
• The second instance in table B.7 gives rise to the parameter do that was determined by Xu (see footnote 12 
on page 134). 
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FFD-bins £'0 LP-patterns FFD-bins £'1 LP-patterns 
d1 
d2 
a 0 0:(0:2 - 1) a-I d1 a 0 0 to:2(0: - 1) a-I 
0 a+l 20:(0: + 1) 2 d2 0 a+l 1 0:2 2 
0:2 -1 20: to:(o: - 1) 0:-1 1 
0:2 + 20:-1 0:(0: + 1) t(0:2 + 0:) 10:2 
d1 
d2 
d3 
Homogeneous solution Particular solution 
Table B.6. Balances for FFD = (1 - a~l) + a:t:~i)l OPT, 0: is even !!! 
Instance 1: Items of size d1 = 0: + 1, d2 = 0: on bins of size L = 0:2 + 20: - 1. 
An example for 0'=2 can be found in diagram 8.10 on page 96. 
Instance 2: Items of size d1 = a~l + £, d2 = a~l - a 21 £ on bins of size 1. 
FFD-bins £'0 LP-patterns 
a 0 0 t(o: - 1)0:(0: + 1)(0: + 2) ~(a - 1) 
0 a+l 0 0:(0: + 1)(0: + 2) 1 
0 0 a+2 to:(o: + 1)(0: + 2)(0: + 3) ~(a + 3) 
t(0:2 - 1)(0: + 2) 0:(0: + 2) to:(o: + 1)(0: + 3) 
2 
0:(0: + 1)(0: + 3) - 1 0:(0: + 1)(0: + 2) 
Homogeneous solution 
FFD-bins £'1 LP-patterns 
d1 a 0 0 0 !(o: - 1)0:(0: + 1) !(a - 1) 
d2 0 a+l 0 0 0:(0: + 1) 1 
d3 0 0 a+2 1 !o:(o: + 1)(0: + 3) !(a + 3) 
!(0:2 - 1) 0: t(0:2 + 20: - 1) 1 
0:(0: + 2) 0:(0: + 1) 
Particular solution 
( 1) a(a+l)(a+3)-lOPT . dd "' Table B.7. Balances for FFD = 1 - a+2 + a(a+l)(a+2) , 0: IS 0 ... 
Instance 1: d1 = (a + 1)(0' + 2), d2 = 0'(0' + 2), d3 = 0'(0: + 1) on bins of size L = 0:(0: + 1)(0: + 3) - 1. 
An example for 0'=3 can be found in diagram 8.38 on page 119. 
Instance 2: Z = (0: + 1)2 + £, y = 0'(0: + 1) + 2£, X = 0'2 + 1 - £ on bins of size L = (0: + 1)3 - 20: 
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B.7 Generator for extremal patterns 
Suppose we have a set of positive 'sizes' L ~ d1 ~ ••• ~ dm > 0 that defines a knapsack polytope, i.e. 
m 
A = { a E W I :E. diai ::;; L } 
i=l 
(B27) 
This is the set of feasible patterns in a cutting stock or bin-packing problem. We may assume that L and di 
are integers by theorem AI. The set A can also be characterised by its extremal patterns; the set [ 
m 
[ = { a E A I :E diai > L - d}, 
i=l 
(B28) 
where d denotes the smallest size in the set {di }. Normally, when we solve an instance of esp, the sizes are 
given and one can (theoretically) enumerate the pattern set A or [. 
Now suppose we are given an extremal pattern set [. How do we determine a generator, i.e. sizes di and 
L, for this set? This is a problem that is frequently encountered in chapter 8, where FFD is analysed. It can 
be formulated and solved as an integer program. 
'D = Min L 
m 
st L aijdi ~ L, Vaj E e 
i=1 
m L aijd; ~ L - d + 1, Vaj E e 
;=1 
di ~ d and d, d;, LEN 
(B29) 
This formulation finds a minimal generator (with respect to L). Note that formulation (B29) does not 
impose any order on the sizes di or a definite requirement on which size is the smallest (if we do know that 
dm is the smallest item, we can replace d by dm ). 
If one is only interested in feasibility, i.e. is a certain set [ extremal, then (B29) can be solved as an 
LP by relaxing the integer constraints. The LP will give a rational solution which can be scaled to give an 
integer solution (not necessarily minimal with respect to L). 
There is one 'caveat'. Solving program (B29) may yield a (d, L) which has an extremal set which 
is a superset for the original extremal set. This is best illustrated by an example. Take Lo = 14 and 
d~ = [6,5,3]. The extremal patterns of the corresponding knapsack polytope are given in table B.8. Solving 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
a1 2 1 1 0 0 0 
a2 0 1 0 2 1 0 
a3 0 1 2 1 3 4 
Table B.S. Extremal patterns of Ao = {a E ~ 16al + 5a2 + 3a3 ::;; 14} 
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the corresponding IP to find a minimal generator yields £1 = 9 and dJ = [4,3, 2j. The knapsack polytope 
Al = {a E N3 1 4a1 + 3£l2 + 2a3 ~ 9} has extremal set £1 = £0 U [0,3, OJ. 
In the context of this thesis, in particular the analysis of FFD, it is sometimes easier to take a more 
direct approach. When we have a certain configuration with sizes, which are implicitly determined by the 
assumptions made and the FFD-rule, we can derive from this constraints for an IP. 
This is not guaranteed to work. There are occasions where one has to incorporate knowledge on the 
optimal packing. As an example take the configuration in diagram 8.8 on page 92. We could convert this 
into an integer program as follows; 
p= Min L 
st 2z ~ L and 2z +x ~ L+ 1 
z + y ~ L and z + y + x ~ L + 1 (B30) 
3x ~ Land 
x,y,z,L EN 
The first 'column' in P represents that the items fit into a bin. The second one represents that FFD cannot 
place the item in the last (singleton) bin in the previous bins. An optimal solution to P is (L, z, y, x) = 
(6,3,3,2). These sizes pack into a configuration as shown in 8.8. But as is easily seen FFD produces an 
optimal packing. Including the constraints z + 2x ~ £ and 3y ~ L in P produces (L, z, y, x) = (15,7,5,4) 
which is the result which we intended. These constraints represent the minimal LP-solution (see table 8.5, 
p. 94). This illustrates that one needs to incorporate information on the optimal as well as the heuristic 
packing, in order to derive actual sizes. 
Comments 
(1) If the LP-relaxation of (B29) is infeasible for a certain set £, we know that this set cannot represent a 
knapsack polytope and therefore cannot be derived from a esp or BPP. 
(2) We can easily add constraints to reflect any further requirements on the generator. For instance, if the 
largest size is > !L (corresponding to a I-item) add 2d1 ~ £ + 1 (assuming that d1 is the largest size). 
(3) A further application is to reduce the generator of an instance of esp. 
For example A = {a E ~ I 7a1 + 4a2 ~ 15} has extremal set £ = {[2, OJ, [1,2]' [0, 3]}. Solving the IP 
gives as a minimal generator A = {a E ~ I 3a1 + 2a2 ~ 7}. 
Or consider A = {a E N3 I 7a1 + 6a2 + 4a3 ~ 15}. Solving the IP yields that this set can also be 
generated as A = {a E N3 I 3a1 + 3a2 + 2a3 ~ 7}. This last example, in the context of a esp, means 
that we can reduce the dimension of the problem, since two of the sizes are equal. 
Appendix C 
Lemmas for the 
First-Fit Decreasing Heuristic 
e.l Introduction 
In the analysis of the FFD-heuristic we will encounter knapsack-type problems, where the coefficients depend 
upon two parameters; 
lCP(x,y) Max L qi (y)ai 
st LPi(x)ai < po(x) (Cl) 
ai EN 
Throughout this appendix, Pi(X) and qi(Y) will denote linear functions in x and y, respectively. We assume 
that x is defined on an interval I, such that its closure, C(I) = [xo, xd. The objective is to find a value for y 
that minimises the maximum of KP(x, y) over the domain of x; 
min max KP(x, y) 
y :eEl 
(C2) 
In the following two sections we develop the tools to tackle problems of the form (C2). First we will show 
that for fixed y the maximisation problem over x decomposes into two ordinary knapsack problems. 
max KP(x,y) = max{KP(xo,y),KP(Xl,y)} 
:eEl 
(C3) 
In the second section, we will show how, for fixed x, one can solve the minimisation problem over y as a 
sequence of standard knapsack problems. 
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C.2 Maximisation problem 
For x E [xo, Xl] and Pi(X) a linear function in X defines A(x) as in (C4). Note that for any fixed x, A(x) is 
a knapsack polytope. 
m 
A(x) = {a E rvn I LPi(x)ai < Po (x) } 
i=l 
(C4) 
We will show that any set A(x) can be described in terms of [the elements of] the boundary sets A(xo) and 
A(XI)' 
Cl Lemma A(x) ~ A(xo) U A(xt) 
C2 
Proof. We can rewrite the constraint in (04), by grouping terms as follows, where eo(a) and Cl (a) are 
expressions in al, ... , am. 
(C5) 
Take an element a of A(x), which therefore satisfies (05), and distinguish between the cases. 
(i) CI (a) > 0 => every y ~ x will satisfy (05) => Vy ~ X a E A(y) 
(ii) CI (a) = 0 => every y will satisfy (05) => Vy a E A(y) 
(iii) CI (a) < 0 => every y ~ x will satisfy (05) => Vy ~ x a E A(y) 
So, if a is an element of A(x) it must also be an element of either A(xo) or A(xd, or both. This implies 
that every element of A is an element of the union of the boundary sets and thus proves the lemma. 0 
Since [the elements of] the boundary sets form the building blocks of each set A(x), we will characterise 
them further by the following corollary (which is a direct consequence of the proof of lemma C 1). 
Corollary (Characterisation of boundary sets.) 
(i) a E A(xo) and CI (a) ~ 0 => Vx~xo a E A(x) 
(ii) a E A(xo) and Cl (a) > 0 => VX<CO/Cl a E A(x) and VX~CO/Cl a ~ A(x) 
(iii) a E A(xt) and CI (a) ~ 0 => VX~Xl a E A(x) 
(iv) a E A(XI) and CI (a) < 0 => V X>CO/Cl a E A(x) and VX~CO/Cl a ~ A(x) 
C3 Lemma UXE(XO,Xl) A(x) = A(xo) U A(xt) 
Proof. We first prove the following two assertions. For brevity we will use Ci to denote Ci(a). 
(1) 3c: > 0 A(xo) ~ A(xo + c:) 
Assume a E A(xo), so that ClXO < eo, by (05). If Cl > 0 we havexo < eo/Cl, so that there is an c: > 0 such 
that Xo < Xo +c: < eo/CI, and therefore by corollary 02.ii that a E A(xo +c:). If Cl ~ 0 then a E A(xo +c:) 
follows directly from corollary 02.i. So, for a suitable small c: we have a E A(xo) => a E A(XO + c:), 
which proves the first assertion. 
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Assume a E A( xI), so that CI Xl < eo, by (C5). If CI < 0 we have Xl > eo / CI, so that there is an c > 0 such 
that eo/Cl < Xl -c < Xl, and therefore by corollary C2.iv that a E A(XI -c). If Cl ~ 0 then a E A(XI -c) 
follows directly from corollary C2.iii. So, for a suitable small c we have a E A(xt) =} a E A(XI - c), 
which proves the second assertion. 
Assertions 1 and 2 give A(xo) U A(XI) ~ Ux A(x). Combining this with lemma C1 proves the lemma. 0 
Now consider the following decision problem, where A(x) is a set of the form (C4). 
Vex) = Max f(a) 
st a E A(x) (C6) 
The following corollary now follows directly from lemma C3. 
C4 Corollary C(I) = [xo, xI] =} max V(x) = max{ V(xo), V(Xl)} 
xEI 
After solving V(x) one might want to perform a sensitivity analysis on the optimal solution. That is, what 
is the range of x, such that the optimal solution remains optimal or feasible. For this the following corollary 
is used, which follows from corollary C2. 
C5 Corollary (Feasibility range ola pattern) The range ofx for which a pattern a is feasible, i.e. a E A(x) 
is given by; 
(i) Cl (a) > 0 =} a feasible for x < eo(a)/cl (a), 
(ii) Cl (a) = 0 =} a feasible for all x, 
(iii) Cl (a) < 0 =} a feasible for x > eo(a)/cl (a). 
From corollary C2 it follows that the only x-values on [xo, Xl] at which changes in A(x) can occur are the 
elements of the following sets. 
So ={ eo (a)/cl (a) I a E A(xo), Cl (a) > O}: we lose patterns from A(xo) 
Sl ={eo(a)/cl(a) I a E A(Xl),cl(a) < O}: we gain patterns from A(xd 
(C7) 
Once we have determined So and Sl, we can construct a range diagram as shown in diagram C.l. The sets 
So and Sl can be determined by either one of the following two methods: 
enumeration: simply enumerate all patterns a E A(xo) and determine the values eo(a)/cl(a) which are 
in the interval [xo,xd. This gives gives the set So. The same procedure can be applied to determine the set 
Sl by using A(Xl) instead of A(xo). 
~ ? 
1l ! ~ 
A(xo) ~ ~ 1l ! 0 
~ 6 
~ I i 0 
t I ~ 
i 
tt 
l ~ ll!. i i 
~ r y ~ IF f ~ j ! ~ i \ t ~ ~ i Ij> A(XI) 
• cJ. 
Diagram C.l. Range diagram 
This range diagram originates from the following sets, where x E < i, t)· 
A(x) = {a E NlI!al + l;za2 + ta3 + l'3za4 + ia5 + l"4za6 + ta7 + xas < I} 
The upper half of the diagram corresponds to the [elements of the] set A(xo) and the lower 
half to the set A(Xl). The arrows indicate feasibility ranges for sets of patterns. For instance, 
the top arrow indicates that there are patterns in A( xo) which are elements of A( x) only 
for x < 6/35. Similarly, there are patterns in A(xd which are elements of A(x) only for 
x> 2/11. 
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knapsack problem: The elements of So are determined by the patterns a, which satisfy a E A(xo) and 
a ft A(xd. Recall that a E A(xo) implies ClXO < Co and l:Pi(xo)ai < po(xo). FUrther, a ft A(xd implies 
C1 X1 ~ Co and l:Pi(xdai ~ Po(xd· Now consider the following knapsack problem; 
lCP(xo, Xl) = Min LPi(xo)ai - po(xo) 
st LPi(xI)ai ~ PO(XI) (C8) 
This problem is feasible if A(Xl) is non-void. Denote by z* the solution value of, and by a* an optimal 
solution to KP(xo, Xl). Distinguish between the following two cases; 
(i) z* ~ 0 =}- l:Pi(xO)ai ~ po(xo) and C1 XO ~ Co, 
so the following holds; Va ft A(Xl) =}- a ft A(xo) which implies A(xo) ~ A(xd· 
(ii) z* < 0 =}-l:Pi(xO)ai < po(xo) and ClXO < Co, 
so the following holds; 3a E A(xo) such that a ft A(xd· This implies A(xo) cz. A(xd· 
Therefore, solving KP(xo, xd either yields that A(xo) ~ A(xd, in which case So = 0, or an element of So, 
namely Co(a*)/c1 (a*). In the first case we can stop and in the second we can divide the interval and repeat 
the process. The same procedure can be applied to determine the set Sl, by interchanging Xo and Xl in the 
above. 
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. " 
Vex) 
... ------" 
x 
Diagram C.2. V as intersection of step-functions. 
The range diagram indicates the structure of V(x) as a function of x. If we enumerate and order the 
elements a of A(xo) to their pattern values I(a) as we have suggestively done in the range diagram and 
take the maximum of the pattern values we see that we end up with a step function. Repeating the process 
for A(Xl) we end up with a diagram similar to C.2. It shows that V(x) can be interpreted as taking the 
maximum of two [intersecting] step functions. Moreover, this property does not depend on the precise nature 
of the objective function I; it solely depends on the structure of A(x). From the V-shaped structure we can 
see that V(x) is maximised at one of the boundary values of x. 
C.3 Minimisation problem 
Consider the following decision problem, where qi(y) is a linear function in y. 
V(y) = Max Lqi(y)ai 
st a E A 
(C9) 
The objective is to find a value for y that minimises V(y). Rewriting the objective function in (C9), by 
grouping terms we see that each element a of A defines a linear function in the variable y. 
(C10) 
From this it follows that V(y), as the maximum over a set of linear (convex) functions, is a convex and 
piecewise linear function in y. Diagram C.3 depicts this situation. The dashed lines represent the pattern 
values (C10) as a function of y and the solid line represents the maximum of all pattern values for a specific 
value of y. Note that the structure of V(y), as a convex, piecewise linear function does not depend upon the 
precise structure of A. The objective is to choose a value of y that minimises V(y), or conversely minimises 
the maximum pattern-value, hence the MinMax label. Note that V(y) either has a unique minimum or a 
closed interval on which the minimum is achieved. To determine V(y) we can make use of the following 
lemma. 
V(y) 
y 
Diagram C.3. MinMax problem. 
C6 Lemma If a is optimal for V(Yl) and V(Y2) then a is optimal for all Y E [Yl, Y2] 
Proof. from the optimality of a we have for any a E A 
eo(a) + Cl (a)Yl ~ eo(a) + Cl (a)Yl 
eo(a) + Cl (a)Y2 ~ eo(a) + Cl (a)Y2 
Taking the convex sum, with 0 < .A < 1, gives 
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(Cl1) 
(CI2) 
Substituting.A = :1 __ Uy22 shows that a is optimal for Y E (Yl,Y2), from which the lemma follows. 0 
To determine V(y) on the interval [Yo, yI] we first solve V(yo) and V(Yl). If aO and ai are the optimal 
solutions to V(yo) and V(yI) , respectively and aO is optimal for V(yd or conversely ai is optimal for V(yo) 
then we are done. If not, we calculate the y-value, Y2 at which the two lines corresponding to aO and ai 
intersect and repeat the process for the intervals [Yo, Y2] and [Y2, yd. Since each evaluation determines a line 
segment, this process takes at most O(n) evaluations of the IP-problem V(y), where n is the number of line 
segments in the function V(y). Note that this will give us the entire function V(y). If we are only interested 
in the minimum, one can do a straightforward binary search, making use of lemma C6. 
Appendix D 
Weighting functions for the 
First-Fit Decreasing Heuristic 
In this appendix we have collected the derivation of the weighting functions and associated programs for the 
various subcases in the analysis of FFD. The structure is roughly the same for each case. 
Ratio 
1. Introduce a family of recurrent weighting functions, which depends upon a parameter V. 
2. Formulate the ratio problem R(V). 
3. Determine the ratio as a function of V and find the value of V that minimises R(V). This determines 
the (minimal) weighting function. 
Constant 
1. Perturbate the (minimal) weighting function to find a stronger weighting function with the same ratio. 
2. Enumerate all patterns that correspond to transition bins with a weight strictly less than 1. Now set 
up a set-packing problem (SPP) that gives an upper bound for the constant. 
Problem instance 
1. Set up a balance between the FFD-patterns and the patterns that achieve the maximum ratio. This 
determines the usage of the patterns in the FFD-configuration and the optimal LP-solution. 
2. Solve a generator problem to find a set of [item] sizes that will generate the pattern set. This determines 
the actual sizes in the list. 
We use the following weights and weighting function, with V E [~, ~J to be determined. 
! ~' SE(t,v) W(z) = V, W(v) = 1- V, W(w) = ~ and W(s) = t, S E (I;X, tJ 1 E [ I-X] 4' S x'-3-
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(Dl) 
The choice of range for V ensures that the weights are non-decreasing. As can be seen from diagram 8.18, 
these weights further ensure that all recurrent bins have a bin weight of at least 1. An upper bound for the 
asymptotic ratio now follows from the following knapsack problem. 
n(v) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + iaa + ±a4 
st (i)+ al + (i)+ a2 + e~X)+ a3 + xa4 ~ 1 (D2) 
Note that we have deleted items in (t, v) from the formulation. This can be done because in the above 
formulation any such item is dominated, since I-V ~ ~. Note further that we can delete item w; since w > 2x 
any such item is dominated by item x. The constraint can be rewritten using the following equivalence. 
(D+ al + (i)+ a2 + e~X)+ a3 +xa4 ~ 1 
and or 
15al + 10a2 + 8a3 + 6a4 ~ 29 (x = i) 
The constraint for (x = i) is implied by the constraint for (x = t), so that R(V) simplifies to 
n(v) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + iaa + ±a4 
st 15al + 10a2 + 8a3 + 6a4 ~ 29 
ai EN 
(D3) 
(D4) 
The extremal patterns of program (D4) are enumerated in table D.l. A generator for this set is given by 
the constraint in program (D4). This directly gives values for z,V,y and x as (z,v,y,x) = 219(15,10,8,6). 
To determine the minimising value of V we graph the table as is done in diagram D.l. Intersecting the bold 
lines, corresponding to patterns 2 and 4 gives V + 172 = -2V + ~, so that the minimum of program (D2) is 
attained for a value of V = 172' which yields a ratio of~. Substituting V = 172 in (Dl) gives H'(z) = l~ and 
W(v) = 152' The balance equation using only sizes z, v, y and x is given in table D.2. From the formulation of 
program (D2) we see that we can increase the weight of all items in (t, v) to 1 - V = 152' without increasing 
its solution value. 
n(v) 
al a2 a3 a4 value V= 7/12 
1 1 1 0 0 1 12/12 
2 1 0 1 1 V + 7/12 -t 14/12 ~ 
3 1 0 0 2 V + 1/2 13/12 
4 0 2 1 0 
-2V + 7/3 -t 14/12 ~ 
5 0 2 0 1 
-2V + 9/4 13/12 
6 0 1 2 0 
-V + 5/3 13/12 
7 0 1 1 1 
-V + 19/12 12/12 
8 0 1 0 3 
-V + 7/4 -t 14/12 ~ 
9 0 0 3 0 1 12/12 
10 0 0 2 2 7/6 -t 14/12 ~ 
11 0 0 1 3 13/12 13/12 
12 0 0 0 4 1 12/12 
Table D.l. Extremal patterns of program (D4) 
Generator: A = {15al + lOa2 + 8a3 + 6a4 ~ 29} 
3.0~--------------------------------------. 
2.8 
2.6 
2.4 
2.2 
2.0 
1.8 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
MinMax at 
C72) i) 
0.2 
O.O+---.---.---,---,---,---.---.---.---.-~ 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
V 
Diagram D.1. Pattern values for program (D4). 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
15 Z= 29 1 0 0 0 4k 1 0 0 "' 1 Ul = '2 
10 V= 29 1 0 0 0 4k 0 2 0 "' 1 U2 = '3 
y_ 8 
-29 0 3 0 0 6k+9 1 1 2 U3 = ~ 
6 1 4k+9 1 0 2 .. 1 x= 29 0 0 4 U4 = '6 
4k 2k+3 k+2 1 4k 2k 9 
'2 
7k+6 6k+ ~ 
Table D.2. Balance with FFD = ~ + i CSPR • 
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We start with the weights for the recurrent items, where V E a,~] is to be determined. 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V, W(y) = ~ and W(x) = ~ 
3 4 (Do) 
The choice of range for V ensures that the weights are non-decreasing. As can be seen from diagram B.19, 
these weights further ensure that all recurrent bins have a bin weight of 1. The asymptotic ratio now follows 
from the following knapsack problem. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ta3 + ia4 
st (~)+ al + (~ - x)+ a2 + e~:z:)+ a3 + xa4 ~ 1 
x EO" i) and ai EN 
The constraint can be rewritten using the following equivalence. 
(~)+ al + (~- x)+ a2 + e~:z:)+ a3 + xa4 ~ 1 
and or 
The constraint for (x = i) is implied by the constraint for (x = t), so that R(V) simplifies to 
(D6) 
(D7) 
(DB) 
The extremal patterns of program (DB) are listed in table D.3. A generator for this set is given by the 
constraint in program (D8). This directly gives values for z, v, y and x as ~~, i9' 289 and 269' The pattern 
values are graphed in diagram D .2. Intersecting the bold lines corresponding to patterns 2 and B gives 
V + 172 = - V + 1l, so that the minimum of program (D6) is attained for a value of V = i, which yields a 
ratio of ~~. Substitution of V = i in (D5) gives the weights for z, v, y and x as used in (B.34). The balance 
equation using only the recurrent sizes z, v, y and x is given in table D.4. 
DI Lemma w + 2y > 1 
Proof. If there is an item y then z < 2y must hold by the cutting principle. Otherwise we can replace bin 
(z,v) by bin (y, y, y). Since z + w > 1 it follows that w > 1 - z > 1 - 2y holds and the lemma follows. 0 
We set W(yd = W(Y2) = i and W(w) = ~~, and need to show that the maximum pattern-weight does not 
exceed 29/24. Any pattern without an item w has weight of at most 29/24 (follows directly from the ratio 
problem). Any pattern with an item w can contain at most two additional items, since w > 2;[. If there 
is one then the maximum weight is W(w) + W(w) = 29/24. If there are two then the maximum weight is 
W(y) + W(y) + W(x) = 19/16. Note that by lemma D1 (w, y, y) does not represent a feasible bin. 
R(V) 
_ 15 
Z - 29 
v = J!... 29 
y_ 8 
- 29 
6 
X = 29 
al a2 a3 a4 value V= 5/8 
1 1 1 0 0 1 24/24 
2 1 0 1 1 V + 7/12 ~ 29/24 f-
3 1 0 0 2 V + 1/2 27/24 
4 0 3 0 0 
-3V + 3 27/24 
5 0 2 1 0 
-2V + 7/3 26/24 
6 0 2 0 1 
-2V + 9/4 24/24 
7 0 1 2 0 
-V + 5/3 25/24 
8 0 1 1 2 
-V + 11/6 ~ 29/24 f-
9 0 1 0 3 
-V + 7/4 27/24 
10 0 0 3 0 1 24/24 
11 0 0 2 2 7/6 28/24 
12 0 0 1 3 13/12 26/24 
13 0 0 0 4 1 24/24 
Table D.3. Extremal patterns of program (D6) 
Generator: A = {15al + 9a2 + 8a3 + 6a4 ~ 29} 
3.0~--------------------------------------. 
2.8 
2.6 
2.4 
2.2 
2.0 
1. 8 ::::::.-......... . 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
MinMax at 
( .2. 29) 8' 24 
0.2 ... ' ........ 
O.O+---.---.---.---.---.---.---.---.---.---~ 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
V 
Diagram D.2. Pattern values for program (D6). 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
1 0 0 0 12k+3 1 0 .. 1 Ul = '2 
1 0 0 0 12k+3 0 1 .. 1 U2 = '3 
0 3 0 0 24k+6 1 1 .. 1 U3 = '3 
0 0 4 1 36k+9 1 2 .. 1 U4 = '6 
12k+3 8k+2 9k+2 1 12k+3 12k+3 
29k+8 24k+6 
Table D.4. Balance with FFD = ~ + ;~ CSPR • 
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We use the following weights, with V E [~, i] to be determined. 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V, W(y) = ! and W(x) = ! 
3 4 (D9) 
The choice of range for V ensures that the weights are non-decreasing. As can be seen from diagram 8.20, 
these weights further ensure that all recurrent bins have a bin weight of 1. The asymptotic ratio now follows 
from the following knapsack problem. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ta3 + ±a4 
st (1-v-x)+al+va2+(1~X)+a3+xa4~1 (DlO) 
ai E N, v E e~x , t - x] and x E (t, ±) 
We solve program (DID) by enumerating the extremal patterns as done in table D.5. The value for each 
pattern is depicted in diagram D.3. Intersecting the bold lines corresponding to patterns 2 and 6 gives 
V + 1~ = 2(1- V) +~, so that the minimum of (DID) is attained for a value of V = ~~, which yields a ratio 
of 191 • Substitution of V in (D9) gives the weights as used in (8.36). The balance equation on sizes z, v, y 
and x is given in table D.6. To find values for the sizes we solve an IP on the extremal patterns. This gives 
values for z, v, y and x as !!, !!, !! and 14' respectively. 
We use the following weights, where V E [~,~] is to be determined. 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V and W(x) = i (Dl1) 
The choice of range for V ensures that the weights are non-decreasing. As can be seen from diagram 8.21 
these weights further ensure that all recurrent bins have a bin weight of 1. The asymptotic ratio now follows 
from the following knapsack problem. 
,-------------------------------, 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ±a3 
(DI2) 
ai E N, v E (±, 1 ~ X] and x E (-t, ± ) 
We solve program (D12) by enumerating the extremal patterns as is done in table D.7. To determine the 
minimising value of V the pattern values are graphed in diagram D.4. From this diagram we can see that 
intersecting the bold lines, corresponding to patterns 2 and 3 gives V + ! = -3V + 143 , and a minimising 
value of V - 11 This ITlves a value of II for the ratio problem (DI2). Substitution of V in (Dll) now gives 
- 16' o~ 16 
the weights W(z) = i~ and W(v) = 156' as used in paragraph 8.8.5. A balance is given in table D.8. 
a1 a2 a3 a4 value V=23/36 
1 1 1 0 0 1 36/36 
2 1 0 1 1 V + 7/12 
-t 44/36 f-
3 1 0 0 2 V + 1/2 41/36 
4 0 3 0 0 
-3V + 3 39/36 
5 0 2 1 0 
-2V + 7/3 38/36 
6 0 2 0 2 
-2V + 5/2 
-t 44/36 f-
7 0 1 2 0 
-V + 5/3 37/36 
8 0 1 1 2 
-V + 11/6 43/36 
9 0 1 0 3 
-V + 7/4 40/36 
10 0 0 3 0 1 36/36 
11 0 0 2 2 7/6 42/36 
12 0 0 1 3 13/12 39/36 
13 0 0 0 4 1 36/36 
Table D.5. Extremal patterns of program (DID) 
R(V) 
23 
Z= 44 
v = .ll 44 
12 y= 44 
9 
X = 44 
Generator: A = {23al + I3a2 + 12a3 + 9a4 ~ 44} 
3.0~----------------------------------__ --. 
2.8 
2.6 
2.4 --- MinMax at 
2.2 (23 11.) 
2.0 36' 9 
i : ~ :::::~:::::::::::::::: ... -.. _._ .. _ 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 , 
02 " 
. "" O.O+---.---.---,---,---,---.---.---.---.-~ 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
V 
Diagram D.3. Pattern values for program (DID). 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
1 0 0 0 6k+2 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 6k+2 0 2 0 
0 3 0 0 6k+3 1 0 2 
0 0 4 1 12k+5 1 2 2 
2k+l 3k+l 1 6k+2 3k+l 1 6k+2 2 
llk+5 9k + ~ 
. V 13 11 rY'SP Table D.6. Balance WIth FF = 18 + 9" Vi R· 
.. 1 
U1 = '2 
• 1 
U2 = '3 
.. 1 
U3 = '3 
.. 1 
U4 = '6 
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R(V) 
a1 a2 a3 value V=11/16 
1 1 1 0 1 16/16 
2 1 0 2 V + 1/2 
-t 19/16 t-
3 0 3 1 
-3V + 13/4 
-t 19/16 t-
4 0 2 2 
-2V + 5/2 18/16 
5 0 1 3 
-V + 7/4 17/16 
6 0 0 4 1 16/16 
Table D.7. Extremal patterns of program (D12) 
Generator: A = {Hal + 5a2 + 4a3 ~ 19} 
3.0.---~------------------------------__ ~ 
2.8 
2.6 
2.4 
2.2 
2.0 
~ :! ._----------------------------------------
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
MinMax at 
.... _-
O.O+---~--~--~--~--~--._--._--._--._~ 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
V 
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Diagram D.4. Pattern values for program (D12). 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
z = 11 19 1 0 0 12k+9 1 0 
1.0 
• 1 U1 = '2 
V= ...£... 1 0 0 12k+9 0 3 • 1 19 U2 = '4 
-...i. X - 19 0 4 1 28k+21 2 1 • 1 U3 = '4 
12k+9 7k+5 1 12k+9 4k+3 
19k+15 16k+12 
Table D.B. Balance for FFD = ~ + ~~ CSPR 
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We use the following weights, where V E [~,~] is to be determined. 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V and W(x) = i (DI3) 
The choice of range for V ensures that the weights are non-decreasing. As can be seen from diagram 8.21 
these weights further ensure that all recurrent bins have a bin weight of 1. The asymptotic ratio now follows 
from the following knapsack problem .. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ta3 
st (1 - v - x)+ al + va2 + xa3 ~ 1 (D 1.t) 
ai E N, v E (x, t] and x E (t, t) 
We solve program (DI4) by enumerating the extremal patterns as is done in table D.9. To determine 
the minimising value of V the pattern values are graphed in diagram D.5. Intersecting the bold lines 
corresponding to patterns 2 and 3 gives V + ~ = -4V + 4 and a minimising value of V = 170. This gives 
a value of ~ for the ratio problem (DI4). Substitution of V in (DI3) gives the weights W(z) = 170 and 
W(v) = 130' as used in subsection 8.8.6. 
The solution value of the LP associated with the minimal FFD-configuration can be characterised as 
follows. 
{ 
~nl + n2 +:t, nl ~ 2n2 
CSPR = 1 1 (DI5) 
nl + 2'n 2 + '8' nl ~ 2n2 + I 
The actual solutions are shown in table D.IO. From this table we can derive the [optimal] dual multipliers 
for the cases nl :::; 2n2 and nl ~ 2n2 + 1; viz. uT = [~,i,i] and uT = [~, .. hi]· A balance for the case 
nl = 2n2, which gives a minimal configuration, is given in table D.ll. 
R(V) 
z 1 
v 0 
x 2 
nl 
a} a2 a3 value V-7/10 
1 1 1 0 1 20/20 
2 1 0 2 V + 1/2 ~ 24/20 f-
3 0 4 0 
-4V + 4 ~ 24/20 f-
4 0 3 1 
-3V + 13/4 23/20 
5 0 2 2 
-2V + 5/2 22/20 
6 0 1 3 
-V + 7/4 21/20 
7 0 0 4 1 20/20 
Table D.9. Extremal patterns of program (D14) 
Generator: A = {14a1 + 6a2 + 5a3 ~ 24} 
MinMax at 
v 
Diagram D.5. Pattern values for program (D14). 
n} ~ 2n2 n} ~ 2n2 + 1 
0 0 n} 1 0 
4 0 n} 0 4 
0 4 4n2 + 1 2 0 
1 
1 
0 
} 
'4 n } 1 } n2 - '2 n } + '4 2n2 + t } 1 '2 n2 + '8 n1 - 2n2 - t 
~nl + n2 + ~ nl + ~n2 + l 
Table D.IO. LP-solutions for the configuration in diagram 8.21 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
14 1 0 0 2k 1 0 0 .. 1 Z = 24 Ul = '2 
6 1 0 0 2k 0 4 0 .. 1 v= 24 U2 = '4 
-2... 0 4 1 4k + 1 2 0 4 .. 1 X - 24 U3 = '4 
2k k 1 2k tk 1 '4 
3k+l Jik + .! 2 4 
Table D.II. Balance with FFD = 170 + ~ CSPR 
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D.1.6 x E (k, ~J and no I-item 
D.lo6a There is a bin with largest item y E (1-;~,~] 
We use the following variant of the generic weighting function. 
1 SEe-x 1] 2' 2 '2 
I-V S E (.!=JL I-X] 
-2- , 
W(s) = 2 , 2 (D16) 1 S E [y, I.?] 3' 
v, S E [x, y) 
An upper bound for the asymptotic ratio follows from the following knapsack problem. 
'D(V) M 1 + I-VI V 
'''' = ax '2a1 -2-a2 + '3a3 + a4 
st (1-;X)+ a1 + (1;Y)+ a2 + ya3 + xa4 ~ 1 (DI7) 
x E (-l, iJ , y E e~X,~] and ai EN 
The extremal patterns are listed in table D.12. The pattern values are graphed in diagram D.6. Intersecting 
the bold lines, corresponding to patterns 3 and 11 gives t = 2V + ~, so that the minimum value of R(V) 
is attained for a value of V = :t, which yields a ratio of t. Now substitute V = i in (DI6). Examining the 
extremal patterns in table D.12 we see that we can increase the weight of the items in (1-?, I;X] from i to 
152 without increasing the ratio. This gives the weights as used in (8.43). 
D.lo6b There is no bin with largest item y E (1-;:ll, ~] 
We use the following weighting function, which can be interpreted as a special case of the previous weighting 
function by choosing y = i. 
\ 
1 
2' 
W(s) = I-;V, 
V, 
S E (i, I;X] 
sE [x,i] 
(DI8) 
An upper bound for the asymptotic ratio follows from the following knapsack problem. Note that this 
program is the same as program (D17) with the added constraints y = i and a3 = 0, 
(V) M 1 + I-V + V n = ax '2a1 -2-a2 a4 
st (1;X)+ a1 + G)+ a2 +xa4 ~ 1 (019) 
x E 0·, i] and ai E N 
The six extremal patterns are listed in table D.12 (discard all patterns with a3 =I- 0). The pattern values are 
graphed in diagram D.7. Intersecting the bold lines, corresponding to patterns 2 and 9 gives ~ F +1 = ~ \' +~, 
so that the minimum value of R(V) is attained for V = i, which yields a ratio of 1· Substitution of V = ~ 
in (DI8) gives the weights as used in (8.45). 
case 6a case 6b 
al a2 a3 a4 value V= 1/4 V= 1/4 
1 2 0 0 0 1 24/24 8/8 
2 1 1 0 1 1/2V+l 27/24 ~ 9/8 f-
3 1 0 2 0 7/6 ~ 28/24 f- -
4 1 0 1 1 V+5/6 26/24 -
5 1 0 0 2 2V+l/2 24/24 8/8 
6 0 2 0 1 1 24/24 8/8 
7 0 1 2 0 -1/2V+7/6 25/24 -
8 0 1 1 1 1/2V+5/6 23724 -
9 0 1 0 3 5/2V+l/2 27/24 ~ 9/8 f-
lO 0 0 3 0 1 24/24 -
11 0 0 2 2 2V+2/3 ~ 28/24 f- -
12 0 0 1 3 3V+l/3 26/24 -
13 0 0 0 4 4V 24/24 8/8 
Table D .12. Extremal patterns of program (D 17) 
R(V) 
Generator, case 6a: A = {lOal + 9a2 + 7a3 + 5a4 ~ 24} 
Generator, case 6b: A = { 6al + 5a2 + 3a4 ~ l4} 
3.0 -r----------------"7--... 7. --.... -::"1. 
2.8 ,-,'- __ ;~-,.. .. ., 
2.6 "-,, , .... --- ...... ..-
2.4 MinMax at .. --::::::::::: ... .-
~:~ (i,~) 
1.8 
1.6 
1.4 
1.21-_~ __ ~~ 
1.0 
0.8 
o. 6 ....... ~:--'.... ,/'~ 
0.4 /.... /", .... 
-------.. _-----
0.2 ,//,,/ 
0.0 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
V 
Diagram D.6. Pattern values for program (D17). 
3.0 ./ 
2.8 // .... / ... 
2.6 MinMax at //'--2.4 /..- ~ .... , .... ..-.......... 
2.2 (1 9) ....-/-- .__ .... ' i: ~ "4' "8 ././:::~:~., . .--.• --.----'-
R( V) i :~ /-;:: . .----~~: ___ . ___ ----------------------.. -.---H ,;;;-:;;f~~~~~~=-------------------
0.6 
0.4 ~ .. ,./" 
0.2 .. , .... "' .. ,.",' 
0.00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
V 
Diagram D.r. Pattern values for program (DI9). 
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D.1.7 Further analysis of x E (~,~) 
In this subsection we will perform a more detailed analysis on two of the configurations in section 8.8. The 
aim is to sharpen some of the bounds derived there and thus eliminate some possible cases of (FFD, OPT). 
D.1.7.1 v E (~ - x, iJ 
We will prove that the following bound holds for any list which packs in a configuration as shown in 
diagram 8.19. This is a tighter bound then the one implied by (8.35) and allows the elimination of the case 
(FFD, OPT) = (13,10). 
(D20) 
• First note that when we are considering a bound in OPT that the weight of item w in (8.34) can be in-
creased to 5/8. This follows along similar lines as the original derivation of the weight of item w (section D.1.2, 
p. 187), the only difference being that, although the pattern (w,w) is valid for CSPR , it does not correspond 
to a valid bin in a packing by OPT since there is only one item w. This means that we can increase W(w) 
to 29/24 - W(y) - W(x) = 5/8. This gives the bound FFD ~ 11/12 + W(£) = 11/12 + l:f~T Wj. 
• We may assume that 82 = 1 (diagram 8.19), otherwise the bound FFD ~ 3/4 + (29/24) OPT holds. 
• If there is a bin in the optimal packing with a weight strictly less than 29/24 then the bound FFD < 
11/12 + (29/24) OPT holds, which implies (D20). 
For the remainder we assume that all bins have a weight of exactly 29/24 (obviously, no bin can have a 
weight exceeding 29/24) and show that this leads to a contradiction. Table D.3 shows that there are only 
two ways of combining items of weights 15/24, 9/24, 8/24 and 6/24 to a [bin]weight of 29/24. This gives 
eXQ.ctly seven possibilities for the bin configurations that the items Yl and Y2 can pack into. 
(D21) 
[z, y, yd , [z, y, Y2] and [w, y, yd , [w, y, Y2] (D22) 
To eliminate the patterns in (D21) it suffices to show that [v, y, Y2, x] is infeasible. This pattern has a length 
that exceeds 1 because y + Yl + Y2 > 1 - x holds by virtue of the FFD-rule and v ~ Yl· The other two 
patterns have a larger length, and are thus also infeasible. This means that Yl and Y2 must pack into two 
different bins, which must be among the configurations listed in (D22). The total length of the items packed 
in these two bins is at least z + w + 2y + Yl + Y2 > 1 + 2y + Yl + Y2 > 1 + Y + Yl + Y2 + X > 2, so that there 
is no combination of patterns in (D22) that is feasible. 
This contradicts the assumption that all bins have a weight of exactly 29/24 and thus proves the bound (D20). 
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0.1.7.2 v E (1;:1:, ~ -:z:] 
We will prove that the following bound holds for any list which packs into a configuration as shown in 
diagram B.20. That there are instances that achieve this bound follows from diagrams D.B and D.9. 
x E < i, i] and v E (1;-x , ~ - x] => FFD:::; :~ + 191 CSPR (D23) 
The first observation we can make is that we may assume 81 = 1, otherwise the bound FFD :::; £ + 191 CSPR 
would hold. At this point it is not obvious how one should condition on the sizes in order to use the 
weighting-function approach to eventually arrive at bound (D23). Instead we use a more direct approach. 
We know that the minimal configuration originates from a list £ that has the following structure 
£ = { z, ... , z, v, ... , v, Y, ... , y, Yl, Y2, x, ... , x }, 
"--v-"'" "--v-"'" "--v-"'" ~
(D24) 
nl nl 3n2+1 4n3+1 
and is packed in FFD(£) = nl +n2 +n3 + 2 bins. The sizes of the items, ST = [z,V,Y,Yl,Y2,X] satisfy the 
following 
z E <~, 1- 2x] y E e~x, v] 
z+v>1-x Y + Yl + Y2 > 1 - x (D25) 
We want to find the maximum value of e(£) given by the expression e(£) = FFD(£) - (11/9) CSPR(£)' To 
this end we formulate the following mixed integer program 
where 
and 
A(s) 
c(s) = Max nl+n2+ n 3+ 2 _ 1iL Xj 
st LajXj ~ f 
ni EN, aj E A(s) and Xj ~ 0 
(D26) 
(D27) 
(D2B) 
This program gives the maximum value of e(£) for a given set of item sizes. To see this, note that for any 
fixed n the problem reduces to a cutting stock problem over the items in the list £ and thus L: Xj = CSPR(£)' 
Since FFD(£) = nl + n2 + n3 + 2 we have that e(s) gives the maximum value of e(£) for a given s. It also 
shows that (D26) has a finite solution-value by (B.37); viz. e(s) :::; 11/12. 
The problem now lies in determining the item sizes that maximise c(s), or the equivalent, to determiIle 
the pattern set A(s) for which c(s) is maximised. 
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Containing set for A( s ) Rather than determining the pattern set A( s) for a specific instance of the item 
sizes we determine a larger set A. This set is determined such that A(s) c A for all possible instances s. 
This set is defined as follows 
\Is A(s) c A - {a EN I Zal +va2 +ya3 +xa4 +xa5 +xa6 ~ I}. (D29) 
In determining the ratio for configuration 8.20 we have already enumerated the extremal-pattern set for 
the items z, v, y and x (see table D.5, p. 190). A generator for this set, and thus for A, was determined as 
(z, v, y, x) = 14 (23,13,12,9). This gives the following explicit definition. We note that A has 67 extremal 
patterns. 
A = {a E N I 23al + 13a2 + 12a3 + 9a4 + 9a5 + 9a6 ~ 44} . (D30) 
Pruning of A Using the conditions on the item sizes, listed in (D25), means that we can eliminate some 
patterns from A, since they cannot be in any of the sets A( s). For instance 
Y + Yl + Y2 > 1 - x ~ delete pattern [0,0,1,1,1,1] 
v + Yl + Y2 > 1 - x ~ delete pattern [0,1,0,1,1,1] 
2y + Yl > 1- x ~ delete pattern [0,0,2,1,0,1] 
2v + Yl > 1- x ~ delete pattern [0,2,0,1,0,1] 
etc. 
After checking all the [extremal] patterns in the set A for feasibility, that is does there exist an s such 
that this pattern is in A(s), and eliminating all those that cannot be in any A(s) we end up with the set 
Ao = usA(s). This set has 45 extremal patterns, which are listed in table D.13 . 
. We now return to solving (D26), and relax the constraint aj E A(s) to aj E Ao. Solving the relaxation 
gives a solution as shown in (D31) with solution value 7/9. 
z 1 
° ° ° ° 66 
v 
° 
2 1 
° ° 
[::J [::J ' x. = 
32Q 6 1 
° ° 
2 
° 1 and 
Y 
XB =f= 
'3 
° ° ° ° 
3 
1 Yl 
2 
° ° 
3 
° ° 1 
Y2 
'3 x 1 2 
° 
2 1 
FFD = nl + n2 + n3 + 2 = 122 
CSPR = LXj = 100 } =} c" 122 - 1,1 X 100 = ~ 
66 
66 
67 (D31) 
1 
1 
133 
(D32) 
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Conditioning on item sizes The solution in (D31) now gives a clue on how to condition on the item 
sizes. Although each of the patterns aj in the optimal LP-solution is individually feasible, that is there exists 
an s such that aj E A(s), it need not be that a combination of patterns is feasible. This is the case for the 
following two patterns in the optimal basis-matrix in (D31). 
pattern 5: Y1 ~ l"3 x } 
I-v =} Y + Y1 + Y2 ~ l;x + l;v + Y ~ l;x + 1,;2v ~ 1 - x 
pattern 3: Y2 ~ -3-
(D33) 
Patterns 3 and 5 cannot both be valid since this implies that Y + Y1 + Y2 ~ 1- x and FFD would have placed 
another item in the transition bin (diagram 8.20). This means that pattern [0,0,1,1,1,0] cannot represent a 
feasible transition-bin. We therefore need to condition on the sizes, such as to eliminate one of the offending 
patterns, 3 or 5. The most obvious way to do this is to condition on the size of item Yl. Note however that 
we have already established the bound FFD ~ ~ + 191 CSPR • 
Y1 > 1-;111 This condition knocks out pattern [0,0,0,3,0,1]. Deleting this pattern from Ao gives Al with 45 
extremal patterns (see table D.13). Solving the MIP on Al gives a maximum value for c of 62/81 ::::::: 0.76543 ... 
for the patterns as shown in (D34). 
z 1 1 0 0 0 71 
70 
v 0 0 3 2 1 71 
[:J [::J 
1 
Y 1 0 0 0 0 70 2 and XB = f = , XB = 9 
Y1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
35 
Y2 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 
(D34) 
3 1 1 0 2 0 141 x 
FFD = n1 + n2 + n3 + 2 = 131 } ~ c ~ 131 - 11 x 106.2 = 62 
CSPR = LXj = 106! " 9 9 81 (D35) 
We now need to show that this combination of patterns corresponds to a feasible instance of s. Since all these 
patterns (and the FFD-patterns) are extremal patterns we use the procedure described in appendix B.7 to 
find a generator. This gives an instance with sizes ST = 914 [48, 28,27,27,22,19]. The list and corresponding 
packings are given in diagram D .8. 
Y1 ~ 1-;111 As a consequence of this condition we have Y2 > l;Y, since 
1 I-x l::JL I-x + 1+2y ~ 1 X Y2 ~ ;y =} Y + Y1 + Y2 ~ Y + -3- + 3 = -3- 3"- (D36) 
Th' k k t tt [0 0 1 0 3 0] Deleting this pattern from Ao gives A:! with 43 extremal pattt>rns IS noc s ou pa ern "'" . 
(see table D.13). Solving the MIP on A2 gives a maximum value for c of 62/81 ::::::: 0.76543 ... for the patterns 
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as shown in (D37). 
70 z 1 1 1 0 0 0 71 
1 v 0 0 0 3 2 0 71 2" 
[:J [;:J ' x. = 1 Y 1 0 0 0 0 0 70 2" 2 and XB = f= 9 Yl 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 
351 Y2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 6 
(D37) 
1 
'6 x 1 1 0 0 2 1 141 
FFD = nl + n2 + n3 + 2 = 131 
} =? c ~ 131 - 11 x 1062 - 62 CSPR = LXj = 106i "" 9 9 - 81 (D38) 
To show that this combination of patterns corresponds to a feasible instance of s, we again use the procedure 
described in appendix B.7 to find a generator. This gives an instance with sizes s T = 1;4 [78, 46, 45, 41, 38, 31]. 
The list and corresponding packings are given in diagram D.9; 
Conclusion The case analysis for Yl proves that in both cases the bound c(s) ~ 62/81 holds and thus 
proves the bound (D23). 
Instance for x E (121' i] We note that by perturbing the instance in diagram D.8 we have constructed 
a list with FFD = 22/27 + (11/9) CSPR (see diagram D.10). 
18 
6k+5 
List C = { 48, ... ,48, 28, ... ,28, 27, ... ,27, 22, 19, ... ,19 } on bins of size 94. 
"'-....--' '---' '---' '---' 
13 
"2.1" 
2k+l 
6k+5 6k+5 6k+5 12k+9 
18 
jjt~jj 
':2.7:=' 
1 
'V 
FFD=llk+lO 
18 
75 
3k+2 1 6k+5 
10 
1 
9 
Diagram D.S. Example for FFD = ~i + 191 CSPR • 
3k+2 
··22·· 
1 
'3 
List C = { 78, ... ,78, 46, ... ,46, 45, ... ,45, 41, 38, 31, ... ,31 } on bins of size 154. 
' ... ~~ ~
19 
6k+5 2k+l 
6k+5 6k+5 6k+4 12k+9 
30 
1 
'V 
FFD=11k+l0 
30 
3k+2 
123 
:~3.( 
1 
, 
6k+4 1 2 1 2' 
Diagram D.9. Example for FFD = ~i + Il CSPR 
16 
2 
9 
:~3~f 
:'j:f 
1 
6 
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::il8~: 
6k+5 
al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 3 0 0 0 
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 24 0 0 2 1 0 0 
3 1 0 0 1 0 1 25 0 0 2 0 1 0 
4 1 0 0 0 2 0 26 0 0 2 0 0 2 
5 1 0 0 0 1 1 27 0 0 1 2 0 0 
6 1 0 0 0 0 2 28 0 0 1 1 1 0 
7 0 3 0 0 0 0 29 0 0 1 1 0 2 
8 0 2 1 0 0 0 30 0 0 1 0 3 0 
9 0 2 0 1 0 0 31 0 0 1 0 2 1 
10 0 2 0 0 1 0 32 0 0 1 0 1 2 
11 0 2 0 0 0 2 33 0 0 1 0 0 3 
12 0 1 2 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 3 0 1 
13 0 1 1 1 0 0 35 0 0 0 2 1 1 
14 0 1 1 0 1 0 36 0 0 0 2 0 2 
15 0 1 1 0 0 2 37 0 0 0 1 3 0 
16 0 1 0 2 0 0 38 0 0 0 1 2 1 
17 0 1 0 1 1 0 39 0 0 0 1 1 2 
18 0 1 0 1 0 2 40 0 0 0 1 0 3 
19 0 1 0 0 3 0 41 0 0 0 0 4 0 
20 0 1 0 0 2 1 42 0 0 0 0 3 1 
21 0 1 0 0 1 2 43 0 0 0 0 2 2 
22 0 1 0 0 0 3 44 0 0 0 0 1 3 
45 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Table D.13. Extremal pattern sets for the FFD = ~i + ~1 CSPR example. 
• patterns listed are the extremal patterns of Ao = UsA( s). 
• To get the extremal pattern set for case 1, replace pattern 34 by [0,0,0,3,0,0]. 
Generated by Al = {a E Nl /63al + 37a2 + 36a3 + 35a4 + 29a5 + 25a6 ~ 124}. 
• To get the extremal pattern set for case 2, delete patterns 19 and 30. 
Generated by A2 = {a E Nl /93al + 55a2 + 54a3 + 49a4 + 45a5 + 37a6 ~ 184}. 
List C = { 48, ... ,48, 28, ... ,28, 27, ... ,27, 22, 19, ... ,19, 18.8, 18.8, 18.5 } on bins of size 94. 
---....-..- ---....-..- ---....-..- ---....-..-
13 
::21::: 
::21::: 
2k+ 1 
6k+5 6k+5 6k+5 12k+lO 
18 18 
··22·· ::t1f 
::27::: .J!t 
::27::: 
·:·i!f 
1 3k+2 
" FFD=l1k+ll 
··J!f 
75.5 
::21::: 
::4E:: 
1 1 6k+ 5 
:-l~r 
J~~ 
::~: 
~:M: 
3k+ 1 3 
·22· 
.:2.2:-
~:~~:~ 
~:M.:~ 
1 1 
"3 9 
T 
1 
CSPR=9k+8"3 
Diagram D.IO. Example for FFD=;~+ 191 CSPR • 
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.:J.... 
4S 
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D.2 x E (121' !] 
D.2.I X E (~, kJ and no I-item 
We start with the generic weighting function for x E <~, i), with V E [i, i] to be determined. This range 
of V ensures that W (s) is non decreasing. 
1 S E (1-x 1] 1 2' E (I-x 1] 2 '2 2' S -2-' '2 
I-V S E < 1 I-x] 2 s E < 1 I-X] -2- , 3' 2 5' 3' 2 
1 S E (I-x 1] 1 S E (I-x 1] 
W(s) = 3' 3 '3 Minimising value 3' ) W(s) = 3 '3 I-V S E <1 I-X] V = 1/5 4 s E < 1 I-X] -3- , 4' 3 15' 4' 3 
1 S E <~ 1] 1 S E (I-x 1] 4' 4 '4 4' 4 '4 
V, s E [x, 14X] 1 s E [x, 14x] 5' 
Consider the decision problem. 
R(V) M 1 + 1-V 1 1-V 1 = ax '2a1 -2-a2 + '3a3 + -3-a4 + '4a5 + Va6 
st (1-;X)+ a1 + (t)+ a2 + (1;X)+ a3 + (±)+ a4 + e~X)+ a5 +xa6 ~ 1 
x E (*, t] and ai E N 
(D39) 
(D40) 
From appendix C we know that R(V) = max {Ro(V), Rl (V)}, where Ro(V) and Rl (V) are the knapsack 
problems for the boundary values of x. 
(D41) 
(D42) 
ai EN 
We solve each of the knapsack problems, following the procedure outlined in appendix C. The value of R(V) 
for the boundary values x = ~ and x = t is given in tables D.14 and D.1S. These tables are to be read 
as follows. The first column gives the range for which the pattern in the following columns is an optimal 
solution to R(V). The last column gives the solution value of R(V) for the specified range. Graphing both 
tables we get diagram D.ll. Intersecting the lines 172 + 3V and ~ - tv gives a minimising value \. = t with 
corresponding value of R(t) = ~~. There are exactly three patterns, listed in table D.16, that achieve th!' 
value of ~~. Substitution of V = t now gives the weighting function as used in section 8.9.2. 
n(v) 
V-range a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 no (V) V" - 1-5 
[0, i] 0 2 1 0 0 0 i_V 68 3 60 
[i, i] 0 1 1 0 1 1 13 1 V -tnt-12 + '2 60 
[i, i] 0 0 1 0 1 3 /2 +3V -tnt-60 
[i, ~] 0 0 1 0 0 4 1. +4V 68 3 60 
a,1] 0 0 0 0 0 5 5V 60 60 
Table D.14. Solution of ratio problem (D41) 
V-range a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 'R1 (V) V" = 1. 5 
[0, iJ 1 1 0 1 0 0 i _ 2y 70 3 6 60 
[i, i] 0 0 2 1 1 0 .2. -1.v 4 3 -tnt-60 
[i, t] 0 0 2 0 0 2 ~+2V 64 3 60 
[t,1] 0 0 0 0 0 4 4V 48 60 
Table D.15. Solution of ratio problem (D42) 
1.5~----------------------------------------~ 
1.4 MinMax at 
( 1 71) 5' 60 
1.3 
1.2 ------------------__________________________ _ 
1.1 
1.0+---------~----------r---------~--------~ 
0.25 0_30 0.10 0.15 0.20 
V 
Diagram D.II. Solution value of ratio problem (D40) 
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 value valid for 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 ll+1.v 12 2 x<1. 5 
0 0 2 1 1 0 .2. _ 1.V 
2 
2 4 3 x> TI 
3 0 0 1 0 1 3 172 + 3V 
5 
x < 29 
Table D.16. Optimal patterns of program (D40) for ~r = !-
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Transition patterns 
In the previous sections we could enumerate the transition patterns more or less by hand because we were 
dealing with relatively small problems. However we now need a more structured approach. 
As usual we characterise a pattern by the number of items it has in the intervals that we partioned into. 
The set A(x) represents all feasible patterns for a given value of x. 
(D43) 
Rather than determining this set for each value of x, we determine the set A = Ux A(x). This set can be 
expressed as A = A( i) U A( i) by virtue of lemma C3. 
All bins (except the ~ast] singleton-bin) are filled to a level of at least 1 - x. A superset for the patterns 
that represent a FFD-bin (excluding the singleton bin) for a given value of x is defined by AH(X). 
(D44) 
Rather than determining this set for each value of x, we determine AH = UX AH (x) = AH ( i) U AH (-~ ). 
We now want to determine the set of all possible configurations for a (transition) bin with bin weight 
strictly less than one. This set is contained in the set AT defined as follows. 
AT = {a E A I a E AH and W(a) < I} 
The set AT can now be determined by the following algorithm, given in pseudo code. 
AT := 0; Xo := i; Xl := i 
FOR X E {xo, Xl} DO { enumerate A(x) } 
FOR a E A(x) DO 
IF (a E AH(xo) or a E AH(xI)) and (W(a) < 1) 
THEN AT:= aU AT 
(D45) 
This gives a set of 28 possible configurations for the transition bins. These are listed in table D.17. Note 
that we have excluded the singleton bin from the table. 
Set-packing problem 
Solving the corresponding set-packing problem gives a value of ~~ for pattern combination (2,18,28). This 
yields an upper bound for the constant of c ~ ~g + (1 - !) = ~~. 
The weighting functions for subsequent cases are stronger weighting functions than the one used for this 
case. This implies that the set of patterns defining the corresponding SPP is a subset of the patterns in 
table D.17. 
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Balance 
Using optimal pattern 3 (table D.16) we set up a balance in table D.18. The symbols u, y and x denote the 
sizes as in diagram 8.37. 
Generator 
To find actual sizes we could enumerate the extremal patterns of program (D40). Instead we use the patterns 
in table D.18 to give the requirements for the sizes and set up an IP as follows. 
Min L 
st 3u:::;; L and 3u+x ~ L+ 1 
4y:::;; L and 4y+x~L+1 
5x:::;; L and 6x ~ L+ 1 
(D46) 
u+y+3x:::;; L 
L,u,y,x E N 
This gives as a solution (L, u, y, x) = (71,20,15,12). Note that these values correspond to the constraint of 
program (D41). For this program to be feasible xl L < 5/29 must hold. 
Extension of weighting function 
For x E < 121' i] we extend the generic weighting function (D39) (with V = t) to deal with the case when 
there are I-items in the list. Consider the following programs; 
Max LW(xi) and 
st LXi < 1- 3x 
Xi ~ 0 
Max LW(xi) 
st LXi < t 
Xi ~ 0 
(D47) 
which have a value of t and 172 respectively. This means that, without increasing the ratio of ~~, we can 
extend the weighting function (D39) (with V = 1/5) as follows. 
_ { ~, s E (3x, 1 - 2x 1 
W(s)- 3 (1] 
5' s E 2,3x 
(D48) 
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* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
WT x 60 54 50 58 57 54 59 56 56 55 52 54 51 56 55 52 52 51 50 59 56 59 56 58 55 52 57 54 51 
(1- WT) x 60 6 10 2 3 6 1 4 4 5 8 6 9 4 5 8 8 9 10 1 4 1 4 2 5 8 3 6 9 
e2x,~] 30/60 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(t, l;X] 24/60 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(l~X ,t] 20/60 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1 ~] 4' 3 16/60 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
(~ 1] 4 '4 15/60 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 
[X, 14X] 12/60 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 '1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table D.17. Transition patterns and SPP-formulation for configuration 8.37, x E {1/6, 1/5]. 
Shown are all patterns with a length > 1 - x and a bin weight strictly less than one under the generic 
weighting function (8.18). Pattern combination {2, 18, 28} represents the optimum solution to the 
corresponding set-packing problem. 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
u 3 0 0 0 60k+12 1 
y 0 4 0 0 60k+12 1 
x 0 0 5 1 180k+36 3 
20k+4 15k+3 36k+7 1 60k+12 
71k+15 60k+12 
Table D.IS. Balance for FFD = ~ + ~~ OPT 
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D.2.2 x E (121' l) and there is a I-item z > 3x 
We only need to consider the cases with v ~ l;z. The analysis of these cases starts with the following 
weights and weighting function. 
3 
S E (~, 3x] 5' 
1 S E e-z 1] 2' 2 '2 
2 S E (2x, l;Z] 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V and W(s) = 5' (D49) 4 s E (~, l;Z] 15, 
1 SEe-z 1] 4' 4 '4 
1 sE [x, 14z] 5' 
Note that since there are no items in (v, 2x] there are certainly no items in (l;Z, 2x]. Note further that 
this weighting function is recurrent. 
D~2.2.1 Ratio problem for v ~ 1;m 
An upper bound for the ratio, using this weighting function, is given by the following program. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1- V)a2 + la3 + ta4 + %a5 + 1~a6 + ±a7 + tas 
st zal +va2 + (t)+ a3 +Wla4 +W2a5 + (±)+ a6 + e~X)+ a7 +xas ~ 1 
z+v>1-x 
Z+Wl > 1, for WI E (l;X,t] 
Z + W2 > 1, for W2 E (2x, l;X] 
further constraints 
x E (121' t), v E (case-range], Z E (3x, 1 - 2x] and ai EN 
(D50) 
The 'further constraints' depend upon the particular range of v that we condition on. Using the fact that 
the list contains no items in (v,2x] we can simplify the program by adding the following constraints. 
case 3,4: v E e~x ,±] =} a6 = 0 
case 5 v E (x, 1 ~ x ] =} a6 = a7 = 0 
We will now replace constraints 2-4, which are in terms of the item sizes, by constraints in terms of the 
decision variables a1, a2, £14 and a5· 
• Without altering the value of R(V) we can add the constraint 5a1 + a2 ~ 5. This has the effect of forcing 
a2 = 0 whenever a1 = 1. The solution a1 = a2 = 1 implies a3 = ... = as = 0, since z + v > 1 - x and has 
solution value 1. Since there is another solution with value 1, viz. pattern 5eg, we can exclude the former 
solution without affecting the value of R(V). The constraint 5a1 + a2 ~ 5 excludes pattern a = el + e2 from 
the solution set. It does not exclude any other pattern since a2 ~ Ll/vJ ~ l1/xJ ~ Lll/2J = 5, by the first 
constraint in program (D50). 
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• The constraint z + WI > 1 implies the cut 2aI + a4 ~ 2. It is easily verified that this cut does not exclude 
any feasible solution, since al :::; 1, a4 :::; 2 and al = 1 implies a4 = O. 
• The constraint z + W2 > 1 implies the cut 2aI + as ~ 2. It is easily verified that this cut does not exclude 
any feasible solution, since al :::; 1, as :::; 2 and al = 1 implies as = o. 
We can now add the cuts, delete the corresponding constraints and replace Wl,2 by their lower bounds. 
The upper bound for z is not essential for the ratio problem, but the lower bounds are. These can be 
combined into one requirement. This finally gives the following relaxation. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1- V)a2 + !a3 + ~a4 + ta5 + 1~a6 + ±a7 + tag 
st za1 +va2 + (~)+ a3 + (1-;:1:)+ a4 + (2x)+ a5 + (±)+ a6 + (1-';::1:)+ a7 +xag ~ 1 
5a1 + a2 ~ 5 
further constraints 
x E (121' t), v E (case-range], z > max{3x, 1 - x - v} and ai EN 
(D51) 
We note that the route taken to relax the ratio problem (D50) -t (D51) does not depend upon the actual 
weighting function used. Therefore choosing a different [read stronger] weighting function leads to the same 
[relaxation of the] ratio problem. 
Case specific ratio problem To derive the specific ratio problem for each individual case we substitute 
values for the item sizes z and v, depending upon the case in question. 
case 2 : v E (i, 1;:1:] =:} z> 3x and v>l 4 
case 3 : v E (1-23:1:, ±] =:} z> 3x and v > 1-3x 2 
case 4 : v E (1-';::1:, 1-23:1:] =:} z> 1t:l: and > 1-:1: V - 4 
case 5 : v E (x, 1-';::1:] =:} Z > ~(1 - x) and v>x 
Now substitute the corresponding lower bound for z and v in the first constraint, delete all other requirements 
on z and v and we have arrived at a program with constraints solely depending upon x. 
D.2.2.2 Constant 
The weights used for the items in block 3 (which determine the constant) are exactly the same as (or larger 
than) the weights we have used for the case when there are no I-items (section 8.9.2). This means that the 
constant c has the same upper bound; that is c ~ ~b. However, to derive a tighter upper bound we solve a 
separate set-packing problem for each individual case. The formulation of these SPPs is facilitated by the 
fact that the defining patterns are a subset of the patterns in table D .17. 
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D.2.2.3 x E (121' l), z > 3x and v E (~, I;Z] 
Ratio Problem Substituting the lower bounds for z and v in program (D51), and deleting all other 
constraints in z and v gives the following program. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1- V)a2 + ~a3 + ~a4 + ~a5 + 1~a6 + ia7 + ias 
st (3x)+ al + (i)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1;X)+ a4 + (2x)+ a5 
+ (i)+ a6 + e~X)+ a7 + xa8 ~ 1 
(D52) 
If aI, ... ,a7 = 0 then R(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints. 
{ 
24al + lla2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + lla6 + 9a7 + 8as ~ 43, 
36al + 15a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 24a5 + 15a6 + 12a7 + 12as ~ 59, 
( X - .1..) 
-11 
( - 1) x-5 
The constraint for x = i is implied by the constraint for x = 121' so that R(V) simplifies to 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ta3 + ta4 + ~a5 + 1~a6 + i a7 + ia8 
st 24al + lla2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + lla4 + ga5 + 8a6 ~ 43 
ai EN 
(D53) 
(D54) 
(D55) 
Solving this program for different values of V gives table D.19. This directly gives ~! as the minimising 
value for V, which gives a value R( ~!) = ~~. There are two (optimal) patterns that achieve this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight of the items corres-
ponding to (t) +, (2x) +, (:t) + and x without increasing the ratio. These can be increased to ~~, ~~, iq2 and 
372 respectively. This finally gives the weighting function (8.54). 
Constant The set-packing problem, under this (stronger) weighting function, is given in table D.20. It 
has a value of 372 for pattern combination (1,6,12). An upper bound for the constant therefore is c ~ 
~ + 1 7 - 1 32 - 32 - • 
Problem Instance A balance with sizes is given in table D.21. 
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V-range al a2 a3 a4 as a6 a7 a8 R(V) V .. =..!..!. 16 valid for 
[0, i~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 13 _ 3V 4 ---t.!1t-16 x>O v<~ 12 
[i~ , 1] 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1.+V 2 ---t.!1t-16 x<1. S v > 1-3x 2 
Table D.19. Solution of ratio problem (D55) 
* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
WT x 32 30 31 30 31 30 30 29 31 30 31 30 29 
(1 - WT) x 32 2 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 
(I-x 1.] 16/32 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 '2 
(2x, l-;x] 14/32 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(1. ~] 4' 3 9/32 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
(~ 1.] 8/32 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 3 2 1 4 '4 
[x, 14:X] 7/32 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
Table D.20. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.54) 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
z = 11 1 0 0 9+12k 1 0 0 38 
_ 10 
v - 38 1 0 0 9+12k 0 3 3 
8 
Y = 38 0 4 0 20+28k 2 
1 0 
7 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 x = 38 
9+12k 5+7k 1 9+12k 2+4k 1 
15+19k 12+16k 
Table D.21. Balance for FFD = ~ + ~~ CSPR • 
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D.2.2.4 x E (121' l), z > 3x and v E (1-;3:c,~] 
Ratio Problem Substituting the lower bounds for z and v in program (D51), and deleting all other 
constraints in z and v gives the following program. 
'R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ~a3 + ~a4 + %a5 + i a6 + 1;a7 
st (3x)+ al + C-;3X)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + C;X)+ a4 + (2x)+ a5 + C"4X)+ a6 + xa7 ~ 1 
5al + a2 ~ 5 (D56) 
If a1, ... ,a6 = 0 then R(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints. 
{ 
24a1 + 10a2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + 9a6 + 8a7 ~ 43, 
6a1 + 2a2 + 5a3 + 4a4 + 4a5 + 2a6 + 2a7 ~ 9, 
(x = 121) 
(x = ~) 
The constraint for x = i is implied by the constraint for x = 121' so that R(V) simplifies to 
'R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ~a3 + 1a4 + ia5 + i a6 + 1;a7 
st 24al + 10a2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + 9a6 + 8a7 ~ 43 
(D57) 
(D58) 
(D59) 
Solving this program for different values of V gives table D.22. This table directly gives 170 as the minimising 
value for V, which gives a value R(170) = ~. There are three (optimal) patterns that achieve this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight of the items corres-
ponding to e ;x ) +, (2x) + and x without increasing the ratio. These can be increased to ~6' ~g and ~~ 
respectively. This gives the weighting function (8.56) 
Constant The set-packing problem, under this (stronger) weighting function, is given in table D.23. It has 
a value of ~~ for pattern combination (1,4,8). An upper bound for the constant therefore is c ~ ~~ + 1- ~~ = 
1. 
Problem Instance A balance with sizes is given in table D.24. 
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V-range a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 R(V) V" 7 =10 valid for 
[0, 170] 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4-4V -t~~ 5 x>.!. 6 v~i 
[1
7
0' 1
7
0] 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 li -2V 5 -t~~ 5 x>.!. 6 v<.!. 4 
L~, 1] 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .!.+V 2 -t~~ 5 x<.!. 5 v> 1-3x 2 
Table D.22. Solution of ratio problem (D59) 
* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
WT x60 57 59 57 56 54 58 56 54 
(1 - WT) x 60 3 1 3 4 6 2 4 6 
(1..=£ .!.] 
2 '2 31/60 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(2x, 1-;:1:] 26/60 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
(1..=£ 1] 4 '4 15/60 0 1 0 2 1 3 2 1 
[x, 1"4:1:] 13/60 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Table D.23. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.56) 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
28 
z = 4s 1 0 0 1+4k 1 0 1 0 
12 1 0 0 1+4k 0 4 0 1 v = 4s 
10 
Y = 4s 0 4 0 4+8k 2 0 
1 3 
9 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 x = 48 
1+4k 1+2k 1 4k k 1 1 
3+6k 2+5k 
Table D.24. Balance for FFD = ~ + ~ CSPR • 
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D~2.2.5 x E (121' l), z > 3x and v E (1~~, 1-;3~] 
Ratio Problem Substituting the lower bounds for z and v in program (DSl), and deleting all other 
constraints in z and v gives the following program. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + fa3 + ~a4 + %a5 + ia6 + ia7 
st C1:1:)+ al + C~:I:)+ a2 + G)+ a3 + C-;:I:)+ a4 + (2x)+ a5 + C~X)+ a6 + xa7 ~ 1 
5al + a2 ~ 5 (D60) 
If aI, ... ,a6 = 0 then R(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by; 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints; 
{ 
26al + 9a2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + 9a6 + 8a7 ~ 43, 
6al + 2a2 + Sa3 + 4a4 + 4a5 + 2a6 + 2a7 ~ 9, 
(x = {I) 
(x = i) 
(D61) 
(D62) 
The constraint for x = i is implied by the constraint for x = 121' This is easily verified by scaling both to 
have the same RHS. So that R(V) simplifies to 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + fa3 + ~a4 + %a5 + i a6 + i a7 
st 26al + 9a2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + 9a5 + 8a6 ~ 43 
(D63) 
Solving this program for different values of V gives table D.2S. This table directly gives ~~ as the minimising 
value for V, which gives a value R(~~) = ~~. There are three (optimal) patterns that achieve this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight of the items corres-
ponding to (~) + and (1 ;X) + without increasing the ratio. These can be increased to ~6 and ~~ respectively. 
This gives the weighting function (8.S8). 
Constant The set-packing problem under this (stronger) weighting function is given in table D.26. It ha:-; a 
value of ~g for pattern combination (1,4,8). This gives an upper bound for the constant of c ~ ~g + 1- ~g = ~. 
Problem Instance A balance with sizes is given in table D.27. 
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V-range a1 a2 aa a4 a5 a6 a7 R(V) V* = 59 80 valid for 
[0, ~] 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4-4V 84 80 
[3 59] 
0 3 0 0 1 0 0 17 _ 3V ----+ 95 t- x<! v < 1-2x 
5' 80 
5 80 5 3 
0 3 0 0 0 0 2 17 _ 3V ----+ 95 t- x<! v ~ 1-2x 5 80 5 -..;:: 3 
[~~, 1] 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 290 + V ----+ 95 t-80 x<! 5 > I-x V - 4 
Table D.25. Solution of ratio problem (D63) 
* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
WT X 80 74 78 74 72 68 76 72 68 
(1- WT) x 80 6 2 6 8 12 4 8 12 
(l-x !] 
2 '2 42/80 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(2x, l;X] 32/80 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
(1=.£ 1] 4 '4 20/80 0 1 0 2 1 3 2 1 
[x, 14X] 16/80 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Table D.26. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.58) 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
z - 104 1 0 0 0 9+12k 1 0 1 
- 170 
V -..M.. 1 0 0 0 9+12k 0 3 0 
- 170 
_ 35 0 4 0 0 8+12k 1 0 0 Y - Fa 
_ 31 0 0 5 1 16+20k 1 2 2 x - Fa 
9+12k 2+3k 3+4k 1 8+12k 3+4k 1 
15+19k 12+16k 
Table D.27. Balance for FFD = 1 + ~~ CSPR • 
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0.2.2.6 x E (121' l), z > 3x and v E (x, 1"4:C] 
Ratio Problem Substituting the lower bounds for z and v in program (D51), and deleting all other 
constraints in z and v gives the following program. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ~a3 + ~a4 + %as + t a6 
st ~ (1 - x)+ al + x+a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1-;:1:)+ a4 + (2x)+ as + xa6 ~ 1 
5al + a2 ~ 5 (D64) 
If al, ... ,a5 = 0 then n(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by; 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints; 
{ 
27 al + 8a2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16a5 + 8a6 ~ 43, 
6al + 2a2 + 5a3 + 4a4 + 4a5 + 2a6 ~ 9, 
(x = 121) 
(x = i) 
(D65) 
(D66) 
The constraint for x = i is implied by the constraint for x = {l. This is easily verified by scaling both to 
have the same RHS. So that n(V) simplifies to 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ~a3 + t a4 + %a5 + ta6 
st 27al + 8a2 + 22a3 + 18a4 + 16as + 8a6 ~ 43 
ai EN 
(D67) 
Solving this program for different values of V gives table D.28. This table directly gives ~~ as the minimising 
value for V, which gives a value n(!6) = !~. There are two (optimal) patterns that achieve this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight of the items corres-
ponding to (~) + and (2x) + without increasing the ratio. These can be increased to ~6 and !~ respectively. 
This gives the weighting function (8.60) 
Constant The set-packing problem, under this (stronger) weighting function, is given in table D.29. It 
has a value of 4~ for pattern 2. An upper bound for the constant therefore is c ~ 4~ + 1 - 4~ = 190. 
Problem Instance A balance with sizes is given in table D.30. 
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V-range a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 R(V) V· - .2!. 
- 40 valid for 
[0, i] 0 5 0 0 0 0 5-5V 45 40 
[3 31] 4' 40 0 3 0 1 0 0 1-3V 2 -+ 47 f-40 x<l 5 v < .!±3:. 6 
[~b, 1] 1 0 0 0 0 2 ~+V 5 -+ 47 f-40 x<l 5 v>x 
Table D.2S. Solution of ratio problem (D67) 
* 
1 2 
WT X 40 38 36 
(1- WT) x 40 2 4 
(~ 1] 2 '2 20/40 1 1 
(2x, 1;X] 18/40 1 0 
[x, 1~X] 8/40 0 2 
1 1 
Table D.29. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.60) 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
52 1 0 0 0 18+30k 1 0 z--
- 82 
34 0 2 0 0 6+10k 0 1 w=8'2 
v = .!2 1 0 0 0 18+30k 0 3 82 
X = 12. 0 0 5 1 36+60k 2 0 82 
18+30k 3+5k 7+12k 1 18+30k 6+10k 
29+47k 24+40k 
Table D.30. Balance for FFD = ! + !~ CSPR • 
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D.2.3 x E (121' ~J and all I-items ~ 3x 
We only need to consider the cases with v ~ ~. The analysis of these cases starts with the following weights 
and weighting function. 
3 
S E (~, 3x] 5' 
1 
S E (1- 3x,~] 2' 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V and W(s) = (D68) 
1 
S E (lsx,~] 3' 
4 S E (1 I-x] 15' 4' 3 
1 
S E (l4x, ±] 4' 
1 S E [x, 14X] 5' 
Note that since there are no items in (v, 1 - 3x] there are certainly no items in (~, 1 - 3x]. Note further 
that this weighting function is recurrent. 
D.2.3.1 Ratio problem (for v ~ ~) 
An upper bound for the ratio, using this weighting function, is given by the following program. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1- V)a2 + ~a3 + ta4 + ~as + l~a6 + ±a7 + tas 
st zal +va2 + (t)+ a3 +wa4 + e~X)+ as + (±)+ a6 + e~X)+ a7 +xas ~ 1 
z+v>1-x 
z + w > 1 for W E (1 - 3x, t J 
further constraints 
x E C21' tJ , v E (case-range], z E (t, 3xJ and ai EN 
(D69) 
The 'further constraints' depend upon the particular range of v that we condition on. Using the fact that 
the list contains no items in (v,l - 3x] we can simplify the program by adding the following constraints. 
case 5: v E (1 - 4x, l~XJ :::::} as = 0 
By the same rationale as in section D.2.2.1 we can replace the constraints z + v > 1 - x and z + W > 1 by 
the constraints 5a1 + a2 ~ 5 and 2a1 + a4 ~ 2, respectively. 
This gives the following relaxation. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ~a3 + ta4 + ~as + l~a6 + ±a7 + tas 
st zal + va2 + (t)+ a3 + (1- 3x)+ a4 + e;X)+ as + (±)+ a6 + e~X)+ a7 + xas ~ 1 
(D70) 
further constraints 
x E C2l' tJ, v E (case-range], z > max{t, 1- x - v} and ai EN 
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We note that the route taken to relax the ratio problem (D69) --+ (D70) does not depend upon the actual 
weighting function used. Therefore choosing a different [read stronger] weighting function leads to the same 
[relaxation of the] ratio problem. 
Case specific ratio problem To derive the specific ratio problem for each individual case we substitute 
values for the item sizes z and v, depending upon the case in question. 
case 2 : VE(.!.tl. 1] 4 , 3 ::::} z>l 2 and v > .!.tl. 4 
case 3 : v E (1=.lli. .!.tl. ] 12 , 4 ::::} z>~ 4 and v > 1=.lli. 12 
case4: v E (l=£. 1=.lli.] 3' 12 ::::} z> 5+7:c 12 and > 1-:c V - 3 
case 5 : v E (1 - 4x, 1~:C] ::::} Z > ~(1- x) and V> 1-4x 
Now substitute the corresponding lower bound for z and v in the first constraint, delete all other requirements 
on z and v and we have arrived at a program with constraints solely depending upon x. 
D.2.3.2 Constant 
For block 3 and 4 we have the same weighting function as for the case when there is no I-item, section 8.9.2. 
This means that we can use the same set-packing problem to derive an upper bound for the constant and 
thus that c :::;; ~b. 
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D.2.3.3 x E (121' l], z ~ 3x and v E (1!~, ~] 
We substitute the lower bounds for z and v in program (D70), and delete all other constraints in z and u. 
Furthermore, it turns out that the constraints corresponding to z+v > I-x and z+w > 1 are not necessary. 
This gives the following program. 
R(V) = Max Va1 + (1- V)a2 + ~a3 + ~a4 + -la5 + 1~a6 + i a7 + ta8 
st a)+ a1 + etl:)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1- 3x)+ a4 
+ e;:I:)+ a5 + (i)+ a6 + e~:I:)+ a7 +xa8 ~ 1 
x E (121 , t] and ai E N 
(D71) 
If a1, ... ,a7 = 0 then n(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints. 
{ 
22a1 + 13a2 + 22a3 + 20a4 + 12a5 + lla6 + 9a7 + 8as ~ 43, 
30a1 + 18a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 16a5 + 15a6 + 12a7 + 12as ~ 59, 
(x = 121) 
(x = %) 
(D72) 
(D73) 
Solving the resulting IP for the extremal values of x gives table D.31. From this table we can see that the 
minimising value for V is i, which gives a value n( i) = ;!. There are three patterns that achieve this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight ofitems corresponding 
to (~) +, (i) + and x without increasing the ratio. These can be increased to i, ]4 and 254 respectively. This 
gives the weighting function (8.64). 
Constant The set-packing problem, under this (stronger) weighting function, is given in table D.32. It has 
a value of 2~ for pattern combinations (1,9,19) and (1,13,19). An upper bound for the constant therefore 
· './91 5 _ 7 
1S C ':::::: 24 + - 24 - 6' 
Problem Instance A balance with sizes is given in table D.33. 
Sharpening of constant It turns out that the bound resulting from the above constant is too weak; 
we cannot prove bound (8.1) with it. In order to sharpen the bound we analyse the SPP more closely, in 
particular the first transition-bin. 
• If pattern 1 (table D.32) is not active then SPP has a value of 264 for pattern combinations (9,19) and 
(13,19). This gives an upper bound for the constant of c ~ 264 + 1 - 254 = ~~. 
• If there is a bin with an item> t and an item> 1- 3x, it has a weight of i + t = ~. This gives an upper 
bound for the constant of i + (1 - ~) = ;~. 
V-range a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 R(V) V· -.2. 
- 8 valid for 
[0, ;~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3-3V 135 120 
[11 37] 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 49 _ 2V 144 
_ 2 20' 60 120 X-IT 20 
[37 5] 0 1 ll-V -+ 145 t-60' '8 0 0 1 0 2 0 x>1. v<~ 6 120 7 6 
a,1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 172 + V -+illt-120 
[0, 172] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3-3V 135 120 
x=t [172'~] 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 ll-V 145 7 V < 1O~-1 6 -+ 120 t- x> 37 
a,1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 172 + V -+ 145 t-120 x>l 7 v> 7-19x 1:2 
Table D.31. Solution of ratio problem (D71) 
* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
WT x 24 21 23 22 23 23 22 23 22 21 23 22 22 21 23 23 22 23 22 21 
(1- WT) x 24 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 3 
(1 - 3x, t] 12/24 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(ltl 1.] 4 '3 9/24 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(~ltl] 3 , 4 8/24 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(1. ~] 4' 3 7/24 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
(~ 1] 4 '4 6/24 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 2 1 
[x, l~X] 5/24 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 1 2 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Table D.32. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.64) 
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z = 73 
23 
v = 73 
20 
u = 73 
15 
Y = 73 
14 
x = 73 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
1 0 0 0 3+12k 1 0 
1 0 0 0 3+12k 0 1 
0 3 0 0 6+24k 1 1 
0 0 4 0 8+36k 1 2 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
3+12k 2+8k 2+9k 1 2+12k 3+12k 
8+29k 6+24k 
3 29 Table D.33. Balance for FFD = 4 + 24 CSPR • 
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0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
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• Assume that neither of the previous two holds. This implies that all items in (1 - 3x, ~] have the same 
size, say w. It further implies that w + v > 1 - x must hold and thus w > j - x. \Ye can now tighten the 
constraint in (D71) by replacing (1 - 3x)+ by (j - x)+. This allows the weight of the item(s) in (1 - 3x, 1] 
to be increased from ~~ to ~!. This does not affect the optimal solution of the SPP, but it reduces its value 
to ;4' This gives an upper bound for the constant as c ~ 274 + 1 - 14 = g. 
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D.2.3.4 x E (~ !] z ~ 3x and v E (7-19:z: ~]. 11'5' '" 12' 4 , 
We use the following weights and weighting function for the case when there is no bin with largest item 
/1-x 1] yE\-4-'4 ' 
3 S E (~, 3x] 5' 
1 S E (1 - 3x,~] 2' 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V and W(s) = 1 S E (I-x lli:.] 3' 3 ' 4 
4 SE(ll-X] 15' 4' 3 
1 S E [x, i] 5' 
This gives the following program. 
R(V) = Max Val + (1- V)a2 + ia3 + ~a4 + ~a5 + 1~a6 + ia7 
st (3-45:1:)+ a1 + (1-1;9:1:)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1- 3x)+ a4 + (13:1:)+ as + (i)+ a6 +xa7 ~ 1 
5a1 + a2 ~ 5 and 2a1 + a4 ~ 2 
x E ({1' i] and ai E N 
(D74) 
(D75) 
If aI, ... ,a6 = 0 then R(V) = 1, so assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This means that we can 
replace the first constraint by 
345x a1 + 7-;.19 x a2 + ~a3 + (1 - 3x) a4 + 1;-X a5 + :ta6 + xa7 < 1 
Substituting the extremal values of x in this constraint gives the following constraints. 
{ 
23a1 + 13a2 + 22a3 + 20a4 + 12a5 + lla6 + 8a7 ~ 43, (x = 121) 
30a1 + 16a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 16a5 + 15a6 + 12a7 ~ 59, (x = i) 
(D76) 
(D77) 
Solving the resulting two IPs for the extremal values of x gives table D.34. From this table we can see that 
the minimising value for V is ~~, which gives a value R( ~~) = 190;. There are exactly two patterns that 
achieve this value. 
Constant The set-packing problem is given in table D.35. Note that pattern 10 cannot represent a valid 
bin, since we have assumed that there are no bins with largest item in (1~X , i] and the only bins with largest 
item in [x, 1~X] are bins with 5 items of size x. So pattern 10 needs to be excluded from the set-packing 
formulation. With this adjustment the SPP gives a value of 380 for pattern combination 5 and 9. An upper 
bound for the constant is therefore c ~ 380 + 1 - i = i~· 
Problem Instance Let w be the smallest item in (1 - 3x,~]. The requirements on z, v and w imply that 
both (optimal) patterns cannot be active at the same time; 2v+l < 2v+w+z < l+i(l-x) => v < t(1-I). 
This contradicts with the range that we assumed v to be in. Since there are only two optimal patterns we 
knbw that a ratio of 190; is not achievable. 
22-1 
V-range al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 n(V) V" = 59 90 valid for 
[0, 160] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3-3V 93 90 
X = 2. [6 19] 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 ~-V 103 11 10' 30 5 90 [;g, 1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 185 + V -t 107 t-90 
[0, t] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3-3V 93 90 
x=t [1 59] 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 ~-2V -tlQ1t- 7 2v +w ~ 1 2' 90 2 90 X > 37 
[~~, 1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 185 + V -tlQ1t-90 x>l 7 z < ~(1 - x) 
Table D.34. Solution of ratio problem (D75) 
* * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
WT X 30 29 27 28 26 26 24 28 28 26 24 
(1 - WT) x 30 1 3 2 4 4 6 2 2 4 -
(1 - 3x, t] 15/30 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(l=2i.ltl] 10/30 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
3 ' 4 
(I l=2i.] 4' 3 8/30 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 
[x, i] 6/30 1 2 0 1 0 1 3 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
Table D.35. SPP-formulation under weighting function (D74) 
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0.2.3.5 x E (2- !] z ~ 3x and v E (7-19~ ~]. 
11' 5' -...;::: 12 ' 4 ' case:3 y E (1~~,~] 
We start with the following weights and weighting function for the case when there is a bin with largest item 
( 1-x 1] yE -4-'4' 
3 
S E (~, 3x] 5' 
1 
S E (1 - 3x,~] 2' 
1 S E (I-x .!.tl] 
W(z) = V, W(v) = 1 - V and W(s) = 3' 3 ' 4 (D78) 4 E (l=1L I-X] 15' s 3' 3 
1 S E [y, 1;v] 4' 
1 S E [x, y) 5' 
n(v) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + la3 + ~a4 + ia5 + 1~a6 + ta7 + tas 
st (3-45X)+ a1 + e-1;9X)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1- 3x)+ a4 + e~X)+ a5 
+ e~lI)+ a6 + ya7 + xas ~ 1 (D79) 
x E C2p t J , Y E C"4 x , t J and ai E N 
If a1, ... ,a6 = a then n(V) reduces to the following two-variable problem. 
no Max 1 1 Max 210 (5a7 + 4as) - '4a7 + sas 
st ya7 + xas ~ 1 st 9a7 + 8as ~ 43 
x E C21' t], y E C"4 x , tJ ai EN (D8a) 
ai EN 
If a7 = a then no = 1, so assume that a7 ~ 1 and we can replace the constraint by I~X a7 + xas < 1. 
Substituting the extremal values of x gives the following constraints. 
{ 
9a7 + 8as ~ 43, 
a7 + as ~ 4, 
(x = {1) 
(x = t) (D81) 
It is easy to verify that the constraint for x = t is implied by the constraint for x = 121' So we end up with 
the program on the right hand side of (D8a). Simple enumeration will show that this problem is maximised 
for [a7' as] = [3,2] with value ;g = 1.15. So that, 
a """""- /f"J(V) = 2203 a1, ... ,a6 = ~ ,\- (D82) 
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V-range al a2 a3 a4 a6 a6 a7 a8 R(V) V. - 23 36 valid for 
[0, ~~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -3V 195 180 
[11 37] 0 2 0 0 0 0 49 _ 2V 211 
X = 2... 20' 60 1 1 20 180 11 [37 13] 
60' 20 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 .!l-V 216 6 180 
Y _ I-x [~~, 1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 185 + V 211 - 4 0 1 180 
[0, ~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -3V 195 180 
x=l [1 23] 0 2 0 0 0 0 % -2V ~ 220 ~ 2 6 2' 36 2 0 x> IT 180 
[;~, 1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 172 + V 220 ~ 180 ~ 2 x> IT 
[0, 160] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -3V ill 180 
x = 2... [6 19] 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2-V 209 11 W'30 5 180 
y=i [!~, 1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 185 + V 
211 
180 
[0, ~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -3V ill 180 
x=l [1 69] 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 -2V ~ 220 ~ 7 6 2' 90 2 180 x> 37 
[~~, 1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 185 + V 211 180 
Table D.36. Solution of ratio problem (D79) 
Now assume that at least one of al, ... ,a6 is non-zero. This means that we can replace the first constraint 
in program (D79) by 
Substituting the extremal values of y, gives the following constraints. 
Substituting the extremal values of x in each of these constraints gives the following. 
(y = 1"4X) 
(y = i) 
69a1 + 39a2 + 66a3 + 60a4 + 36a5 + 35a6 + 27a7 + 24as :::;; 131, (y = 1"4X) and (x = 121) 
30a1 + 16a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 16a5 + 16a6 + 12a7 + 12as:::;; 59, (y = 14"x) and (x = i) 
69a1 + 39a2 + 66a3 + 60a4 + 36a5 + 33a6 + 33a7 + 24as :::;; 131, (y = i) and (x = 121) 
30a1 + 16a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 16a5 + 15a6 + 15a7 + 12as:::;; 59, (y = i) and (x = i) 
(D83) 
(D84) 
(D85) 
Solving the resulting four IPs for the extremal values of y and x gives table D.36. The minimising value of \. 
is ~~, which gives a value of 191 • There are three patterns that achieve this value. 
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Weighting Function We now strengthen the weighting function. 
The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight of items corresponding to (!) +, (1 ~Y) + and 
x, without increasing the ratio. We fix V = ~~ and consider the following problem. 
n(w) = Max 23 +13 +(1 2W) 1 1 1-W 1 36a1 36a2 - a3 + 2"a4 + '3a5 + -3-a6 + '4a7 + Wag 
st (3-tl:)+ a1 + (1-1;9X)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1- 3x)+ a4 + (1;X)+ a5 
+ e;Y)+ a6 +ya7 + xag ~ 1 (D86) 
x E ({1' i] , y E C4: x , t] and ai EN 
The objective is to find the maximum value of W, while not exceeding the ratio of 191 • First condition 
on a1, ... , a6 = O. This gives the following two-variable problem, see (D80). 
n(w) = Max ta7 + Wag 
st 9a7 + Sag ~ 43 (D87) 
By simple enumeration of the feasible patterns we can determine the maximum value of W, such that R(W) 
does not exceed 191 • This value is determined by the pattern [a7' as] = [3,2] as W ::;;; ~;. We now fix W to ~; 
and determine the maximum weights for (~) + and C ;Y) +. These are i ~ and ~~ respectively. This finally 
gives weighting function (8.69). 
Constant The set-packing problem is given in table D.37. Note that since we have conditioned on the 
presence of a bin with largest item y E (1~X, i], it follows that patterns 1,2,5,8,10,11 and 15 cannot 
represent a valid bin. For example, consider pattern 5; after placing the first two items in the bin it is filled 
to a level::;;; 2 x 1·~t which is ::;;; 1 - y, as is easily verified, and FFD would have placed the item y in a 
bin represented by this pattern. Further, since the only bin with largest item in [x, y) is the singleton bin, 
pattern 15 cannot represent a transition bin. With this adjustment the SPP gives a value of ~~ for pattern 
combination (9,14). An upper bound for the constant is therefore c::;;; ~~ + 1 - g = ~~. 
Problem Instance A balance with sizes is given in table D.38 
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* * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
WT x 72 71 70 67 66 65 62 61 60 60 71 70 71 70 69 68 
(1 - WT) x 72 - - 5 6 - 10 11 - 12 - - 1 2 3 -
(1 - 3x, t] 36/72 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(~l.tl] 3 , 4 24/72 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(l=JL~] 3 , 3 19/72 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
[y,?] 18/72 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 
[x,y) 17/72 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 3 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
Table D.37. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.69) 
FFD-bins LP-patterns 
72 
Z = 140 1 0 0 0 0 0 10+6k 1 1 1 1 0 
41 
v = 140 1 0 0 0 0 0 10+6k 0 0 0 0 2 
39 
u = 140 0 3 1 0 0 0 7+6k 1 1 0 0 0 
Y =.lL 140 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 
_ 29 
Y - 140 0 0 0 4 1 0 17+12k 1 0 0 2 2 
28 
x = 140 0 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 1 1 0 0 
10+6k 2+2k 1 4+3k 1 1 5+6k 2 2 1 5+3k 
19+11k 15+9k 
Table D.38. Balance for FFD = f + 191 OPT 
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D.2.3.6 x E (~ !] z ~ 3x and v E (1-~ 1-19~] 11' 5' " 3' 12 
Ratio Problem Substituting the lower bounds for z and v in program (D70), and deleting all other 
constraints in z and v gives the following program. 
n(v) = Max Val + (1 - V)a2 + ~a3 + ~a4 + ~a5 + l~ a6 + ia7 + ta8 
st (5tJ:Z:)+ al + C~:Z:)+ a2 + (~)+ a3 + (1- 3x)+ a4 + C~:Z:)+ a5 
+ (i)+ a6 + C"4:Z:)+ a7 + xa8 ~ 1 
(DSS) 
If aI, ... ,a7 = 0 then R(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints. 
{ 
23al + 12a2 + 22a3 + 20a4 + 12a5 + lla6 + 9a7 + Sas ~ 43, 
32al + 16a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 16a5 + 15a6 + 12a7 + 12as ~ 59, 
(x = 121) 
(x = i) 
(DS9) 
(D90) 
Solving the resulting IP for the extremal values of x gives table D.39. From this table we can deduce that 
the minimising value for V is ~~~, which gives a value Rn~~) = ~~. There are two patterns that achieve 
this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight ofitems corresponding 
to (~) + and (1 - 3x) + to ~~~ and ~~ respectively. However, this does not reduce the constant derived from 
the set-packing formulation. 
Constant The set-packing problem is given in table D.40. It has a value of ~~ for pattern combination 
(7,13,18). An upper bound for the constant therefore is c ~ ~~ + 1 - i = ~~. 
Problem Instance No instance that achieves the asymptotic ratio of ~~ was found. 
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V-range al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 R(V) V*-ill 180 valid for 
[0, ~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3-3V 183 180 
[1 13] 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 E. - 2V 212 
X =..1... 2' 20 0 2 180 11 [13 79] 0 20' 120 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 37 V 214 20'- 180 
[17;0,1] 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 185 + V ~ 215 t-180 x<l 5 > I-x V - 3 
[0, ~~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -3V 183 180 
x=l [29 2] 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 ill. - 2V ~ 215 t- 2 V<~ 5 60' 3 x> IT 60 180 8 
[~, 1] 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ~+V 212 60 180 
Table D.39. Solution of ratio problem (D88) 
* * * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
WT x 60 58 57 54 56 55 52 52 51 59 56 59 56 58 55 52 57 54 51 
(1- WT) x 60 2 3 6 4 5 8 8 9 1 4 1 4 2 5 8 3 6 9 
(1 - 3x,~] 30/60 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1=£ ~] 3' 12 20/60 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1 1=£] 4' 3 16/60 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
(1=£ 1] 4 '4 15/60 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 
[x, I"4X] 12/60 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table D.40. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.71) 
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D.2.3.7 x E (121,1], z > 3x and v E (1- 4x, 13~] 
Ratio Problem Substituting the lower bounds for z and v in program (D70), and deleting all other 
constraints in z and v gives the following program. 
n(v) = Max Val + (1 - V)az + ~a3 + ~a4 + 1~a5 + ia6 + ia7 
st i (1 - x)+ al + (1 - 4x)+ az + (~)+ a3 + (1 - 3x)+ a4 + (i)+ a5 
(D91) 
If a1, ... ,a6 = 0 then R(V) = 1. We may therefore assume that at least one of them is non-zero. This 
means that we can replace the first constraint by 
Substituting the extremal values of x, gives the following constraints. 
{ 
24a1 + 12a2 + 22a3 + 20a4 + lla5 + 9a6 + 8a7 ~ 43, 
32a1 + 12a2 + 30a3 + 24a4 + 15a5 + 12a6 + 12a7 ~ 59, 
(x = 121) 
(x = t) 
(D92) 
(D93) 
Solving the resulting IP for the extremal values of x gives table DAI. From table D.41 we can see that 
the minimising value for V is ~g~, which gives a value R( ~g~) = ~~. There are two [optimal] patterns that 
achieve this value. 
Weighting Function The optimal patterns indicate that we can increase the weight ofitems corresponding 
to (~) +, (1-3x) + and x without increasing the ratio. These can be increased to t510' tlo and ~~~ respectively. 
This gives the weighting function (8.73). 
Constant The set-packing problem, under this (stronger) weighting function, is given in table D.42. It has 
a value of 63cfo for pattern combination (2, 7). An upper bound for the constant therefore is c ~ 630~ + 1- ~~~ = 
33 
40 . 
Problem Instance There is no instance that achieves the asymptotic ratio of ~~. 
b h b · h . 2-5x Comment The requirements on v imply that ot patterns cannot e actIve at t e same time; -4- < 
V ~ i => x > k. Since there are only two optimal patterns we know that the ratio of ~~ is not achievable. 
Moreover, using V = t356 and the generic weighting function with W = 13316 one can show that the ratio is 
upper bounded by ~! ~ However, the bound resulting from T ~ ~~ is sufficient for our immediate purposes. 
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V-range a1 a2 a3 a4 as a6 a7 R(V) V" = 209 300 valid for 
[0, ~] 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3-3V 273 300 
[1 13] 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 t -2V 332 2 2' 20 
X = IT 300 [13 27] 
20' 40 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 ~6 - V 346 300 
[~6' 1] 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 l+V 359 2 300 
[0, ;g~] 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4-4V ~ 364 t- 3 v~± x-1 300 x> 16 
- s [;g~, 1] 1 .ll+V ~ 364 t-O 0 0 1 1 0 2 v> 2-5x 60 300 x> IT 4 
Table D.41. Solution of ratio problem (D91) 
* * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
WT X 600 598 599 588 577 589 578 567 
(1- WT) x 600 2 1 12 23 11 22 33 
(1 ~] 160/600 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 4' 3 
(~ 1] 150/600 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 '4 
[x, 1"4:1:] 139/600 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table D.42. SPP-formulation under weighting function (8.73) 
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D.2.4 Further assumptions 
We can now use bound (8.70) and weighting function (8.69) to draw further conclusions on the minimal 
configuration, with respect to CSPR • To do this we use the following. Suppose that we have a bin with 
weight Wbin > 1 and this bin occurs n times. This gives 
FFD ~ L (1- Wj) + (1- Wbin) n + 191 CSPR 
jlWj<l 
(D94) 
and an upper bound for the constant is ~~ - (1 - Wbin)n. But we already have an example that achieves 
FFD = ;~ + 191 CSPR • This has consequences for the minimal configuration. 
D2 Assumption There is a bin with largest item u E (l3x , v] 
Proof. If there is no such bin then patterns 3-9 in table D.37 need to be excluded from the SPP-formulation. 
This gives an upper bound for the constant of 732 + 1 - ~~ = ;~ = 0.80555 ... o 
D3 Assumption Block 2 (in diagram 8.44) is empty 
Proof. This follows from lemma 8.29. There are two possibilities for a bin in block 2. 
• It contains two items, with the smallest one> 1 - 3x. Wbin = ~~ + ~~ =} c ~ ~~ = 0.76388 ... 
• It contains three items. Since there is a bin with largest item u E (l;X ,v], by assumption D2, it must be 
that the second item placed in the bin is larger than or equal to u. Wbin ~ i~ + ~ + i; => c ~ ~: = 0.79166 ... 
o 
D4 Assumption There are no bins with largest item in (1 - 3x,~] 
Proof. There are the following possibilities for a bin with largest item in (1 - 3x,~]. 
• The bin contains two items in (1 - 3x,~]. Wbin = 2 x ~~ =} c ~ ~ = 0.77777 ... 
• The bin contains one item in (1 - 3x,~] and two other items. Since there is a bin with largest item u, 
it must be that the second item placed in the bin is larger than or equal to u. Wbin ~ i~ + ~ + i; =} 
c ~ ;~ = 0.80555 ... 
• If there is only one additional item, say U1 then U1 ~ 1 - 3x and since v is the largest item ~ 1 - 3x 
U1 ~ v must hold. This implies that the bin is filled to a level w + U1 ~ ~ + v ~ ~ + 11x ~ 1 - x. So FFD 
would have placed another item in this bin, which leads to a contradiction. o 
D5 Assumption There are no bins with 5 items of size x. 
Proof. Wbin = 5 x ~~ =} c ~ ~~ = 0.79166 ... o 
D6 Assumption There are at most 5 bins with largest item in (l;Y, l;X]. 
Proof. The weight of such bin is at least 3 x ~~ + ~~ = ~~. So that n < 36 x /;8 and thus n ~ 5. o 
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Combining these assumptions we can conclude that the minimal configuration, with respect to CSPR , 
must be of the form as shown in diagram D.12. 1 
T4 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·5 
~-~r--
~~{)))~ 0 
: ••••••• 
................... ..:..:.:.:.:. ~~~»» ill 
'-...--' '-...-" 
(~, 3x] ( .!.=JL.!.=.a:.] 3 ' 3 
Ts 
~-~r--
}}y// t-
......................... 
.......... ... 
:::::::Y::::::::: :::::: 
. ....................... . 
.......... .. . 
. :.:.:-:y:.:.:.: .. :-:.: 
??:.:« S 
.:-:.:-:y:.:-:.: .. :y: 
::::::::.·:::::::::h 
'-...-" 
( .!.=.a:. 1] 4 '4 
Diagram D.12. Minimal configuration for (3(x) = 5 
--------------.--~=- . 1 h t 2 + 2 ~ 1 and z + u + y ~ 1 are necessary conditions 
1 Note that the optimal patterns III table D.36 Imp y t a v Y " -...;: 
to achieve a ratio of 11/9. 
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D.3 Lists with no I-items 
D.3.1 0: == 2 and f3 == 6, and there is a bin with largest item y E (l~Z,~] 
We start with a variant of the generic weighting function, to end up with the weighting function on the RHS. 
-2
1 
, S E (~ 1] 1 S E (l=:JL 1] 
2 '2 2' 2 '2 
I-V S E (1 ~] 2 (1 l=:JL] -2- , 3' 2 5' S E 3' 2 
1 SE(bL1] 1 (l=:JL 1] 3' 3 '3 3' S E 3' 3 
W(s) = I-V S E (1 1-11 ] Minimising value W(s) = 4 S E (~, 1;11] (D95) -3- , ) 15, 4' 3 V = 1/5 
1 SE(bLl] 4' 1 S E e~1I,~] 4 '4 4' 
V, s E [y, 1~1J] 1 s E [y, I~Y] 5' 
1 SE[X,y) 1 S E [x, y) 6 ' 6 ' 
The maximum pattern-weight is given by the following program, 
"n(V) M I + I-V I I-V I V I 
'''' = ax "2al -2-a2 + '3a3 + -3-a4 + 4a5 + a6 + sa7 
st c~Y)+ al + (~)+ a2 + c~Y)+ a3 + (t)+ a4 + c~Y)+ a5 +ya6 + xa7 ~ 1 (D96) 
We replace x by (1/7)+ and solve the two programs for the extremal values of y. This gives table D.43 and 
the minimising value for V of 1/5, which gives R(1/5) = 71/60. 
D.3.2 0: == 2 and f3 == 6, and there is no bin with largest item y E (l~:C,~] 
We now split the range [x, 1/2] according to x and use the following variant of the generic weighting function. 
~, sEe2X,~] ~, SE(12X'~] 
I-V (1 I-X] 5 S E (-31, 1-2 X] -2-' s E 3' -2- 12' 
1 SEe;x,t] 3' Minimising value 
W(s) = I-V SE(~,I;X] ) -3- , 
V = 1/6 
1 S E e"4X, i] 4' 
1 S E (1;X' t] 3' 
W(s) = 5 S E (i, I;X] (D97) 18' 
1 S E (1"4X, i] 4' 
I-V SE(i,I"4X] -4- , 5 S E (i, 1"4X] 24 ' 
V, S E [x,i] 1 S E [x, i] 6' 
The maximum pattern-weight is given by the following program, 
R(V) = Max 1a I + l-;va2 + ~a3 + l-;va4 + ta5 + I4va6 + Va7 
+ +. + 
st C~:J;)+ al + (t)+ a2 + e~:J;)+ a3 + (t) a4 + C~:J;) a5 + 0,) a6 + xa7 ~ 1 (D98) 
x E (t, i] and a, E N 
Solving the resulting programs for the extremal values of x gives table D .44. and a minimising value for \. 
of 1/6, which gives R(1/6) = 7/6. 
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V-range al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 R(V) V" = 1. 5 
[0, i] 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 i-V 68 3 60 [i, t] 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 13 1 V -tIlf-y=i 12 + '2 60 [t, 254] 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 172 + 3V -tIlf-60 
[2
5
4,1] 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 1. +5V 70 6 60 
[0, i] 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 i _ .2y 1Q 3 6 60 y=t [i, i] 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 .§. -1.V -tIlf-4 3 60 
[i,1] 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1. +4V 58 6 60 
Table D.43. Solution of ratio problem (D96) 
V-range al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 R(V) V" - 1. 
- 6 
[0, i] 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 i-V 3 -t 42 f-36 
[i, 256] 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 .2 +.§.v -t 42 f-x=t 4 2 36 
[256,i] 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 1. + .!.! V 40 3 3 36 
[i,1] 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6V 36 36 
[0, i] 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 i-V 3 -t 42 f-36 
[i, t] 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 ll+1.V 12 2 -t 42 f-36 
x=i [t, i] 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 172 + 3V 39 36 
[i, ~] 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 1. +4V 36 3 36 
[~, 1] 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5V 30 36 
Table D.44. Solution of ratio problem (D98) 
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D.3.3 0: ~ 3, f3 = 0: + 2 and there is a bin with largest item y E (1-:C _1_] 
0:+1' 0:+1 
The maximum pattern-weight, under weighting function (8.87), is given by the following program: 
n= Max .!.a + a±3 + 1 + 1 a 1 (a±l )(a±2) a2 a±l a3 a±2 a4 
st e::z:)± a1 + e:U)± a2 + ya3 + xa4 ~ 1 (D99) 
One can show that this program is basically the 'FFD subset-sum problem'; program (B24) on page 171, 
and that n = Sa (0: + 2) = ~t~ - a(~~f)(~12). However, for our purposes it is sufficient to prove the bound 
n ~ Sa (0: + 2). We do this by [first] conditioning on the values of a1 and a2. 
D.3.3.1 al = a2 = 0 
When neither a1 nor a2 is active, then (D99) reduces to the following two-variable problem. 
no = Max 1 1 a+1 a3 + a±2 a4 
st ( !+~ ) ± a3 + xa4 ~ 1 (D100) 
x E (a~3' a~2] and ai EN ai EN 
If, additionally a3 = 0, then no = I so assume a3 ~ 1 and we can replace the constraint (after scaling) by 
a~1 a3 + 1':Z a4 < 1~Z· Substituting the extremal values of x gives the following constraints. 
(x = a~3) 
(x = a~2) 
(D 101) 
The constraint for x = --1-2 leads to a one-variable problem in a3, since a4 is dominated by a3· This problem 
a+ 
is easily solved and has value 1. The constraint for x = at3 leads to the subset-sum problem on the RHS 
of (DIOO). This is maximised for [a3' a4] = [0:,2] with value ~t~ - (a+1)\a+2)· 
This gives no = I + (a+1~a+2)' and it is easily shown that no < Sa (0: + 2) holds for 0: > 2. 
D.3.3.2 al ~ 1 or a2 ~ 1 
Now assume that at least one of {a1' a2} is active. This means that we can replace the constraint in (D99) 
(after scaling) by 
(D 102) 
(D 103) 
We now solve the resulting four programs. 
y = Q~1 and x = Q~2 
This gives the following program: 
st l.a + 0±2 a + 0±2 + 1 < £±1 
o 1 (0±1)2 2 ~a3 0±1 a4 0±1 
ai EN 
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(D104) 
ai EN 
We may assume that a3 = 0, since it is dominated by a2, giving the program on the RHS. If al ~ 0: then 
additionally a2 = a4 = ° and Rl = 1. Now add the constraint al ~ 0: - 1, and derive an upper bound for 
the resulting knapsack problem by the greedy heuristic. The relative profit of the items is given by p(l) = 1, 
p(2) = (ot~1(~t3) and p(4) = ~t~. Note that p(l) > p(2) > p(4). This gives 
R < 0-1 + orr 3 + (4) [.!cl:1 _ 0-1 _ 0±2 ] - ... - 1 0-1 1 
1 0 (0+1(0+2) P 0+1 0 (0+1)2 - - + 0(0±1) + 0(0±1)(0±2) 
But since 0:(0: + 1)(0: + 2) is a scalar for the objective function, it follows that Rl ~ 1 + 0(0~1) must hold. 
This bound is tight as shown by aT = [0: -1, 1,0, 1]. It is easy to show that Rl ~ So (0: + 2) holds. 
I-lIS d 1 Y = Q+l an x = Q+2 
This gives the following program: 
st (D105) 
ai EN ai EN 
We can eliminate variables a2 and a4, since they are dominated by al and a3 respectively. This gives a 
subset-sum problem with value 1 + 0(0~1)' achieved for aT = [0: - 1,0,2,0]. And, as in the previous case 
R2 ~ So (0: + 2) holds. 
x= _I_ 
. Q+3 
We could explicitly formulate the programs R3 and R 4 , that correspond to the two sub cases for y. However, 
it turns out that it is sufficient to prove an upper bound for their value. We do this by relaxing the respective 
constraints as follows . 
• For the case y = _1_ we reduce the multiplicand of a3; 0+1 
• For the case y = ~+~ we reduce the multiplicand of a2; 
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This gives the following subset-sum problem as an upper bound for both cases. 
Max ..!.a + 0:±3 + 1 + 1 0: 1 (0:±1)(0:±2) a2 0:±1 a3 0:±2 a4 
st ..!.a + 0:±3 + 1 + 1 ~ 0: 1 (0:±l)(o:±2) a2 0:±1 a3 0:±2 a4 < 0:±2 (D106) 
ai EN 
A scalar for the LHS of the constraint is given by a(a + l)(a + 2)/ gcd{a, 2}, which implies that we can 
tighten the RHS to ~t~ - a(~~t~~12). Since it is a subset-sum problem, this is also a bound for its value. 
And thus R 3 , R4 ~ Sa (a + 2) holds. 
D.3.4 a ~ 3, f3 == a + 2 and there is no bin with largest item y E (1-~, _1_J 0:+1 0:+1 
The maximum pattern-weight, under weighting function (8.88), is given by the following program: 
R= M 1 + 0:±1 + 1 ax ~a1 0:(0:±2) a2 0:±2a3 
st e: X )± a1 + (0:~1)± a2 + xa3 ~ 1 (D107) 
x E (0:~3' 0:~2] and ai EN 
A solution, feasible for all x < a~I' is given by aT = [a - 1,1,1] with value 1 + a(a;2). This is in fact the 
optimal solution, as shown by the following case analysis. 
If al = a2 = 0 then R = 1, so assume that at least one of {aI, a2} is non-zero. This means that we can 
replace the constraint (after scaling) by ~al + I~X a~1 a2 + l':'x a3 < I~X· Substituting the extremal values 
of x gives the following constraints, and two cases to investigate. 
X= _1_ 
0+3 
(x = a~3) 
(x=a~2) (DI08) 
In the corresponding program, the relative profit of the items is: p(l) = 1, p(2) = i(:~~~ and p(3) = 1. Note 
that 1 = p(l) = p(3) > p(2). And thus R < ~t~, but since a(a + 2) is a scalar for the objective function, 
. h h· -n ......... ~ 1 1 + a-I we can tlg ten t IS to ,'\- ':::::: a+2 - a(a+2) = a(a+2)· 
__ I_ 
X - a+2 
In the corresponding program, the relative profit of the items is: p(l) = 1, p(2) = d(a~J;2 and p(3) = ~:~. 
Note that 1 = p(l) > p(2) > p(3). If al ~ a then a2 = a3 = 0 and R = 1. Now add the constraint 
al ~ a-I, and derive an upper bound for the resulting knapsack problem by the greedy heuristic. 
1 -a±L () [Qll a-I a±2] - - 1 + a-I + 1 R < a~ + a(a+2) + p 3 a+l - --a- - (a+l)2 _ ... - a(a±2) a(a+1)(a±2) 
But, since a(a + 2) is a scalar for the objective function, it follows that R ~ 1 + a(a;2) must hold. 
Appendix E 
Miscellaneous 
E.l Function S ( n ) 
In this section we will examine the function S(n) = E~=2 SP(ii-1 , where sp(i) is defined as the smallest 
prime factor of i. The results of this section are used in chapter 4, where the harmonic CSP is studied. 
El Property S(n) :::; ~ - ! 
Proof. By induction. The property clearly holds for n = 2 and n = 3, since 8(2) = ~ and 8(3) = ~. Now 
assume that the property holds for n and distinguish between the following two cases. 
n is odd: S(n + 1) = S(n) + _1_ ~ 11 - .1. + _1_ = !1±l __ 1 __ [1 +.1. __ 2_] < !1±l __ 1_ 
n+ 1 ~ 2 n n+ 1 2 n+ 1 2 n n+ 1 2 n+ 1 . 
n is even: S(n + 1) ~ S(n - 1) + .1. + .....11...- ~ n-l __ 1_ + .1. + .....11...- = !1±l __ 1_ _ 1 < !1±l 1 ~ n n+l ~ 2 n-l n n+l 2 n+l n(n-l) 2 - n+l . 
So, if the property holds for n it also holds for n + 1, which completes the proof. o 
E2 Property S(n) :::; 1 + n31 for n ~ 32 
Proof. By induction. To establish a recursion we use that any set of consecutive numbers {n + 1, ... , n + 3D} 
with n E N+ contains exactly 15 numbers with smallest prime factor 2, 5 numbers with smallest prime 
factor 3, 2 numbers with smallest prime factor 5 and 8 numbers with smallest prime factor ~ 7. Now assume 
that the property holds for n and bound S(n + 30) as follows. 
30 
S(n + 30) L SP(:~ii-l + S(n) :::; 15 x n~l + 5 x n!l + 2 x n!1 + 8 x (1 - n~30) + 8(n) 
i=l 
~ ~ + 8 - _8_ + 1 + n-l ~ 1 + (n+30)-1 for n >- 15 ~ n+l n+30 3 ~ 3' r 
So, if the property holds for a particular n ~ 15 it also holds for n + 30. Direct comparison shows that the 
property holds for n E {32, ... ,61} which, combined with the recursion, proves the claim. H'e note that the 
only values ofn for which the property does not hold are 7,8,11-15,17-25 and 31. 0 
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To establish the asymptotic behaviour of S(n) and highlight the slow convergence of S(n)/n we derh'e the 
following properties, where 11"(n) is the prime counting function. 
E3 Property -: ~ S(n) - 11"(n) ~ ..;n 
Proof. Denote by r(n) the remainder term S(n) - 11"(n) so that r(n) = '"" sp~i) - ~n , + where the 
, wc~n t wl=2 " 
summation is taken over all composite numbers less than or equal to n. 
We first prove the upper bound r(n) ~ ..;n by induction. It is easily verified that for n ~ 5 this bound holds. 
Now distinguish between the following cases. 
n is even: r(n + 2) ~ r(n) + J~+l + n!2 - nil - ni2 < .;n + V~+l 
n is odd: r(n + 2) ~ r(n) + n!l + V~+2 - nil - ni2 < ..;n + V~+2 + (n+l)1(n+2) 
For both cases the last expression in n is strictly less than In + 2 for n ~ 2, which completes the proof for 
the upper bound. We now prove the lower bound r(n) ~ -~. For n ~ 16 this is easily verified, with equality 
holding only for n = 3 (note that we need only check for n prime). For n ~ 17 the lower bound follows from 
n In/2J n In/2J n 
r(n) L ~ - L t ~ L t - L t = L t - L t 
c~n i=2 i=2 i=2 i=8 i=8 
> (In (In/2J +1)-ln8) - (Inn-In7) > -4In2+ln7> -~. 
The first summation (over the composite numbers) is restricted to the even numbers in {4, ... , n}. The change 
from i = 2 to i = 8 is valid since n ~ 17. For the last part we have used the inequalities In (b + 1) - In a < 
E~=a l/i < In b -In (a - 1) and Ln/2J + 1 > n/2. This proves the lower bound and thus the property. 0 
E4 Property S(n) '" Innn 
Proof. From the prime number theorem [23, Volume 3; 'Distribution of Prime Numbers'} we know that 
11"(n) '" h~n' which combined with property E3 proves the claim. o 
The asymptotic behaviour of S (n) and the slow convergence of S (n) / I: n can be verified in table E.l. 
Comment 
An early version of the proof of lemma 4.9 was based upon the following bound for the prime counting 
function due to Tschebycheff; 
(El) 
where A = In 21/;~:~:f/5 :::::: 0.92129, B = ~A :::::: 1.10555 and no = 30. This value for no is given in [57, 
chapter 4; 'The growth of 11"(x)'] and [22, chapter 1; 'Tschebycheff's effective theorems']. However, this value 
for no is incorrect. The only thing that can be said is that there exists an no such that (El) holds for all 
n ~ no. Other authors[23,5l,58] refrain from giving explicit values for no· That no cannot be equal to 30 
follows from 11"(30) = 10 with 'upper bound' B ~n :::::: 9.7514. Moreover, from [58, table 3] it follows that no 
must be larger than 80K since 11"(80K) = 7837 and B h~n :::::: 7833.9896. 
n Sen) 1 + Sin~ 1 S(n)/ ::n Sen) 1 + S(n)-l n S(n)/ ::n n 1 n 1 
100 26.643 1.259 1.227 
2 0.500 0.500 0.173 200 48.637 1.239 1.288 
3 1.167 1.083 0.427 300 65.415 1.215 1.244 
4 1.417 1.139 0.491 400 81.995 1.203 1.228 
5 2.217 1.304 0.714 500 99.443 1.197 1.236 
6 2.383 1.277 0.712 600 113.881 1.188 1.214 
7 3.240 1.373 0.901 700 130.205 1.185 1.219 
8 3.365 1.338 0.875 800 144.547 1.180 1.208 
9 3.588 1.324 0.876 900 159.853 1.177 1.208 
10 3.688 1.299 0.849 1000 174.122 1.173 1.203 
20 7.865 1.361 1.178 2000 311.164 1.155 1.183 
30 10.311 1.321 1.169 3000 439.546 1.146 1.173 
40 12.617 1.298 1.164 4000 560.647 1.140 1.163 
50 15.824 1.303 1.238 5000 680.558 1.136 1.159 
60 18.025 1.289 1.230 6000 795.373 1.132 1.153 
70 20.192 1.278 1.226 7000 913.054 1.130 1.155 
80 23.322 1.283 1.277 8000 1020.715 1.127 1.147 
90 25.452 1.275 1.273 9000 1131.282 1.126 1.144 
- - - - 10000 1243.809 1.124 1.146 
Table E.1. Function S(n) and its asymptotic behaviour. The quantity 1 + S(n)-l provides 
n-l 
an upper bound for the gap of a harmonic CSP (see section 4.3) and converges to 1. The 
quantity S(n)/ l::n also converges to 1. 
E.2 Harmonic bound for First-Fit Decrease. 
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In this section we prove a bound for FFD, which is based on the NFD-weighting function (7.6). This bound 
will be used in chapter 4, where the harmonic CSP is studied. Denote by ni the number of items in the 
interval (i~l ' t]· Note that ni can be zero. 
E5 Lemma FFD < 2 + Endi 
Proof. Suppose that we have a list £ with Ii ~ 1 items in the intervals (Oi~l' ~i]' where 1 ::;; i ::;; TTl 
and 1 ::;; 0'1 < ... < am, SO that am ~ m. We derive a bound for c(£) = FFD - W(£) under the 
weighting function W(s) = l/Ll/sJ. Wlog we may assume that the last bin is a singleton bin with an item 
x E (_1-1' _1_]. All other bins are therefore filled to a level> 1 - x. This implies, since W(s) ~ s, that 
Om + Om 
the bin weight Wj of those bins is Wj > 1 - x ~ 1 - l/am. 
Now define c5i as the number of bins with an ai-item as largest item and bin weight strictly less than 1. 
Suppose that there are at least two such bins. Then by the FFD-heuristic the first of these bins must have 
been filled to a level> l-l/ai before the first item in the second of those bins was placed. But this implies 
that the first of these bins contains exactly ai ai-items. This in turn means that it has a bin weight of at 
least 1. Contradiction, so c5i = 0, 1. 
2..13 
Tbis means tbat for every i E {I, ... , m} tbere is at most one bin witb bin weight strictly less than 1. 
We can now bound c(.c) as follows, wbere the term in square brackets is the weight of the singleton bin. 
m-l 
c(.c) = L(1- Wj) ~ L (1- Wj) ~ L l/am + [1- l/am l (E2) 
j jlWj<l i=l 
An upper bound for c(.c) is tbus 1 + ~:2. Using am ~ m it follows that c(.c) < 2 must hold. This prm"es 
the bound FFD < 2 + Eli/ai and since Eh/ai = Endi the lemma follows" 0 
That this bound is the best possible follows from the following lemma. 
E6 Lemma Tbere are lists sucb tbat FFD ~ 2 - e + E ndi, for all e > O. 
Proof. By construction. We sball prove tbat for every integer a ~ 2 there is a list such that 
2 - 1. < FFD - """ E,i. < 2 - .1 a ~ , a (E3) 
It is easy to see that (E3) proves tbe claim by choosing a such a ~ 2/e. Assume that we have chosen such 
an. a and define 13 = a2 + a-I. Furtber define the integers {ak} by 
k{k+l) _ 1 ~ < k{k+l) 
{3 -..-: ak {3' 
aa-l 0 and a{3 - 13 - 1 
a~k~j3-1. (E4) 
(E5) 
With tbis we can definenk = ak-l +k-ak for k E {a, ... ,j3}. The list that proves (E3) consists ofnk items 
of size 1/ k. We claim tbat FFD uses 13 - a + 1 = a2 bins to pack this list and that these bins are packed 
as follows. To facilitate tbe notation we label these bins as a, ... ,13. Bin k E {a, ... ,13 - I} is packed with 
(k - ak) items of size 1/ k and ak items of size 1/ (k + 1). Bin 13 is packed with a singleton item of size 1/ j3. 
We prove tbe claim by induction. 
(i) Tbat tbe claim bolds for bin a is easily verified. We have aa = 1, so that no = a - 1. FFD will pack 
all of tbe a-I items of size l/a and 1 item of size 1/(a + 1) in tbis bin. 
(ii) Suppose tbat tbe claim bolds for all bins witb an index lower than k. Tben, after packing the bins a 
to k - 1, tbere are (k - ak) items of size l/k and nj items of size 1/j, where k + 1 ~ j ~ j3, left to 
pack. Since 
lk = (k - ak) x t + ak x k~l = 1 - k{:tl) > 1 - ~ 
FFD will pack exactly (k - ak) items of size l/k and ak items of size 1/(k + 1) in bin k. 
(iii) After packing bin (13 - 1) tbere are exactly 13 - a{3 = 1 items of size 1/ j3 left. This item is packed in 
bin 13 as a singleton. 
Every number in {a, . .. ,j3} corresponds to exactly one bin packed, so that FFD uses j3 - a + 1 = a 2 bins. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
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We will now derive an expression for c(.c) = FFD - E nk/k. 
c(.c) 
{3 {3 {3 
FFD - L ~ = ({3 - a + 1) - L [a";l + 1 - T] = L T - L a"k- l 
k=Ot k=Ot k=Ot 
{3 {3-l {3-l 
~ !!&. _ ~ a"-l -!!:.i!.. ~ a" 
L- k L- k+l - {3 + L- k(k+l) 
k=Ot k=Ot-l k=Ot 
(E6) 
From which we get the following bounds. 
{3-l 
Upper bound: c(.c) < 1-1/{3 + L k = 2 - Ott l < 2 - ~ (E7) 
k=Ot 
{3-l {3-l 
Lower bound: c(.c) ~ 1 - 1/ {3 + L [k - k(k~l)] = 2 - Ott l - L k(k~l) 
k=Ot k=Ot 
{3-l {3-l 
2 -Q±1- ~.l+~_l_-2 Q±1 1 + 1 -2 Ot 1 {3 L- k L- k+ 1 - - {3 - Q 7J - - 7J - Q 
k=Ot k=Ot 
> 2-1-Ot (E8) 
These bounds prove (E3) and thus the lemma. o 
We finish by giving some examples (table E.2) of the lists that were constructed to satisfy (E3). Packing 
one of these lists by the FFD-algorithm, as is done in diagram E.l, will serve to illustrate the structure of 
the packing and the rationale behind the proof. 
Comments 
• Note that the lists, that show that the bound in lemma E5 is the best possible, are harmonic. However, 
since FFD is not monotonic, we cannot make the a priori assumption that a list that maximises FFD(£) -
Endi consists of items of size l/i. 
• It was later discovered that Terno & Scheithauer[6l] have given a proof for OPT ~ 1 + rE ndil. Their 
proof is based on an induction argument and is not as straightforward as the proof of lemma E5. 
• lemma E5 provides us with an easily calculable, and more problem-specific performance bound for FFD; 
FFD < 2 + rCSPR • Where r = max{EadlL/dd I Eaidi ~ L,a E W} is the NFD worst-case ratio for 
lists drawn from this particular set of items. 
ct C c(C) 
2 {I 2 3 4} 2'3'4'5 III 60 :::::: 1.28333 ... 
3 {~ .! 4 5 5 7 7 9 10} 3' 4'5'6'7'8'9,TO'TI 114521 27720 :::::: 1.52384 ... 
4 {~ .§. .§. 1 1 ~ JL lQ 10 12 12 14 14 15 17 18} 4' 5' 6' 7' 8' 9' 10' 11'12'13'14'15'16'17'18'19 1 683567 1939938 :::::: 1.64763 ... 
5 {4 28} 5"'" 29 :::::: 1.72586 ... 
8 {7 70} 8"'" 71 :::::: 1.82041... 
14 e3 208} 14""'209 :::::: 1.90087 ... 
100 { 99 10098} 100' . . . , TIi'ii9'9 :::::: 1.98549 ... 
Table E.2. Examples to show the convergence of e(L:) = FFD(L:) - "£ni/i for lists 
generated by (E4) and (E5). Note that i/j denotes i items of size 1/j. 
1.0076 1.0409 1.02424 1.01948 1.0016 1.0076 1.0020 1.0091 
2--LS 
ct = 3, f3 = 11 
---
-:·2/1:-
3 4 5 6 7 8 
....... 
::::1:::;:-9:: .~:r.' ... 
9 
:1:1:10 ::llTI 
10 11 
FFD=9 
c(C) :::::: 1.52384 ... 
Diagram E.!. Example to show the structure of packings of harmonic lists by FFD, used 
in the proof of lemma E6. Bin k E {a, ... , (3 - I} is filled exclusively with items of size 
l/k and l/(k + 1). The number of each is chosen as to minimise the bin-leve1lk, subject to 
lk + 1/(3 > 1. This implies that bin k contains a total of k items. The number on top of a 
bin indicates to what level the bin would be filled if the singleton item would be inserted. 
Note that (in the diagram) i/j denotes i items of size 1/j. 
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E.3 Harmonic bound for Next-Fit Decrease. 
In this section we prove a bound for NFD in terms of the number of i-items. The objective is not so much 
the bound itself, but corollary E8, which will be used in chapter 7 to construct examples to show that the 
asymptotic ratios are achievable. Denote by Ii the number of items in the interval C~l' t]. Note that Ii 
can be zero. 
E7 Lemma If Ii is the number of i-items then ~ l t J :::; NFD :::; ~ r t 1 
, , 
Proof. Define ni as the number of i-bins. The fi i-items will be packed into 81 + k + 82 consecutive bins 
as shown in diagram E.2, where 81 is defined as 1 if the first bin with an i-item is not i-complete and 0 
~I k bins 
Diagram E.2. NFD-packing of i-items. 
IJJ LJ 
Indicates items with 
. . (1 1 ] SIze In i+l' l' 
otherwise. Similarly, 82 is defined as 1 if the last bin with an i-item is not i-complete and 0 otherwise. 
Further, define r1 as the number of i-items in bin 81 and similarly r2 as the number of i-items in bin 82 . 
This gives 1 :::; r1 :::; i - 1 and 1 :::; r2 :::; i-I. From the balance fi = r181 + ki + r282 we derive 
ni = k + 82 = ~i _ r.1 81 + (1 _ r~) 82 
t t t 
(E9) 
This expression is maximised for 81 = 0,82 = 1 and r2 = 1, and minimised for 81 = 1,82 = 0 and r1 = i - 1. 
Since ni is integer we have 
(ElO) 
and the lemma follows from NFD = 2:i ni· o 
Note that lemma E7 implies that NFD '" 2: Ii/i, or more specifically that INFD - 2: Ii/il < m. The special 
case when all Ii are multiples of i gives the following corollary. 
E8 Corollary If Ii is the number of i-items and Vi Ii = 0 (mod i) then NFD = 2: fiji. 
Note: The rationale of the proof of lemma E7 can be applied to NFD-heuristics for higher dimensional 
problems. If the heuristic packs mi items in an i-complete bin then 1 :::; r1,2 :::; mi - 1 hold. This applied 
to lemma E7 gives 2:lldmiJ :::; H :::; 2:Udmil, and a corollary similar to corollary E8; viz. Vi Ii = 0 
(mod mi) ~ H = 2: Ii/mi. Example: the Bottom-Left Next-Fit Decreasing heuristic, when used to pack 
squares has mi = i2 and thus yields 2:lli/i2J :::; BLNFD :::; 2:rli/i2l-
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E.4 Bounds for Next-Fit. 
The Next-Fit (NF) heuristic takes a list C and places each item, in succession, in the current bin. \Yhen an 
item cannot be placed, the current bin is closed and a new bin is opened, which then becomes the current 
bin, and in which this item is placed. As an illustration, see the examples in diagrams E.3 and E . .!. 
If m items with sizes Xi are packed in a bin, we may assume wlog that they are in decreasing order; that 
is Xl ~ ... ~ X m · This leads to the following characteristics of a NF-packing, where Wj is the wastage, and 
lj is the largest item in bin j . 
• Invariant: Wj-l < lj, 2 ~ j ~ NF 
• Recurrent bin: Wj < lj => L:~l Xi > 1 - Xl 
We can use the recurrency as a guide to find suitable weighting functions. Denote by <p the size of the 
largest item in the list. For <p > ~ we can use W (s) = 2s as a weighting function, which is easily seen to 
be recurrent. For <p ~ ~ we can use the weighting function W(s) = 1~<p8. Since all recurrent bins have 
L: Xi > 1 - Xl ~ 1 - cp, it follows that this function is recurrent. We can now derive bounds in the following 
lemmas by considering e(C) = NF(C) - W(C) as a maximisation problem over all feasible lists. 
{
-I + 2cp, if NF is odd 
E9 Lemma cp > ~ => NF < 2Mat + 
0, if NF is even 
Proof. We consider e(C) = NF(C) - 2Mat(C). First we will prove the lemma for NF(£) ~ 3. 
(1) NF(C) = 1 => Mat ~ cp => e ~ 1 - 2cp 
(2) NF(C) = 2 => Mat> 1 => e < 0 
(3) NF(C) = 3 => Mat ~ (1 - WI) + (1 - W2) + l3 > 2 - WI > 2 -l2 ~ 2 - <p => e < -1 + 2<p. 
For the first case, note that 1 - 2cp < -1 + 2<p holds for <p > ~. This proves the lemma for NF(£) ::;; 3. 
Now assume that NF(C) ~ 4 and make the following observation. The material packed in the first two bins 
is at least (1 - wd + l2 > 1 (use the invariant). This implies that we can create a smaller list with larger 
c-value, by deleting the [items, packed in the] first two bins. Repeating this means that, if NF is odd we 
end up with a list with NF(C) = 3, and if NF is even we end up with NF(£) = 2. For both these cases the 
lemma holds, which completes the proof. 
EIO Lemma cp ~ ~ and Mat> cp => NF < 2 - 1~<P + 1~<P Mat. 
Proof. We consider e(C) = NF(C) - 1~<P Mat(C). First we will prove the lemma for NF(£) ~ 2. 
(1) NF(C) = 1 => Mat> cp => e < 1 - ~ 
(2) NF(C) = 2 => Mat> 1 => e < 2 - 1~<P 
o 
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This proves the lemma for NF(C) ~ 2. Now assume that NF(C) ~ 3 and make the following observation. 
The material packed in the first bin is at least 1 - WI > 1 - 12 ~ 1 - cp. This implies that we can create a 
smaller list with larger c-value, by deleting the [items, packed in the] first bin. Repeating this means that 
we end up with a list with NF(C) = 2. For this case the lemma holds, which completes the proof 0 
We can now use the lemmas to derive the following corollaries. Substitution of cp = 1 in lemma E9 gives 
LNF 12J < Mat, and leads to the first corollary. The second one is basically a reformulation of lemma ElO. 
The third one follows from the previous two and the fact that for Mat ~ 1 we have NF = OPT = 1 by (3.1). 
Ell Corollary cp > ~ ~ NF ~ -1 + 2fMatl 
E12 Corollary cp ~ ~ and Mat> 1 ~ NF ~ 1 + f ~~;11 ~ -1 + 2f Matl 
E13 Corollary NF ~ -1 + 20PT 
Bounds are tight 
That the bounds in the first two lemmas are the best possible follows from the instances shown in di-
agrams E.3 and E.4. Choosing c sufficiently small, or more specifically c = o(l/k) shows that we can 
approximate the bounds as closely as desired. There is one 'caveat'; we need to choose c such that lie and 
(1 ~ cp) Ie are integer. Both requirements are taken care of by choosing c = gcd( 1, cp) I k 2 • 
The first list also shows that the bound in lemma Ell is tight. It is easily verified that, for c = o( 1 I k), 
the list can be packed into k + 1 bins. 
Previous bounds 
Johnson[38] derived the following bounds. 
-2 + 20PT ~ NF ~ 1 + 20PT 
__ 1_ + _1_ OPT < NF < 1 + 12/1, OPT 
1-<p 1-<p 'Y for cp ~ ~ 
(E11) 
(EI2) 
The lower bounds are to be interpreted as 'there is a list such that' and the upper bounds are to be interpreted 
as 'for all lists'. The first upper bound was later improved by Coffman et al.[12] to NF ~ 20PT. This is the 
bound that is usually quoted in the literatureJ28,49] More recently, Coffman et al.[14] give the tight bound 
N F ~ -1 + 20PT, although without [reference to] a proof. Such a proof can be found in [36, p. 1551] 
Comment 
Note that a minimal list for NF packs into a configuration with only two different item-sizes per bin. This is 
because we can 'cut' any, but the first-placed, item in a bin into unit-sizes c (see for example diagram E.·f). 
1 1 1 '-' -... ~--'" k-l 
:~r:::::::¢.: 
· . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.......... 
....... .. 
......... 
.......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
.......... 
......... 
· . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . 
:::::)~::::::: 
... -, ..... 
k 1 - <p + 2ke 
Diagram E.3. Worst-case example for N F for largest item rp ~ !. 
lie 
NF = 2k + 1 and CSPR = k + 1 - rp + 2kc, which gives a constant c(£) = -1 + 2rp - 4ck. 
Note that c is chosen such that (1 - rp)/c and lie are integer. 
l-c
CX
't' {.:.: ....... :::::.: 
••••••••••••••••••• 
{ ........ . :.:.:-:.:-:-:.:.:.: 1-2't' + 1 ::::::::::::::::::: c <>~<?~~ 
........ ....... . 
:::::)f.:>::: 
· ,- ...... . 
......... 
.......... 
... ..... . 
........ .. 
................... 
. . 
.... .... 
lie 
2-19 
1 k-l 1 kla <p+(l-<p+e-l/a)k 
Diagram E.4. Worst-case example for NF for largest item rp ~ !. 
NF = k + 1 and CSPR = r.p + (1 - r.p + c)k, which gives c(£) = 2 - 12'1' - l~cp· 
Note that a = L 1 I rp J and that c is chosen such that (1 - rp) Ie and 1 Ie are integer. 
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E.5 Monotonicity 
We follow the definition of Murgolo,[50j and say that a bin-packing heuristic is monotonic if deleting items 
and/or decreasing the size, can never increase the number of bins used by the heuristic. We say that [ 
dominates [,' and denote this by [,' ~d £, to indicate that the list £' can be constructed from [ by deleting 
or decreasing [the size of] items. This allows us to call any function J, defined on a list of items, monotonic 
if [,' ~d £ implies J(£') ~ J(£). It is easy to see that the functions/algorithms Mat, CSP and OPT are 
monotonic. 
To prove that N F is monotonic we take a slightly different view of the N F-algorithm. Say we have a 
sequence of n numbers, which we have to divide in (a minimal number of) N sections, such that the sum 
within each section does not exceed 1. It is easy to see that deleting an item anywhere in this sequence 
I I IIII [E] 
1 2 N-l N 
Diagram E.5. NF as a partitioning problem. 
'pushes' the following items to the left, which means that the last section divider may become obsolete. This 
means that we need at most the same number of section dividers for the reduced list. The same holds when 
we decrease the size of an item, and conclude that N F is monotonic. A proof that N F is monotonic can also 
be found in Murgolo [50, Theorem 4.1.]. 
For N FD we have the added restriction that N FD keeps the numbers in decreasing sequence, so that 
changing the size of an item may alter the sequence. To prove the monotonicity of N FD first observe that 
any item n with size Xn > X n+l can be decreased to a size greater than or equal to Xn +l without altering 
the NFD-sequence. Now suppose that we want to decrease Xn by ~ and ~ > Xn - Xn+l. This is the same 
as setting Xn := Xn +l and decreasing X n+l by ~ - (xn - xn+d. This does not alter the sequence. We can 
repeat this process until we have reached either the end of the sequence or the remainder of ~ cannot be 
'carried over'. For instance, decreasing an item of size 8 by 5 in the list {9, 8, 6,4} by this process produces 
{9, 8, 6, 4} -+. {9, 6, 6, 4} -t {9, 6,4, 4} -t {9, 6,4, 3}. That NFD decreases when we delete an item of the list 
is easy to see, so that we can conclude that N FD is monotonic. 
To prove that FF is not monotonic consider the following lists, based on the list in diagram 8.25 (p. 112). 
List £ 
List £' 
{ 23, ... ,23, 12, ... , 12, 9, ... ,9 } on bins of size 44. 
'-vo-'" ~ "'-v--' 
12k 12k 12k 
{ 23, ... ,23, 13, ... ,13, 12, ... ,12, 9, ... ,9 } on bins of size 44. 
'-vo-'" ~ '-vo-'" "'-v--' 
6k 6k 12k 12k 
(E13) 
(E14) 
Take the list £, which FF will pack into exactly 12k bins. Now decrease 6k items of size 23 to a size of 13 to 
get the list [,'. This list will be packed by FF into exactly 13k bins. From this we can conclude that FF is 
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not monotonic. Moreover it demonstrates that F F(.c') - F F(£) cannot be bound by a constant. Since the 
list £ is already in decreasing order the same follows for FFD. Ergo neither FF nor FFD is monotonic. 1 
Extension 
As an extension to the concept of [weak] monotonicity we allow one more operator to construct a dominated 
list. We say that alist .c' is strongly dominated by a list £, if .c' can be constructed from £ by deleting 
items and/or reducing their size and/or cutting an item into [and replacing it by these] smaller items, and 
denote this by .c' ~D £. To illustrate this, consider the lists £ = {~, ~, i, i, i}, .c' = { . t, i, ~, i, i, i} 
and £" = {~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~ }. Then £ strongly dominates .c', but £ does not strongly dominate £". This 
distinction is important for on-line heuristics. For off-line heuristics which sort the list before processing, it 
is only the set of items in the list that is important and not the sequence in which they appear. In analogy 
to a monotonic function, we say that a function j, defined on a list of items, is strongly monotonic if .c' ~D £ 
implies j(C') ~D j(C). 
That NF is strongly monotonic can be seen as follows. If we cut any item, which is not the first item in 
the bin, the packing does not change. If we cut the first item in say bin n, then some parts [but not all] of 
it may be packed in the previous bin. The packing of bins n, n + 1, ... now is the same as that of a list with 
the first item reduced in size, so that we can conclude that N F is strongly monotonic . 
. That NFD is not strongly monotonic follows from the above lists; .c' ~D £ and NFD(.c') > NFD(£). 
1 We note that the lists (E13) and (E14) show that no oo-space, on-line, conservative bin-packing heuri~tic is 
monotonic and that the same holds for off-line heuristics that sort the list into decreasing order before applymg an , 
on-line heuristic. . . 
We note further that these lists provide a lower bound of 112 for the asymptotic worst-case nonmonotolllclty, as 
defined by Murgolo.[50] This [new] lower bound improves upon all the known lower bounds; see [14, Theorem 2.16] 
for an up-to-date overview of these bounds. 
{3 ill of cases (3 nr of cases 
1 - 11 110880 
2 2 12 221760 
3 6 13 2882880 
4 12 14 5765760 
5 60 15 17297280 
6 120 16 34594560 
7 840 17 588107520 
8 1680 18 1176215040 
9 5040 19 22348085760 
10 10080 20 44696171520 
Table E.3. Number of harmonic CSPs to be investigated for critical item ~ ~ 
E.6 Case enumeration for the parametric harmonic CSP 
The following algorithm2 was used to determine the parametric gap, 'h((8)) for the harmonic CSP with 
smallest item 1//3. It was run for the values 2 ~ /3 ~ II. 
The idea is to certify as many candidate lists as possible, either as having a gap strictly less than 1 or as 
having a gap of at least 1. The ones with a gap < 1 are of no interest and of the ones with a gap ~ 1 only 
the largest one is of interest. This leaves a relatively small set of instances that still need to be certified. 
Algorithm Generate all harmonic lists with Ii ~ sp(i) - 1 and 2 ~ i ~ /3, and perform the following 
checks for each list C. Denote by /* the maximum gap found so far by the algorithm. 
1. (Mat mod 1) = 0 :::} discard the list since, = 0 or 1 
2. (Mat mod 1) ~ 2 - /* :::} discard the list since , ~ ,* 
3. r Matl = 1 + r ~~:7J 1 :::} discard the list since, < 1 
4. r Matl = FFD :::} discard the list since, < 1 
5. Determine r.p = max{E adi I ai E N, ai ~ Ii} 
(a) r.p = 1 : discard the list, since there is a smaller instance with the same or larger gap. 
(b) r Mat 1 > r Mat 1 :::} / > 1 : keep the list if , > ,* and update ,*, otherwise discard the list. 
<.p 
6. Determine a heuristic solution H, by repeatedly solving a subset-sum problem. 
IT H = r Matl then discard list, otherwise output list to be analysed subsequently. 
At the end of the algorithm we have a list with gap ,* and a set of candidate lists which need to be analysed 
further3 to determine if any of them has a gap > ,* . 
2The algorithm was implemented in integer arithmetic to avoid rounding- and truncation errors, which otherwise 
might lead to an incorrect certification. 
3It turns out that for {3 ~ 11 this set is always empty. 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mat /h 
1 1 2 0 4 1.967 1.03333 
2 0 2 1 1 0 6 1.974 1.02619 
3 0 2 0 3 0 5 1.981 1.01905 
4 1 2 1 0 0 4 1.988 1.01190 
5 0 1 0 4 0 6 1.990 1.00952 
6 1 2 0 2 0 3 1.995 1.00476 
7 1 1 1 1 0 5 1.998 1.00238 
8 0 2 1 1 1 5 1.998 1.00238 
9 0 1 0 4 0 5 1 1.973 1.02738 
10 1 1 0 3 0 3 1 1.987 1.01310 
11 1 0 1 2 0 5 1 1.989 1.01071 
12 1 0 0 4 0 4 1 1.996 1.00357 
13 0 1 0 4 1 4 1 1.996 1.00357 
14 1 2 1 3 0 6 1 2.999 1.00119 
15 0 0 1 3 1 6 1 1.999 1.00119 
16 1 1 0 4 0 0 1 2 1.981 1.01944 
17 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 2 1.982 1.01825 
18 1 2 1 3 0 6 0 1 2.985 1.01508 
19 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 2 1.989 1.01111 
20 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 2 1.991 1.00873 
21 0 2 1 2 1 2 0 2 1.991 1.00873 
22 1 2 0 0 0 5 0 1 1.992 1.00794 
23 1 2 1 4 0 3 1 2 2.992 1.00754 
24 1 0 0 2 0 6 1 1 1.993 1.00675 
25 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 1 1.994 1.00556 
26 0 2 1 4 1 0 0 1 1.994 1.00556 
27 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1.996 1.00437 
28 1 0 1 0 1 6 0 2 1.996 1.00397 
29 0 2 1 0 0 6 0 2 1.996 1.00397 
30 1 1 0 4 0 1 0 2 1.998 1.00159 
31 0 2 0 4 1 1 0 2 1.998 1.00159 
32 1 0 1 2 1 4 0 1 1.999 1.00079 
33 0 2 1 2 0 4 0 1 1.999 1.00079 
34 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 2 2.000 1.00040 
35 1 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 1.981 1.01905 
36 0 2 1 0 0 6 0 1 1 1.985 1.01508 
37 0 2 1 2 0 4 0 0 1 1.988 1.01190 
38 1 1 0 1 0 6 0 0 1 1.990 1.00952 
39 0 2 0 1 1 6 0 0 1 1.990 1.00952 
40 0 2 0 2 0 5 0 1 1 1.992 1.00794 
41 0 2 0 4 0 3 0 0 1 1.995 1.00476 
42 0 2 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1.996 1.00437 
43 0 0 1 2 1 6 0 2 1 1.996 1.00397 
44 0 1 1 3 0 5 0 0 1 1.998 1.00238 
45 1 0 1 0 1 6 1 0 1 1.999 1.00119 
46 0 2 1 0 0 6 1 0 1 1.999 1.00119 
47 0 0 1 4 1 4 0 1 1 1.999 1.00079 
48 0 2 0 3 0 2 1 2 1 2.000 1.00040 
Table E.4. Harmonic CSPs with /h > 1 
Listed are all instances of the harmonic esp, which have a gap, > 1 and a smallest, critical 
item ~ 1/10 . 
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E.7 Worst-case ratios 
In this section we will derive some lemmas that show the relationship between 'minimal' bounds for bin-
packing heuristics, and their asymptotic and recurrent ratio. In analogy with the notation for the asymptotic 
behaviour of univariate functions, we define the following to facilitate the notation. If /(£) and g(£) are 
two functions defined on lists, then /(£) = o(g(£)) means lim sup /(£)/g(£) = o. 
z-too {'clg(,C) ~z} 
E14 Lemma If there exist constants c and r such that the bound V£ H(£) ~ c+rOPT(£) holds, and r is the 
least such, then r = lim sup o~>!(b = R'H 
z-too {'ci OPT('c)~z} 
Proof. A lower bound for r is given by the following. 
\.I r >- H('c)-j ---'-- \.I >- H(,C)-c ....... 1· --.!!.J.fL 
VL r r OPT('c -,r vZ r r sup OPT('c):::::} r.:::; 1m sup ~,
{'cIOPT('c)~z} z-too {'cIOPT('c)~z} 
where the first inequality is just a rewrite of the bound, the second one follows by conditioning on the value 
of OPT, and the last one by letting z --+ 00, so that the constant vanishes. If there is an e > 0 and z such 
that H(£) ~ c + (r - c) OPT(£) holds for all lists with OPT(£) ~ z, for some constant c, then r cannot be 
minimal, so that the minimality of r implies the following. 
\Ie> 0 Vz 3{£ I OPT(£) ~ z} 
An upper bound can now be proven as follows: 
\Ie> 0 Vz 3{£ I OPT(£) ~ z} 
Ve> 0 Vz 
\Ie > 0 Vz ~ -c/c 
Vc > 0 
H(£) > c + (r - c) OPT(£) 
H(,C)-c 
r < e + OPT (,C) , 
r < e + sup gW(~) , 
{'ci OPT('c)~z} 
2 H('c) r < e + sup OPT(,C) , 
{'cIOPT('c)~z} 
1· H('c) r < 2e + 1m sup OPT(,C) , 
z-too {'ci OPT('c) ~z} 
1· H(C) r ~ 1m sup OPT('c) 
Z-tOO {'ci OPT('c) ~z} 
The first inequality is a rewrite of the minimality condition, the second one relaxes the RHS of the bound, 
for the third we choose z ~ -c/c to eliminate the constant c, and the fourth one is derived by letting z --+ 00. 
The last inequality then follows directly. Combining the lower and upper bound proves the lemma. 0 
E15 Lemma If r = R'H < 00 and c(£) = H(£) - rOPT(£), then c(£) = o( OPT(£)) 
Proof. The definition of the asymptotic ratio as a limsup gives the following two inequalities. 
\Ie > 0 3z V{£ I OPT(£) ~ z} o~>!(b) ~ r + c :::::} Vc > 0 lim sup O;(;{,C) :( e 
Z-tOO {'ci OPT('c)~z} 
Vc > 0 \lz 3{ £ I OPT(£) ~ z} o~>t(b) > r - e :::::} Ve > 0 lim sup O;(;{C) ~ -e 
Z-tOO {'ci OPT('c)~z} 
Substitution of H = c + rOPT and letting z --+ 00 gives the second inequalities as a consequence. Letting 
c --+ 0 now proves the lemma. o 
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E16 Lemma Iftbere exist constants c and r sucb tbat tbe bound 'tIk E N+ H(k£)::;; c+rCSPR(k£) bolds, and 
r is tbe least sucb, tben r = lim sup kg);'c(,C) _ R~ec(£) 
k-+oo R 
Proof. A lower bound for r is given by tbe following. 
\..Ik ....... H(k'c)-c 1· H(k'c) 
v r ~ aSPR(k,C) => r ~ 1m sup asp (k£:.) , 
k-+oo R 
wbere tbe first inequality is just a rewrite of tbe bound, and tbe second inequality follows by letting k ---+ 00. 
If tbere is an c and ko sucb tbat H(k£) ::;; c + (r - c) CSPR(k£) bolds for all k ~ ko, for some constant c, 
tben r cannot be minimal, so tbat tbe minimality of r implies tbe following. 
'tic > 0 'tIko 3k ~ ko H(k£) > c+ (r - c)CSPR(k£) 
An upper bound can now be proven as follows, wbere z = CSPR(£) is substituted for notational brevity, 
'tic > 0 'tIko 3k ~ ko 
'tic > 0 'tIko 
'tic > 0 'tIko ~ -;; 
'tic > 0 
< c + H(k'c)-c r kz' 
H(k'c)-c 
r < c + sup kz ' 
k~ko 
r < 2c + sup H1~'c), 
k~ko 
r < 2c + lim sup H1~)' 
k-+oo 
wbere tbe first inequality is a rewrite of tbe minimality condition, tbe second one relaxes tbe RHS of tbe 
bound, for tbe tbird we cboose ko ~ ~ to eliminate tbe constant c, and tbe fourtb one is derived by letting 
ez 
z ---+ 00 for c fixed. Tbe last inequality now follows directly. Combining tbe lower and upper bound proves 
tbe lemma. o 
E17 Lemma Ifr = R~C(C) < 00 and c(k) = H(k£) - rCSPR(k£), tben c(k) = o(k) 
Proof. Tbe definition of tbe recurrent ratio as a limsup gives tbe following two inequalities. 
\..I :Jk \..Ik k H(k'c)./ \..I > 0 
vc > 0 ::J 0 V ~ ° aSPR(k,C) ~ r + c => vc 1· c(k) ~ 1m sup asp (k'c) "" c k-+oo R 
\..I 0 \..Ik :Jk""'" k H(k'c) > => 'tic > 0 vc > v 0 ::J r 0 aSPRCk,C) r - c 1· c( k) 1m sup asp (k'c) > -c k-+oo R 
Substitution of H = c + rGSPR and letting k ---+ 00 gives tbe second inequalities. Let c ---+ 0 and recall that 
GSPR(kC) = kGSPR(£) and tbat GSPR(£) is a constant. Tbis sbows that lim sup c(k)/k = 0 and proves the 
k-+oo 
lemma. o 
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